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AN EMPIRICAL COMPARISON OF TWO-STAGE 
AND PYRAMIDAL ADAPTIVE ABILITY TESTING 

The administration of ability test items by means of an interactive 
computer system has enabled test admini.strators to tailor or adapt tests to 
individual differences in testee ability_. Items are selected by a set of 
rules or "strategy" determined prior to testing (see Weiss, 1974, for a 
discussion of the various adaptive testing strategies). At one or more 
points in the testing, a testee's responses to previously administered items 
are evaluated, and a tentative estimate of ability is made. Subsequent 
items are generally selected so that their difficulties are close to the 
testee's estimated ability. This procedure permits testing time to be 
shortened in comparison to conventional paper and pencil methods of testing 
without reducing either the reliability or validity of the test. Computerized 
adaptive testing also has other advantages over conventional tests (see 
Weiss and Betz, 1973). 

Empirical research on two adaptive strategies, the pyramidal test and 
the two-stage test, has been reported in the present series of research 
papers (Betz & Weiss, 1973; Larkin & Weiss, 1974). In both of these studies, 
the adaptive test was compared to a conventional test on a number of 
psychometric criteria. The present study directly compares the two adaptive 
strategies using the same group of subjects. 

Pyramidal Tests 

The pyramidal testing method structures items into a triangular con
figuration according to item difficulties. Item administration follows the 
general branching rule that a more difficult item follows a correct response 
while an easier item follows an incorrect response. Figure 1 illustrates a 
typical pyramidal test. The first item administered is at the top of the 
pyramidal structure and is usually one of median difficulty (proportion 
correct, p=.50) based on previous item analyses. The second item administered 
to any testee depends on whether his/her response to the first item is 
correct or incorrect. If the testee answers the first item correctly, a 
more difficult item (p=.45) is presented next. An item of lesser difficulty 
(p=.55) is presented next if the initial item is answered incorrectly. 
Thus, there are two items available at the second level or "stage" of the 
pyramid. Branching to the third stage depends on the correctness of the 
response to the second-stage item. This process is repeated until the 
testee has attempted one item at each of a fixed number of stages. 

The increment in difficulty following a correct response in Figure 1 is 
equal to the decrement in difficulty following an incorrect response. Thus, 
branching within this pyramidal structure uses an "equal offset." Unequal 
offsets with smaller increments than decrements can be used as a correction 
for guessing (Weiss, 1974, p. 16). 

The number of items to be answered by any testee is small when compared 
to the total number of items in the pyramidal structure. In general [n(n-1)]/2 
items are needed to construct a pyramid of n stages when one item is attempted 
at each stage. 
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Item difficulties in a ten-stage pyramidal test structure 
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Many ways of scoring pyramidal tests have been developed (see Weiss, 
1974, pp. 30-34). The ranked difficulty of the final item has been used 
as the individual's score (Bayroff, Thomas, & Anderson, 1960; Seeley, Morton 
& Anderson, 1962; Waters & Bayroff, 1971). Testees completing the pyramid 
shown in Figure 1 could receive scores of from 1 to 1~ under this scoring 
method, since there are only ten items available at the tenth stage of 
testing. The number of rank positions can be increased by assigning a 
higher rank to those subjects answering the final item correctly than to 
those who do not (Bayroff & Seeley, 1967; Waters, 1964). The difficulty 
of the final item attempted has also been used to estimate an individual's 
ability (Bayroff, 1969). Another scoring method branches the testee to a 
hypothetical (n+l)th item following the final item and estimates its 
difficulty (Hansen:-1969; Lord, 197lb; Weiss, 1974, p. 31). The difficulties 
of all items attempted or all items correctly answered may be averaged to 
provide a score based on more information (Larkin & Weiss, 1974). Lord 
(1970, 197lb) has recommended an averaging method which excludes the first 
item (since all testees attempt it) and includes the (n+l)th item. 
Hansen (1969) has proposed a more complex scoring method which assigns an 
estimated score to each item in the pyramid, whether or not it is attempted. 

Weiss (1974) compares pyramidal tests with other strategies of 
adaptive testing. The research literature on pyramidal adaptive tests has 
been reviewed by Weiss and Betz (1973) and summarized by Larkin and Weiss 
(1974). 

Two-stage Tests 

A two-stage test consists of a preliminary or routing test followed by 
one of several measurement tests. Figure 2 illustrates a sample two-stage 
structure. The purpose of the routing test is to provide an approximate 
estimate of the testee's ability level so that a measurement test of 
appropriate difficulty can be selected for each testee. The routing test 
can be composed of items with difficulties either peaked at the ability 
level of the group taking the test (as shown in Figure 2) or distributed 
throughout the range of ability under consideration (see Weiss, 1974, pp. 4-7). 
The measurement tests are usually peaked tests of differing levels of 
difficulty. The routing test is administered to the testee and his/her 
score is determined. A measurement test of appropriate difficulty is 
selected, based on the testee's score on the routing test. The measurement 
test is then administered and the testee's score is determined. 

Variants of the two-stage routing procedure (see Weiss, 1974, p. 7) 
include double-routing and "sequential" procedures (Cleary, Linn, & Rock 
1968a,b; Linn, Rock, & Cleary, 1969). The former requires two routing 
tests to be administered. A testee's score on a preliminary routing test 
determines which of several intermediate routing tests are attempted. 
Branching to an appropriate measurement test is based on the testee's 
performance on the second routing test. The sequential procedure involves 
computing likelihood ratios after each response to items in the routing 
test. Branching to a measurement test occurs when the likelihood ratio permits 
a classification of the individual. 

Most methods of scoring two-stage tests have used information from 
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both the routing and measurement subtests. Lord (197lc) and Betz and 
Weiss (1973) have combined maximum likelihood ability estimates from the 
routing and measurement subtests to determine an overall estimation of a 
testee's ability. Linn, Rock, & Cleary (1969), on the other hand, did not 
include a testee's performance on the routing test in some of their scoring 
procedures. 

Weiss (1974) compares two-stage tests with other strategies of adaptive 
testing, and discusses potential advantages and limitations of this approach. 
Research literature on two-stage adaptive testing has been reviewed by Weiss 
& Betz (1973) and Betz & Weiss (1973). 

Research Comparing Two-stage and Pyramidal Tests 

The only study including both two-stage and pyramidal testing strategies 
was reported by Linn, Rock & Cleary (1969). That study, using "real-data 
simulation" methods, was based on the responses of a large group of testees 
to a 190-item conventional paper-and-pencil test. The item responses were 
then used to simulate a testee's responses to two-stage and pyramidal adaptive 
testing strategies. Five different two-stage strategies were compared to 
two pyramidal strategies. 

The first two-stage test included a 20-item routing test with a rectangular 
distribution over a "broad range" of item difficulties, and four 20-item 
measurement tests. The second employed a double-routing procedure. A 
testee's score on a 10-item routing test determined which of two second-stage 
10-item routing tests was administered. Scores on the second routing test 
branched the testee to one of four 20-item measurement tests. The third two
stage procedure used a 20-item "group discrimination" routing test. Items 
in that test were those which showed the largest differences in proportion 
correct between groups divided into quartiles on total scores for the original 
190 items. The routing test in the two final strategies involved computing 
likelihood ratios after each item, and branching occurred when the likeli-
hood ratio permitted a classification of the individual into groups based on 
scores derived from the parent 190 items. These methods were called "sequential" 
procedures. Both a three-group and a four-group sequential approach were 
used. Linn et al. used two methods to score their two-stage tests. One 
used the information obtained from the routing test while the other did not. 

Linn et al. studied two variations of the pyramidal strategy. The first 
pyramidal test had ten stages with an entry point of p=.65~ a step size of 
.02 and an equal offset. Items were weighted according to difficulty, and 
scores represented the sum of the weights of items attempted by each testee. 
The second pyramidal strategy consisted of five stages with five items per 
stage (see, e.g., Weiss, 1974, pp. 25-26). Branching occurred from block to 
block. This pyramid was scored using a weighted scoring scheme similar to 
that used for the single-item pyramid. 

All seven adaptive tests were compared to five conventional subtests of 
from 10 to 50 items selected from the same 190-item parent test. Scores on 
the two-stage strategies correlated from .93 to .97 with scores on the 190-
item parent test, while the shortened conventional tests had correlations of 
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from .89 to .96 with the full conventional test. The 25-item pyramid showed 
a comparable correlation (.95), but the ten-item pyramid correlated only 
.87 with the parent test. 

Since all the items in the adaptive and shortened conventional tests 
were also included in the longer parent test, and since the correlations with 
the parent test increased as the length of the shorter tests increased, it 
is possible that the degree of correlation obtained in this study could be 
due partly to the number of items in common between the tests. 

When achievement test criteria were obtained, scores on the ten-stage 
pyramidal test correlated higher with the criterion measures than did scores 
on conventional tests of the same length in seven of eight comparisons. 
The 25-item pyramids correlated more highly with the criteria than the 50-item 
conventional tests. With one exception, the two-stage·tests also achieved 
higher correlations with the criterion achievement tests than did conventional 
tests of the same length. Under one scoring procedure the 40-item group 
discrimination two-stage test was more highly correlated with outside 
criteria, in four of eight comparisons, than even the 190-item parent 
conventional test. 

Linnet al.'s data permit a comparison of the relative validity of 
their two-stage and pyramidal tests as predictors of the achievement test 
criteria. Their data show that, with the exception of the sequential two
stage strategy, two-stage tests had higher correlations with the criteria than 
did the pyramidal tests. The ten-item pyramidal test had the lowest validities 
of all of the adaptive tests, and the validities of the 25-item block branching 
pyramid were about equal to those of the sequential two-stage test. Within 
the two-stage tests, the group discrimination approach had slightly higher 
validities than the other two-stage tests. 

These comparisons of the relative validity of the two-stage and pyramidal 
strategies did not take account of the relative numbers of items in the 
different tests. While the two-stage tests were all composed of about 40 items, 
only 10 items were administered in one pyramidal test and 25 in the other. 
Linn et al. (pp. 142-143) estimated the lengths of conventional tests parallel to 
the 190-item parent test which would be necessary to achieve the same validity 
as each of the adaptive tests. When these values were compared to the actual 
adaptive test lengths, an index of "relative saving in test length" was 
obtained. The group discrimination and three-group sequential methods showed 
the highest ratios, followed by the 25-item and 10-item pyramidal strategies. 
The four-group sequential method showed the lowest ratios. 

Purpose 

Although Linn et al. (1969) used both pyramidal and two-stage tests in 
their study simulating adaptive testing, their major objective was to study 
the relationships between short adaptive and conventional tests and longer 
parent tests or achievement test criteria. The present investigation is one 
of a series of studies designed to further compare adaptive testing strategies 
using other criteria. These studies use actual computer administration of 
adaptive tests to groups of college students. The results of different adaptive 
testing strategies have been compared with those obtained from conventional 
testing approaches (Betz & Weiss, 1973; Larkin & Weiss, 1974) with respect to 
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the accuracy of ability estimation, test-retest stability, internal consistency 
reliabilities, and other psychometric characteristics. In addition, more 
fundamental questions about each strategy are under consideration, including 
the investigation of various item difficulty structures for each of the 
adaptive strategies, problems in determining branching or routing rules, and 
the determination of meaningful and reliable scoring methods for each adaptive 
strategy. 

In this series of studies, all tests, both conventional and adaptive, 
were constructed for administration by computer (DeWitt & Weiss, 1974). 
Testing strategies were administered two at a time so that scores from one 
adaptive strategy could be compared with those from another, and so that scores 
from adaptive and conventional tests could be directly compared. In order to 
determine the stability of scores from each of a number of scoring methods, 
each testee was administered the same test on two occasions with periods 
averaging about six weeks between the initial and final testing. In some 
studies, conventional and adaptive strategies were paired on both test and 
retest and the comparative stabilities of the two strategies were studied. 
Other studies focused on comparisons among the various adaptive strategies. 

The present analysis was undertaken for the purpose of directly comparing 
the psychometric characteristics of scores obtained from a two-stage strategy 
and the pyramidal approach. Previous studies in this series have reported the 
results of analyses of computer-administered two-stage (Betz & Weiss, 1973) and 
pyramidal tests (Larkin & Weiss, 1974) in comparison with conventional tests. 
However, a different group of subjects was used in each of those studies. In 
the present study, the characteristics of scores derived from two-stage and 
pyramidal tests are compared directly using the same group of subjects. 

METHOD 

One set of test data was derived from the administration of a two-stage 
test and a pyramidal test to 111 subjects. 

The 15-stage pyramidal item structure was composed of 120 items. Each 
testee completed only fifteen items. The two-stage test required 130 items 
for its construction and each subject answered 40 items. Both tests drew 
items from the same item pool, and eighty items were common to both test 
structures. Although each testee could be administered a maximum of 15 items 
common to both tests, it was also possible that a testee could receive no 
common items. 

In order to detect the presence of the effects of boredom or fatigue, the 
order of presentation was randomized on both testings. Each adaptive test was 
administered first to half the testees and administered second to the remaining 
testees. 

Test Construction 

Item Pool 

The item pool was composed of 369 five-alternative multiple-choice 
vocabulary questions normed on college undergraduates (McBride & Weiss, 1974). 
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Using estimates of item difficulty (proportion correct) and item discrimination 
(biserial correlation with total score on the norming tests) approximations to 
the normal ogive item parameters a and b (Lord & Novick, 1968, pp. 376-379) 
were determined using the following formulas: 

a= 

b = 

where a 
b 

rb 

h-r; 

-h+a2 -1 . 4> 
a 

is the normal ogive index of discrimination 
is the normal ogive index of difficulty 

(1) 

(2) 

rb is the biserial correlation of item response and total score 

and 4> 
-1 

is the inverse of the cumulative normal distribution 
corresponding to the proportion correct. 

Items with biserials lower than .30 were not used in the item pool. The norming 
studies indicated that there was some difficulty-discrimination interaction 
such that the pool contained disproportionately more highly discriminating 
items in the lower range of item difficulty. 

Construction of the Two-stage Test 

The two-stage test used in this study was composed of a 10-item routing 
test and four 30-item measurement tests. This adaptive test was the "Two
stage 2" test in a simulation study in a previous report in this series 
(Betz & Weiss, 1974). 

Routing test. In order to make a good initial assessment of ability and 
to assign testees to measurement tests while minimizing the probability of an 
assignment error, the 10 items in the routing test were selected to have a 
high mean discrimination. As shown in Table 1, mean discrimination for the 
routing test was a=.702. The standard deviation of the item discriminations 
was .163. Appendix A, which shows difficulty and discrimination values for 
each item in the routing subtest, indicates that the lowest discrimination 
was a=.50 and the highest was a=.98. 

The routing subtest was a peaked test of median difficulty items which 
were highly discriminating. The items in the routing subtest had a mean 
difficulty level of b=-.232. Table 1 shows that the standard deviation of the 
item difficulties in the routing test (.50) was very low when compared to those 
of the measurement tests. 

After the routing test was completed, an estimate of the testee's ability 
was made in standard units (see Betz & Weiss, 1974, pp. 11-12). Subjects were 
assigned to the measurement test closest in difficulty to their estimated 
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ability. Thus, those testees with from 0 to 4 items correct on the routing test 
were assigned to the least difficult of the measurement tests. Those with 
scores of 5-6, 7-8, and 9-10 were routed to one of the three more difficult 
measurement tests. 

Table 1 

Means and Standard Deviations of Normal Ogive Item 
Parameters for Two-stage and Pyramidal Tests 

No. 
of Difficultl: (b~ Discrimination (a) 

Test Items Mean S.D. Mean S.D. 

Two-stage 
(all items) 130 -.072 1.251 .633 .183 

Routing 10 -.232 .050 .702 .163 

Measurement 1 30 1. 725 .558 .530 .126 

Measurement 2 30 .350 .297 .684 .214 

Measurement 3 30 -.709 .189 .611 .122 

Measurement 4 30 -1.603 .373 .683 .213 

Pyramid 120 -.094 1.256 .799 .457 

Measurement tests. In selecting items for each of the four measurement 
tests, the following rationale was used. The quantity a(b.-b ) was computed, 

'/; T' 

where b is the mean difficulty of the routing test. The a parameter is the 
T' 

mean discrimination for all 130 items in the two-stage structure, i.e., .633; 
b. represents the mean difficulty of the measurement test in question. Betz 
akd Weiss (1974) have shown that to obtain four measurement tests suitable for 
subjects routed to them, the values required for a(b.-b) were 1.239, .368, 

'/; T' 
-3.02 and -.868. 

Table 1 shows that the average of the discrimination parameters for the 
measurement tests ranged from .530 to .684, and that the average variability 
of discrimination values for the measurement tests was about the same as 
average variability of item discriminations in the routing test. Measurement 
tests were not as peaked as the routing test as indicated by the larger 
ranges and standard deviations of their difficulties. The average difficulties 
of the measurement tests, as shown in Table 1, approximated the desired values, 
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but measurement test 1 was somewhat more difficult than the target value, 
and measurement tests 3 and 4 were somewhat easier. Appendix A gives the 
normal ogive item parameters for the items in each measurement test. 

Scoring. The two-stage test was scored by the same method used by Betz 
and Weiss (1973, 1974) who adapted their method from studies by Lord (197lc). 
Essentially, maximum likelihood estimates of ability were obtained from both 
subtests and then weighted and summed. The measurement test was given three 
times the weight of the routing test because there were three times as many 
items in it as in the routing test. 

The formula used to obtain the ability estimates for both subtests 
completed by each testee was: 

0 
1 = --a. 
~ 

where a. 
L-

X 

m 

c 

b. 
L-

and ill 
-1 

~ 
•1 

is 

is 

is 

is 

is 

is 

rrx/mJ-al + b. L 1-a ] L-

the mean discrimination 

the number correct 

the number of items in 

the chance score level 

the mean difficulty of 

(3) 

of the subtest 

the subtest 

items in the subtest 

the inverse of the cumulative normal distribution 
function corresponding to the proportion correct. 

For perfect scores (x=m), 0 could not be determined. Therefore, when x was 
equal tom, it was replaced by x=m-.5. For scores at or below chance 
(x<cm), 0 was also indeterminate and x was replaced by x=cm+.5. 

The scores of the subtests were combined in the following way: 

0 
0 +0 

1 2 
4 

( 4) 

where 0 is the combined ability estimate 

0 is the ability estimate obtained from the routing test 
1 

0 is the ability estimate obtained from the measurement test. 
2 

This combined ability estimate can be interpreted as a standard normal deviate 
(see Betz & Weiss, 1973, pp. 14-15). 
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Construction of the Pyramidal Test 

The pyramidal test used in this study was Pyramid 3, studied by Larkin & 
Weiss (1974). It was composed of fifteen stages with a constant step size. 
An up-one/down-one branching rule was used. Since n(n+1)/2 items are needed 
for the construction of ann-stage pyramid, 15(15+1)/2 or 120 items were 
selected from the item pool. The initial item was of median difficulty for 
the testees of the norm group. The step size, that is the increment or 
decrement in item difficulty from one stage to the next, had a mean value of 
b=.l99, and a standard deviation of .08. 

After establishing the initial item difficulty and step size, the available 
items in the pool were divided into 29 groups on the basis of difficulty. 
All items in a group had about the same b value and an a value of at least 
.30. The items required were selected from each group according to their 
discriminations. The items with the highest discriminations in each group 
were selected for use in the pyramidal test. Paterson (1962) has suggested 
that items in a pyramidal test be ordered within each column according to 
discrimination with the most discriminating items appearing first. This 
suggestion was followed in construction of this pyramidal test, as shown in 
Appendix B which gives the normal ogive difficulty and discrimination estimates 
for each item in the pyramidal test. The item difficulties ranged from 
b=-2.86 to b=2.61. The discrimination values varied from a=.41 to a=3.00. 

Appendix B indicates that the initial item, which was presented to all 
testees, had a difficulty of b=-.05. If the subject answered this item 
correctly, he/she was branched to a more difficult item (b=.l4) at stage 2. 
An incorrect response branched the testee to an item easier (b=-.21) than the 
initial item. The branching process continued until each testee had attempted 
15 items. 

The means and standard deviations for difficulty and discrimination are 
shown in Table 1. The average difficulty of the items in the pyramidal 
structure was b=-.094, with a standard deviation of 1.256. The average 
discrimination of the pyramid items was a=.799. When all items in each 
adaptive test were considered, Table 1 shows that the overall difficulties 
were almost the same. The 120 items in the pyramidal structure and the 130 
items in the two-stage test had very similar means and standard deviations of 
item difficulties. However, the pyramid was composed of more highly dis
criminating items and the variance of the item discriminations was much 
higher in the pyramidal test. 

Scoring. In order to compare ability estimates derived from various 
scoring methods, four different methods were used to estimate ability. These 
four methods were among those used in a previous investigation of pyramidal 
testing (Larkin & Weiss, 1974). Method 1 was the number of correct responses. 
This has been the most common scoring method used in other studies. For a 
pyramid of 15 stages, 16 different number correct scores are possible (0 to 
15). Method 2 was the mean difficulty of the items attempted by each testee. 
An approach similar to this involves averaging the difficulties of all items 
but the first (since every testee attempts it) and including a hypothetical 
sixteenth item (Lord, 1970, 197lb). Method 3 averages the difficulties of 
the correctly answered items only. Under method 4, subjects were scored by 
the difficulty of the final item attempted in the pyramid; since the branching 
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strategy actually adapts the difficulties of the items to the ability of 
the testee, the difficulty of the final item reached should reflect the 
testee's ability level (assuming that the pyramidal structure has enough 
stages). Two other scoring methods, the (n+l)th difficulty score and the all
item score (Hansen, 1969) were found in previous research (Larkin & Weiss, 
1974) to correlate perfectly with the number correct score and mean diffi
culty of all items attempted respectively. Consequently, these two scoring 
methods were not used in the pres~nt analyses. 

Test Administration and Subjects 

Cathode ray terminals (CRT's) acoustically coupled to a time-shared 
computer systerm were used to administer both the two-stage and pyramidal 
test (DeWitt & Weiss, 1974). Items were presented one at a time on the CRT 
screen; subjects responded by typing a number corresponding to the correct 
alternative to each multiple-choice item. A total of 55 items (15 from the 
pyramidal test and 40 from the two-stage test) was administered to each 
testee. The order of presentation of the tests was randomized over subjects. 
Fifty-six testees completed the pyramidal test first and the 55 remaining 
testees completed the two-stage test first. Subjects we~e informed at the 
completion of testing of the total number of items they answered correctly. 

The testees were undergraduates enrolled in general psychology or 
psychological statistics courses at the University of Minnesota. Because this 
combination of adaptive tests was given as the second session of a two-part 
study, all had had previous experience with computer-administered tests. All 
subjects were given the opportunity to review instructions explaining the 
operation of the CRT's prior to testing. A proctor was available in the 
testing room to begin the testing and to provide further assistance to any 
testee having difficulty with the equipment. No time limit was imposed. 
Testees were informed that they might take as much time as necessary to finish 
the tests. 

Analysis 

The data analyzed in the present study consisted of five scores, one 
two-stage score and four pyramidal scores, for each testee. 

Order Effects 

The effects of the order of administration on test scores were investigated 
by comparing scores of the testees who received each strategy first with those 
who received that strategy second in the series of two tests. In this manner 
fatigue, practice, or carry-over effects between strategies could be detected. 
Because the scores were expected to be highly correlated a one-way multivariate 
analysis of variance was used with all five scores simultaneously considered 
as dependent variables. 

Characteristics of Score Distribution 

One objective of the present study was to compare the distributions of 
scores on the 40-item two-stage test with those obtained from each method of 
scoring the 15-stage pyramidal test. The appropriateness of the test difficulty, 
the relative variabilities of each scoring procedure, and the shape of the 
obtained score distributions were examined. 
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Because different units were used in scoring the tests, the standard 
deviation of each scoring method was divided by the potential range of scores 
under that method. The resulting value is an index of relative variability 
(Betz & Weiss, 1973). This index shows the effective utilization of the entire 
score range for each scoring method. The range of possible scores on the A 

two-stage test was derived using Formulas 3 and 4 to compute estimates of 8 
for perfect and chance scores. This range was 4.66-(-5.30)=9.96. The ranges 
for the pyramidal scoring methods were as follows: 1) The number correct 
range was 15; 2) The range for the mean-difficulty-attempted score was the 
difference between the score made by a testee answering all items correctly 
and the score of one responding incorrectly to all items. This value was 
2.79; 3) The range for the mean-difficulty-correct score was the difference 
between the score of a subject with 15 correct responses and the lowest 
(n+l)th score. The latter value was used since a testee with no items answered 
correctly would have a mean-difficulty-correct score which was undefined. 
This range was 4.42; 4) The final item difficulty range was the difference 
between the easiest and most difficulty terminal items, or 5.48. 

In addition to the mean and variability indices, the skew and kurtosis 
of each distribution was computed and the significance and direction of its 
departure from normality were determined (McNemar, 1969, pp. 25-28, 87-88). 

Relationships between Two-stage and Pyramidal Scores 

To determine the relationships among the pyramidal scores and their 
relationships to two-stage scores, product-moment correlations and correlation 
ratios (eta) were computed. The latter were computed to determine whether the 
relationships between scores on the two strategies were curvilinear. In 
determining the etas, both the regression of two-stage scores on pyramidal 
scores and the regression of pyramidal scores on two-stage scores were 
computed. 

Internal Consistency Reliability 

Data on the reliabilities of the two-stage and pyramidal tests are import
ant to provide a point of reference for interpreting the correlations between 
scores on the two adaptive strategies. 

The internal consistency reliability of the two-stage test was determined 
by Hoyt'~ (1941) method, This index can be computed only if every subject 
attempts each item on a test. For this reason, the two-stage test had to 
be treated as five separate tests. Reliabilities were computed separately 
for the routing test, using the responses of the total group of subjects, and 
for each of the four measurement tests, using the responses of those subjects 
routed to each measurement subtest. To compare the internal consistencies of 
the 10-item routing test with that of 30-item measurement tests, the Spearman
Brown formula was used to estimate the reliability of a 30-item routing sub
test based on the testees' responses to 10 items. 

Because all testees do not answer the same subset of items under the 
pyramidal strategy, its internal consistency reliability cannot be determined 
satisfactorily (see Larkin & Weiss, 1974). Consequently, to make meaningful 
comparisons between the reliabilities of the pyramidal and two-stage tests, 
the test-retest correlations for each strategy determined from two previous 
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empirical studies (Betz & Weiss, 1973; Larkin & Weiss, 1974) were used. 

Mis-routing 

Mis-routing occurs in the two-stage strategy when a testee is routed to 
measurement tests of inappropriate difficulty. The following criteria were 
used (see Betz & Weiss, 1973) to determine the proportion of testees who 
were mis-routed. All testees who obtained perfect scores (30) on their 
measurement subtest were considered to have been routed to a test too easy 
for them. Those testees with subtest scores at or below chance level 
(i.e., 6 correct) were considered to have been assigned to a measurement test 
too difficult for them. If a testee met either of the two criteria, he/she 
was classified as having been mis-routed by the routing test. 

Intercorrelations of Pyramidal Scores 

Product-moment correlations were computed for all pairs of pyramidal 
scoring methods to determine the interrelationships among them. Correlation 
ratios were computed and compared with the product-moment correlations to 
detect the presence of possible curvilinear relationships. 

RESULTS 

Order Effects 

Table 2 shows the means and standard deviations by scoring method and 
strategy for the groups completing pyramidal or two-stage tests first. 
The one-way multivariate analysis of variance resulted in an F-value of .92 
with an associated probability of .47. Thus the two sets of mean scores 
obtained under the two orders of administration were not significantly 
different. As a result, the data from both order groups were combined for 
all further analyses. 

Table 2 

Means and Standard Deviations for Subgroups· 
Completing Pyramidal and Two-Stage Tests in 

Different Orders 

Test and Scoring Method 

Pyramidal Test 

Number Correct 

Mean difficulty-
attempted 

Mean difficulty-
correct 

Difficulty of 
final item 

Two-stage Test 

Pyramid First 
(N=56) 

Mean S.D. 

8.21 2.55 

0.10 0.56 

-0.02 0.61 

0.17 0.97 

-0.16 1.39 

Two-stage First 
(N=55) 

Mean S.D. 

7.64 2.24 

-0.09 0.53 

-0.22 0.57 

-0.06 0.88 

-0.50 1.19 
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Score Distributions 

Pyramidal test. Descriptive statistics for the pyramidal and two-stage 
test scores are presented in Table 3. The mean number correct score of 7.93 
indicated that the subject group as a whole answered approximately half the 
15 items in the pyramid correctly, suggesting that the difficulty of the test 
was appropriate for the ability of the group tested. The two mean difficulty 
scoring methods and the final item difficulty scoring methods all had means 
of about 0.0. Since the test was composed of items with a mean difficulty 
of -.094, this result was expected. These results also suggest that there 
were few items answered correctly as a result of guessing, on the average, 
since guessing would have resulted in scores above the average of the norming 
group. 

Table 3 

Descriptive Statistics for Distributions of Scores 
from Pyramidal and Two-stage Tests 

(N = 111) 

Proportion 
of 

Test and Range 
Scoring Method Mean Median S.D. Utilized Skew 

Pyramidal Test 

Number Correct 7.93 7.43 2.41 .16 0.58* 

Mean difficulty--
attempted 0.01 -0.12 0.55 .20 0.42 

Mean difficulty--
correct -0.12 -0.23 0.60 .14 0.03 

Difficulty of 
final item 0.06 -0.08 0.93 .17 0.44 

Two-stage Test -0.33 -0.54 1.30 .13 0.35 

*Statistically significant at p<.05. 

Kurtosis 

0.08 

-0.47 

0.19 

-0.20 

0.29 

The variabilities for each scoring method are also shown in Table 3. 
The final item difficulty score had a standard deviation of about 1.0, again 
reflecting the characteristics of the standardized b-values. Because of the 
restriction in the range of possible score values resulting from the use of 
averages, the two mean difficulty scores, also computed from b-values, had 
standard deviations only about half as large as the final item difficulty 
scoring method. When variability is expressed as a proportion of each method's 
potential range, as shown in Table 3, the scoring methods are more easily 
compared. The mean-difficulty-correct scoring method utilized the smallest 
proportion of its available range (.14), while the mean-difficulty-attempted 
method used the largest proportion of its range (.20). The number correct 
score and the final item difficulty scores both utilized about the same 
proportion of their range (.16 and .17). 
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All scoring methods had distributions which were slightly positively 
skewed. The distribution of number correct scores was the most highly skewed, 
and its skewness was significantly different from zero skew. The difficulty 
of all items correctly answered showed almost no skew. 

Two score distributions--mean-difficulty-attempted and difficulty of 
final item--were platykurtic, although not significantly so. The number correct 
and mean-difficulty-correct distributions were slightly leptokurtic. The 
flattest distribution was that of the mean-difficulty-attempted scoring 
method. When both skewness and kurtosis are considered, the mean-difficulty
correct scores showed least departure from a normal distribution. 

Two-stage test. The two-stage test scores, expressed in standard units, 
had a mean of -0.33 and a standard deviation of 1.30. This mean was slightly 
lower than that observed in thestandardizedpyramidal scores. The two-stage 
test utilizeda smaller proportionof its possible range (.13) than any method 
of scoring the pyramidal test. 

The distribution of two-stage scores was slightly positively skewed and 
was slightly leptokurtic, although in neither case was it significantly 
different from a normal distribution. The skewness was comparable to that of 
most methods of scoring the pyramidaltest, but the kurtosis indicated that 
the two-stage score distribution was more peaked than those of the pyramidal 
test. 

Table 4 summarizes the performance of the total group of testees on the 
10-item routing test. 

Table 4 

Means and Standard Deviations of Scores on Subtests 
of the Two-Stage Test 

Sub test Composite 
Routing Test Measurement Test Two-stage Score 

(Number Correct) (Number Correct) {Standard Score) 
Subject Group N Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D. 

All Subjects 111 5.58 2.61 18.56 5.04 -0.33 1.30 

Assigned to 
Measurement test 1 21 9.33 0.48 17.00 6.01 1.48 0.97 

Assigned to 
Measurement Test 2 20 7.40 0.50 17.20 4.43 0.22 0.65 

Assigned to 
Measurement Test 3 27 5.63 0.49 18.59 4.87 -0.54 0.70 

Assigned to 
Measurement Test 4 43 2.86 1.15 19.93 4.66 -1.33 0.81 
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Also shown are descriptive statistics of scores for the testees assigned to 
each measurement subtest. On the routing test, the mean number of items 
correct over all subjects was 5.58 out of 10 items, suggesting that the routing 
test was peaked at a difficulty appropriate for the group taking the test. 
That is, item difficulties for the group tested averaged about .60 which is 
the expected median difficulty after chance has been taken into account. The 
standard deviation of number correct scores was relatively large (2.61), 
indicating that the routing test was effective in making an initial separation 
of testees according to ability. The mean number correct across all four 
measurement tests (18.56) showed that after testees had been routed into the 
measurement test, they answered slightly more than half the measurement test 
items correctly. For each 30-item measurement test considered separately, 
the mean number correct varied from 17.00 to 19.93 (or between 57 and 66 
percent correct). These findings imply that the measurement tests were also 
of appropriate difficulty for the groups of testees routed to them. These 
results, however, suggest that there were somewhat more successes due to 
guessing in the two-stage test than in the pyramidal test. 

The variability of scores for each of the four subject groups was rela
tively constant in three of the measurement tests; measurement test 1 had a 
slightly larger variability of scores than the other measurement tests. The 
variability in routing test scores for those subjects assigned to the least 
difficulty measurement test (1.15) was larger than that for the other groups 
due solely to the specifications of the routing procedure (i.e., a larger 
range of routing scores led to the assignment of testees to measurement test 
4, the least difficult measurement test). 

Relationship between Two-stage and Pyramidal Scores 

Eighty items were common to both the pyramidal and two-stage item pools. 
The number of times a testee was administered the same item twice (once under 
each strategy) ranged from 0 to 13 with a mean of 6.02 and a standard deviation 
of 3.51. The correlations between the two tests are thus likely to be some
what inflated due to the tendency of subjects to make the same responses to 
an item in both the two-stage and pyramidal test, and should be interpreted 
with caution. 

Table 5 shows the results of the regression analysis of the relationship 
between scores on the two-stage test and scores on the pyramidal test. 
Product-moment correlations ranged from .79 for the mean-difficulty-correct 
scoring method to .84 for the number correct scoring method, Correlation 
ratios ranged from .83 to .88. There was no general tendency toward 
curvilinear relationships. In only one of the regressions was curvilinearity 
significant to the .OS level. Thus, the relationship between scores on the 
two-stage and pyramidal tests is high and primarily linear. 
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Table 5 

Regression Analysis of Relationship between 
Two-stage and Pyramidal Scores 

(N=lll) 

Regression of 
Two-stage Score 

Scoring Method on P:lramid Score 
r eta pa 

Number correct .84 .85 .71 

Mean difficulty--
attempted .81 .86 .10 

Mean difficulty--
correct .79 .84 .23 

Difficulty of final 
item .83 .83 .56 

a Significance of curvilinearity 
*Significant at p<.OS 

Internal Consistency Reliability 

Regression of 
Pyramid Score on 
Two-stage Score 

eta pa 

.88 .25 

.86 .04* 

.84 .15 

.86 .21 

Table 6 shows the internal consistency reliabilities for the two-stage 
subtests. The internal consistency of the 10-item routing test (.72) was the 
same as that of the least difficulty 30-item measurement test. When number 
of items was equated for the 10-item routing test and the 30-item measurement 
tests, the routing test showed the highest internal consistency of the five 
subtests. This was likely due to the intentional restriction in the range of 
abilities of subjects assigned to each measurement test by the routing process. 

Table 6 

Internal Consistency Reliabilities for Subtests of the Two-stage Test 

Number Hoyt Reliability 
Sub test N of Items Coefficient 

Routing 111 10 .72 (.89a) 

Measurement 1 21 30 .84 

Measurement 2 20 30 .66 

Measurement 3 27 30 .75 

Measurement 4 43 30 .72 
a Estimated reliability for a 30-item test. 
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While this finding might have resulted from differences in item discriminations 
among the subtests, comparison of the data in Table 1 with those in Table 6 
show that the measurement tests with the highest average discriminations had 
the lowest reliabilities. Measurement test 1 (the most difficult measurement 
test) did, however, have a reliability which was almost as high as the 
corrected reliability of the routing test. 

Mis-routing 

In the two-stage test, only one testee in the sample of 111 obtained a 
score of 6 or less on the measurement subtest and was thus considered 
mis-routed. A less difficult measurement test would have been more appropriate 
for him/her. No perfect scores were obtained on any measurement subtest. 
The misclassification rate was therefore 1/111=.009. 

Intercorrelations of Pyramidal Scores 

The intercorrelations of scores from the four methods of scoring the 
pyramidal test are shown in Table 7. Highest observed correlation (r=.99) 
was between the two mean difficulty scores. Number correct had the lowest 
correlations (r=.93) with the two mean difficulty scores. There was no 
curvilinearity in these data since all the corresponding r's and etas were 
virtually identical. 

Scoring 
Method 

Mean difficulty-
attempted 

r 
eta 

Mean difficulty-
correct 

r 
eta 

Difficulty of 
final item 

r 
eta 

Table 7 

Intercorrelations of Scores from 
Pyramidal Scoring Methods 

(N=lll) 

Number 
Correct 

.93 

.93 

.93 

.93 

.98 

.98 

Mean difficulty-
attempted 

.99 

.99 

.95 

.95 

Mean difficulty-
correct 

.95 

.96 
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

Score distributions for both the pyramidal and two-stage tests suggested 
that both were of appropriate difficulty for the general ability level of 
the testees. For the pyramidal tests, the mean score was slightly more than 
half of the possible range. Those pyramidal test scores which were expressed 
in standard units had means which were all about zero. The two-stage scores 
also had a near-zero mean. These results were similar to those obtained by 
Larkin and Weiss (1974) and Betz and Weiss (1973). However, the latter study 
found mean scores for a similar two-stage test to be slightly closer to 
zero (-0.21 at time 1 and -0.02 at time 2) than in the present study (-0.33). 
In the previous investigation of two-stage tests, standard deviations were 
found to be 1.36 and 1.39. In the present study, the standard deviation was 
1.30. 

A "real data" simulation of the same two-stage test used in the present 
investigation (Betz & Weiss, 1974) resulted in a mean score of very near zero 
(-.004) and a standard deviation of 1.05. Thus, real testees obtained a 
lower average score, and were more variable on the two-stage test, than were 
simulated testees. These results suggest that there are very few chance 
successes due to guessing in actual administration of two-stage tests, since 
guessing would result in scores above zero, on the average. 

The two-stage test was found to utilize a smaller proportion of its 
possible score range (.13) than the pyramidal test. This finding is consistent 
with the results of the two previous empirical studies in this series, in 
which two-stage tests and two methods of scoring pyramidal tests used a greater 
proportion of the score range than conventional tests. Betz and Weiss (1973) 
found that, for a similar two-stage test, the proportion of range utilized was 
.23. However, their index was computed by dividing the obtained standard 
deviation by 6 (±3 s.d.) rather than the actual possible range of two-stage 
scores, thus inflating the index. The range of possible scores for the two
stage test in the present study was 9.96 rather than simply 6. Therefore, the 
proportion of range utilized is lower in the present study because of the 
change in the method of computation. 

Both adaptive tests provided score distributions which were slightly skewed 
in a positive direction, but, with the exception of one scoring method for 
the pyramidal test, the degree of skew was not statistically significant. 
Seeley, Morton and Anderson (1962) obtained a highly negatively skewed 
distribution of scores on a pyramidal test. Their result, however, was possibly 
due to the easiness of their test and/or to the exclusion of some lower-ability 
examinees who did not carefully follow the instructions. Bayroff and Seeley's 
(1967) results, however, were more similar to those found in the present 
study; they obtained a normal distribution of pyramidal scores when computer 
administration was employed. Larkin and Weiss (1974) found a tendency toward 
positive skew in two other pyramidal tests similar to the one used here. 

In their previous empirical study of two-stage testing, Betz and Weiss 
(1973) obtained score distributions which also tended toward positive skew but 
were not significantly different from a normal distribution. The two-stage 
simulation (Betz & Weiss, 1974) showed score distributions to have almost 
zero skew (-.04) when administered to a population distributed normally on 
ability. 
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There was a slight, but non-significant, trend for most pyramidal score 
distributions to be platykurtic. The tendency toward flatness in score 
distributions from pyramidal tests has been noted by Hansen (1969) who obtained 
a rectangular score distribution. Two similar pyramidal tests of Larkin and 
Weiss (1974) were significantly flat. The two-stage score distribution in 
the present study was slightly (and non-significantly) leptokurtic. Betz and 
Weiss (1973), however, found that a similar two-stage test produced a slightly 
flattened distribution of scores. With simulated data, Betz and Weiss (1974) 
found that score distributions on the same two-stage test used in the present 
study were significantly flat (p<.01), but less platykurtic than distributions 
of scores for another two-stage test and a conventional test. Results of the 
present study, however, showed that the mean-difficulty-correct score derived 
from the pyramidal test gave results which were least deviant from a normal 
distribution in comparison to other pyramidal and two-stage test scores. 

The distributions of scores within the two-stage measurement subtests 
represented an improvement over those obtained in the previous study of two
stage testing. First, the number of testees assigned to each measurement test 
was more nearly equal. Betz and Weiss (1973) found that approximately half 
of the subjects completing their two-stage test were routed to the most diffi
cult measurement test. Further, the easier measurement tests in the previous 
study were found to be too easy for the testees routed to them. The more even 
distribution of testees routed to each measurement test in the present 
investigation can be attributed to the more appropriate difficulty of the 
routing test and to the revised procedure used to determine cutting scores for 
assignment to measurement tests. The improvement in the score distributions 
within the measurement tests is due to modifications making the more difficult 
measurement tests easier, and the less difficult measurement tests more 
difficult. 

The misclassification rate for the two-stage test in this study was .009 
using the same criteria as those used by Betz and Weiss (1973), i.e., perfect 
scores (30) or chance scores (or less) on the measurement tests. This compared 
favorably with the 5% misclassification rate in Betz and Weiss (1973). 
The 20% rates obtained by Angoff and Huddleston (1958) and by Cleary, et al. 
(1969a,b; Linn, et al., 1969) were due primarily to the different misclassi
fication criteria in their real-data simulation studies. The low rate of mis
classifications in the present study may be accounted for by (1) the more 
accurate assignment of subjects to measurement tests brought about by revisions 
in the routing tests, (2) the maximum likelihood procedure used for classifi
cation, (3) the increased cutting scores (no testee was routed to a measurement 
test in which he/she obtained a perfect score) and (4) the more appropriate 
difficulties of the items used in the measurement tests. 

The internal consistency reliabilities of the two-stage subtests also 
reflect the improvements in the difficulties of those subtests. For the 
routing test and three of the four measurement tests, measures of internal 
consistency were as much as .31 higher than the corresponding reliabilities 
found by Betz and Weiss (1973). This finding suggests that the difficulties 
of the measurement test items were more appropriate (i.e., approximating p=.5) 
for the groups of subjects attempting them. The increased difficulty of the 
routing test items in the present study as compared to the previous empirical 
study resulted in routing test scores which had a standard deviation more 
than twice that found in the previous study. The changes made in the 
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measurement tests, by decreasing the number of items which were much too 
easy or too difficult for the group routed to them, enabled the interitem 
correlations and thus the internal consistency reliability coefficient to 
increase. 

The correlations between scores on the pyramidal and two-stage tests 
obtained in this study ranged from r=.79 to .84 (eta=.83 to .88). The two 
previous empirical studies in this series found correlations of r=.82 to .89 
(eta=.84 to .92) between scores on the pyramidal and conventional testing 
strategies, and r=.80 to .84 (eta=.82 to .88) between scores on the two-stage 
and conventional tests. In the simulation study, Betz and Weiss (1974) found 
a correlation of r=.82 (eta=.82) between scores on the two-stage and conventional 
tests. Thus, it appears that scores on the two-stage test are almost as 
highly related to scores on a 15-stage pyramidal test as they are to scores 
on a 40-item conventional test. The relationship between·scores on the two 
adaptive tests is almost as high as that between the pyramidal and conventional 
tests. In the two previous empirical studies, the items contained in the 
adaptive and conventional tests were non-overlapping. The present study, 
however, permitted some of the same items to be administered in both the 
pyramidal and two-stage tests, which may have somewhat inflated the correlation 
between them. An average of six items--or 40% of the pyramidal test's items-
were the same in both tests. 

The correlation between scores on the two adaptive strategies approached 
their empirical stabilities. The seven-week test-retest stability of the 
pyramidal test used in this study ranged from r=.82 to .86 (eta=.85 to .90) 
depending on the scoring method used (Larkin & Weiss, 1974). The stability of 
scores of a two-stage test similar to the one used here was r=.88 (Betz & 
Weiss, 1973). Using the Pearson coefficients, the correlation between the 
two-stage and pyramidal tests accounted for 62% to 71% of the common variance. 
Stability of the adaptive tests showed that from 67% to 74% of the pyramidal 
test's variance was reliable while about 77% of the variance of the two-stage 
test was reliable. Thus, assuming that error variance is uncorrelated, 
from 42% to 53% of the reliable variance in the pyramidal test was common to 
the two-stage test, while from 48% to 55% of the reliable variance in the two
stage test was common to the pyramidal test. Further, the correlation between 
the two adaptive tests equalled or exceeded the internal consistency reliabilities 
of all the measurement tests and approached the internal consistency of the 
routing test when corrected for length. 

Several tenative conclusions can be drawn from these results. First, 
the results replicate previous findings which indicate that the order of 
administration of adaptive tests does not significantly affect scores on the 
tests. Consequently, research on different adaptive strategies can proceed 
by administering two or more strategies successively to an individual without 
randomizing administration order. 

The results seem to support previous findings by Lord (1970) and Larkin 
and Weiss (1974) which indicate that the average difficulty scores are the 
most useful way of scoring pyramidal tests. Lord's results indicate that his 
average difficulty score provides the most desirable information functions 
while Larkin and Weiss' results indicate that these scores are the most stable 
over short time intervals. And, in the present study, the mean-difficulty
correct score gave results which deviated least from a normal distribution. 
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Although the distribution of ability in the subjects was unknown, this agree
ment of results across these studies implies that it is not unreasonable to 
assume that it was normal. Further research is needed, however, with 
populations of known distribution of ability, to support this assumption. 

The data on score means for the two adaptive strategies suggest that few 
chance successes occurred, on the average, as the result of guessing. These 
results support Hansen's (1969) finding that decreases in guessing do occur 
when item difficulties are adapted to each individual's ability level. There 
was a suggestion in the data that the pyramidal strategy appeared to result in 
fewer chance successes due to guessing than did the two-stage strategy. This 
finding should also be further studied by research designed specifically to 
answer that question. 

Finally, the results suggest that the two adaptive strategies are not 
replacements for each other in terms of measuring the same variable in the 
same way. When the correlation between scores on the two adaptive strategies 
was considered with respect to available data on the reliabilities of the 
strategies, only about 50% of the reliable variance of the two strategies 
was found to be common. Thus, each strategy orders individuals differently 
on estimated ability. Further research is needed to determine the reasons 
for these different ability estimates. 

Thus, a deficiency of the present study concerns the determination of the 
relative efficiency of the two testing strategies. The use of live subjects 
does not permit any estimation of the precision or accuracy of the scores 
obtained under either strategy, since the "true" ability of the testees was, 
of course, unknown. Thus, the degree to which test scores accurately reflected 
underlying ability could not be determined. Live-testing empirical studies 
designed to answer this question will require very large samples of testees. 
Theoretical studies, as shown by Weiss and Betz (1974), appear to provide 
results which are not generalizeable beyond those conditions satisfying their 
restrictive assumptions. Thus, additional simulation studies (e.g., Betz & 
Weiss, 1974) seem to be necessary to determine which adaptive tests scored by 
which method provide most accurate measurement for testees of various ability 
levels. The simulation studies should then be followed by live-testing 
studies to validate the simulation findings. 
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Appendix A 

Difficulty (b) and Discrimination (a) Item 
Parameters for the Two-stage Test 

Routing Test Measurement Test 1 Measurement Test 2 Measurement Test 3 Measurement Test 4 
Item Item Item Item Item 

Reference Reference Reference Reference Reference 
Number b a Number b a Number b a Number b a Number b a 

161 -.26 .86 328 2.31 .54 306 .97 .49 145 -.41 .59 204 -1.15 .73 
661 -. 30 .58 166 2.03 .64 321 .79 .63 292 -.58 .48 94 -1.57 .49 
670 -.28 .62 309 2.47 .48 660 1.01 .40 382 -.48 .64 642 -1.80 .42 

52 -.28 .61 298 2.62 .43 114 .65 .77 205 -.62 .47 109 -1.06 .89 
599 -.23 .81 627 2.67 .42 630 -.05 1.31 207 -.5ar: .6o 515 -1.33 .62 
329 -.21 .86 662 1.93 .57 231 . 79 .45 137 -.74 .40 141 -1.83 .42 
144 -.18 .63 385 2.35 .42 656 .71 .44 46 -.81 .67 108 -1.71 .47 
-50 -.23 .50 336 2.04 .49 215 .65 .48 203 -.84 .65 87 -1.10 .99 
369 -.22 .56 297 2.31 .40 651 .49 .56 33 -.85 .64 276 -2.12 .41 
272 -.13 .98 274 2.13 .42 296 • 34 .91 53 -1.01 .52 43 -1.21 .90 

180 2.07 .43 666 .42 .55 188 -.47 .71 214 -2.08 .42 
Mean -.23 . 70 245 2.32 • 38 375 .46 .49 365 -.56 .66 640 -1.47 .67 
S. D. .05 .16 381 1. 79 .50 111 .46 .48 234 -.69 .51 285 -1.42 .71 

273 1. 79 .49 340 .30 .78 154 -.58 .66 36 -1.08 1.23 I 
N 

319 1.49 .62 302 . 37 .50 208 -.68 .58 637 -1.40 . 75 a-
I 

359 1.54 .58 271 .33 .53 156 -.63 .65 47 -1.31 .87 
115 1.88 .45 264 .21 .86 270 -.52 .86 232 -1.70 .59 
360 2.18 .34 60 .24 .66 143 -.57 .77 173 -1.43 • 76 
652 1. 33 .60 113 .25 .61 667 -. 73 .57 641 -1.89 .52 
152 1.40 .55 283 .15 .97 211 -. 72 .61 189 -1.60 .66 
378 1.44 .49 265 .17 .77 224 -.79 .54 649 -2.21 .44 
263 1. 38 .51 386 .14 .70 91 -.59 .83 103 -1.34 • 89 
120 1.07 .72 146 .00 .61 ·37 -.69 .67 88 -1.75 .63 
174 1.16 .64 633 -.08 .50 390 -.73 .63 227 -1.63 .71 
140 1.30 .52 568 -.08 .91 221 -. 74 .65 86 -1.55 .77 
288 1.11 .56 59 .17 .64 307 -.84 .56 40 -1.34 1.02 
162 1.17 .52 315 .17 .83 58 -.96 .48 199 -1.42 .92 
337 .73 .98 342 .17 .77 588 -.89 .53 95 -2.20 .50 
294 . 79 .70 266 .16 • 86 155 ~1.35 .34 311 -1.83 .. 66 
299 .98 .52 347 .14 1.07 535 -.68 .86 643 -2.56 .44 

Mean 1.72 .53 Mean .35 .68 Mean -. 71 .61 Mean -1.60 .68 
S.D. . 56 .13 S.D. .30 .21 S.D. .19 .12 S.D . .37 .21 
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Appendix B 

Difficulty (b) and Discrimination (a) Item 
Parameters for the Pyramidal Test 

b= -.05 
a= 1. 31 

-.21 .14 
.86 1.07 

-.52 -.13 .34 
. 86 .98 . 91 

-.70 -.25 .15 .49 
1. 82 .86 .97 .56 

-.85 -.59 -.08 .21 .73 
. 75 .83 . 91 .86 .98 

-1.08 -.73 -.23 .16 .42 .98 
1.23 .92 . 81 • 86 .55 .52 

-.91 -.57 -.18 .30 .65 
.67 .77 .63 • 78 .77 

-1.10 -.68 -.29 .17 . 46 .97 
.99 • 86 . 75 .83 .49 .49 

-.81 -.47 -.08 .24 • 79 
.67 .71 .50 .66 . 70 

-1.99 -1.42 -1.06 -.75 -.40 .17 .46 .98 

1. 76 .92 .89 • 82 .68 .77 .48 .38 
-2.13 -1.67 -1.34 -.84 -.56 -.04 .25 .79 

1. 10 1. 02 1. 02 .65 . 66 .47 • 61 .63 
-2.22 -1.87 -1.55 -1.10 -.74 -.28 .17 .47 .83 

1. 52 1. 43 .77 .77 .65 .62 .77 .26 .37 
-2.41 -2.19 -1.71 -1.34 -.85 -.48 -.17 .33 .65 

3.00 .56 .99 .89 .64 .64 .47 .53 .48 
-2.72 -2.22 -1.92 -1.43 -1.07 -.63 -.28 .07 .48 .92 

3.00 1. 07 1. 2 3 . 76 . 76 .65 . 61 . 76 .22 .37 
-2.41 -2.20 -1.66 -1.31 -.89 -.53 -.09 .37 .79 

3.00 . 51 • 93 .87 .53 .60 .41 . 51 .45 
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Disclaimer 

The computer program presented in this report has been 
tested carefully in the analysis of a variety of data. Although 
it has consistently yielded accurate results, the authors make 
no warranty as to its accuracy and functioning, nor shall the 
fact of its distribution imply such warranty. 



TETREST: A FORTRAN IV PROGRAM FOR CALCULATING 
TETRACHORIC CORRELATIONS 

The Tetrachoric Correlation Coefficient 

The tetrachoric correlation coefficient is an estimate of the product
moment correlation between two continuous normally distributed variables which 
have been dichotomized so that each variable takes only two discrete values. 
Stated another way, the tetrachoric r is an estimate from dichotomous data of 
the bivariate normal correlation between two continuous variables which have 
been dichotomized. Use of the tetrachoric correlation involves assumptions 
that 1) a continuous latent variable underlies the dichotomous data on each 
variable; 2) the latent variables are normally distributed; and 3) the 
regression of one on the other is linear. 

These assumptions are illustrated in Figure 1, which depicts normally 
distributed variables x1 and x2 which have been dichotomized at points g1 

and g
2

, respectively, in such a way that if the 

or exceeds g , a binary value of 1 is assigned; 
n 

of 0 is assigned. Lines drawn perpendicular to 

Figure 1 

continuous value of X equals 
n 

if X is less than g a value 
n n 

the axes of x
1 

and x
2

, through 

Partioning of a Bivariate Normal Distribution Scatterplot 
into Four Quadrants by Dichotomization 

x, b a 

d 

points g
1 

and g
2

, intersect to divide the bivariate normal scatterplot of 
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x1 and x2 into four quadrants labeled a~ b~ a~ d. 

The tetrachoric correlation is used to infer the bivariate normal 
correlation from the frequencies observed in each of the four quadrants. 
These frequencies are the joint frequencies which constitute a fourfold, or 
2 x 2 contingency table of the two variables. Frequency a is the number of 
times that a value of 1 was observed on both variables jointly; b is the 
number of occurrences of a 1 on x1 jointly with a 0 on x

2
; a is the frequency 

of a (0,1) pattern on x1 and x2 , respectively; d is the frequency of occurrence 

of the (0,0) pattern. Figure 2 illustrates the correspondence between the 
partitioned bivariate scatterplot and the fourfold table; each of the frequencies 
a~ b~ a~ d corresponds to the observed frequency in the same-lettered quadrant 
of Figure 1. 

Figure 2 

The Fourfold (2x2) Table of Frequencies 
Corresponding to the Quadrants in Figure 1 

)( 2 
0 1 

1 b a a+b 
)(1 

0 d c C+d 

b+d a+c 

Figure 2 also depicts the marginal, or unconditional, frequencies of the 
two variables. For example, a+b is the unconditional frequency with which a 
value of 1 was observed ori variable x1 ; a+a is the unconditional frequency of 

a 1 on x2• The marginal frequencies of a variable n are a function of the 

point of dichotomy, g • 
n 

If the assumptions underlying it are met, the 

population tetrachoric correlation coefficient is invariant under changes in 
the point of dichotomy. This is not true of the phi coefficient, the only 
other correlation index used widely with dichotomous test items. The magnitude 
of phi is heavily dependent on the relative magnitudes of the marginal frequencies 
of the two variables. 

The known lack of invariance of phi when there is diversity in the marginal 
frequencies from one item to another has led to increased use of the tetrachoric 
correlation. Whether tetrachoric correlation coefficients are invariant 
regardless of the points of dichotomy, when the assumption of bivariate 
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normality is not met, is an empirical question whose answer is specific to the 
problem at hand. For bivariate normal data, the tetrachoric correlation 
estimates the population product-moment correlation and is invariant. For 
data which do not meet the assumption of bivariate normality the tetrachoric 
correlation can still be computed, but should be interpreted only as a measure 
of association whose invariance under disparate marginal frequencies is 
questionable. 

Phi coefficients and tetrachoric correlations also differ in another 
important respect. A matrix of sample phi coefficients is always non-negative 
definite, or Gramian. This means that such a matrix is appropriately structured 
for the application of certain statistical analysis techniques, including 
factor analysis. Matrices of sample tetrachorics are often non-Gramian 
(Lord and Novick, 1968, p. 349). Factor analysis of a non-Gramian correlation 
matrix of full rank will result in one or more factors having negative eigenvalues; 
that is, "factors" which account for negative variance. Related problems may 
include communality estimates exceeding unity, factor loadings exceeding unity, 
and inability to estimate communalities iteratively because the inverse of the 
correlation matrix is indeterminant. 

The non-Gramian property of some sample tetrachoric correlation matrices 
may be due to violating the normality assumptions for one or more variables, 
to sampling error where the population interitem distributions are all bivariate 
normal, or to numerical errors in estimating the correlations. Any or all of 
these sources of error may render hazardous the interpretation of factor 
analyses based on tetrachoric correlation matrices. Users of the tetrachoric 
correlation should be aware of these potential problems, and should exercise 
caution in statistical analyses of tetrachoric correlation matrices. 

Applications of the Tetrachoric Correlation Coefficient 

Most recent research in adaptive testing has employed a latent trait 
theoretical model to account for testees' responses to dichotomous test items. 
The most prevalent latent trait models assume that the latent variable under
lying test item responses is one-dimensional. For constructing test item 
pools, this assumption requires that the latent space spanned by the items be 
unidimensional. A sufficient condition for the unidimensionality of the latent 
space is that the matrix of tetrachoric item intercorrelations has just one 
common factor (Lord and Novick, 1968, pp. 381-382). For practical purposes, 
the items are considered to represent a unidimensional variable if the largest 
latent root of the sample matrix of their tetrachoric intercorrelations 
accounts for a large proportion of the common variance, and the second and 
smaller latent roots are of about the magnitude that might be expected from 
sampling errors (Indow & Samejima, 1966; McBride & Weiss, 1974). 

The tetrachoric correlation, then, is a useful statistic in the develop
ment and analysis of item pools for adaptive testing. But it is useful for 
other applications where dichotomously scored items are used, by virtue of 
its invariance properties. If the assumptions underlying it are met, the 
tetrachoric correlation coefficient is invariant under differences in the 
marginal proportions of the two variables involved. As discussed above, this 
invariance property is not the case with the fourfold point (phi) correlation 
coefficient, which reaches its maximum value only if both variables of a pair 
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have the same marginal proportions (Carroll, 1961). For this reason, the 
tetrachoric correlation is useful in factor analyses of dichotomous variables 
whose marginal proportions vary widely. 

Another application of the tetrachoric r is in the estimation of the 
parameters of the item characteristic curve in latent trait test theory. 
If all the items in a test are considered to have item characteristic curves 
of normal ogive form (Lord & Novick, 1968, Chapter 16), Bock and Wood (1971) 
have pointed out that under certain conditions each item's discrimination 
parameter may be estimated from its loading on the first factor extracted from 
the matrix of tetrachoric interitem correlations. 

Despite the increase in applications of the tetrachoric correlation, 
general purpose computer programs for calculating it are not widely available. 
The computer program described in this report was written specifically to fill 
this void. Its original application permitted a unidimensionality analysis 
of a set of test items being assembled in order to implement an adaptive 
ability testing program (McBride & Weiss, 1974). It is presented here in 
order to make a tetrachoric correlation program available to users who would 
otherwise not have access to one. 

General Description of TETREST 

This program (TETRachoric ESTimation) uses an approximation procedure 
given by Kirk (1973) to estimate the tetrachoric correlation coefficient 
between two dichotomized or dichotomous variables. It also calculates the 
value of the fourfold point (phi) correlation between two dichotomous variables. 

TETREST is designed primarily to: 

1. Construct a set of four fourfold (2 x 2) contingency tables, for 
every pair of variables, from dichotomous data on a set of K variables. 
ForK variables there are [(K)(K-1)]/2 such variable pairs. 

2. Estimate the degree of relationship (tetrachoric and/or phi correlation) 
in each fourfold table. 

3. Construct the KxK matrix of tetrachoric and/or phi correlation 
coefficients in a form amenable to factor analysis using packaged 
computer statistical routines such as SPSS: Statistical Package 
for the Social Sciences (Nie, Bent and Hull, 1970) or BMD: Biomedical 
Computer Programs (Dixon, 1973). 

The program is general, emphasizing flexibility and ease of input and 
output for the user. It was written specifically for the CDC CYBER 74 computer 
in Control Data FORTRAN IV. TETREST will accept input data from punched 
cards, magnetic tape or disc storage. It will print, punch, or write its 
output on logical unlts in several different forms. The specific input and 
output options are described below. 

Data Input 

TETREST will accept input data of three different types, all arising from 
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dichotomous data on K variables observed over N individuals. The three data 
types are illustrated in Figures 3, 4, and 5 respectively. 

Type I is the basic form of data: the dichotomous scores of N individuals 
on K items. Figure 3a illustrates the Type I data of 10 individuals on three 

Figure 3 

(a). Type I data from a 3-item test for 10 individuals 

Item 
Individual 1 2 3 

1 1 0 0 
2 1 1 0 
3 1 1 0 
4 0 0 1 
5 1 1 0 
6 0 0 1 
7 1 1 0 
8 1 0 1 
9 1 0 1 

10 0 0 1 

Totals 7 4 5 

(b). The fourfold (2x2) contingency tables for each 
pair of variables, derived from Type I data 

Item 2 Item 3 
0 1 Total 0 1 Total 

Item 3 
0 1 Total 

Item 1 1 3 4 7 
0 3 0 3 

Item 1 

Tot a 1 6 4 10 Tot a 

1 5 2 
0 0 3 
1 5 5 

7 
3 

10 

Item 2 1 
0 

Total 

4 0 
1 5 
5 5 

dichotomous items (variables). Each individual's item scores (1 or 0) are on 
a separate data record, such as a punched data card. Counting the frequency 
of l's and O's permits construction of the fourfold tables, shown in Figure 3b. 

Type II data is the reduction of Type I data to a KxK matrix of frequency 
counts. Figure 4 shows the Type I data of Figure 3 reduced to a 3 x 3 matrix, 
called the joint frequency matrix, which contains the minimum frequency 
information needed to construct the fourfold tables for each of the [(K)(K-1)]/2 
possible pairs of variables. The three diagonal entries (7,4,5) are simply 
the three marginal "positive" frequencies (e.g., the number of correct or 
endorsed items). The supra-diagonal entries (4,2,0) are the joint positive 
(i.e., 1,1) frequencies for variable pairs (1,2) (1,3) and (2,3) respectively; 
that is, the frequency in cell a of the fourfold table of variables i and j. 

4 
6 

10 
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The infra-diagonal entries (3,0,1) are the joint negative frequencies 
(i.e., 0,0) for variable pairs (2,1), (3,1) and (3,2) respectively; that is, 
the frequency in cell d of the fourfold tables (see Figure 2). 

Figure 4 

The Joint Frequency Matrix of Type II Data 

1 2 3 
1 7 4 2 

Item 2 3 4 0 
3 0 1 5 

Figure 5 shows Type III data reduced from the fourfold tables in 
Figure 3b. Type III data consists of three proportions (P. ·~ q. q.) and 

~J ~~ J 
and optional sign-change character, SIGN. Each set of three proportions is 
derived from the fourfold table of one variable pair. 

P .. is the joint proportion obtained by dividing one of the cell frequencies 
~J 

(a~b~c OP d) by N, the number of individuals observed (N=a+b+c+d). The 
appropriate cell is determined by the marginal proportions. P .. is the joint 

~J 

proportion occurring in the cell corresponding to the smaller marginals. 

q. is the smaller marginal proportion for variable i. 
~ 

qj is the smaller marginal proportion for variable j. 

SIGN is a character which changes the sign of the obtained correlation. 
This is necessary whenever Pij comes from cell b or c of the fourfold table. 

If SIGN is left blank, no sign change will occur. Any other character, such 
as a minus sign (-), will effect the sign correction. 

Data of Type I will likely be used most often in calculating tetrachoric 
correlation coefficients. TETREST is capable of yielding data of Type II as 
output since some program users might desire to use such output as input at a 
later time. Where data of Type II are available, their use as input can 
represent a considerable saving of computer processing time, especially when 
the number of individuals in the original data is very large. The provision 
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for data of Type III permits rapid calculation of tetrachoric or phi correlations 
for one or more variable pairs for which raw data or frequency matrix data 
are not available. One application of Type III data might be to check TETREST 
results against tables of the tetrachoric correlation coefficient, such as 
those published by the National Bureau of Standards (1959). 

Data Output 

TETREST is capable of several output options; the output available depends 
in part on the type of input data used. 

For Type I and Type II data, the following output options are available: 

1. Printing or writing on tape or disc of the K:cK joint frequency matrix 
(i.e., Type II input). 

2. Printing of the [(K)(K-1)]/2 2 x 2 frequency tables, including values 
of phi and tetrachoric r. 

3. Printing, punching, or writing on tape or disc or the K:cK matrix of 
tetrachoric and/or phi intercorrelations in either lower diagonal 
or square format. 

For Type III data, option 3 is available. Also available optionally for 
Type III data is a listing by variable pair of the input proportions, tetra
choric and phi correlation values, and the degree of convergence occurring 
in the approximation of the tetrachoric r, 

Program Use 

TETREST incorporates a number of input and output options which may be 
specified by the user. Implementing these options involves the use of from 
five to ten program control cards. Each card has a task definition field 
consisting of the first 15 columns of the card, and one or more specification 
fields spanning the remaining 65 columns (16-80). Program users familiar 
with the SPSS system (Nie, Bent, and Hull, 1970) will recognize that the 
present system of control cards is very similar to the one used within SPSS. 
The task definition field of each control card defines the nature of the 
data appearing in the specification fields. The ten program control cards, 
in the order in which they should appear, are as follows: 

PROBLEM 
RUN NAME 
INPUT MEDIUM 
INPUT FORMAT 
NO. OF CASES 
OUTPUT FORMAT 
OPTIONS 
READ INPUT DATA 
MATRIX 
FINISH 

(mandatory) 
(optional) 
(optional) 
(mandatory) 
(optional) 
(optional) 
(optional) 
(optional) 
(mandatory) 
(optional) 

Descriptions of the control functions of each card appear in sections A 
through J below. 
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A. The PROBLEM Card (mandatory) 

This card may contain from 1 to 6 specification fields, as shown below: 

PRDBLE" NVAR=-- DATA=- 2X2=- Nr"T=-- KEY=- R=----
11 t 3 4 Is 1 1 1 I• 10 n n!u 14 a 11m ,. 11 2il2l n n + 21 t72iuo 31 3i3 34 JS 3ij3nll14Dk1 42 43 44@ 4f 41 <!+•so s1#2!53s45551@1suu0!1uaa+s "&J&i!la 10 n nft31ons!1i 1111 11! 

The data in eachfieldof the PROBLEM card must appear in exactly the columns 
specified. 

NVAR= __ specifies the number of variables in the analysis. NVAR must be a 
right-justified integer number greater than 1 and less than 76. 
NVAR is the only mandatory specification on the PROBLEM card. 

DATA• __ specifies the type of input data and some output information. 
If DATA is not specified, Type I data is assumed. DATA may take any 
integer value from 1 to 5, or may be left blank. These specification 
values result in the following input/output options: 

DATA=l 
2 

3 
4 

5 

or blank: the program will read Type I data. 
the program will read Type I data and output the joint 
frequency matrix calculated. 
the program will read Type II data. 
the program will read Type II data and output the joint 
frequency matrix. 
the program will read Type III data. 

2x2=~ causes the program to print the [(K)(~-1)]/2 2x2 frequency tables, 
one for every variable pair, only if Type I or Type II data was 
specified. Any other numerical value, or a blank, suppresses printing 
of the 2x2 tables. Included in each 2x2 table are the intervariable 
phi and tetrachoric correlation coefficients. (CAUTION: each 2x2 
table requires 6 lines of print. A 75-variable problem will print 
[(75)(74)]/2~2775 tables, which requires over 200 pages of print for 
the 2x2 tables alone.) 

NFMT= specifies the number of cards used to specify the input format. 
NFMT may be a right-justified integer number from 1 to 10. If NFMT 
is not specified, it is set equal to 01, and the variable input format 
must be no longer than 65 characters. (See INPUT FORMAT below.) 

KEY= specifies the data character which will be considered the "correct" 
~ "positive" value in the analysis of Type I data. For example, in 
scored test data the character 1 might be assigned a correct response; 
in questionnaire data a Y might represent a "yes" response. KEY may 
be any alphanumeric character. Once KEY is specified, any input data 
character other than KEY will be considered as "incorrect" or "negative." 
For example, in 1-0 (binary) data a 1 would be considered correct if 
so specified; and a 0, blank, or any other character would be considered 
incorrect. 

If KEY is not specified, it is automatically set to 1 (a Hollerith 
constant). If data other than Type I data are used, KEY is ignored. 
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R= ____ specifies the correlation coefficient(s) to be used in constructing 
the output correlation matrix or matrices. Either tetrachoric or phi 
correlation matrices, or both, may be specified by a left-justified 
alphabetical entry to the right of R=. 

R=PHI specifies that only a matrix of phi coefficients will be calculated. 

R=TET or a blank field specifies that only a matrix of tetrachoric 
correlations will be calculated. 

R=BOTH specifies that both matrices will be calculated. 

B. The RUN NAME Card (optional) 

This card allows the program user to print any arbitrary 65-character 
label at the top of the first printed page of the data analysis. The label 
must be punched in columns 16-80 of the RUN NAME card. The RUN NAME card, 
which takes the form shown below, is completely optional. 

RUH NAME ANY ARBITRARY SET OF CHARACTERS 
l1 2 3 •Is & 1 als 10 n.12l13 14 15 1sl11 1119 20!21 22 23 24!25 26 21 28129 30 31 n€3 34 35 J&€7 38 39 •o&1•2 <3 44ij5 4& 47 •+9 so s1 slfi3 54 ss s6ls7 sass sols1 &2 &3 &<Iss &6 67 sal69 10 11 nln 7< 75 76ln 1a 79 sol 

C. The INPUT MEDIUM Card (optional) 

This card allows the program user to input data from cards, magnetic 
tape, or disc storage file. The specification must begin in column 16 of the 
card, and must be one of the three values shown below in the example. If an 
INPUT MEDIUM card is not used, the program will read the input data from the 
INPUT file, which ordinarily implies punched cards. 

INPUT MEDIU" CARD read data from file INPUT 
l1 2 3 •Is 11 •l•1on12l1314151&l11111120l 

DISC } read data from file DATA 
TAPE 

If INPUT MEDIUM specifies DISC or TAPE, the user must supply the input data on 
a file named DATA, and must position that file at the start of the first 
record of the data to be read. (The program does not rewind the file DATA. 
This is to permit separate analyses of sequential blocks of data on the same 
file if desired by user.) 

D. The INPUT FORMAT Card (mandatory) 

The program reads data in an input format specified on this card by the 
user. The program uses a variable format, the form of which varies with the 
type of data to be analyzed. The INPUT FORMAT card ismandatory for the first 
problem to be analyzed, but is optional thereafter unless the format changes. 

Type I data must be read in Al format fields, since each variable score 
will be compared with the one-character alphanumeric value of the KEY 
specification. 

Type II and III data (except SIGN) must be read in floating-point numeric 
fields (F-fields), since the data are numeric and will be read into floating
point arrays. SIGN must be read in an Al format. 
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The INPUT FORMAT specification begins in column 16 with a left parenthesis, 
(, and the input format, which begins on the INPUT FORMAT card and continues 
through NFMT cards, as specified on the PROBLEM card. The input format may 
extend to as many as 10 cards in length, inclusive of the INPUT FORMAT card. 
Continuation cards of the INPUT FORMAT may use the entire 80 card columns. 
The format specification must end with a right parenthesis, ). 

INPUT fORMAT ( .......... ) 

E. The NO. OF CASES Card (optional) 

This card specifies the number of individual records of NVAR variable 
scores for the program to read in using the INPUT FORMAT specified by the user, 
in the case of Type I data only. The specification field begins in column 16 
of the control card, and must be a right-justified integer number. E.g., 

NO. Or CASES 0192 
!1 2 3 4l5 1 1 1 !Ito n 12!13 14 15 •Iii 1111 20!7122 23 24!25 21 n 21129 30 31 3i!Jj 34 35 38(37 38 39 40kt 42 43 44Fs 4& 47 4+ua 51 52J5j 54 55+ 51suoij1 &21a4JI5 66 &7 &8169 ro n nftl 74Th 71!77 7179 ao! 

The program interprets this as 192 subjects. The program will read exactly 
the number of cases of Type I data specified, unless it first encounters an 
end-of-file on the input data file. In that case it resets the number of 
cases to the number of individual data sets read before the end-of-file was 
encountered. A message to this effect appears on the control-card page if an 
end-of-file is encountered. Program users may employ this feature to their 
advantage when estimating the number of cases if the exact number is not 
known, simply by using any reasonable over-estimate of the number of cases. 

If a NO. OF CASES card is not read, the number is automatically set to 
9999, and the program will read 9999 individual data records, or until it 
finds an end-of-file mark as described above. CAUTION: In Type I data, the 
number of cases is reset to 9999 at the end of each problem, and must be 
respecified using the control card in each succeeding problem when appropriate. 
The number of cases has no bearing on the solution of Type III data problems, 
since data are input as proportions. 

F. The OUTPUT FORMAT Card (optional) 

The format in which the matrices of tetrachoric and/or phi correlation 
coefficients will be printed and/or written on the logical output unit may 
be specified using this card. The card has the form: 

OUTPUT fORMAT ( •••••••••• ) 

The specified format must be enclosed in parentheses, and must be contained 
entirely in columns 16 through 80 on the OUTPUT FORMAT card. The format 
should consist of F-fields, in order to provide for the floating-point numerical 
values of the correlation coefficients. 

If no OUTPUT FORMAT card is read, the program will write and/or print 
matrices in 8Fl0.7 format. 
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G. The OPTIONS Card (optional) 

The specification on the OPTIONS card determines the disposition of the 
correlation matrices resulting from the program's calculations. The value 
specified must be an integer number between 1 and 6, inclusive. These values 
cause the following dispositions of the r-matrices: 

OPTIONS 1 PUNCH the r-matrix on data cards 
r.l1~2~3~.~~~5~6~7~8, .. 9~10~11~12~,13~ •• ~.~5.~&11~7~.,~.97-20 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

PUNCH and PRINT the r-matrix 
PRINT the r-matrix on the output file 
PRINT the r-matrix and WRITE it on TAPES 
WRITE the r-matrix on file TAPES 
suppress any output of the r-matrix 

Defult value of the OPTIONS card is 3; i.e., printed output only. 

NOTE: 1. The OUTPUT FORMAT, whether set by the program or specified, 
applies only to printing or writing the r-matrix. If PUNCH is specified 
(option 1 or 2), the PUNCH format is SF10.7 whenever square matrix output is 
chosen (in keeping with the SPSS factor analysis program's requirements for 
a square correlation matrix in that format). When the lower diagonal matrix is 
selected (via the STATISTICS card), punched output is in format (10FS.5), 
which is somewhat more economical with little loss of accuracy. See section I, 
below, for information on the square and lower diagonal matrix output options. 

2. For options 4 and 5, each correlation matrix is written as a file on 
TAPES, separated from other files by an end-of-file mark. When both tetrachoric 
and phi matrices are specified (via R=BOTH on the PROBLEM card) the tetrachoric 
matrix is written first, the phi matrix second. 

H. The READ INPUT DATA Card (optional) 

This card has no specification field, and has the following form: 

READ INPUT DATA 

Its function is twofold: 

1. It causes the program's internal data file (TAPE!) to be rewound 
(i.e., repositioned at the start of the first logical record), 
effectively erasing the input data from the previous problem, if any. 

2. It causes the program to read from the user's data file (INPUT or 
DATA) the input data of the type specified on the PROBLEM card. 

For Type I data, the READ INPUT DATA card causes the program to read 
N (=NO. OF CASES) individual records of K (=NVAR) variable scores from the 
input data source specified, according to the INPUT FORMAT specified. If an 
end-of-file mark is read before the Nth data record, N is reset as described 
in section E, above. 

For Type II data, the READ INPUT DATA card causes the program to read 
K (=NVAR) records of K frequencies each (i.e., a KxK joint frequency matrix) 
according to NVAR as specified on the PROBLEM card, and in the INPUT FORMAT 
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specified. If an end-of-file mark is encountered before the Kth full record 
is read, processing is terminated, and an error diagnostic is printed. 

For Type III data, the READ INPUT DATA card causes the program to read 
[(K)(K-1)]/2 separate sets of proportions, one set for each pair of variables, 
and later to process them as though they were infra-diagonal entries in a 
KxK matrix of proportion sets. Thus the first set results in the obtained 
correlation being treated as though it were between variables 2 and 1; the 
second between 3 and 1; the third between 3 and 2; the fourth between 4 and 1, 
and so on. The example below is for a 4-variable problem with [(4)(3)]/2=6 
variable pairs. 

Data Variable Pair 

INPUT data set 1 p q
1 

q
2 

sign (2, 1) 
' ' ' 

2 p ql q2 sign (3,1) 
' ' ' 

3 p q
1 

q
2 

sign (3,2) 
' ' ' 

4 p q
1 

q
2 

sign (4, 1) 
' ' ' 

5 p q
1 

q
2 

sign (4 ,2) 
' ' ' 

6 p q1 q2 sign (4,3) 
' ' ' 

r-matrix: variable 

1 2 3 4 

2 1 

variable 3 2 3 

4 4 5 6 

The numbers within the r-matrix schematic above correspond to the input data 
sets of proportions (see Figure 5). 

If nor-matrix output is desired (i.e., OPTION 6 is chosen), the order of 
input of the en~ries need not follow the above example. If the r-matrix is 
to be output, however, the program user must be careful of the order of his 
input data proportion sets, since their position in the r-matrix is determined 
entirely by their order in the input data. 

If an end-of-file mark is encountered before a complete matrix of [(K)(K-1)]/2 
Type III data sets is read, K is arbitrarily truncated to one more than the 
smallest value for which a square data matrix exists in the data. This will 
permit processing of all the proportional data, but will result in the use of 
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indefinite operands if an attempt is made to output the r-matrix. Therefore, 
if proportional data (Type III) is used as input and the r-matrix is required 
as output, the user must be sure he includes exactly [(K)(K-1)]/2 sets of 
proportions, and incorporates them into his data in the correct order. If the 
r-matrix output is not required, any overestimate of NVAR=K will suffice. 

Omitting the READ INPUT DATA card results in the specified analyses being 
performed on whatever data (if any) are stored on file TAPE!. For the initial 
problem in a set of one or more problems, TAPE! is an empty file until the 
READ INPUT DATA card is read. (A "problem" is defined as the analysis specified 
in the set of control cards between the PROBLEM card and the MATRIX card 
inclusive. More than one "problem" may be included in a single computer run.) 
After the initial problem, however, TAPE! contains whatever data was input 
for the preceding problem via the INPUT FORMAT card. Therefore, specifying 
a "problem" without including the READ INPUT DATA card, results in a second 
pass through the input data of the preceding problem. By varying NVAR, NO. 
OF CASES, and the INPUT FORMAT the program user can perform analyses of any 
subset of the initial problem's data, if the READ INPUT DATA card is omitted. 

I. The MATRIX Card (mandatory) 

Three options may be specified using the MATRIX card. The specification 
must be an integer number between 1 and 3, in the following format. 

MATRIX 1 For Type III data, print the input proportions, tetrachoric 
!12, 4!s a 1 a!e1on12!13141s1alu!fu and phi correlations, one variable pair at a time. Output 

the r-matrix in lower diagonal form. 

2 Output r-matrix in lower diagonal form only. (Suppress 
Individual variable pair results if Type III data are involved.) 

3 Output r-matrix in square form. (Suppress individual variable 
pair results if Type III data are involved.) 

The MATRIX card must be the last card in a problem set (excepting the 
FINISH card), since execution of the data processing and output options is 
begun after the MATRIX card is read. Placing the MATRIX card out of place 
will result in all cards following it being read as control cards for the 
succeeding problem or as data cards. Placing it before the READ INPUT DATA 
card will result in the analyses specified in the present problem being 
performed on the data of the preceding problem, or on an empty data file, as 
described above. 

If no matrix output is desired (i.e., OPTION 6 is elected) any MATRIX 
option (1,2 or 3) may be used to signal the start of data processing. 

J. The FINISH Card (optional) 

This card has no specification field, and takes the form: 

fiNISH 
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When the FINISH card is encountered on the INPUT file, processing 
terminates, and control is returned to the computer operating system. Thus 
the FINISH card should appear only as the last card in a set of program 
control cards; it may not be used to separate problems. Failure to include a 
FINISH card results in printing an error diagnostic, program termination, and 
return of control to the computer operating system. In general, this will 
not affect the outcome of the user's programs other than TETREST, so the 
FINISH card may be considered optional. Its use is recommended whenever any 
data follow the TETREST control cards on the INPUT file. 

K. Control Card Order 

The following are the only restrictions on control card order within a 
problem. (A problem is the execution of the program on a single set or matrix 
of data. Multiple problems may be included in a single run of the program.) 
Aside from these restrictions, control cards may be placed in any order. 

1. The READ INPUT DATA card, if present, must follow the INPUT MEDIUM, 
INPUT FORMAT and NO. OF CASES cardswhenever any or all are used. 

2. Data _cards, if used, must follow the READ INPUT DATA card. If the 
input medium is CARD, and if the program is to count observations 
(number of cases), the~n end-of-record card (7-8-9) must be inserted 
between the last data card and the next program control card. Failure 
to comply with this requirement will result in program control cards 
being read as data cards, and will usually terminate program execution 
without a diagnostic. 

On the other hand, if the number of cases is specified exactly, no 
end-of-record card should separate the data cards from the control 
cards. 

3. The MATRIX card must be the last control card in each problem. 

4. The FINISH card must be the last card in a run. 

L. Examples of Control Card Use 

1. Card input of Type I data; program counts number of cases; a lower 
diagonal tetrachoric correlation matrix will be output. 

RUN NAME 
PROBLEM 
INPUT FORMAT 
oPTIONS 
READ INPUT 
10101 
11100 
• • • • • 
• • • • • 
00111 
) 

MATRIX 

DATA 

EXAMPLE 1 
NVAR=OS 
(SAl) 
:5 

(RECORD SEPARATOR) 
2 

R=TET 
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2. Card input of Type I data; number of cases specified exactly by 
user; a square phi correlation matrix will be output. 

EXAMPLE 2 
NVAR:OS 
(SAl> 
ooos 

RUN NAME 
PROBLEM 
INPUT FORMAT 
NO• OF CASES 
OPTIONS 3 

DATA READ INPUT 
10101 
11100 
10111 
01100 
10110 
MATRIX 3 

3. Tape input of data; two problems in succession (one on cases 1-100 
in the data file; the second on cases 101-200); both tetrachoric and 
phi matrices will be output in lower diagonal format. 

RUN NAME FIRST 100 CASES 
PROBLEM NVAR:OS 
INPUT MEDIUM TAPE 
INPUT FORMAT FIXED 
INPUT FORMAT (SAl> 
NO• OF CASES 0100 
OPTIONS 2 
READ INPUT DATA 
MATRIX 2 
RUN NAME SECOND 100 CASES 
PROBLEM NVAR:OS 
INPUT MEDIUM TAPE 
NO. OF CASES 0100 
OPTIONS 2 
READ INPUT DATA 
MATRIX 2 
FINISH 

R=BOTH 

4. The above three examples are merely suggestive of the flexibility of 
options available to the program user. Far too many different con
figurations of control cards are permissible to list them all here. 
The following example uses the minimum number of control cards, 
setting program parameters by default everywhere possible: 

PROBLEM NVAR:OS 
INPUT FORMAT (5X•5A1) 
READ INPUT DATA 

> 
MATRIX 
FINISH 

INSERT DATA HERE 
(RECORD SEPARATOR> 
2 
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This minimal configuration assumes Type I input data punched on cards, 
with the program counting number of cases. It will print the 
tetrachoric correlation matrix only, in lower diagonal form and SF10.7 
format, on the file OUTPUT. 

Additional examples of program input, in conjunction with the output 
they generated, are shown in Appendix A. 

Program Specifications 

File Structure 

Eleven files are used within TETREST, in the following order: 

INPUT 

OUTPUT 

PUNCH 

DATA 

TAPEl 

TAPES 

TAPE9 

TAPE6=0UTPUT 

TAPElO=PUNCH 

TAPE5l=DATA 

TAPE55=INPUT 

Subprograms 

the user-supplied file containing the data to be 
analyzed whenever the INPUT MEDIUM is DISC or TAPE. 

the file used within the program to store the user's 
data. When the READ INPUT DATA control card is read, 
TAPEl is rewound, and data read from file INPUT or DATA 
is written onto file TAPEl. 

the file on which the r-matrix is written when the user 
chooses OPTIONS 4 or 5. TAPE S is never rewound within 
the program; an end-of-file is written on it after each 
matrix is written on it. The user must rewind TAPES 
in order to have access to the data on it. 

the file on which the joint frequency matrix is written 
when the user specifies DATA=2 or 4 on the PROBLEM card. 
The comments above for TAPES apply to TAPE9 as well. 

TAPE6 is a logical unit, set equivalent to the file OUTPUT. 

TAPElO is a logical unit, set equivalent to the file PUNCH. 

TAPE51 is a logical unit, set equivalent to the file DATA. 

TAPE55 is a logical unit, set equivalent to the file INPUT. 

TETREST includes the following subroutines and functions as part of the 
program: 

TETREST The main program; executes the input and output options. 
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Reads the program control cards and the input data; 
determines the desired input/output options; issues 
error diagnostics. 

Constructs the KxK joint frequency matrix when Type I 
data are used. 

Constructs a 2x2 contingency table for each pair of 
variables; selects the appropriate frequencies for 
the analysis; constructs the r-matrix. 

Approximates tetrachoric r by means of iteration given 
the joint and marginal proportions. 

(Function) Performs 8-point Gaussian quadrature. 

Outputs the appropriate correlation matrices in square 
or lower diagonal form. 

The following system library subroutines are used within TETREST: 

DATE subroutine returns the current day, month and year. 

CDFNI cumulative normal distribution function inverse. 

EXP the exponential function. 

ABS absolute value function. 

SQRT the square foot function. 

Additionally, TETREST makes use of the Control Data ENCODE and DECODE 
statements, as well as the IF(EOF) end-of-file check. 

Timing and Core Memory Requirements 

TETREST requires46000octal core memory (CM) cells to run when using the 
FORTRAN extented (FTN) compiler under KRONOS 2.1 on the CDC CYBER 74 computer. 

Central processor (CP) time for a TETREST run is dependent on the data type, 
the correlation coefficient chosen, and the number of variables. 

Type I data requires the most CP time; Type III requires the least. For 
Type I data, CP time varies directly with the NO. OF CASES and with NVAR, the 
number of variables. CP time for the other data types is a direct function 
of NVAR only. 

No formula is available for forecasting CP time requirements. Actual 
data runs have required CP time as listed below: 

Case 
1 
2 
3 
4 

Data Type 
I 
I 
I 
I 

NVAR 
75 
60 
50 
20 

NO. OF CASES 
80 

200 
240 
200 

CP Seconds 
15 
15 
25 

7 
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The disparity in CP time between Case 3 and Cases 1 and 2 illustrates the 
difficulty of prescribing a rule of thumb. CP time also depends on 
idiosyncracies in the data which affect the average number of iterations 
required per correlation. 

Availability 

A complete FORTRAN listing of the program is included in Appendix B. 
Card decks are available from the authors. A copy of the source code will 
be provided on a tape submitted by the prospective user. 

Method of Calculation 

Tetrachoric Correlation Coefficient 

The tetrachoric correlation between two dichotomous variables involves 
solution of the following equation for r, given the values of L, h,k,x, and y: 

where 

[""[( )-1 2 2 j L(x,y,r)= 2~~l~r2 exp -(h +k -~rhk) dh dk 
x y 2(1-r ) 

(1) 

r is the tetrachoric correlation 

x,y are standard normal deviates 

L is a joint function of the two dichotomous variables 
and their tetrachoric relationship (whose numerical 
value is observable as a joint proportion) 

The values of x and y, h and k are obtained from calculations based on the 
marginal proportions of the two dichotomous variables, which can be obtained 
in turn from their 2x2 contingency table: 

Variable 
i 

Correct (1) 

Incorrect (0) 

proportion 

Variable j 

incorrect 

(0) 

b 

d 

b+d 

(1-p.) 
J 

correct 

(1) 

a 

I c 

a+c 

total proportion 

a+b 

c+d (1-p.) 
~ 
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The parameters of Equation 1 are estimated from the sample contingency table as 
follows: 

x=~(~)=the standard normal deviate corresponding to 

y=~(q. )•the standard normal deviate corresponding to 
J 

qi(=l-pi) 

qj (=1-p j) 

L=d/N=the joint proportion of persons responding positively to both 
variables (items) 

In general, approaches to solving Equation 1 have involved the use of 
an infinite series. McNemar (1955) gives one such solution, expressed here 
in notation slightly different from his: 

where h,k 

2 2 2 3 
• r+xy_r_ + (x -1) (y -1)--':r:-:-- + . 

2! 3! 

are the ordinates of the standard normal curve at 
x and y, respectively 

(2) 

McNemar's formulation includes the restriction that qi and qj (the marginal 

proportions) must each be.less than or equal to 1/2. Obviously, that 
restriction implies that t may be the joint frequency value occurring in cell 
a, b, a, or d of the 2x2 table, whichever cell corresponds to the two marginal 
values meeting the restriction. Use of an inappropriate cell to obtain tne 
joint frequency t will introduce an error in the proportion t/N and hence will 
in general result in an incorrect numerical solution for r. TETREST, in 
dealing with Type I data, constructs the 2x2 table for each pair of variables 
and selects the appropriate joint frequency for correct solution of Equation 2. 

Kirk (1971, 1973) devised an approximation procedure based on Gaussian 
quadrature and use of a Newton-Raphson iteration procedure to evaluate the 
integral and approximate r. The first two terms of Equation 2 are used to 
obtain an initial estimate based on the empirical values of t/N, qi and qj. 

In order to employ Gaussian quadrature and restrict the range of the 
estimate of r, Kirk gives the following transformation, based on Equation 1. 

r 11 f(r)=-
2'1T 0 

where g(u) = 1 

1 
du (3) 

(4) 

exp 
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and the u. are the roots of the Legendre polynomials; thew. are the associated 
1- 1-

weights for an (n+l)-point quadrature. 

The starting value for solution of Equation 4 is obtained by direct 
solution of the following equation for r

0
: 

(5) 

where Pat/N, taken from the appropriate cell of the 2x2 table. A limiting 
value of ±.80 is used whenever the absolute value of the starting estimate 
exceeds 1.00. Successive values are calculated using Newton-Raphson iteration: 

where m=P-q q 
1 2 

and 

f' (r) = -_..;1~-
27rQ 

Iteration continues through as many as 100 cycles or until 

Convergence failures can occur. When convergence to the criterion of .0001 
does not occur, one of two alternatives takes place: 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

1. If convergence to within .001 has occurred, an estimate of r is 
returned, but an informative diagnostic is printed, telling the user 
the indices of the two variables involved and the degree of convergence 
attained. 

2. If convergence to within .001 has not occurred, a value of +99.00 
is returned for r. 

Generally, failures of convergence are due to extremely low values of 
the joint proportion, P, or to the joint proportion P being very close to 
either of the marginal proportions, q. or q .• One circumstance in which this 

1- J 
is a problem is the case in which one or more cells in the 2x2 table contains 
a zero. 
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When three zero cells occur, as in the following 

1 
j 

0 

1 a 0 p,=l 
i 1 

0 0 0 qi 

p,=l 
J qj 

the tetrachoric correlation is automatically set to zero, since there is no 
covariance. Similarly, when there is zero variance in only one 
variable (~i·l.OO or pj=l.OO) there is zero covariance between variables, 

and the tetrachoric correlation is zero. 

When just two zero cells occur, and these occupy either diagonal of 
the 2x2 table, the program returns a value of +1.00, the sign being determined 
by the sign of the covariance between the two variables. For example: 

1 
j 

0 

1 0 b pi 
i 

0 c 0 qi 

pj qj 

here the covariance equals 0-pipj, and the correlation coefficient is returned 

as -1.0. 

In the case of a single zero cell, such as 

1 
j 

0 

1 0 b 
i 

0 c d 

there is no rational basis for setting the tetrachoric r to any fixed value 
as was done above. There is non-zero covariance, as well as variance in 
both variables. This class of problems frequently results in failure of the 
iteration procedure to converge on a value of the tetrachoric r. Non-convergence 
is especially a problem with a single zero cell concurrent with an extreme 
proportion in both variables. As indicated earlier, a failure of convergence 
is signalled by a value of ±99.0 being returned in place of the tetrachoric r. 

Kirk's algorithm for approximating the value of the tetrachoric correlation 
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does not directly calculate the correct sign of the relationship. For Type I 
and Type II data, the sign of the tetrachoric correlation is determined by 
the sign of the covariance, which is completely determined by the determinant 
ad-ba of the fourfold table of any variable pair. Thus, when ad-ba is positive, 
a positive value for the tetrachoric is output; a negative value is output 
when ad-ba is negative. 

For Type III data the sign of the tetrachoric r is corrected by the 
sign-change character, SIGN. If SIGN was blank on input, the value calculated 
by TETREST is returned uncorrected. If SIGN was any non-blank character, 
the calculated value of the tetrachoric r is multipled by -1 to correct the 
sign of the relationship. 

The Phi Coefficient 

For Type I and II data, the value of the phi coefficient is calculated 
from the frequencies of the fourfold table, using the following formula: 

ad-be 
PHI = ~~~-------------- (9) 

/(a+b)(a+c)(b+c)(b+d) 

In the case of Type III data, phi is calculated from the input proportions 
and SIGN: 

(10) 

where SIGN = +1 or -1 according to the input convention described above. 

Accuracy 

The method used for estimating the tetrachoric correlation coefficients 
in TETREST is a numerical approximation technique. Kirk (1973) reported 
results generallyaccurateto three decimal places, with few exceptions, using 
his algorithm and double-precision arithmetic. TETREST involves a slight 
modification of Kirk's method, and does not use double-precision. Nevertheless, 
on a CDC CYBER 74 computer, TETREST results are still usually accurate to 
three decimal places. Users may evaluate for themselves the accuracy of 
TETREST by using, as Type III input data, joint and marginal proportions 
corresponding to known true values of the tetrachoric correlation. National 
Bureau of Standards (1959) tables are one source of such data. 

The phi coefficient is calculated exactly, and is accurate to 15 significant 
digits on Control Data machines. 
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Appendix A 

Examples of Input and Output 

PROBLEM NVAR=09 DATA=2 2X2: NFMT= KEY=l R:BOTH 
RUN NAME DEMO--TYPE I DATA INPUT ON FILE · INPUT 
INPUT FORMAT (20X•9Al////) 
OUTPUT FORMAT <1X•20F6•2> 
READ INPUT DATA 

END-OF-FILE ENCOUNTERED WHILE READING DATA 
NO.OF CASES HAS BEEN CHANGED TO 66 

MATRIX 2 

OEMO••TYPE I DATA INPUT ON FILE INPUT 

P~ t~.TED BELOW IS THE '-'OINT FREQUENCY MATRIX• 

WITH JOINT FREQUENCY CORRECT,++•IN THE UPPER DIAGONAL, 
"'OINT FREQUENCY INCORRECT •--• IN THE LOWER DIAGONAL 
AND MARGINAL FREQUENCY• + ,IN THE DIAGONAL 

1 2 5 6 7 8 9 

1 * 
'+3 22 2'+ 17 28 23 16 31 29 

:;> * 
21 2'+ 14 13 17 16 14 21 20 

.'\ * 
21 30 26 10 20 13 10 19 20 

4 * 
4 19 14 20 14 13 13 17 16 

~ * 
5 13 1'+ 17 32 22 13 22 26 

h * 
19 31 26 16 15 27 13 21 22 

7 • 
17 25 21 12 6 27 18 17 17 

p, * 
19 28 24 12 7 25 20 35 26 

g * 
20 30 28 1'+ 14 29 21 25 32 
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LISTED BELOW IS THE MATRIX OF TETRACHORIC CORRELATIONS 

VA~ TABLE 1 
1.00 

VARTABLE 2 
.69 loOO 

IJARIABLF 3 
.73 .~5 1,00 

VARIABLE ~ 
-.05 .~3 -.os 1.00 

IJARIABLF 5 
.29 .28 .~9 .29 1.00 

II A~< I ABLE 6 
.56 .59 .2~ .28 o63 loOO 

VARIABLE 7 
.so .69 .19 .53 -.07 .55 1.oo 

VARIABLE 8 
.75 .71 .so .~s .o6 o62 o77 1•00 

VA~o~IABI.E 9 
.76 ,76 ,67 .~~ .73 ,77 .81 .76 1.00 

LISTED BELOW IS THE MATRIX OF PHI CORRELATIONS 

VARTABLE 1 
1.00 

VARIABLE 2 
.~2 1.00 

VARIABLE 3 
.46 ,29 1',00 

VARIABLE 4 
-.02 .2a -,03 1,00 

VARIABLE 5 
.16 ol8 ,32 o18 loOO 

VARIABLE 6 
.35 ,40 ,15 .18 .43 1.oo 

II Al-l tABLE 7 
.27 ,47 ,12 ,35 -.04 .35 1.00 

VAIHABLE 8 
.52 .52 o32 .27 .04 o4l o45 1·00 

VARIABLE 9 
.52 ,53 ,46 .27 .51 .55 .51 .55 1.00 



RUN NAME DEMO---TYPE II DATA• PRINTING 2X2 TABLES AND TET MATRIX 
PROBLEM NVAR=OS DATA=3 2X2=9 R:TET 
INPUT FORMAT (5F4•0> 
OUTPUT FORMAT (10F8.3) 
OPTIONS 6 
READ INPUT DATA 
MATRIX 3 

PRI~TEO BELOW ARE THE 2X2 CONTINGENCY TABLES FOR EACH VARIABLE PAIR 
~Q.nO IS PRINTED WHEN THE PROGRAM CANNOT CONVERGE ON A SOLUTION 

+ 
1/Af.< 1 

ToTALS 

liAR 2 + 
48. 49. 
52. 43. 
92. 100. 

TOTALS 
97. 
95. 

192. 

PROPORTIONS 
P<I•J>o22395833 
Q( I ) o49479167 
Q( J ).47916667 

TETRACHORIC R : 

PHI : 

o0826161 

.0525659 

EPSILON : o00009 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------VAR 3 + TOTALS PROPORTIONS 
+ 39. 58. 97. P(IrJ)o21875000 TETRACHORIC R = o0641270 EPSILON : o00004 

liAR 1 - 42o 53o 95o Q( I l •49479167 
TOTALS 11lo 81o 192o Q( J lo42187500 PHI = o0405392 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------liAR 4 + TOTALS PROPORTIONS 
+ 53o 44. 97. p( I•J> •27083333 TETRACHORIC R = -.1467430 EPSILON = ·00000 

VAR 1 - 43. 52· 95. Q< I >·49479167 
TOTALS 96. 96. 192. Q< J >.5ooooooo PHI = -.0937551 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
+ 

VAR 1 
ToTALS 

VAR 5 + 
47. 50. 
42. 53. 

103. 89. 

TOTALS 
97. 
95. 

192. 

PROPORTIONS 
P(IrJ)o21875000 
Q( I >•49479167 
Q( J )•46354167 

TETRACHORIC R : 

PHI = 

-.0669310 EPSILON : ·00005 

-.0425418 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
+ 

1/At~ 2 
TOTALS 

VAR 3 + 
42. so. 
39. 61. 

111. 81. 

TOTALS 
92. 

100. 
192· 

PROPORTIONS 
p(I•J)o21875000 
Q( I ) o47916667 
Q ( J ) ·42187500 

TETRACHORIC R = 

PHI : 

-.1062507 EPSILON : ·00000 

-.0672905 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------VAR 4 + 
+ so. 42. 

VAR <!TOTALS 
46. 54. 
96o 96o 

TOTALS 
92. 

1oo. 
192· 

PROPORTIONS 
p<I•J>•21875000 
Q( I )o47916667 
G< J >.5ooooooo 

TETRACHORIC R : -.1307045 EPSILON : ·00000 

PHI : -.0834058 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------·--------------
+ 

IIA~ 2 
TOTALS 

VAR 5 + 
41. 51. 
48o 52o 

103o 89o 

TOTALS 
92. 

100· 
192. 

PROPORTIONS 
P(IrJ)o21354167 
Q( I )o47916667 
Q( J >•46354167 

TETRACHORIC R : 

PHI : 

.0541667 EPSILON : ·00003 

.0344096 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
+ 

VAF< 3TOTALS 

VAR 4 + 
54. 57. 
42· 39. 
96. 96. 

TOTALS 
111· 
81· 

192. 

PROPORTIONS 
p<I•J>•20312500 
Q( I ) •42187500 
Q( J >·50000000 

TETRACHORIC R : 

PHI : 

.o5ooso2 EPSILON : o00002 

.0316386 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
+ 

3 
1/AI< TOTALS 

VAR 5 + 
53. 58. 
36. 45. 

103· 89. 

TOTALS 
l11o 
8lo 

192· 

PROPORTIONS 
P<I•J>•18750000 
Q( I >•42187500 
Q( J >·46354167 

TETRACHORIC R = 

PHI : 

-.0518551 EPSILON : ·00002 

-.0327144 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
+ 

liM< 4 
TOTALS 

VAR 5 + 
48. 48. 
41. 55. 

103· 89. 

TOTALS 
96· 
96. 

192. 

PROPORTIONS 
P(lrJlo25000000 
Q( I >•50000000 
Q( J >·46354167 

TETRACHORIC R : -·1147666 EPSILON = .ooooo 

PHI = -. 0731113 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

I 
N 
0\ 
I 



RUN NAME TyPE III DATA, EXAMPLE PROBLEMS FOR CHECKING PROGRAM ACCURACY, 
PROBLEM NVAR=10 DATA=S NFMT=01 
INPUT FORMAT (3F10o8•A1) 
OPTIONS 3 
READ INPUT DATA 
MATIUX 1 

TYPE Ill DATA, EXAMPLE PROBLEMS FOR CHECKING PROGRAM ACCURACY, 

THf FOLLOwiNG TETRACHORIC CORRELATIONS WERE CALCULATED FROM THE INPUT PROPORTIONS LISTED, 
CAUTION---ANY MARGINAL FREQUENCIES GREATER THAN oSO WERE CORRECTED INTERNALLY•WHICH CAUSES AN INCORRECT RESULT 
NOTF ---THE SIGN OF THE CORRELATION COEFFICIENT MAY BE REVERSED IF THE ~OINT PROPORTION WAS TAKEN FROM THE MINOR DIAGONAL 

PROBLEM VARIABLES ~OINT AND MARGINAL PROPORTIONS PHI TETRACHORIC EPSILON 

1 2• 1 ·12739800 o1586552S .sooooooo ·26314 .soooo ·00000 
2 3• 1 ·33333333 .sooooooo .sooooooo ·33333 .soooo oOOOOO 
3 3• 2 .41169900 .sooooooo o50oooooo ·64680 ,85002 o00002 I 

N 
4 4• 1 •0013~900 ·15865525 ·00134990 •08460 .84870 .ooooo ..... 

I 
5 4• 2 ·15794900 ·15865525 o50000000 ·43038 ,89996 ·00000 
6 4• 3 .42821700 .sooooooo o50000000 ·71287 ,90000 ·00000 
7 5• 1 ·02274200 ·02275013 ·15865525 ·35121 ,95018 o00002 
8 5• 2 •02275000 ·02275013 ·50000000 •15258 .89853 ·00001 
9 5• 3 •00080900 ·00134990 ·00134990 ·59876 .CJsoo8 ·00007 

10 5• 4 ·02275013 ·15865525 ·02275013 ·35136 .96018 •00009 
11 6• 1 •15865525 ·15865525 ·50000000 ·43425 ,96012 •00009 
12 6• 2 o14500JOO ·15865525 o15865525 ·89172 .99101 •00004 
13 6• 3 .47747300 .50000000 o50oooooo ·90989 .99100 ·00004 
14 6• 4 ·01971200 .o2275013 ·02275013 ·86335 .99103 •00005 
15 6• 5 •01971200 •02275013 ·02275013 ·86335 .99103 ·00005 
16 7• 1 .24203890 .50000000 o50000000 -·03184 -.o5oo2 ·00002 
17 7• 2 ·00000460 .o2275013 .00134990 -·00417 -.19949 .ooooo 
18 1• 3 .oooooo2o ,00134990 .50000000 -.03675 -,74994 .ooooo 
19 7• 4 o00011790 o02275013 .50000000 -·15100 -.75001 ·00000 
?0 7• 5 •07178310 .sooooooo .5ooooooo -·71287 -.90000 •00000 
21 7• 6 ·00000010 o02275013 ·50000000 -·15258 -.90172 ·00002 
22. 8• 1 o05054130 .50000000 .5ooooooo -·79783 -.95004 ·00000 
23 8• 2 •04516720 .sooooooo .5ooooooo -·81933 -.96008 •00001 
24 8• 3 .oooooo4o .1586552.5 .sooooooo -·43425 -.95976 o00010 
25 8• 4 ·02252670 .sooooooo .sooooooo ··90989 .. ,99100 ·00004 
26 B• 5 •00000510 o15865525 .sooooooo -·43422 -.95715 •K0004 
21 8• 6 ·03908300 .sooooooo .sooooooo -·84367 -.97016 .ooooo 
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LISTED BELOW IS THE MATRIX OF TETRACHORIC CORRELATIONS 

IIARlABLE 1 
1.ooooooo 

IJARlABL.E 2 
.49Q9974 1.ooooooo 

1o:~r< lABL.E 3 
.soooooo ·8500160 1.ooooooo 

VAkiABL.E 4 
eA486980 .8999555 .9000036 1.0000000 

VAJ.(IABI..E 5 
.qS01760 ·8985307 .9500787 .9601756 1·0000000 

VARiABI..E 6 
.9601208 ·9910074 .9910019 .9910300 ·9910300 1.ooooooo 

VAr~IABI..E 7 
-.o5oo211 -·1994941 -.7499432 -.75ooo99 ··9000033 -·9017240 1.ooooooo 

VARIABL.E 8 
-.9500391 -.9600849 -.9597555 -.9910023 -.9571481 -.9701562 1.ooooooo 
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Appendix B 

A Complete FORTRAN Listing of PROGRAM TETREST 

PROGRAM TETRESTCINPUT,OUTPUT•PUNCH•TAPE1,TAPE8,TAPE9•DATA,TAPE6=0U 1 
+TPUT,TAPE10=PUNCH,TAPE51=DATA,TAPE55:INPUT> 2 

C0MMQN/RFREQ/R(75•75) 3 
C0MMQN/FRMAT/IFMT(80),QFMT(8) 4 
C0MMON/IOPT/OPT(8) 5 
C0MMON/MISC/ICOLC75>•NAME<B>•NI•NS•NF,IR•LIU•JSPEC 6 
DIMENSION DUM(75> 7 
INTEGER OFMT 8 
IRUN:O 9 

1 CALL SETUP 10 
CALL DATECNOw> 11 
PRINT 1019•NAME•NOW 12 
ZL=Ns 13 
REWIND 1 14 
IF<OPT(1).EQ•5•>GO TO 7 15 
IF<OPTC1>.GEe3e)G0 TO 31 16 
CALL FREQ1(NS•NI,IR> 17 
IFCOPT<1>.EGe2•>4•61 18 

31 READC1,IFMT><<R<I•J),J:1,NI>,I:1,NI) 19 
IF<OPT<i>.EG.4.)4•61 20 

4 PRINT 1003 21 
DO 5 I=1•NI 22 

5 ICOL<I>:I 23 
PRINT 1004,CICOLCI>•I=l•NI> 24 
PRINT 1005 25 
DO 6I=1•NI 26 
PRINT 1006•1 27 
ENCODEC125•1007,DUM(l))CR<I•J),J:1•NI> 28 
OEC0DE<125•1008•DUM<1>><ICOL(J)•J=l•Nl) 29 
00 51 J=l•NI 30 
IFCICOLCJ).EQ.4H >IC0L(J):4H 0 31 

51 ICOLCJ>=ICOL<J>.A•77777777007777777777B.0·550000000000B 32 
IF<OPT<l>.NEe4e)G0 TO 6 33 
WRITE<9•1008)(1COL(J),J:1,NI) 34 

6 PRINT 1009,CICOLCJ)•J=1•NI> 35 
ENDFILE 9 36 

61 CALL CELLS2 37 
GO TO 10 38 

7 N=O 39 
IF<OPT<2>.GE·2•)G0 TO 71 40 
PRINT 1012 41 
PRINT 1013 42 

71 R<1•1>=1• 43 
00 8 I:2rNI 44 
R<I•I>=l• 45 
K=I-1 46 
DO 8 J:l•K 47 
R<I•J):R(J,I>=99.0 48 
READ <1•IFMT>PCrPirPJ,ISIGN 49 
ASIGN=l. 50 
IF<ISIGN.NEelOH )ASIGN=-1. 51 
IF<EOF(1))994•72r994 52 

72 CALL APXTET3CPCrPI•PJ,OUT•EPS> 53 
IF<ASIGNeEG•O·>ASIGN:t. 54 
R(JrJ):OUT•ASIGN 55 
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PHI=<PC-<PI*PJ))/SQRT<PI*PJ*<1.-pl)*(1,-PJ)) 
PHI=PHI*ASlbN 
IF<OPT<2>.GE.2.>GO TO 73 
OUT=R<J•l) 
N=N+1 
PRI~T 1014•N•l•J•PC•PI,PJ,PH1•0UT•EPS 

73 CONTII'JUE 
8 R<I•J>:PHI 
994 IF<OPT<2),GE·2•>60 TO 10 

PRINT 1010 
CCCCC•••••SUPPRESS R-MATRIX 
10 IF<OPT(J),[Q,6.)G0 TO 1 

ISPEC=1 
IF<JSPEC,[Q,3HBOT>ISPEC=2 

IF<JSPEC.EQ,JHPHl>ISPEC=3 
CCCCCo • • • •BRAi~CH TO R-MATRIX OUTPUT GRoUP 

IF<OPT<3>.LEo4o)100•110 
100 IF<OPT(3),[Q,1,)G0 TO 105 

LU=6 
IF<OpT(2),[Q,3,)101•103 

lUl ASSIGN 102 TO NSTATE 
GO T0<2o1,201•202)•1SPEC 
wRITE<6•900l> 
GO TO 1 

102 IF<OPT(J),[Qo3o)G0 TO 1 
IF<OPT(3),[Q.2,)105•110 

CCCCC•••••PRINT,LOWER DIAGONAL 
103 ASSIGN 104 TO NSTATE 

GO TO <203•203•204>•ISPEC 
wRITE<6•9001) 
GO TO 1 

104 IF<OPT(3),[Q,3,)GO TO 1 
IF<OPT(3),[Q,4,)G0 TO 110 

CCCCC••••oPUNCH SQUARE MATRICES 
105 ASSIGN 108 TO NSTATE 

LU=lO 
IF(OPT(2),[Q,3,)106•107 

106 GO T0<201•201•202>•ISPEC 
wRITE<6•900l) 

107 GO TO (203•2J3•204>•ISPEC 
iVRITE<6•900ll 

108 GO TO 1 
CCCCC•••••WRITE R-MATRICES 
110 IF<OPT(2),[Q,3,)111•113 
CCCCC•••••SGUARE MATRIC~S 
111 IF<lSPECo[Q,3)G0 TO 112 
CCCCC•••••SQUARE TET 

CALL ~TRXOUT<8•1) 
IF<ISPEC.[Q.~)112•1 

CCCCC•••••SQUARE PHI 
112 CAL~ MTRXOUT<8•2> 

GO TO 1 
CCCCC•••••LOWER DIAGONA~ MATRICES 
113 IF<ISPECoEQo3lGO TO 114 

CALL MTRXOUT(8•4> 

56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
96 
97 
98 
99 

100 
101 
102 
103 
104 
105 
106 
107 
108 
109 
110 
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IF<ISPEC.EQo2l114•1 111 
114 CALL MTRXOUT<8•3) 112 

GO TO 1 113 
CCCCC •••••SQUAR£ TEl 114 
201 CALL MTRXOUT<LUrll 115 

IF<ISPEC.EQ•2>202r2021 116 
CCCCC••••• SQUARE PHI 117 
202 CALL MTRXOUT<LUr2) 118 

. GO TO 2021 119 
203 CALL MTRXOUT<LUr4) 120 
CCCCC••••• LOWER lET 121 

IF<ISPEC.EQ.2)204r2021 122 
CCCCC••••• LOWER PHI 123 
204 CALL MTRXOUT<LUr3) 124 
2021 GO TO NSTATEr<102r104r108) 125 

GO TO 1 126 
1001 FORMAT<8A10) 127 
1002 FORMAT(1XrHA10) 128 
1003 FORMAT<lXr*PRINTED BELOW IS THE JOINT FREQUENCY MATRIXrWITH JOINT 129 

2 FREQUENCY CORRECT•++riN THE UPPER DIAG0NAL•*/51X•*JOINT FREQUENCY 130 
3 INCORRECT •--• 11~ THE LOWER DIAG0NAL••I51Xr*AND MARGINAL FREQUEN 131 
4CYr + riN THE DIAGONAL*/) 132 

1004 FORMAT(7Xr2~I5) 133 
1005 FORMAT(//) 134 
1006 FORMAT<1Xrl3rXr1H*) 135 
1007 FORMAT<25F5,0) 136 
1008 FO~MAT(25(A4r1Xl> 137 
1009 F0RMAT<7Xr25A5) 138 
1010 FORMAT<1Hl) 139 
1011 FORMAT<1Xr*PRINTED BELOW ARE THE 2X2 CONTINGENCY TABLES FOR EVE 140 

2RY ITEM PAIR•//) 141 
1012 FOR~AT<lX•*THE FOLLOWING TETRACHORIC CORRELATIONS WERE CALCULATE 142 

2D FROM THE lt~PUT PROPORTIONS LISTED•*•IlXr*CAUTION---ANY MARGINAL 143 
3FREQUENCIES GREATER THAN .so wERE CORRECTED INTERNALLYrWHICH CAUSE 144 
4S AN INCORRECT RE5ULT*r/1X•*NOTE ---THE SIGN OF THE CORRELATION 145 
5C0EFFICIENT MAY bE REVERSED IF THE JOINT PROPORTION WAS TAKEN FROM 146 
6 THE MINOR DIAGOI'JAL*•I> 147 

1013 FORMAT<1Xr7HPROBLEMr3X•9HVARIABLES•5Xr30HJOINT AND MARGINAL PROPO 148 
2RTIONSrl6Xr3HPHir7Xr11HTETRACHORICr5Xr7HEPSILON/) 149 

1014 FORMAT<lXrl~r5X,l4•*•*•I4•X•3<F10•8r5Xlr3(Fl0·5•5X)) 150 
1015 FORMAT(/1X•*VARlAALE*ri5) 151 
1017 FORMAT<8F10.7) 152 
1018 FORMAT< 10FU.5) 153 
1019 FORMAT<1H1•8A10r40XrA10/) 154 
9001 F0RMAT(/10<lH*>••PROGRAM ERROR---ISPEC IS OUT OF RANGE INTETREST*> 155 

END 156 

SUBROUTINE MTRXOUT<LUriSPEC> 157 
CCCCC•••••OUTPUTS THE UPPER OR LOWER DIAGONAL OF A SQUARE MATRIX AS A SQ 158 
CCCCC•••••OR LOWER DIAGONAL MATRIX 159 

C0MMON/RFREG/R(7~r75) 160 
C0MMON/FRMAT/IFMT<80)r0FMT(8) 161 
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C0MMON/MISC/OUM<75)rNAME(8)rNirNSrNFriRrLIUrJSPEC 162 
IF(LUeEQ,6)99rlOO 163 

99 GO TO<l05r106•106r105)riSPEC 164 
100 GO T0<102r10l•l04r103)riSPEC 165 
CCCCC•••••LOWER DIAGONAL TO SQUARE 166 
101 DO 4 t:1rNI 167 

IF(LU.EQ.6)lr2 168 
l WRITE<6•1015)1 169 
2 IF<I.EQ.NI)GO To 5 170 

K=I+l 171 
DO 3 J:KrNl 172 

3 DUM(J):R(Krl) 173 
4 wRITE<LUrOFMT)((R(lrJ),J:lrNI)r(DUM(L)rL:KrNI>> 174 
5 WRITE<LUrOFMT><R<l•J)rJ=lrNI) 175 

GO TO 20 176 
CCCCC•••••UPPER DIAGONAL TO SQUARE 177 
102 IF<LU.EQ.6)6r7 178 
6 1=1 179 

WRITE<6•1015)1 180 
7 WRITE(LUrOFMT)(R(1rJ)rJ=lrNl) 181 

00 9 I:2rNI 182 
IF<LU.EQe6)71r72 183 

71 WRITE(6r1015)I 184 
72 IF<I.EQ.NI>GO TO 10 185 

DO 8 J:1rNI 186 
8 DUM(J):R(Jrll 187 

L=I+1 188 
9 WRITE<LUrOFMT><<DUM(J)rJ:lril,(R(IrK),K:LrNI>> 189 
10 WRITE(LUrOFMT)(R(lrNI)•l=1•NI> 190 

GO TO 20 191 
CCCCC•••••UPPER DIAGONAL TO LOWER 192 
103 DO 13 I=lrNI 193 

DO 11 J:1ri 194 
11 DUM(J):R(Jrl) 195 

IF<LUeEQe6)12r13 196 
12 WRITE(6r1015) I 197 
13 WRITE<LUrOFMT><DUM<J>•J=1ri) 198 

GO TO 20 199 
1015 FORMAT(/1Xr*VARlABLE*ri5) 200 
CCCCC•••••LOWER DIAGONAL TO LOWER 201 
104 DO 15 I=lrNl 202 

K=I 203 
IF<LUeEGe6)14rl5 204 

14 WRITE<6r1015>I 205 
15 WRITE<LUrOFMT)(R(lrJ)rJ=1rK) 206 

GO TO 20 207 
105 WRITE<6•1051) 208 

GO TO 100 209 
106 wRITE<6•106l> 210 

GO T0<102r10lr104r103)rlSPEC 211 
20 END FILE LU 212 

RETURN 213 
1051 FORMAT<*1LlSTEO BELOW IS THE MATRIX OF TETRACHORIC CORRELATIONS* 214 

+///) 215 
1061 FORMAT<*1LISTEO bELOW IS THE MATRIX OF PHI CORRELATIONS*///) 216 

END 



1 

2 

11 
12 

20 

~0 
~1 
~2 

SUBROUTINE SETUP 
C0MMON/RFREG/R(75,75) 
C0MMON/FRMAT/IFMT(8Q),OFMT(8) 
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C0MMON/IOPT/OPT<8> 
C0MMON/MISC/ICOL<75>•NAME(8>•NI•NS•NF,IR•LIU•JSPEC 
DIMENSION I~(8)rDUM(75) 
NS:9999SNF:1SLIU:S5SNI:O 
PRINT 2007 
CALL DATE(NOw> 
IVER:9H 1 FE(:j 75 
PRINT 1000rNOW•IVER 
DO 2 I=t.8 
NAME(I):10H 
OPT< I> :I 
OFMT<I>=10H 
OFMT<1>=10H<8Fl0.7) 
DO 12 1=1•8 
IN<I>=10H 
READ<55r200l>IN 
IF<EoFC55))991•13•991 
PRINT 2002•1N 
IF<IN<1>·EGelOHPROBLEM >GO TO 20 
IF<IN<l>•EGelOHRUN NAME >GO TO 30 
IF<lN(1)eEQ•10HINPUT MEDI>GO TO ~0 
IF<IN<l>•EG•lOHINPUT FORM)GO TO 50 
IF<lN(l)eEG•10HNOe OF CAS>GO TO 60 
IF<IN<l>•EGelOHOUTPUT FOR>GO TO 70 
IF<INCl)eEGe10HOPTIONS >GO TO 80 
IF(IN<l>•EG·10HMATRIX )GO TO 90 
IF(lN(l).EQ•lOHREAD INPUT>GO TO 100 
IF<INC1>•EG·10HFINISH )GO TO 110 
PRINT 992 
STOP2 
DEC0DE(60,2003•IN(3))NI•OPT(1)rOpT<~>,NF•lRrJSPEC 
IF(JSPECeE0·3H >JSPEC=3HTET 
IF<NioLE•1•0R.NI.GT.75>GO TO 993 
IF(0PT(1).LT.O •• ORe0PT<1>.GTe5e)G0 TO 993 
IF<OPTC1>.EGe0o)OPT(1):1. 
IF<IR.EQoSH >IR:tHl 
IF<NF.EQ•O>NF=1 
IF<NF.LT.o.OR.NF.GTolO)GO TO 993 
IF(OPT(~).LT.O •• OR•OPT<~>.GT.9.)G0 TO 993 
GO TO 11 
oo 31 1=1•7 
tJAMECI):IN(I+l> 
NAME(8):1QH 
GO TO 11 
IF(lN<2>•EG•lOHUM CARD )~1,~2 
LIU=55 $ GO TO 11 
IF<IN<2>•EQ•l0HUM TAPE )~3•44 

218 
219 
220 
221 
222 
223 
224 
225 
226 
227 
228 
229 
230 
231 
232 
233 
23~ 

235 
236 
237 
238 
239 
2~0 
241 
242 
2~3 
24~ 

245 
246 
247 
248 
2~9 
250 
251 
252 
253 
254 
255 
256 
257 
258 
259 
260 
261 
262 
263 
264 
265 
266 
267 
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43 L1U=51 $ GO TO 11 268 
44 IF<IN<2>•EG·10HUM DISC )GO TO 43 269 

PRINT 9009 270 
GO TO 11 271 

50 oo 51 1=1•80 272 
51 IFMTt I) =10H 273 

OECOQE(70,2004•IN<2>><IFMT<I>ri:1,7) ?74 
IF<NF.EGe1)11•52 275 

52 NF=7+((NF-1>*8) 276 
REA0(55•2001><IF~T<I>•I=8•NF> 277 
PRINT 2002•<IFMT<l>•I=8•NF) 278 
GO TO 11 279 

t>O OECOOE<10,2005•IN<2>>NS 280 
IF<NS.LT.1.0ReNS.GTe9999)G0 TO 994 281 
GO TO 11 282 

70 OECOQE(70,2004riN<2))(0FMT<I>•I=1•7> 283 
GO TO 11 284 

80 DECODE<10•2006•IN<2>>0PT(3) 285 
IF<OPT<3>.LE.O •• OH·OPT<3>.GT.6.)G0 TO 995 286 
GO TO 11 287 

90 DECODE(l0,2006•IN<2>>0PT<2> 288 
IF<OPT<2>.LE.O •• OR•0PT(2>·GT.3.)G0 TO 996 289 
RETURN 290 

100 REWIND 1 291 
IF<OPT<l>.£~.5.)101•103 292 

101 DO 102 I=2•Nl 293 
N1:;1-1 294 
00 102 L=1•N1 295 
REAO(LlU•IFMT><oUM(J)•J=1•4> 296 
IF<EOF(LlU))l021rl02,1021 297 

102 WRITE<1•1FMT><OUM(J),J:1r4) 298 
GO TO 1022 299 

1021 NI:I 300 
1022 END FILE 1 301 

GO TO 11 302 
103 IF<OPT(1).GE.3ol104•106 303 
104 DO lOS I=1rNl 304 

REAO<LIU•IFMT)(QUM(J)rJ=1•NI> 305 
IF<EOF(L1U))997r105•997 306 

105 WRITE<1•IFMT><DUM<J),J:1rNI> 307 
END FILE 1 308 
GO TO 11 309 

106 DO 107 1=1•NS 310 
READ<LIU•IFMT)(lCOL(J),J:1•Nl) 311 
IF<EOF<LIU>>1061rl07r1061 312 

1061 NS=I-1 313 
PRINT 9008rN~ 314 
GO TO 108 315 

107 WRITE(1riFMT><ICOL(J)rJ=1•Nl) 316 
108 END FILE 1 317 

GO TO 11 318 
110 STOP 319 
991 CONTit~UE 320 

PRINT 9001 321 
PRINT 9999 322 



993 

994 

995 

996 

997 

9001 

9003 

9004 

9005 

9006 

9008 

9009 

992 

9997 

9999 
1000 

2001 
2002 
2003 
2004 
2005 
2006 
2007 

STOP! 
PRINT 9003 
PRINT 9999 
STOP3 
PRINT 9004 
PRINT 9999 

STOP4 
PRINT 9005 
PRINT 9999 
STOPS 
PRINT 9006 
PRINT 9999 
STOP 6 
PRINT 9997 
PRINT 9999 
STOP7 
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FORMATC/lO<lH*>•*ERROR---END/OF-FILE ENCOUNTERED WHILE READING TE 
2REST CONTROL CAROS*) . 

FORMATC/lO<lH*>•*ERROR---ONE OR MORE OF YOUR PROBLEM CARD PARAMET 
2ERS IS OUT OF RANGE*•/18X•*CHECK THE vALUES OF NVAR•NF•DATA AND 
32X2.*) 

FORMAT<IlO<lH*>•*ERROR---THE NO.OF CASES IS TOO LARGE OR NON-NUME 
2RIC VALUE WAS READ*) 

FORMAT(/lO<lH*>•*ERROR---THE OPTION CARD VALUE IS OUT OF RANGE OR 
2 A NON-NUMERIC VALUE WAS READ•> 

FORMAT(/lO<lH*>•*ERROR---THE MATRIX CARD VALUE IS OUT OF RANGE 0 
2K A NON-NUMERIC VALUE WAS READ*) 

FORMATC/lOX•*END-OF-FILE ENCOUNTERED WHILE READING DATA*•/ 
210X••NO.OF CASES HAS BEEN CHANGED TO *•18) 
FORMATC/lOX•*CO~MENT---CHECK YOUR INPUT MEDIUM CARD FOR ERROR. IN 

2PUT MEDIUM 1~ ASSUMED TO BE CARDS•*> 
F0RMAT(/10(1H*),*ERROR---THE PROGRAM DID NOT READ A COMPLETE SET 

20F Co~TROL CARDS.••I18X•*IF CONTROL CARDS ARE COMPLETE•CHECK FOR M 
3ISSPELLED DEFINITION FIELDS*> 

FORMAT<lO<lH*>••£RROR---END-OF-FILE ENCOUNTERED WHILE READING JOI 
2NT FREQUENCY MATRIX*) 

FORMAT<IlOX•*FURTHER DIAGNOSTICS WOULD BE MISLEADING•*> 
FORMAT<lOOX•Alo/lOOX•*PROGRAM TETREST*•/lOOX,Al0•2X•*REVISION*• 

+1111!11111) 
FORMAT<8Al0) 
FORMATC20X•8Al0) 
FORMAT<I2•6X•F1•9X•F1•9X•l2•8X•Al•9X,A3) 
FORMAT<5X,A5•6A10) 
FORMAT<5X•l4•lX> 

F0RMAT(5X,F1•4X) 
F0RMAT(1Hl) 
STOP 
END 

SUBROUTINE FREQl(NS•NVriR> 
COM MOt J/RFREQ/ I FR ( 75' 75) 
C0MMON/FRMAT/IFMT<80) 

323 
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328 
329 
330 
331 
332 
333 
334 
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336 
337 
338 
339 
340 
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344 
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350 
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352 
353 
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359 
360 
361 
362 
363 
364 
365 
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367 
368 
369 
370 

371 
372 
373 
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DIMENSION IX(75> 374 
REAL IFR 375 
Nl:Nv 376 
00102 I=1•Nl 377 
00102 J=1rNI 378 
IFR<I•J>=o. 379 

102 CONTINUE 380 
DO 107 L=1rNS 381 

103 READ<lriFMT><IX<I>•I=1•Nl> 382 
DO 107 I=lrNl 383 
DO 107 ~=lrNI 384 
lF(IX<I>.E~.IX<~>>l04r107 385 

104 IF<IX<I>•EG·IR>10~•106 386 
105 IFR<I•~>=IFR<I•~>+1. 387 

GO TO 107 388 
106 IF<I.EQ.J)GO TO 107 389 

IFR<~•I>=IFR<J•I)+1. 390 
107 CONTINUE 391 

RETURN 392 
END 393 

SUBROUTINE C~LLS2 394 
C0MMON/RFREG/R(75r75) 395 
COMMON/IOPT/OPT<d> 396 
COMMON/MISC/ICOL(75)rNAME(8)rNI•NSrNF,IRrLIUrJSPEC 397 
N1=NI-1 398 
IF(OpT(4)eNEe9e)G0 TO 200 399 
PRINT 3 400 

3 FORMAT<*lPRINTED BELOW ARE THE 2X2 CONTINGENCY TABLES FOR EACH VA 401 
2RIABLE PAIR*r/1Xr*99.00 IS PRINTED WHEN THE PROGRAM CANNOT CONVERG 402 
3E ON A SOLUTION*•//) 403 

200 DO 227 I=l•Nl 404 
N2=I+1 405 
DO 227 ~=N2•NI 406 
A=R<I•~) 407 
U=R<~•I) 408 
E=R<I•l) 409 
G=R<~·~) 410 
B=E-A 411 
c=G-A 412 
F=C+D 413 
H=B+D 414 
ZL:A+B+C+D 415 
DET=<A*D)-(d*C) 416 
IF<DET>2002•2001•'002 417 

2001 PHI:o. 418 
R<l•~>=O. 419 
GO TO 2003 420 

2002 PHI=oET/SQRT<E*F*G*H) 421 
2003 IF<JSPEC•EGo3HPHI>GO TO 226 422 

IF<F.GEe£)201•202 423 
201 ANUM:E 424 



2.05 
2.06 
2.07 
208 
209 
210 
211 
2.12. 
2.13 
2.14 
2.15 

216 
2.2.0 

2.22. 
22.3 
2.2.5 

2.2.6 

2.2.7 

22.8 
1 

2 

1 

IBIT:2 S GO To 203 
ANUM:F 
IBIT:O 
1F(H.GE.G)204r2.05 
BNUM:G 
IBIT:IBIT+1 S 60 TO 2.06 
BNUM:H 
IF<IBIT.EQ.Ol2.07r208 
CELL:O S GO TO 2.15 
IFC1BIT.EQ.1l2.09r2.10 
CELL:C S 60 TO 215 
IFCIBIT.EQ.2.)2.11•212. 
CELL:B S GO TO 215 
IFCIBIT.EQ.3>214r2.13 
STOP2.0001 

CELL: A 
P=CELL/ZL 
Ql=ANUM/ZL 
Q.J:BNUM/ZL 
IF<uET>220r226•220 
CALL APXTET3(P•Ql•Q.JrR1•EPS) 
IF<DET>2.22r2.23•223 
x=-1. S GO TO 2.25 
x=l• S GO TO 2.25 
R<l•J>=X*ABSCR1) 
TEMP:ABSCR1> 
IF<TEMP.EQ.99.>GO TO 2.2.6 
IF<EPS.LE •• 0001)GO TO 226 
PRINT 2•I•J•EPS 
R<Jril:PHI 
IF(OPT(4).NE•9•>GO TO 227 
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PRINT 1rJrB•A•E,p,RCirJ>•EPSrirOrCrFrQirG•H•ZLrGJrPHI 
CONTINUE 
00 228 I=1•NI 
R<l•I>=1• 
F0RMATC17Xr6H• VAR•I3r3H +r8Xr6HTOTALSr11X•11HPROPORTIONS/ 

2.12Xr1H+r3F10.0•5Xr6HP<I•J>•F9.8r9Xr17HTETRACHORIC R :,F13.7r3X• 
39HEPSILON :•F10.5/1X•3HVARri3r5Xr1H-•3Fl0•0•5Xr6HQC I lrF9e8/ 
47Xr6HTOTALS•JF10.0•5Xr6HQ( J >•F9•8•20Xr6HPHI =•F13e7/1X•130(1H-> 
5) 

F0RMATC1Xr*CORRELATIONC*•l3•*•*•I3•*>WAS OBTAINED USING A SUBSTAND 
2.ARO CONVERG~NCE VALUE OF*rF10.5) 
RETURt~ 
END 

SUBROUTINE APXTET3CPCrPirPJrROrEpS) 
REAL r.~, K 

EPS=O• 
IFCPCeNE.PI>GO TO 1 
IF<PI·EG.PJ>l4•1 
TWOPI=6.2.83185307~ 
M=PC-PI*PJ 

425 
426 
427 
428 
429 
430 
431 
432 
433 
434 
435 
436 
437 
438 
439 
440 
441 
442 
443 
444 
445 
446 
447 
448 
449 
450 
451 
452 
453 
454 
455 
456 
457 
458 
459 
460 
461 
462 
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464 
465 
466 
467 
468 

469 
470 
471 
472 
473 
474 
475 
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IF<PI.GT •• 5) PI=1.-PI 476 
IF<PJ·GT •• 5) PJ:1.-PJ 477 
QI:l.-PI 478 
QJ:l,-PJ 479 
ZI=COFNICQI) 480 
ZJ=CDFNI(QJ) 481 
H=EXP<•5*(-l.•<Zl**2)))/SQRT<TWOpl) 482 
K=EXP<·5*(-l.•<zJ•*2)))/SQRTCTWOpi> 483 
R=M/(H*K) 484 
R=R-<ZI*ZJ)*(R**2/2•> 485 
IF<R.GTo•80>4•2 486 

2 IF<R.LT.-.80)3•5 487 
3 R=-·80 S GO TO 5 488 
4 R=.ao 489 
5 RUT=ZI**2 + ZJ**2 490 

J=l 491 
100 oo 11 1=1·50 492 

IF<R.GE.1.)8•6 493 
6 IF<R,LE.-1.>7•9 494 
7 R=-·97 $ GO TO 9 495 
8 R=,97 496 
9 CONTINUE 497 

DIV=1·-R**2 498 
FPRl:EXP<<-l·*<RuT-2·•ZI*ZJ*R))/(2•*DIV))/(TWOPI*SQRT<DIV)) 499 
F0FR:GAUSS8<R•ZI,zJ> 500 
R1:R-<FOFR-~)/FPR1 501 
EPS=ABS<Rl-R> 502 
IF<EPS.LT •• 0001)15•10 503 

10 R=Rl 504 
11 CONTINUE 505 

J=J+l 506 
IF<J.GT.2>13•12 507 

12 R=·55 S GO TO 100 508 
13 IF<EPS.LE •• 001>Go TO 15 509 

R=99. $ GO TO 15 510 
14 R=l• 511 
15 RO:R 512 

RETURN 513 
END 514 
FUNCTION GAUSS8<R•ZI,ZJ) 515 
DIMENSION U(d)•WC8)•U2(8) 516 
DATA<U<I>•I=l•8)/.0l98550718••1016667613•·2372337950••4082826788• 517 

+.5917173212•·7627662050•·8983332387•.9801449282/ 518 
DATA<W<I>,I=l•8)/.0506142681••1111905172•·1568533229•·1813418917• 519 

+.1813418917•.1568533229•.1111905172•·0506142681/ 520 
OATACU2<l>•I=lr8)/•0003942239r•0103361304••0562798735• 521 

+.16b6947458•o3501293883••5818122834••8070026078••960684Q804/ 522 
SUM:o. 523 
TEMl:R/6•2831853072 524 
TEM2=2•*ZI•ZJ*R 525 
R2=R•*2 526 
RUT=ZI**2+ZJ**2 527 
oo 10 I=l•8 528 
ADlV:l.-R2*U2<I> ~29 
G=EXP<<-1.•<kUT-T~M2*U(I)))/(2,*ADIV>>ISQRT<ADIV) 530 
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EMPIRICAL AND SIMULATION STUDIES OF 
FLEXILEVEL ABILITY TESTING 

One result of the growing sophistication and availability of time
shared computer facilities has been increased interest in new modes of 
testing and instruction. In the area of ability measurement, much research 
has been directed at investigating various strategies of tailored (Lord, 
1970) or adaptive (Weiss & Betz, 1973) ability testing. The general aim of 
adaptive testing procedures is to "adapt" or "tailor" the difficulty level 
of the items presented to the ability level of an individual as estimated 
from item response patterns. Consequently, as testing proceeds, the items 
administered will be increasingly appropriate for the accurate measurement 
of that individual's ability. 

Adaptive testing strategies are differentiated by the set of rules used 
to select items during the testing procedure (Weiss, 1974). The most 
extensively researched adaptive strategy is the pyramidal or "tree-structure" 
model. This approach uses a branching (or item selection) rule in which, 
following a correct response to an item, the examinee receives a slightly 
more difficult item, and following an incorrect response, the examinee 
receives a slightly less difficult item. Research to date, summarized by 
Weiss & Betz (1973) and Larkin & Weiss (1974), has shown that pyramidal 
strategies can yield equal or better reliability and validity than conven
tionally-administered tests while requiring substantially fewer items to 
be administered. The flexilevel test (Lord, 197lb) is a modification of 
the pyramidal strategy which would permit paper and pencil administration 
and which would require a smaller initial item pool than is required by 
pyramidal strategies. 

Figure 1 illustrates the item structure for a flexilevel test. As 
Figure 1 shows, the flexilevel test consists of one item at each of a number 
of equally-spaced difficulty levels. Item 1 in Figure 1 is an item of 
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Figure 1 
ITEM STRUCTURE FOR A TEN-STAGE FLEXILEVEL TEST 
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approximately median difficulty (p=.50). The even-numbered items decrease 
in difficulty with increasing distance from the median difficulty level, 
while the odd-numbered items increase in difficulty. 
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In the flexilevel test illustrated, ten items would be administered to 
each individual. The total item structure requires 19 items or, in general, 
2N-l items, where N is the number of items to be administered to each 
individual. The first item administered to all individuals is the median 
difficulty item (item 1) for the group taking the test. Following adminis
tration of the first item, a differential branching rule determines item 
selection: following a correct response to an item, the examinee receives 
the next more difficult item previously unanswered; following an incorrect 
response, the examinee receives the next less difficult item previously 
unanswered. 

How the flexilevel test adapts item difficulties to individual differ
ences in ability level can be seen by an examination of the examples shown 
in Figure 2. Figure 2a illustrates the path through a flexilevel test for 
an examinee of relatively high ability. All testees begin with item 1, an 
item of median difficulty. Each correct answer leads to an item of higher 
difficulty; thus, correct answers to items 1, 3, 5, 7, 9 and 11 led to the 
administration of progressively more difficult items, moving from an item 
at p=.SO to one at p=.20. Item 13 was answered incorrectly, and the next 
Zess difficult item not already administered was item 2, with difficulty 
p=.SS. Item 2 was answered correctly, and the next more difficult item not 
already administered was item 15, with difficulty p=.lS. Following an 
incorrect response to this item, item 4, with difficulty p=.60, was adminis
tered. Thus, this examinee received ten items in the difficulty range of 
p=.60 to p=.lS. 

Figure 2b shows how an examinee of average ability might move through 
the item structure, alternating between successively more difficult and 
successively less difficult items. Since this examinee is of average ability, 
the odd-numbered items (except for item 1) are too difficult for him, and 
he answers them incorrectly; the even-numbered items are too easy for him, 
and he answers them correctly. Thus, an examinee of average ability might 
be administered ten items in the difficulty range of p=.70 to p=.25. 

Finally, Figure 2c illustrates the path that might be taken by an examinee 
of relatively low ability. Incorrect answers to items 1, 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 
lead to the administration of progressively less difficult items, culminating 
in the administration of item 12, with difficulty p=.80. Then, alternating 
correct and incorrect answers lead to the administration of items at diffi
culties p=.45, p=.85 and p=.40. Thus, this examinee received ten items 
in the difficulty range of p=.85 to p=.40. 

The flexilevel test can be scored by counting the number of correct 
responses. Lord (197lb) shows that the greater the number correct, the more 
difficult was the subset of items answered and, therefore, the higher is the 
ability level of that examinee. However, Lord also shows that examinees 
with the same total number correct may be further differentiated according 
to whether the last item was answered correctly or incorrectly; those who 
answered the last item incorrectly have answered a more difficult subset of 
items and have higher ability than those with the same total number correct 
who responded correctly to the last item administered. Accordingly, Lord 
proposes that an additional half-point be added to the number-correct scores 
of examinees responding incorrectly to the last item administered. 
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In summary, the flexilevel test adapts item difficulties to the ability 
level of the examinee being tested using a branching procedure which selects 
from the 2N-l items available a subset of N items to be administered to 
that examinee. The N items administered are those whose difficulties are 
nearest to the examinee's ability level. Because of this adaptive property, 
the flexilevel test should have several advantages in comparison to convention
al ability testing procedures. 

First, since examinees will receive fewer items that are much too diffi
cult or much too easy for them, and thus fewer items that are inappropriate 
for the accurate measurement of their abilities, it is possible that the 
flexilevel test will yield ability estimates as reliable and valid as those 
of conventional tests utilizing considerably more items. Stanley (1971) 
suggests that the effective length of a conventionally-administered test 
is considerably less than the total number of items administered; it is the 
purpose of an adaptive test to select for administration those items that 
are effective for measuring the ability of a given examinee. 

Second, the flexilevel test should provide ability estimates whose 
reliability and validity are more nearly equivalent for examinees of 
different ability levels. Several reports (Baker, 1964; Levine & Lord, 
1959; Lord, 1957, 1959) have concluded that the precision or reliability of 
measurement for a given individual is partly dependent on his/her "true 
score." Thorndike (1951) and Davis (1952), among others, have shown that 
the standard error of measurement will be minimum for examinees whose 
ability levels correspond to that point on the ability/item difficulty scale 
where the item difficulties in the test are concentrated. On the conven
tional "peaked" ability test, with item difficulties concentrated around 
p=.50, the error of measurement should be minimum for examinees of average 
ability and will increase for individuals whose ability levels deviate from 
the average. Thus, ability estimates for high and low ability examinees 
will be less reliable than those for average ability examinees. Further 
differential error in test scores is contributed by differences in the 
amount of guessing on multiple-choice tests. While guessing reduces the 
reliability and validity of measurement for all subjects (e.g., Ebel, 1969; 
Frary & Zimmerman, 1970; Lord, 1957) the increase in error is greatest for 
low ability subjects. According to Nunnally (1967), on a conventional 
test where all items are attempted, low ability subjects will guess the 
most because they know the least. Thus, the flexilevel test, where item 
difficulties are concentrated around the ability level of each examinee, 
should yield ability estimates which will tend to be equally reliable across 
the ability continuum. 

Research on Flexilevel Tests 

Research to date on flexilevel testing includes one theoretical study 
(Lord, 197ld), one real-data simulation study (Kocher, 1974) and one live
testing study (Olivier, 1974). 

Theoretical study. Lord's (197ld) study comparing the measurement 
effectiveness of flexilevel and conventional tests was based on the assumptions 
and mathematics of item characteristic curve theory (Lord & Novick, 1968). 
The flexilevel tests studied were composed of 60 items (thus requiring a total 
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item structure of 119 items), all having the same discriminating power 
(normal ogive parameter a equal to .SO) and having difficulties distributed 
along the ability continuum such that the distance between successive item 
difficulties was a constant, d. The tests were scored using number-correct 
plus an additional half-point for item response patterns having the last 
item incorrect. The conventional or "standard" tests used for comparative 
purposes were composed of 60 equally-discriminating items (a=.50). In one 
of these tests, all items were of median (normal ogive parameter b=O.O) 
difficulty. The other two conventional tests were intended to measure most 
effectively or be most highly discriminating at two points on the ability 
continuum. For maximally effective or discriminating measurement at 9=+2, 
one conventional test had 30 items at b=+2 and 30 at b=-2. For maximally 
effective measurement at 9=±3, the other conventional test had 30 items at 
b=+2.8 and 30 at b=-2.8. 

Flexilevel and conventional tests were compared in terms of information 
functions, which indicate the relative accuracy of measurement across the 
ability continuum. The value of the information function at a given level 
of ability indicates how well the test scores obtained by individuals of 
that ability accurately reflect their "true" ability. The greater the value 
of information at a given level of ability, the more accurate is the 
measurement or, in other words, the smaller is the confidence interval for 
estimating true ability from test scores. 

Information values are not meaningful in any absolute sense because 
they are dependent on the scale used to measure ability (9), but information 
values calculated from two or more testing strategies assuming the same 
9 scale can be directly compared, with larger values indicating more 
accurate measurement. Further, the ratio between the two tests' information 
values at a given level of ability can be interpreted in terms of the 
relative numbers of items required to provide equal accuracy of measurement 
for individuals at that ability level. For example, if, for a given 9 
level, the information value of one test is twice that of a second test, the 
first test provides as much information as the second test while requiring 
half the number of items. 

Lord (197ld) found that the flexilevel tests provided more information 
throughout the ability range than did the conventional tests designed to 
discriminate at two points (9=±2 or 9=±3) on the ability continuum. The 
conventional test peaked at the median ability level (b=O.O) provided 
more information than did the flexilevel tests at ability levels around the 
median, but as ability level deviated from the average, the flexilevel 
tests provided increasingly more information than did the conventional test. 
For example, the 60-item flexilevel test in which d, the distance between 
successive item difficulties, was equal to .033/2a (equal to .033 since a 
was equal to .SO) measured as accurately as a 58-item conventional test at 
9=0, a 60-item conventional test at 9=±1, a 69-item conventional test at 
9=±2, and an 86-item conventional test at 9=±3. Thus, for any examinee with 
an ability level outside the range of 9=±1, the flexilevel test provided more 
accurate measurement. These results were obtained under the assumption of 
no guessing. 

The results obtained when the guessing parameter "c" was set at .2 
were similar to those obtained when no guessing was assumed, except that 
the superiority of the flexilevel test outside of the range 9=+1 was more 
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pronounced for the low ability levels. For example, the flexilevel test 
measured as accurately as an 83-item conventional test at 9=+3, but as 
accurately as a 114-item conventional test at 9=-3. Thus, these data indi
cate that the advantage of flexilevel tests at low ability levels is 
significantly greater when correct responses are likely as the result of 
guessing. 

Lord's finding that the peaked conventional test provided more informa
tion for individuals of near-average ability, while the flexilevel tests 
provided more information for individuals whose ability levels deviated 
appreciably from the mean, is in agreement with his other theoretical 
studies comparing adaptive and conventional tests (Lord, 1970, 197la,e) 
In general, the comparative efficiency or precision of measurement of 
adaptive versus conventional testing strategies as studied theoretically 
is summarized graphically in Figure 3. Figure 3 illustrates that while the 
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conventional peaked test does provide superior measurement around the mean 
ability level, the accuracy of measurement of the adaptive tests is more 
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constant across all levels of ability and exceeds that of peaked tests beyond 
a point above and below the mean ability level. The importance of these 
findings is that they indicate that an individual will be more accurately 
measured as the items administered to him/her are more appropriate (i.e., 
nearer in difficulty level) to his/her level of ability. 

However, Lord's results concerning the comparative accuracy of measure
ment of flexilevel (and other adaptive) tests and conventional tests are 
limited by the assumption of items with equal discriminating power, and 
having difficulty levels equal to theoretical specifications. It is 
uncertain whether such results can be generalized to situations in which 
tests must be constructed using item pools containing finite numbers of 
items having parameters that can only be estimated and which do not necessarily 
correspond to ideal specifications. For example, in a simulation study of 
two-stage adaptive testing procedures using real item parameters (Betz & 
Weiss, 1974), it was found that one two-stage test provided more information 
than did a conventional test at all ability levels, including the mean. 
Although in that study the average discriminating power of the items in the 
two-stage test was slightly greater than that of the conventional test 
items, they do suggest some skepticism regarding the generalizability of 
results obtained under the assumption of theoretically ideal items. 

Real-data simulation study. In the study by Kocher (1974), responses 
to conventional test items were scored as if the tests had been administered 
using the structure and branching rules of the flexilevel strategy. 
The study used data from five previously administered conventional tests. 
Three of these tests, consisting of 42, 36, and 36 items respectively, were 
classroom examinations administered to 180 college students enrolled in a 
junior-level course in introductory educational measurements. Pearson 
product-moment correlation coefficients were calculated between scores on 
the 21, 18 and 18-item flexilevel tests and scored on the appropriate parent 
tests. In addition, the correlation between the sum of the standard scores 
on all three flexilevel tests and the sum of the standard scores on all three 
parent tests was computed. 

The last two conventional tests were semester final examinations in a 
high school geometry course. The first group, consisting of 412 students, 
had been administered a 100-item examination. The second group, consisting 
of 485 students, had been administered a 70-item examination. Again, cor
relations between the simulated flexilevel scores and scores on the appro
priate parent test were calculated. 

Results indicated that the correlations between simulated flexilevel 
scores and scores on the parent tests ranged from .90 to .96; the correlation 
between the two sets of summated scores obtained in the college group was .96. 
The size of these correlations, which Kocher interpreted as parallel-forms 
reliability coefficients, was taken to indicate that flexilevel scores could 
be validly substituted for conventional test scores and have the advantage 
of using fewer items. 

However, interpreting these correlations as parallel-forms reliability 
coefficients is not valid because the flexilevel items were a subset of the 
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items in each parent test. The item overlap between the two tests would 
suggest that the obtained correlation coefficients are artifactually high. 
In addition, the results of the study are limited by the fact that the flexi
level tests were not actually administered to the examinees. Thus, there 
was no allowance for the possible psychological effects on an examinee of 
taking a test in which item difficulty is at least somewhat adapted to 
his/her ability level. 

Live-testing study. A study which employed paper and pencil administra
tion of a flexilevel test was reported by Olivier (1974). In this study, 
eighth-grade students were first administered the Florida Eighth Grade Test 
Battery. Approximately one month later, they were administered either a 
40-item conventional test or a 20-item flexilevel test. The 39 items needed 
for the total flexilevel structure were the same items as were used in the 
40-item conventional test; these items were taken from the reading vocabulary 
subtest administered initially as part of the Eighth Grade Test Battery. 
In order to compare the flexilevel test to a conventional test with the same 
number of items, three 20-item conventional subtests were extracted from 
the total 40-item conventional test. The three 20-item tests were constructed 
by 1) randomly selecting 20 of the 40 items; 2) selecting the even-numbered 
items; and 3) selecting the 20 items with difficulty values closest to p=.67 
(considered the optimal level of difficulty for the group when items were 
four-alternative multiple choice). 

Results showed, first, that the flexilevel test was less internally 
consistent and, therefore, had a larger standard error of measurement than 
any of the conventional tests. Second, the flexilevel test showed a lower 
correlation with an external criterion than did the conventional tests. 
Third, and the only result favorable to the flexilevel strategy, it was 
found that item difficulties calculated from the flexilevel administration 
were closer to p=.67 and had a smaller standard deviation than the item 
difficulties as calculated on the normative sample. This result indicates 
that item difficulties were more appropriate for the individuals to whom 
the items were administered. 

However, this study contained several methodological errors which 
severely limit the fairness of the comparison between flexilevel and con
ventional testing procedures. First, a one-factor random effects analysis 
of variance model (Stanley, 1971, pp. 425-428) was used to estimate the 
internal consistency reliability of the flexilevel test. However, nearly 
all of the assumptions of this model were violated in the study--an infinitely 
large item pool from which items are randomly selected for administration 
to each subject, random assignment of subjects to treatments, and a probability 
approaching zero that two examinees will attempt the same item. Olivier 
justifies the violations on the basis of a lack of an alternative method for 
computing internal consistency reliabilities. 

Olivier claimed that the adequacy of the method of reliability 
estimation was indirectly supported by the fact that the correlation between 
the flexilevel test and the criterion was lower than that between the con
ventional tests and the criterion; presumably the lower correlation was due 
to the attenuation caused by the lower reliability rather than to a lesser 
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proportion of shared variance. However, the criterion itself was questionable 
on two bases. It consisted of the combined score from six other subtests 
in the test battery: 1) reading comprehension; 2) reading essential skills; 
3) study skills; 4) occupational information; 5) mathematics problem solving; 
and 6) mathematics essential skills. Only the two reading tests would 
appear to have any relevance as criteria for the adequacy of a vocabulary 
test. And regardless of the content of the criterion test, it is questionable 
whether another conventionally-administered test should be the only 
standard for evaluating the relativeefficiency of convent~onal versus adaptive 
testing procedures, since the higher correlation between the two conventional 
tests could be due to method variance. 

Finally, paper and pencil administration of the flexilevel test was 
found to present several serious difficulties which reduced the accuracy of 
the test data collected. First, over 10% of the flexilevel protocols had 
to be discarded because the examinees made errors in following the branching 
instructions. Second, another 10% of the answer sheets were found to have 
faulty ink, thus causing many examinees to misroute themselves even 
though they were following the directions properly. These latter protocols 
were retained in the analysis with unknown effects on the results. Third, 
in order to follow the branching rules, examinees knew whether they had 
answered each item correctly or incorrectly; it is possible that such im
mediate feedback may have aroused anxiety in examinees given the flexilevel 
test that was not aroused in examinees administered the conventional test. 

The lower reliability of the flexilevel test found in Olivier's study 
may be related to one potentially disadvantageous characteristic of the test; 
while the flexilevel test does identify a region of the item pool of approxi
mately appropriate difficulty for each examinee, after the maximally appro
priate difficulty level is reached the remaining items administered tend to 
be increasingly divergent from the examinee's ability level. Reference to 
Figure 2 provides an illustration of this characteristic. For the high 
ability examinee in Figure 2a, the most appropriate level of item difficulty 
probably lies between p=.25 and p=.20. The first seven items administered 
converge on this level of difficulty, but the items administered following 
an incorrect response to item 13 are increasingly divergent, having diffi
culties of p=.55, p=.l5 and p=.60. For the average ability examinee in 
Figure 2b, for whom the median difficulty level is most appropriate, the 
items administered become progressively less appropriate to his/her ability 
level. 

The net effect of this divergence characteristic is that as the 
flexilevel test proceeds through successive stages, the testee is administered 
a series of items which tend to alternate between items that are much too 
easy and items that are much too difficult. Reliability may be reduced by 
increased amounts of guessing toward the end of the test and by the possibility 
that such divergence, if perceived by the examinee, may have adverse 
psychological effects (see Weiss, 1974, p. 43). 

Other research. A final study of flexilevel testing is currently in 
its preliminary stages. The objective of this study, as reported by Hansen, 
Johnson, Fagan, Tam and Dick (1974), is to explore the utility of adaptive 
testing procedures within the context of a computer-managed instructional 
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system in an Air Force technical training environment. After extensive 
review of th~ literature on adaptive testing strategies, it was decided that 
the flexilevel model offered excellent potential for a 40-50% reduction in 
testing time along with either an increase in measurement accuracy or no 
decrease. In Phase I of this study (Hansen et al., 1974), a computer
administered flexilevel testing system was implemented. This flexilevel 
strategy differed from those used in previous studies in that examinees 
were individually entered into the flexilevel item structure based on 
estimates of their predicted performance derived from prior ability and 
performance data. After the administration of the flexilevel test, the re
maining items in the structure were administered, yielding a total "con
ventional test" score. Thus, both flexilevel and conventional test scores 
were available for each individual. Although empirical data from this study 
have not yet been reported, Hansen et al. state that preliminary results 
support the feasibility and ease of implementing the flexilevel procedure 
and the capacity of the flexilevel testing strategy to offer considerable 
savings in testing time. However, firm conclusions regarding the results 
of this study must await the appearance of the results of empirical data 
analysis. 

Summary. The studies to date of flexilevel testing have indicated 
that it can provide more accurate measurement than conventional tests for 
examinees whose ability levels differ from the average ability level of the 
group being tested, that scores on simulated flexilevel tests correlate 
highly with scores on the parent tests from which the former scores derive, 
and that the flexilevel test does increase the appropriateness of item 
difficulties for examinees' ability levels. On the other hand, results 
also indicate that the flexilevel test had lower internal consistency 
reliability and lower criterion-related validity than did conventional tests 
used for comparative purposes. 

This conflicting series of results may be explained in part by the 
nature of the studies done. First, each study used a different research 
method; theoretical, real-data simulation, and actual test administration 
studies provide different kinds of information, and each type of study is 
subject to unique limitations. Second, the studies were all limited in the 
range of evaluative criteria used; only Olivier's (1974) study used more 
than one criterion of evaluation. Thus, there is little opportunity to 
compare results pertaining to one criterion of evaluation across two or 
more studies. 

Objectives 

Flexilevel testing strategies have not yet been evaluated in terms of 
such psychometric properties as the characteristics of the score distributions 
they yield, test-retest stability, parallel-forms reliability, correlations 
with direct criteria of ability, or precision of measurement when real item 
pools are used. The present series of studies was designed both to increase 
the extent and variety of information relevant to the comparison of flexi
level and conventional testing procedures and to attempt to clarify the 
interpretive difficulties raised by the results of the previous three studies. 
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To achieve these purposes, two related types of studies were done. 
First, flexilevel and conventional tests were computer-administered to 
college students. In view of the difficulties of paper and pencil admini
stration found by Olivier (1974), computer-administration was felt to be 
better able to provide examinee response records containing no errors in 
branching and to eliminate the loss of records through such errors. 
Furthermore, since the computer can select the next item to be administered 
without the testee's knowledge of whether each item was answered correctly 
or incorrectly, computer administration might reduce somewhat the possible 
adverse psychological effects. The second study involved Monte Carlo 
simulation of examinee response records for the same flexilevel and con
ventional tests used in the computerized administration. 

METHOD 

Design 

The empirical study, involving the actual computer-administration of 
flexilevel and conventional tests, was designed to permit the investigation 
of 1) the characteristics of the score distributions yielded by flexilevel 
and conventional tests; 2) the relationship between ability estimates 
yielded by the flexilevel and conventional tests; and 3) the test-retest 
stability of flexilevel and conventional test scores. 

Because the generalizability of results yielded by an empirical study 
is frequently limited by the sample size and by the characteristics of the 
subjects tested, the procedures followed in the empirical study were also 
followed in a Monte Carlo simulation study. Monte Carlo simulation involves 
the generation of hypothetical groups of subjects and the use of either 
hypothetical or real item pools. The ability levels of the subjects and the 
item parameters are specified in advance. Then, using item characteristic 
curve theory and computer-generated random numbers, vectors of item responses 
are generated for a specified number of subjects. A study of this type 
provides no information on the psychological effects of testing on examinees 
and is limited by the assumptions used in generating response records for 
hypothetical testees, but it does provide large sample sizes and precise 
control of the characteristics of the population studied. 

Thus, the Monte Carlo simulation study was designed to replicate the 
procedure followed in the empirical study and also to provide evaluative 
information beyond that provided by the empirical study. Paralleling the 
live-testing study, the simulation study provided information concerning 
score distributions and the relationship between scores on the flexilevel 
and conventional tests. Simulated re-administration of the same test, which 
under the conditions of empirical test administration provided test-retest 
stability data, provided data concerning the parallel-forms reliability of 
flexilevel and conventional tests. The availability of an ability criterion 
(i.e., knowledge of "true" scores) permitted the investigation of the 
relationships between ability estimates and underlying ability. Finally, 
since the items used in the simulation study were specified to have parameters 
identical to those items used in the empirical study, it was possible to 
replicate Lord's (197ld) study of the amount of information or precision 
of measurement of each testing strategy using real, "non-ideal" items. 
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In summary, comparison of results of the two studies was considered 
to permit greater generality of conclusions than would be possible using 
only one method. Further, it was hoped that by following similar procedures 
in two different kinds of studies, sources of method variance leading to 
different conclusions could be identified. 

Test Construction 

Item Pool 

The item pool used to construct the flexilevel and conventional tests 
consisted of five-alternative multiple choice vocabulary items. The items 
were normed on college students, and normal ogive difficulty (b) and discrimi
nation (a) parameters were available for each item. Details concerning the 
development and norming of the item pool are reported by McBride and Weiss 
(1974). One characteristic of this item pool relevant to the evaluation of 
the flexilevel test was that there were many highly discriminating items of 
below average difficulty but considerably fewer highly discriminating and 
difficult items. Thus, in the item selection process, the more difficult 
items selected tended to be less discriminating than the less difficult 
items selected. 

Flexilevel Test 

Item structure. The flexilevel test constructed was one in which each 
examinee would attempt 40 items; thus, the total item structure required 79 
items. These items were selected to be distributed along the difficulty con
tinuum in the range of b=-3.0 to b=+3.0. Following Lord's (197ld) procedure, 
it was desired that the distance, d, between successive item difficulties 
be equal to a constant. Thus, the total range of difficulties divided by 
the number of intervals between 79 items (78) led to a desired value of d 
equal to .075. Of the available pool of items, only those with discrimination 
values greater than a=.30 were considered for inclusion in the flexilevel 
structure. The criterion for a constant distance between successive item 
difficulties was followed as closely as possible given the constraints of 
a real item pool and the minimum discrimination value required. 

The mean difficulty of the 79 items in the flexilevel item structure 
was b=-.01; the mean discrimination value was a=.65, substantially greater 
than the minimum acceptable level. Table A-1 in the Appendix contains item 
reference numbers, item serial numbers, and difficulty and discrimination 
values for each item in the flexilevel structure. The item serial numbers, 
from 1 to 79, follow the rank order of item difficulties, from the least 
difficult, b=-3.11, to the most difficult, b=2.95, and are useful in deter
mining the order in which items would be administered. Thus, the first 
item administered was always number 40 (b=O.O); under the flexilevel 
branching rule a correct response would lead to the item whose serial number 
was the next larger one not previously administered, and an incorrect response 
would lead to the item whose serial number was the next smaller one not 
previously administered. 

It may be noted that increasing item serial numbers do not always 
correspond to increases in b values (e.g., serial number 10 and 11). 
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This flexilevel test was constructed before the conclusion of the item 
norming studies which led to the publication of the characteristics of 
the final item pool (McBride & Weiss, 1974). Some of the item parameter 
estimates used inconstructingthe test were based on smaller sample sizes 
than those which characterized the final pool. Further norming studies led 
to some small changes in the ''b" and "a" values characterizing certain 
items, and these changes did in some cases reverse the rank order of item 
difficulties. Fortunately, the changes were slight, and should not appreci
ably affect the adaptive property of the flexilevel test. The item parameters 
presented in Table A-1 are the final parameters, as reported in McBride & 
Weiss (1974). 

Although the mean discrimination value of all 79 flexilevel test 
items was .65, the mean discrimination of the 40 items taken by any given 
examinee was a function of that examinee's ability, because of the-relation
ship between item difficulty and item discriminating power. For example, 
an examinee who obtained 0 correct would have been administered items with 
mean a=.?5, whereas an examinee obtaining 40 correct would have encountered 
items having a mean "a" value of • 54. The mean "a 11 values corresponding 
to 10, 20, and 30 correct would be .74, .69 and .62, respectively. Thus, 
high ability examinees would be administered a less discriminating series 
of items than would low ability examinees. 

Scoring. In the empirical study, the flexilevel test was scored using 
1) simple number correct, and 2) Lord's (197lb) suggested modification in 
which an extra half-point is added to the score of each examinee responding 
incorrectly to the last item administered. This latter score was doubled, 
following Lord's suggestion, to eliminate the fractional values. Thus, the 
number-correct score, which will be referred to as Score 1, could range 
from 0 to 40. The half-point score, which will be referred to as Score 2, 
could range from 1 (the individual receiving~ point, multiplied by 2, 
for an incorrect response to the final item) to 80 (all 40 items answered 
correctly). 

In the simulation study, only Score 2 was calculated; this score uses 
more information than simple number correct and was also the scoring method 
used by Lord (197ld) in his theoretical studies. In addition, preliminary 
results from the empirical study suggested that the two scoring methods 
yielded essentially equivalent results. 

Conventional Test 

The conventional test, also consisting of 40 items, was the same test 
that was compared to two-stage testing procedures in studies .by Betz & Weiss 
(1973, 1974). Item difficulties were concentrated around a ''b" value of 
-.33 (somewhat easier than the median ability level of the group .since 
guessing was a possibility). Again, a minimum a value of .30 was required; 
the resulting 40 items had a mean a of .54. Table A-2 in the Appendix 
provides the b and a values corresponding to each of the 40 items in the 
conventional test as reported by McBride & Weiss (1974). The test was 
scored using number correct,which ranged from 0 to 40. 
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Empirical Study 

Administration and Subjects 

Tests were administered to undergraduate and graduate students taking 
introductory psychology, introduction to statistics, and theory of measure
ment courses at the University of Minnesota in the fall of 1972. Students 
were tested at individual cathode-ray terminals (CRT's) connected by 
acoustical couplers to the University's CDC 6400 time-shared computer 
system (see DeWitt & Weiss, 1974, for details of the computer software 
system). Items were presented on the CRT screen, and testees indicated 
their response by typing in the number of the chosen alternative for each 
multiple-choice item. Following their response, the next item appeared on 
the screen. Instructional screens explaining the operation of the CRT's 
were provided prior to testing, and a proctor was present in the testing 
room to provide assistance to any testee having difficulty with the equipment. 

Testees were permitted as much time as necessary to complete the 
tests and were so informed before test administration was begun. Testees 
received no feedback during the course of testing; at the end of the test
ing session they were told how many items they answered correctly. 

Several subject groups were utilized in this study; these groups are 
summarized in Table 1. Subjects were administered two tests on each of 
two occasions. Reference to Table 1 shows that 477 subjects were tested 

Table 1 

Summary of Data Collection in the Empirical Study of 
Flexilevel Testing 

Time 1 Time 2 
Group Tests Administered N Tests Administered N 

1 (Introductory Flexilevel and 
Psychology) Conventional 107 

2a (Introductory Flexilevel and 
Statistics) Two-stage 107 

2b (Introductory Two-stage and 
Statistics) Conventional 110 

3 (Theory of Flexilevel and 
Measurement) Vocabulary norming 153 

Total 477 

*Resulted in 74 usable conventional test-retest records 
*~Included 196 usable flexilevel test-retest records 

Flexilevel and 
Two-stage 

Two-stage and 
Conventional 

Flexil~vel and 

94 

.85* 

Numeric norming 131 

310** 
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on the Time 1 administration. Group 1 consisted of 107 students from the 
introductory psychology course; these students were administered the flexi
level and conventional tests. Group Za consisted of 107 students from the 
introduction to statistics course; these students received a flexilevel test 
and a two-stage (see Weiss, 1974, pp. 3-11) test. Group 2b consisted of 110 
students, also from the introduction to statistics course, who received the 
conventional and the two-stage test. Group 3 consisted of 153 graduate and 
undergraduate students from the theory of measurement course; these students 
received the flexilevel test and a series of difficult vocabulary items for 
use in continued norming of the vocabulary item pool. 

Students from Group 2a were retested on the flexilevel and two-stage 
tests after an average interval of about five and one-half weeks. The 
students in Group 2b were retested on the conventional and two-stage tests, 
and those in Group 3 received a flexilevel retest and a series of number 
series items as part of the norming of an item pool to measure numeric 
problem-solving abilities. Students in Group 1 were not retested. 

As Table 1 shows, the Group 1 data permitted the analysis of the 
relationship between scores obtained from flexilevel and conventional 
tests. Data from Groups 2a and 3 permitted the analysis of the test-
retest stability of flexilevel test scores, and data from Group 2b permitted 
analysis of the stability of conventional test scores. 

Table 1 indicates that retest records were not available for all of 
the students tested on the first occasion. Also, of the 225 students re
tested on the flexilevel test, only 196 of the test-retest records were 
usable, and of the 85 students retested on the conventional test, only 74 
test-retest records were usable. This loss of examinee records was largely 
due to the failure of subjects to report for the retest. Computer failures 
during testing also contributed to incomplete and therefore unusable test 
records from both the Time 1 and Time 2 administrations. 

Order effects. Since each student was administered two tests on each 
occasion, the possible effect of order of administration of the tests on 
obtained scores was a variable of interest, as it was in previous studies 
(e.g., Betz & Weiss, 1973; Larkin & Weiss, 1974; Larkin & Weiss, 1975). 
To study this variable, the order of administration in groups 1 and 2 was 
randomized so that approximately half of each group would receive the 
flexilevel test first (order 1), and the other half of the group would 
receive the flexilevel test second (order 2). The differences between mean 
scores from order 1 and order 2 were examined using t-tests for the 
significance of the difference between independent means. 

Simulation Study 

The Simulation Model 

The Monte Carlo simulation procedure was initially developed for use 
in simulation studies of two-stage ability testing (Betz & Weiss, 1974); the 
procedure is described in detail in that report. The procedure was based 
on the assumptions and mathematics of item characteristic curve theory 
(Lord & Novick, 1968). The basic assumption made was that the probability 
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of a correct response to an item is a generalized normal ogive function of 
an examinee's ability. To determine the probability of a correct response 
to an item given a specified ability level, the ability level and the normal 
ogive difficulty, discrimination, and guessing parameters corresponding 
to that item were entered into the equation suggested by Birnbaum (1968, 
Equation 17.3) and used by Lord (197ld,e) in his theoretical studies of 
flexilevel and two-stage testing. 

The use of this simulation procedure in the study of two-stage testing 
(Betz & Weiss, 1974) yielded results which did not contradict and in most 
cases supported results obtained from a parallel empirical study (Betz & 
Weiss, 1973). Thus, it was considered to have utility for use in the 
present study. 

Procedure 

The computer program which "administered" the tests and calculated 
test scores in this study was a modification of the program used in the 
two-stage simulation study (see Betz & Weiss, 1974). The modification 
involved replacing the subroutine designed to administer a two-stage test 
with one that administered a flexilevel test. Following the design of the 
two-stage study, two administrations of the flexilevel test and two admin
istrations of the conventional test were simulated for two samples of hypo
thetical testees. 

One sample consisted of 10,000 testees sampled from a normally distributed 
population; ability levels were assigned to testees using a pseudo-random 
number generator which yielded a normally distributed set of numbers with 
mean 0 and variance 1. The second sample consisted of 1,600 testees, 100 
at each of 16 ability levels between B=-3.2 and 9•3.2. The 16 ability 
levels used are shown in Table 10. This latter distribution of ability 
levels, the "equal-frequency" distribution, was generated to allow 
calculation of values of the information function that were based on equal 
sample sizes at each selected point on the ability continuum. 

Once ability level had been specified, item "administration" was begun. 
The parameters of the particular item to be administered were entered, along 
with the ability level, into the equation used to calculate the probability 
of a correct response to that item. Since the items were in a five
alternative multiple-choice format, the guessing parameter assigned to all 
items was .2, the probability of obtaining a correct response through random 
guessing. Following the calculation of the probability of a correct 
response, a random number was sampled from a rectangular distribution of 
real numbers between 0 and 1. If the random number was less than the former 
probability, the item was scored "1" (correct); if the random number was 
greater than the probability, the item was scored "O" (incorrect) .. The 
item response, 1 or 0, was then used in scoring the test and, in the flexi
level test, was used to determine the next item to be administered through 
the branching rules described previously. 

Data Analysis 

The following data were available from the empirical study: 1) con
ventional and flexilevel scores from Group 1; 2) test and retest score 
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distributions for the flexilevel test from Group 2a and for the conventional 
test from Group 2b; and 3) flexilevel test and retest score distributions 
from Group 3. 

One set of data from the simulation study consisted of ability level, 
scores from the two administrations of the flexilevel test, and scores from 
the two administrations of the conventional test for each of 10,000 "testees" 
whose ability levels were sampled from a normally distributed population. 

The second set of simulation data consisted of ability level and the 
scores obtained from the two administrations of the flexilevel and conven
tional tests for 1600 "testees," 100 at each of 16 ability levels. These 
data were used only in the calculation of values of test information functions 
at each of the 16 ability levels. 

Characteristics of Ability and Test Score Distributions 

While it was assumed that the 10,000 ability levels sampled from a 
normally distributed population would be normally distributed, several 
characteristics of the resulting distribution of ability levels were 
examined to determine whether or not this assumption was reasonable. The 
mean, variance, skewness, and kurtosis for the 10,000 ability levels were 
calculated. These four statistics were then tested for the significance 
of their departure from expectation under the normality assumption (McNemar, 
1969, pp. 25-28 and 87-88). 

Analyses of the characteristics of the empirical and simulated test 
score distributions were done separately for each administration (test or 
retest) of the test. In the empirical study, analyses were also done 
separately for each subject group since the three groups were expected to 
differ in mean ability level. 

Again, the mean, variance, skewness and kurtosis were calculated for 
each test score distribution; the indices of skewness and kurtosis were tested 
for the significance of their departure from normality. The flexilevel 
and conventional test score means within each group were compared using 
t-tests for the significance of the difference between the means of dependent 
groups (e.g., Glass & Stanley, 1970, pp. 297-300). 

Reliability 

Test-retest stability. Stability data for the flexilevel test were 
available from Groups 2a and 3 and for the conventional test from Group 2b. 

Pearson product-moment correlations were calculated for the test
retest score distributions. To examine the effect of interval length on 
stability, the total groups were divided into three subgroups according to 
the length of the interval between test and retest. The three subgroups 
were: 1) short interval (13-30 days); 2) moderate interval (31-46 days); 
and 3) long interval (47-62 days). 

These intervals, determined so that the three subgroups would be of 
approximately equal size, were the same intervals used in the study of 
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pyramidal adaptive testing procedures (Larkin & Weiss, 1974). Product
moment correlations were calculated between test and retest scores within 
each subgroup. 

In addition to the possibility that test-retest stability might be 
affected by interval length was the possibility that the stability of 
flexilevel and conventional tests might be differentially affected by memory 
of particular items and of the previous responses to them. To the extent 
that memory leads the examinee to repeat the same responses he/she made 
before, the similarity of results on two test administrations tends to be 
increased. This inflation of the stability coefficient can logically be 
assumed to be directly related to the number of items repeated on the retest. 

In re-administering the conventional test, all 40 items were repeated. 
However, the number of items repeated in an adaptive retest varies with 
the adaptive strategy and with the particular individual's response patterns. 
The number of items repeated in a 40-item flexilevel test can range from 1 
to 40. In order to assess the magnitude of memory effects on the stabilities 
of the flexilevel and conventional tests, a distribution of the number of 
items repeated on the flexilevel retest was obtained. The number of items 
repeated in a flexilevel test is equal to the number of items in the test 
minus the difference between the number-correct scores obtained by an 
examinee on test and retest. The relationship between the number of 
repeated items and the size of the stability coefficient was examined. 

Parallel forms reliability. In the two simulated administrations of 
each test, examinee ability level and the parameters assigned to each item 
were constant, thus yielding the same probability of a correct response 
for any given item-individual interaction. However, the random number 
determining the scoring of the given item varies so that simulated 
re-administration of the same test may yield a different pattern of right 
and wrong answers and, in the case of the flexilevel test, differences in 
the branching pattern. Thus, simulated re-administration of the same test 
can be used to evaluate parallel-forms reliability; while the item parameters 
are identical between the two forms, there is no specific item content 
overlap since only item parameters determine response patterns in a simulation 
study. 

The operation of the simulation computer program was such that each 
"run" of the program provided ability levels and test scores for 100 
"examinees." For each group of 100, Pearson product-moment correlation 
coefficients were calculated to express the degree of relationship between 
scores obtained from the two simulated administrations of each test. Thus, 
there were 100 reliability coefficients for each test obtained from 100 
samples from a hypothetical population with a normal distribution of under
lying ability. The mean and standard deviation of the obtained sampling 
distributions were used to construct confidence intervals indicating the 
effective range of reliability coefficients obtained in replications of the 
study using samples of 100. The 95% confidence intervals were obtained by 
adding to and subtracting from the mean the value of two standard deviations 
of the obtained sampling distribution. In addition, taking the mean of each 
sampling distribution as an estimate of the population reliability (p), 
the standard errors of the mean were calculated and used to test the 
significance of the difference between the expected reliability values for 
the conventional and flexilevel tests in the population. 
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In a previous study (Betz & Weiss, 1974) the product-moment coefficients 
were transformed to Fisher's Zr values so that the effects of possible 
non-normality in the original distribution of r coefficients on the length 
and symmetry of the confidence intervals around the expected value could be 
evaluated. However, the expected values and confidence intervals obtained 
using the normalized r values were found to be identical to those obtained 
from the original distribution, and it was concluded that skewness in the 
latter distribution was not a factor influencing the obtained confidence 
intervals. Since the parallel-forms correlations in the present study were 
expected to be similar in magnitude to those of the previous study, only the 
original distribution of r values was used to derive expected values and 
confidence intervals. 

Relationships Between Flexilevel and Conventional Test Scores 

The examinees in Group 1 were administered both the flexilevel and 
conventional tests. To analyze the relationship between the flexilevel 
and conventional test scores, product-moment correlations and eta coefficients 
for each total score distribution regressed on the other one were computed. 
Tests of curvilinearity were made to determine if there were non-linear 
relationships between the two score distributions. Similar analyses were 
completed for the simulated distributions of 10,000 flexilevel and con
ventional test scores. 

Relationships Between Test Scores and Underlying Ability 

Product-moment and eta coefficients were calculated to determine the 
nature and degree of relationship between each set of 10,000 scores and 
the distribution of underlying abilitv. In addition, the characteristics 
of the sampling distribution of 100 r values obtained from the 100 samples 
of 100 "subjects" were evaluated; confidence intervals indicating the 
effective range of values were constructed and tests were made of the 
significance of the difference between the means of the obtained sampling 
distributions. 

Information Functions 

The information function is used to compare two or more strategies of 
testing in terms of the amount of information (or relative degree of accuracy 
of measurement) provided at different levels on the ability continuum. The 
value of information at each level of underlying ability was calculated using 
the formula suggested by Birnbaum (1968): 

I(8) =[~cro(xle)J 2 

xl8 
[1] 

where I(9) indicates the amount of information provided by a given test, 
scored in a specific way, at a given level of underlying ability 9. The 
numerator in Equation 1 is the slope of the regression of observed test 
scores on underlying ability (calculated by evaluating the first derivative 
of the regression function at that value of 9), and the denominator is the 
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standard deviation of test scores obtained by testees with ability 9. This 
ratio is then squared to obtain 1(9). 

According to Lord (1970), the numerator of Equation 1 represents the 
capability of test scores to differentiate among examinees with ability 
levels in the immediate vicinity of 9. For example, given examinees at 
two levels of ability, 9

1 
and 92 , and expected test score values x

1 
and x

2
, 

the magnitude of the slope 

[ 2] 

indicates the degree to which the test discriminates these two ability levels. 

The denominator of Equation 1 is the conditional standard error of 
measurement at a particular level of ability. The square root of 1(9) is 
inversely related to the confidence interval for estimating observed score 
from underlying ability (Green, 1970). Thus, a low value of 1(9) indicates 
a larger standard error of measurement at a particular level of ability, 
and the higher the value of 1(9), the smaller the error of measurement. 

The procedures used to calculate the relative amount of information 
provided by the flexilevel and conventional tests for both the normal and 
"equal-frequency" distributions of ability were identical to those used in 
the earlier simulation study of two-stage testing (Betz & Weiss, 1974). 
The regression equation relating test score (the dependent variable) to 
generated ability (the independent variable) was calculated from the normal 
distribution data using a least squares curve-fitting program. The third 
degree polynomial equation generated was used since higher degree polynomial 
equations did not significantly reduce the standard error of estimate of 
the dependent variable (i.e., test score). The first derivative of the 
third degree polynomial was then derived so that the slope of the regression 
function could be calculated at the desired 9 levels. 

The normal ability distribution was divided into 33 intervals between 
9=-3.3 to 9=+3.3. Each interval had a width of .2, and the midpoint of the 
interval was used to calculate the slope of the function at that level of 
ability. Thus, the lowest ability interval was 9=-3.3 to 9=-3.1, and 
9=-3.2 was taken as its midpoint. For each interval, the variance of the 
test scores of individuals whose generated ability level fell into that 
interval was calculated. 

When the normal distribution of ability was used, however, the number 
of individuals within each interval differed at all points along ·the ability 
continuum. That is, since interval length was constant, large numbers of 
individuals fell into the intervals in the middle of the continuum, while 
the ability intervals at or near the extremes had considerably fewer individ
uals. Thus, information values for extreme ability levels were less stable 
than those nearer the middle because the score variance was more influenced 
by chance similarities or differences among scores determined for individuals 
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of approximately the same ability. 

In order to obtain information values with more equivalent stability 
across the ability continuum, the "equal-frequency" distribution with 100 
"examinees" at each of the 16 ability levels shown in Table 10 was used. 
While the numerator of Equation 1 used slope values based on the first 
derivative of the regression equation derived from the normally distributed 
population (thus yielding slope values based on different sample sizes), 
the axle values in the denominator of Equation 1 were all calculated using 

samples of 100. Thus, in the "equal-frequency" distribution of ability, 
the numerator of the information equation was the slope at one of the 16 
ability levels, and the denominator was the standard deviation of the 100 
scores generated at that level. 

RESULTS 

Order Effects 

Table 2 presents the results of the analysis of the effects of order 
of administration on the means of the obtained test scores. Results are 
indicated for both methods of scoring the flexilevel test (Lord, 197lb). 
As the table indicates, there were no significant differences in mean scores 
as a function of order of administration for either of the groups. These 
results correspond to previous findings that order of administration does 
not affect scores on conventional tests (Betz & Weiss, 1973; Larkin & Weiss, 
1974), two-stage tests (Betz & Weiss, 1973), pyramidal tests (Larkin & 
Weiss, 1974), or two adaptive tests taken in combination (Larkin & Weiss, 
1975). 

Group 
and 

Score 

Group 1 
Score 1 
Score 2 

Group 2a 
Score 1 
Score 2 

Table 2 

Flexilevel Test Score Means and Standard 
Deviations for Subgroups Completing the 

Flexilevel Test in Different Orders 

Order 1: Order 2: 
Flexilevel First Flexilevel Second 

N Mean S.D. N Mean S.D. 

54 19.37 €i.09 53 19.34 4.99 
54 39.17 12.00 53 39.17 10.00 

57 22.35 4.75 so 21.92 6.22 
57 45.19 9.43 so 44.20 12.36 

Test of 
Significance 
t df p 

.03 105 .97 

.00 105 .99 

.41· 105 .68 

.47 105 .63 
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Ability and Test Score Distributions 

Empirical study. Table 3 contains data describing the flexilevel and 
conventional test score distributions; results are presented separately 
for each subject group since the groups were expected to differ in mean 
ability level. 

Table 3 shows that the mean Score 1 on the first testing with the 
flexilevel test was lowest for Group 1 (19.36), next higher for Group 2a 
(22.15), and highest for Group3 (27.08). The differences between each of 
these group means were statistically significant (p<.Ol). These results 
indicate significant differences in ability level in the three groups and 
were expected since Group 1 consisted of beginning undergraduate students, 
Group 2a consisted of somewhat more advanced undergraduates, most of them 
psychology majors, and Group 3 consisted of honors undergraduate and graduate 
students. The standard deviations of scores in the three groups indicated 
essentially equivalent within-group variability among the groups. 

Differences among the three groups were also reflected by the skewness 
of the score distributions. The group 1 scores were significantly positively 
skewed, indicating a concentration of lower scores, while those of Group 3 
were significantly negatively skewed, indicating a predominance of higher 
scores. The scores of Group 2a were not skewed. The Group 2a score 
distribution was somewhat platykurtic, indicating a more even spread of 
scores than was the case in Group 1, where scores were normally peaked, or 
Group 3, in which the scores tended to be more peaked than is typical of a 
normal distribution. 

Group differences were also reflected by mean scores on the conventional 
test. The mean score obtained by Group 1 (18.58) was significantly (p<.Ol) 
less than the mean score obtained by Group 2b (24.19). The variability of 
the scores in the two groups was almost identical (8.22 and 8.28). Further, 
the Group 1 conventional test scores were again significantly positively 
skewed, while those of Group 2b were not skewed. The Group 2b scores were 
also significantly platykurtic on Time 1, indicating that the distribution 
of scores was flatter than a normal distribution of scores. 

The shape of the score distributions indicates that the difficulty 
levels of both the flexilevel and conventional tests were most appropriate 
for the individuals sampled from the Group 2 population. However, an 
analysis of the mean number-correct scores in relation to expected means 
offers further information concerning the appropriateness of the tests for 
measuring groups of individuals differing in ability level. 

The mean difficulty of the conventional. test items was b=-.33, correspond
ing to a p (proportion correct) value of .57 in the norming sample. This 
p value should result in a mean number correct of 23 of the 40 items 
administered in samples of examinees similar in ability to the norming 
group. In Group 2b, the mean number correct on the conventional test was 
24.19, close to that expected, while the mean number correct in Group 1, 
18.58, indicates that the conventional test items were somewhat too diffi-
cult for the group as a whole. 



Table 3 

Descriptive Data for Flexilevel and Conventional Test Score Distributions 
for Initial Test (Time 1) and Retest (Time 2), by Subject Group 

Group Standard 
and N Mean Deviation Skew Kurtosis 

Test Time 1 Time 2 Time 1 Time 2 Time 1 Time 2 Time 1 Time 2 Time 1 Time 2 

Group 1 
Flexilevel 

Score 1 107 19.36 5.55 .47* .02 
Score 2 107 39.17 10.99 .48* .00 

Conventional 103 18.58 8.22 .58* -.48 

I 
Group 2a N 

w 
Flexilevel I 

Score 1 107 94 22.15 23.09 5.47 5.27 .08 -.05 -.55 -.69 
Score 2 107 94 44.73 46.63 10.85 10.54 .04 -.07 -.55 -.70 

Group 2b 
Conventional 110 85 24.19 25.67 8.28 8.32 -.04 -.24 -1. 01** -.93 

Group 3 
Flexilevel 

Score 1 153 131 27.08 27.63 6.17 5.76 -.61* -.45* .79 .27 
Score 2 153 131 54.80 55.61 11.88 11.36 -.55 -.45* .71 .25 

* Skew index significantly different from zero (p<.05) 
** Kurtosis index significantly different from zero (p<.05) 
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For the flexilevel test, the mean item difficulty was b=-.01, yielding 
a p value of .SO or an expectation of 20 correct of the 40 items administered. 
However, the flexilevel test is also designed so that the items administered 
to a given examinee are more appropriate to his/her ability level, or in 
other words, closer to p=.50 difficulty for the examinee. Thus, while mean 
score differences on a flexilevel test should to some extent reflect group 
differences in ability, they should also tend to be closer to 50% correct 
in different subject groups than should mean scores on a conventional test. 

Comparing the flexilevel and conventional test score means within 
groups indicates that for Group 1, the mean number correct (flexilevel 
mean Score 1 equal to 19.36 and conventional score mean equal to 18.58) 
was not significantly different for the two groups; however, the flexilevel 
mean was closer to the expectation of 50% or 20 items correct than was the 
conventional test to the expectation of 57% or 23 items correct. In 
Group 2, the mean conventional test score (24.19) was significantly (p<.Ol) 
greater than the mean flexilevel Score 1 (22.15). The conventional test 
mean was close to its expectation, but the flexilevel mean was again closer 
to 50% correct. If item difficulty were the only factor influencing the 
mean scores, a higher conventional test mean would be expected in both 
groups since these items were somewhat easier, on the average, than the 
items in the flexilevel test. Thus, it appears that the flexilevel test 
does adapt item difficulties to the ability levels of individuals within 
groups and across groups differing in ability. The fact that the flexilevel 
test score means were closer to .SO also implies less guessing on the 
flexilevel test. 

Further comparison of flexilevel and conventional test score distribu
tions indicates that for Group 1, conventional test scores were significantly 
more variable (p<.Ol) than were the flexilevel scores. Both distributions 
were significantly positively skewed, reflecting the lower ability level of 
Group 1 as a whole. The conventional score distribution showed a non
significant tendency toward flatness (platykurtosis) not shown by the 
flexilevel scores. 

In Group 2, the conventional test scores were again significantly more 
variable. Neither distribution of scores was skewed, although both tended 
to be flatter than a normal distribution; the latter tendency was statistically 
significant only for the conventional test. 

Simulation study. The assumption that 10,000 ability levels sampled 
from a normally distributed population would themselves be normally dis
tributed was accepted. The mean ability level was 0.0, the variance was 1.0, 
and the degrees of skewness and kurtosis of the ability distribution did 
not show significant departures from normality. 

Table 4 presents data describing the distributions of 10,000 scores 
generated in the simulation study. The data for the flexilevel test may 
be compared to that of Score 2 in the empirical study, as shown in Table 3. 
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Table 4 

Descriptive Data for Flexilevel and Conventional Test 
Score Distributions Generated by Monte Carlo 

Simulation with an Underlying Normal 
Distribution of Ability 

Test N Mean S.D. Skew 

Flexilevel (Score 2) 
Time 1 10,000 46.6 10.06 -.23* 
Time 2 10,000 46.6 10.08 -.24* 

Conventional 
Time 1 10,000 25.9 6.48 -.25* 
Time 2 10,000 25.9 6.43 -.23* 

*Statistically significant at p<.Ol 

Kurtosis 

-.29* 
-.31* 

-.46* 
-.53* 

The flexilevel Score 2 mean was 46.6, corresponding closely to that 
obtained by group 2a in the empirical study (44.73). This Score 2 mean 
indicates that the mean number correct (Score 1 in the empirical study) 
for the simulated examinees was about 23. The conventional test score mean 
(25.9) was most similar to that obtained by Group 2b in the empirical study 
(24.19). The agreement of the simulated data with that of Group 2 in the 
empirical study was expected; other samples from the Group 2 population 
(introductory statistics students) comprised a large proportion of the 
original item norming samples, and the average ability level of this group 
was at about the mean of the norming population as a whole. 

The mean number correct on the conventional test (25.9) was significantly 
greater (p<.Ol) than the mean number correct on the flexilevel test 
(assuming it to be 23); this result is again in agreement with that found 
for Group 2 in the empirical study. The standard deviation of the flexilevel 
number correct scores was about 5.0 (since the variability of Score 1 was 
shown in the empirical study to be roughly half that of Score 2) as compared 
to a standard deviation of about 6.5 for the conventional test scores. 
While the conventional scores were again more variable than the flexilevel 
scores, score variability for both tests in the simulation study was 
uniformly lower than that shown in the empirical study. 

Both the flexilevel and conventional test score distributions were 
significantly negatively skewed and significantly platykurtic. However, 
the flexilevel scores were less platykurtic than were the conventional 
scores, indicating that the former more closely reflect the known underlying 
normal distribution of ability. The direction of skewness for the flexi
level scores paralleled the negative skew found for Group 3 in the empirical 
study, although the absolute degree of skewness was less in the simulation 
study. The skewness of the conventional test scores was closest in degree 
to that found in the Time 2 administration in Group 2b in the empirical 
study. The platykurtosis characterizing both simulated score distributions 
is in agreement with that shown by Group 2 in the empirical study, although 
not Groups 1 and 3. 
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Reliability 

Test-retest stability. Table 5 contains the test-retest stability 
correlations for the flexilevel and conventional tests, as obtained from 
the empirical study. The first set of columns indicates the stability 
of each test for the total group of examinees; the last three sets of 
columns show stability as a function of the length of the interval between 
test and retest. 

Table 5 

Test-retest Stability Correlations as a Function 
of Interval Length, and for Total Group 

(empirical data) 

Retest Interval (in daxs~ 
Total Grou:12 13-30 31-46 

Test N r N r N r N 

Flexilevel--
Score 1 194 .89 53 .92 91 .86 50 
Score 2 194 .89 53 .93 91 .86 50 

Conventional 74 .89 25 .89 28 .91 21 

47-67 
r 

.88 

.87 

.87 

The overall stability of scores on the two tests was comparable; both 
had test-retest correlations of .89. Stability was not clearly related 
to interval length for either testing strategy. Scores on the flexilevel 
test were most stable over the shortest interval (r=.92 or .93), but 
stability over the two longer intervals was about the same. In contrast, 
scores on the conventional tests were most stable over the moderate interval 
(r=.91), and least stable over the longest interval (r=.87). The flexilevel 
test scores were more stable over a short time interval than were scores 
on the conventional test; conventional test scores were more stable in the 
moderate time interval; and scores on the two testing strategies showed 
equal stability in the long time interval. 

Table 6 indicates the number of examinees repeating 40, 39, 38 or 37 
or fewer items on the retest, the mean and standard deviation of the number 
correct (Score 1) obtained by each group of examinees, and the stability 
of scores within each group. 

Number of 
Items 

ReEeated 

40 
39 
38 

37 or less 

Table 6 

Stability of Flexilevel Test Scores (Score 1) as a 
Function of the Number of Items Repeated 

Standard 
Mean Deviation 

N Time 1 Time 2 Time 1 Time 

39 27.13 27.13 5.13 5.13 
63 25.03 25.33 6.55 6.33 
40 26.42 26.82 5.82 5.98 
52 22.87 25.24 6.60 6.28 

2 r 

1.00 
.99 
.94 
.64 
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As shown in Table 6, almost three-fourths of the total group repeated 38 
or more items; only 52 of the 194 examinees repeated 37 or less. 

Examinees who repeated 40 items obtained the same test score on both 
administrations of the test; thus, there must of necessity be no change in 
the mean score from Time 1 to Time 2 and a correlation of 1.0 between the 
two sets of scores. For examinees who repeated 38 or 39 items, mean scores 
showed an insignificant increase from Time 1 to Time 2. The stability 
of scores within these groups, r=.99 and r=.94, while probably partly an 
artifact of the only 1 or 2 point score changes shown from Time 1 to Time 2, 
also indicates high consistency in the direction of score changes in terms 
of maintaining at Time 2 the rank order established on the Time 1 administra
tion. 

The performance of examinees repeating fewer than 38 items was markedly 
different from that of the other examinees in several respects. The mean 
score on Time 1 for this group was lower than that for the other three 
and was significantly (p<.Ol) poorer than was the performance of examinees 
repeating 38 or 40 items. However, this group of examinees showed a 
significant (p<.Ol) increase in the mean score obtained on the Time 2 
administration; this increase (from 22.87 to 25.24) brought the performance 
of the group repeating fewer than 38 items to a level comparable to that 
of the groups repeating 38 or more. Finally, test-retest stability dropped 
markedly in this group, from r=.94 in the "38" group to r=.64 in the "37 or 
less" group. 

From these results it would appear that the overall stability of the 
flexilevel test (r=.89) reflects the combined effects of 1) a majority of 
examinees whose performance from Time 1 to Time 2 was highly stable in 
terms of both rank order and overall level of performance, and 2) a small 
group of examinees whose overall performance was initially at a signifi
cantly lower level than that of the larger group,whose mean score increased 
significantly on the Time 2 testing, but who showed far less consistency 
in rank ordering from Time 1 to Time 2. 

Parallel forms reliability. Table 7 presents the characteristics of 
the sampling distributions of parallel forms reliability coefficients 
obtained from the simulation study. These data show that the flexilevel 
test was more reliable than the conventional test, having a mean reliability 
of .84 as contrasted with that of .80 for the conventional test. This 
difference was statistically significant at p<.OOl. 

Flexilevel 

Conventional 

Table 7 

Characteristics of Sampling Distributions of 
Parallel Forms Reliability Coefficients 
Using 100 Random Samples of 100 "Testees" 

Range 
Mean S.D. Maximum Minimum 

.84 .029 .90 .74 

.80 .038 .88 .65 

95% Confidence Interval 
(±2 S.D.'s) 

UJ2J2er Lower 

.90 .78 

.87 .72 
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The standard deviation and range of coefficients obtained for the 
flexilevel test was also smaller than the values for the conventional 
test, indicating more consistency in the reliability estimates obtained 
from the 100 samples. The obtained 95% confidence intervals indicate that 
the effective range of reliability coefficients based on sample sizes of 
100 for the flexilevel test was between .78 and .90, while that for the 
conventional test was between .72 and .87. 

Relationships between Flexilevel and Conventional Test Scores 

Table 8 presents the product-moment correlations and eta coefficients 
describing the relationship between flexilevel and conventional test scores 
for both the empirical and simulation data. All of the obtained coefficients 
were significantly different from zero (p<.OOl), and none of the eta 
coefficients indicated a significant degree of non-linearity in the relation
ship between the two distributions of scores. 

Table 8 

Relationships between Flexilevel 
Scores (Score 2) and Conventional 

Test Scores 

Time 1 

a Empirical Study (Group 1, N=l03) 

Product-moment correlation 

Regression of flexilevel scores 
on conventional scores (eta) 

Regression of conventional scores 
on flexilevel scores (eta) 

Simulation Study (Time 1, N=lO,OOO)b 

Product-moment correlation 

Regression of flexilevel scores 
on conventional scores (eta) 

Regression of conventional scores 
on flexilevel scores (eta) 

a Four subjects were eliminated from this analysis because of 
incomplete response records on either the flexilevel or 
conventional test 

.89 

.90 

.91 

.82 

.82 

.82 

b Data for Time 2 are not shown since the results were identical 
to the time 1 data 

The relationship between scores was higher in the empirical study 
than in the simulation study; in the former, r=.89 with eta coefficients 
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of .90 and .91, and in the latter both r and eta coefficients were equal 
to .82. Thus, flexilevel test scores accounted for about 81% of the vari-
ance in conventional test scores in the empirical study, but for only about 67% 
in the simulation study. 

Relationships between Test Scores and Ability 

The product-moment r and eta coefficients summar1z1ng the extent of 
relationship between flexilevel test scores and generated underlying ability 
("validity") in the simulation data were equal to .91 for both flexilevel 
"administrations," as calculated using all 10,000 scores. The coefficients 
for the conventional test and ability were both equal to .89. Both sets 
of coefficients indicated a high linear relationship between test scores 
and ability, although the flexilevel test showed a significantly (p<.OOl) 
higher relationship. Thus, underlying ability level accounted for 
approximately 83% of the variance in flexilevel test scores and for 
approximately 79% of the variance in conventional test scores. 

Table 9 

Characteristics of Sampling Distributions of 
Product-moment Correlations between Test 
Scores and Simulated Ability Calculated on 

100 Samples of 100 Subjects 

95% Confidence Interval 
Range (±2 S.D.'s) 

Variables Mean S.D. Maximum Minimum Upper Lower 

Flexilevel--Ability 
Time 1 .91 .015 .95 .87 .94 .88 
Time 2 .91 .015 .95 .87 .94 .88 

Conventional--Ability 
Time 1 .89 .020 .93 .81 .93 .85 
Time 2 .89 .019 .93 .85 .93 .85 

Table 9 presents the characteristics of the sampling distribution of 
product-moment coefficients calculated on 100 groups of 100 testees. A 
comparison of the mean values shown in Table 9 with those calculated for 
the total distribution of 10,000 sets of scores (.91 for flexilevel, .89 
for conventional) shows that the two methods gave identical results: the 
mean r for flexilevel was .91, and the mean r for the conventional was .89. 

Examination of the confidence intervals shows that, for flexilevel, 
the effective range of correlations with ability over 100 samples was 
between .88 and .94, while that for the conventional test was between 
.85 and .93. The difference between the means of the obtained sampling 
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distributions was statistically significant at p<.OOl. 

Information Functions 

Equal-frequency distribution. Table 10 presents estimated values of 
the information function (1(9)) for the flexilevel and conventional tests 
at each of sixteen ability levels. The values at each level were obtained 
through application of the method of "moving averages" (McNemar, 1969, p. 8) 
to the average of the values obtained from the two administrations of 
each test. Thus, the values in Table 10 represent "best 11 average estimates 
of the value of the information at each ability level. Table A-3 in the 

Table 10 

Values of the information function (1(9)) for flexilevel and conventional 
tests at points along the continuum of underlying ability (equal-frequency 
distribution) 

Level of 
Ability (9) 

3.2 
3.0 
2.5 
2.0 
1.5 
1.0 

.5 

.1 
-.1 
-.5 

-1.0 
-1.5 
-2.0 
-2.5 
-3.0 
-3.2 

Mean 
S.D. 

Flexilevel 

.18 

.66 
1.71 
3.20 
4. 72 
5.76 
6.38 
6.62 
6.70 
6.38 
5.80 
4.81 
3.88 
2.90 
2.10 
1.13 

3.86 
2.23 

Conventional 

.32 

.82 
1.71 
2.84 
3.93 
4.53 
4.76 
4.65 
4.41 
4.04 
3.59 
2.99 
2.25 
1.44 

.74 

.27 

2.68 
1.62 

Note. Values obtained using method of "moving averages" (McNemar, 1969, p. 8) 

Appendix indicates the information values averaged over the two administra
tions (but before application of the method of "moving averages"), separate 
values for the first and second administrations of each test, and ·the mean 
and standard deviation of information values over the 16 ability levels used. 

The data contained in Table 10 are summarized in graphic form in Figure 4. 

The shape of the information curve for the conventional test, as shown 
in Figure 4, is very similar to that found in Lord's (197ld) theoretical 
study; that is, the information values are highest near the center of ·the 
ability distribution and drop off sharply at the extremes. Lord's results, 
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using "ideal" items, and the results indicated here, using a set of items 
with parameters that are typical of those occurring in empirical test 
construction and which did not permit the construction of a perfectly peaked 
conventional test, both show that a conventional test offers greatest preci
sion of measurement for individuals near the median ability level of the 
group and decreasing precision with divergence of an individual's ability 
from the median level. 

7.0 

6.0 

s.c 

4.0 

3.0 

2.C 

l.O 

-3.0 -2.5 

Figure 4 

INFORMATION FUNCTIONS FOR FLEXILEVEL AND 
CONVENTIONAL TESTS USING "EQUAL-FREQUENCY" 

DISTRIBUTION OF ABILITY 

-2.0 -l.S -l.O -.s 0 .5 1.0 1.5 

Ability (ol 

6.0 

s.o 

.:..o 

3.0 

2.0. 

l.O 
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Figure 4 also shows that the flexilevel test, while providing more 
information than the conventional test for ability levels between 9=-3.2 
and 9•2.0, did not provide more constant accuracy of measurement across 
all ability levels. Contrary to Lord's results, in which the flexilevel 
test showed a more nearly horizontal information function, the shapes of 
the two information functions shown in Figure 4 are actually quite similar; 
both testsshowedgreatest accuracy near the ability level corresponding to 
the mean difficulty of the test items, and a substantial drop in accuracy 
at more extreme ability levels. 

!(8) 
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The overall level and shape of the information functions shown in 
Figure 4 are also reflected by the means and variances of the information 
values for each test, as shown in Table 10. The mean value for flexilevel 
(3.86) was higher than that for the conventional test (2.68), but the standard 
deviation of information values for the flexilevel test (2.23) was greater 
than that for the conventional test (1.62). The larger standard deviation 
for the flexilevel test reflected a greater degree of variation in information 
values across the sixteen levels of ability. 

The data in Table 10, representing "best" estimates of the value of 
information at each ability level may be compared with that in Appendix 
Table A-3, in which the Time 1 and Time 2 results are presented separately. 
The data in Table A-3 indicate that while the means and standard deviations 
of information values were similar for the two test administrations, there 
were substantial differences in the information values at a given ability 
level. For example, at 9=2.0, the Time 1 administration resulted in a 
flexilevel information value of 3.47, while the Time 2 value for flexilevel 
was 2.33. For the Time 1 administration, the flexilevel test provided 
most information (7.18) at 9=-1.0, while the greatest amount of information 
in the Time 2 administration was provided at 9=-.1. Similar differences 
due to sampling error were found for the conventional test. 

Normal distribution. Appendix Table A-4 presents the estimated values 
of I(9) provided by the flexilevel and conventional tests when calculated 
using subjects with an underlying normal distribution of ability; again, 
these values were obtained by application of the method of "moving averages" 
to the averages of the Time 1 and Time 2 administrations. Table A-5 in 
the Appendix contains the initial average information values, the separate 
values for the first and second test administrations, the mean and standard 
deviation of the 33 values for each test and the number of "testees" assigned 
ability levels within each interval of ability. 

The results indicated in Table A-4 are summarized graphically in 
Figure 5. 

I(sl 
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As shown in Figure 5, both the flexilevel and conventional tests again 
show greatest accuracy of measurement at the ability level corresponding 
to the mean difficulty of the items, and losses of accuracy at the extremes. 
Again, flexilevel provides more information between 9=-3.2 and about 9=1.5, 
but at ability levels greater than 9=1.5, the two tests yield essentially 
equal information values. 

The means and standard deviations of the information values, as shown 
in Table A-4, indicate that the flexilevel test provided a higher overall 
level of information (3.81) than did the conventional test (2.85) but that 
its information values were also slightly more variable (1.70 to 1.53). 
Again, the results obtained from the separate administrations of each test 
(as shown in Appendix Table A-5) indicate substantial variability in the 
information values corresponding to each ability level. 

DISCUSSION 

Comparison of the score distributions obtained from three groups of 
subjects in the live testing indicated that both the flexilevel and con
ventional tests reflected differences in the mean ability levels of the 
three subject groups in terms of both the mean number-correct obtained by 
each group and the skewness of the group score distributions. In terms 
of these two characteristics, it appeared that the average difficulty level 
of the test items was most appropriate for Group 2. In this group, both 
score distributions tended to be platykurtic, although the degree of platy
kurtosis was greater for the conventional test and was statistically 
significant on the Time 1 administration. These findings are in agreement 
with previous findings (Betz & Weiss, 1973; Larkin & Weiss, 1974) showing 
that conventional tests yielded score distributions that were more 
platykurtic than the adaptive (two-stage and pyramidal) tests with which 
they were compared. In the present study, conventional test scores were 
more variable than the flexilevel scores. 

While the flexilevel test did reflect differences in the ability levels 
of the groups, it was also found to adapt item difficulties to differences 
in the ability levels of examinees within groups; this was inferred from 
the fact that in Groups 1 and 2, the mean number-correct for the flexilevel 
test was closer to 50% correct than it was for the conventional test even 
though the mean difficulty level of the items in the two tests would have 
implied otherwise. This finding is similar to that found by Larkin & Weiss 
(1974) for pyramidal adaptive tests, in which the mean number of items answered 
correctly was slightly more than half of the 15 items administered. These 
results suggest that adaptive tests reduce random guessing, since the mean 
number correct was close to that expected from free-response items, although 
the test used multiple-choice items. 

The score distributions yielded in the simulation study were most 
similar to those yielded by Group 2 in the empirical study in terms of the 
mean number-correct and the tendency toward platykurtosis. The simulated 
score distributions for both tests were significantly negatively skewed and 
significantly platykurtic, but the flexilevel test better reflected the 
under~ying normal distribution of ability. Again, conventional scores 
were more variable than flexilevel scores, but both sets of scores were 
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uniformly less variable than those in the empirical study. In the simula
tion study of Betz & Weiss (1974), two-stage tests were also found to better 
reflect the underlying normal distribution of ability than did the conven
tional test, but, again, all score distributions were significantly 
platykurtic, and the score distributions of the conventional test and one 
of the two-stage tests were significantly negatively skewed. 

Comparing the empirical and simulation studies indicated that, as in 
Betz & Weiss (1974), real testees obtain scores that are uniformly more 
variable than are scores generated in the simulation studies. In contrast 
to simulated examinees, actual testees differ from each other on variables 
in addition to ability level. Differences in motivation to do well, anxiety 
level, and tendency to guess may contribute to additional variance in test 
scores obtained from live test administration. 

The test-retest stability of scores frombothtests was identical; both 
had stability coefficients of r=.89. No consistent relationship between 
stability and the length of the interval between test and retest was found 
for either test, although the flexilevel test was more reliable in the short 
time interval. The stability of flexilevel test scores (r=.89) was identical 
to that found for scores from a 40-item two-stage test (Betz & Weiss, 
1973). The stability of scores on a 15-item pyramidal test was found to 
range between r=.79 and r=.89 for different methods of scoring the test; 
the modal correlation was r=.86 (Larkin & Weiss, 1974). These data suggest 
that the pyramidal testing strategy, which with 15 items achieved stabilities 
as high as the 40-item flexilevel test, is a more efficient method of 
adaptive testing. 

The analysis of the possible effects of memory of items repeated on 
the size of stability coefficients calculated in the live-subject group 
showed that on the flexilevel test, three-fourths of the total group repeated 
38 or more of the 40 items administered. Since the number of items repeated 
in the flexilevel test could vary between 1 (the first item administered 
to all examinees) and 40, the fact thatmost people repeated 38 to 40 items 
indicates substantial consistency in the responses of examinees over the two 
test administrations. This in turn would appear to imply that the flexi
level tailors item difficulties to be appropriate to each examinee's ability; 
for example, low ability examinees receiving many items that are too diffi
cult for them would be likely to perform inconsistently over two test 
administrations because of the possible effects of random guessing. 

Further, the stability of scores for examinees who repeated 38 to 40 
items on the flexilevel test was higher (r=.94 to r=l.OO) than the stability 
of conventional test scores, on which examinees repeated all 40 items (r=.89). 
Thus, when the two tests were roughly equated for the effects of memory, the 
flexilevel test yielded more stable scores. This finding is jn agreement 
with the findings of Betz & Weiss (1973) in which scores from a two-stage 
test were more stable than those from a conventional test when the effects 
of memory were equated, and the findings of Larkin & Weiss (1974) which 
showed that memory was operating to inflate the stability of conventional 
test scores. 
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The flexilevel test had significantly higher parallel forms reliability 
(r=.84) than did the conventional test (r=.80), as determined from the 
simulation study. The reliability of the flexilevel test compares favorably 
to parallel forms reliability coefficients of r=.76 and r=.83 for two two
stage tests as found in the simulation study of Betz & Weiss (1974); in that 
study, the reliability of the conventional test was also r=.80. 

In both the present simulation study and that of Betz & Weiss (1974), 
however, there was substantial variability among the reliability coefficients 
calculated across 100 samples of size 100. In the present study, the 
effective range of coefficients (i.e., 95% of those obtained) was between 
.78 and .90 for the flexilevel test and between .72 and .87 for the con
ventional test. This finding has implications for the interpretation of 
results of simulation studies based on single samples of 100 or fewer 
"subjects" (e.g., Jensema, 1972; Urry, 1970); in such cases, obtained 
reliability or validity coefficients may not be representative of results 
that would be obtained over a larger number of samples or using a single 
large sample. 

Parallel forms reliability as determined from the simulation study 
was expected to be lower than the test-retest stability because it includes 
as systematic score variance fewer kinds of specific or error variance 
(Stanley, 1971). A test-retest stability coefficient includes as systematic 
variance two sources of variance which are treated as error in a parallel
forms design: 1) variance specific to the content of particular items, and 
2) actual memory of particular items and of the previous responses to them. 
Thus, when the factors of item content sampling and memory are significant 
sources of variance, test-retest stability coefficients will be higher than 
parallel-forms coefficients. It may be noted that there was a larger 
difference between stability and parallel-forms reliability for the 
conventional test (r=.89 versus r=.80) than there was for the flexilevel 
test (r=.89 versus r=.84). Since there is no reason to suspect differences 
between the two tests in content-specific variance, the greater difference 
for the conventional test supports a hypothesis that the stability for the 
conventional test is inflated more by memory factors. 

The correlation between flexilevel and conventional test scores 
obtained from the same sample of examinees in the empirical study was .89, 
indicating that the two sets of test scores share about 80% common variance. 
In contrast, the correlation found in the simulation study was only .82, 
indicating about 67% shared variance. This difference between empirical 
and simulated data was not found in the studies of Betz & Weiss (1973, 1974), 
in which the correlations between conventional and two-stage tests ranged 
between .79 and .84 in both the empirical and simulation stu4ies. Further, 
in other empirical studies, correlations averaging .84 were found between 
conventional and pyramidal tests (Larkin & Weiss, 1974), and correlations 
between • 79 and .84 were found between two-stage and pyramidal t'ests 
(Larkin & Weiss, 1975). Thus, the correlation of .89 between flexilevel 
and conventional test scores found in the present empirical study is higher 
than those found in the parallel simulation study or in other studies com
paring two or more testing strategies. 

The flexilevel test had a significantly higher relationship to under
lying ability (r=.91) than did the conventional test (r=.89). Both 
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correlations were high and indicated a primarily linear relationship 
between test scores and ability. Again, there was substantial variability 
in the test-ability correlations yielded from the 100 samples, indicating 
caution in the interpretation of results of small-sample (i.e., N=lOO) 
simulation studies. 

Both the flexilevel and conventional test information functions 
indicated greatest precision of measurement for "examinees" of near average 
ability level and decreasing precision with divergence of an examinee's 
ability from the mean ability level. These findings are in general agree
ment with those of Lord (1970, 197ld). However, Lord (197ld) also found 
that the conventional test provided slightly better measurement for ability 
levels between ±1 standard deviations from the mean, but that the flexilevel 
test provided better measurement beyond those points, and increased 
substantially with increasing divergence from the mean. Thus, in Lord's 
study, the flexilevel test provided more constant precision of measurement 
across the ability continuum. 

In contrast, the results of the present study indicated that the 
flexilevel test provided more information than did the conventional test at 
all ability levels between 9=-3.2 and 9=+1.5. Surprisingly, the superiority 
of the flexilevel test was most apparent for ability levels between 9=-1.0 
and 9=0. These results, in combination with the larger standard deviation 
of flexilevel information values across ability levels, indicate that the 
flexilevel test provided less constant precision of measurement than did 
the conventional test. These results are contrary to those of Lord's (197ld) 
theoretical study of flexilevel testing. 

In a simulation study of the two-stage adaptive testing strategy, 
Betz & Weiss (1974) found that, in agreement with Lord's (197le) study of 
two-stage testing, one two-stage test provided relatively constant precision 
of measurement across the ability continuum; the information function 
approximated a horizontal line. However, a second two-stage test did not 
provide constant precision of measurement but rather yielded an information 
function similar in shape to that of the conventional test although at a 
higher overall level. 

The differences in information values for the conventional and flexi
level tests must also be interpreted in light of differences in the average 
discriminating power of the test items, since higher item discriminations 
will generally lead to higher values of information. As was discussed 
in the section on test construction, the flexilevel test items had a higher 
mean discrimination (a=.65) than did the conventional test items (a=.54), 
but examinees of relatively low ability would take a more discriminating. 
set of items on this flexilevel test than would examinees of relatively high 
ability. Thus, where the information provided by the flexilevel .and 
conventional tests was equivalent (about B=+2.0), the average item dis
crimination was also equivalent (a=.54). In the center of the ability 
distribution, where the flexilevel test showed the greatest advantage over 
the conventional test, the mean item discrimination for flexilevel was 
about a=.69 (again compared to .54 for conventional). At ability levels 
below B=-1.5, the flexilevel test still provided more information, but 
somewhat less than_would be expected considering that the mean item discrim
ination was about a=.74 or .75. 
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If item discrimination were the onZy factor influencing information 
values, the flexilevel test should have the highest values at the lowest 
ability levels. Thus, while other factors can be assumed to be operating, 
it does seem that some of the difference between flexilevel and conventional 
test information values may be attributable to differences in mean item 
discriminations. Further research using flexilevel tests in which mean 
item discriminations are equivalent for examinees of all ability levels 
and are equal to those of conventional tests will be necessary to separate 
the effects of item discrimination from those of the characteristics of the 
testing strategies in influencing the overall level and shape of test 
information functions. 

Finally, the flexilevel test provided higher levels of information at 
lower ability levels than at higher ability levels. While this difference 
may be due to differences in item discrimination, it contradicts previous 
findings by Lord regarding the effects of guessing on measurement effective
ness. Lord (197lc) found that guessing had most adverse effects on the 
measurement effectiveness of both conventional and adaptive tests when 
examinee ability was low. In a conventional test, low ability examinees 
receive items which are, for the most part, too difficult for them; thus, 
their only chance to answer correctly is through guessing. In the flexilevel 
test, however, fewer items should be too difficult for the low ability 
examinee, so guessing should be reduced, leading to less measurement error. 
This hypothesis is supported by the higher information values for the low 
ability testees, and by the data on proportion correct in the flexilevel 
test. Again, further research controlling the factor of discrimination 
will be necessary to determine whether or not flexilevel and other adaptive 
testing strategies yield scores which contain less error due to guessing, 
particularly for low ability examinees. 

The failure of the results of the simulation study to agree in all 
respects with those of Lord's (197ld) theoretical study may also be due to 
the fact that the latter study assumed hypothetical, ideal items, all 
having the same discriminating power and having difficulties corresponding 
to exact desired specifications. The present results, however, were 
obtained using item parameters obtained from a real item pool; the 
limitations of the pool permitted only approximations to the item 
characteristics desired for constructing the flexilevel and conventional 
tests. Further studies using other real or hypothetical but imperfect item 
pools would be useful in clarifying the advantages and disadvantages of 
various testing strategies for use in actual applied assessment situations. 

Summary 

The results of the studies of flexilevel testing showed that a 
flexilevel test had significantly greater parallel-forms reliability and a 
significantly higher relationship to underlying ability than did a con
ventional test. The test-retest stability of the two tests was equivalent 
for the total group of examinees, but there was some evidence, both from 
an analysis of the number of items repeated in the flexilevel test and 
from a comparison of stability and parallel forms reliability coefficients, 
that memory effects may be more influential in the stability of conventional 
test scores than in that of flexilevel test scores. The relationship 
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between flexilevel and conventional test scores (r=.89} in the empirical 
study was as high as the test-retest stability of either test; the 
relationship shown in the simulation study (r=.82} was less than the parallel
forms reliability of the flexilevel test (r=.84) but greater than that of 
the conventional test (r•.80). The flexilevel test provided a higher 
level of information, i.e., greater precision of measurement, than did the 
conventional test, but it also yielded less constant precision of measure
ment for examinees of varying ability levels than did the conventional 
test. However. the interpretation of differences in information values 
for the two tests was confounded by differences in item discriminating 
power. Flexilevel test scores better reflected the underlying normal 
distribution of ability than did conventional test scores, and there was 
evidence that the flexilevel test was adapting item difficulties to differ
ences in the ability levels of groups and of individuals. The flexilevel 
test also appeared to reduce guessing. Further research will be necessary 
to clarify the relative utility of flexilevel and conventional testing 
strategies in terms of other psychometric and practical criteria. 
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APPENDIX 

Table A-1 
Item Reference Numbers and Normal Ogive 
Item Parameters for the Flexilevel Test 

Item Item Diffi- Disc rim- Item Item Diffi- Disc rim-
Reference Serial culty ination Reference Serial culty ination 

Number a Number (b) (a) Number a Number (b) (a) 

121 1 -3.11 .70 655 41 .08 .39' 
131 2 -2.98 .56 386 42 .14 .70 

89 3 -2.82 .67 266 43 .16 .86 
198 4 -2.81 .74 264 44 .21 .86 

82 5 -2.77 .so 340 45 .30 .78 
80 6 -2.55 .79 296 46 .34 .91 

184 7 -2.54 .67 111 47 .46 .48 
31 8 -2.50 .66 213 48 .65 .29 
66 9 -2.32 .80 164 49 .62 .41 
95 10 -2.20 .so 656 50 .71 .44 

262 11 -2.29 .70 294 51 .79 .70 
214 12 -2.08 .42 321 52 .79 .63 

34 13 -1.93 .74 216 53 .92 .37 
83 14 -1.80 .77 299 . 54 .98 .52 

186 15 -1.65 .92 120 55 1.07 .72 
88 16 -1.74 .63 147 56 1.15 .38 

199 17 -1.42 .92 217 57 1.25 .43 
103 18 -1.34 .89 668 58 1.26 .39 
173 19 -1.43 .76 652 59 1.33 .60 

47 20 -1.31 .87 152 60 1.40 .55 
43 21 -1.21 .90 400 61 1.62 .34 
87 22 -1.10 .99 359 62 1.54 .58 

109 23 -1.06 .89 319 63 1.49 .62 
204 24 -1.15 .73 253 64 1.65 .39 

85 25 -1.07 .76 383 65 1.82 .36 
123 26 -1.00 .67 273 66 1. 79 .49 
349 27 - .94 .74 379 67 1.94 .64 
130 28 - .85 .75 166 68 2.03 .64 
128 29 - .75 .82 672 69 1.89 .85 

37 30 - .69 .66 297 70 2.31 .40 
91 31 - .59 .83 336 71 2.05 .49 

270 32 - .52 .86 309 72 2.47 .48 
188 33 - .47 .71 245 73 2.32 .38 
145 34 - .41 .59 398 74 . 2.34 .61 
209 35 - .40 .64 385 75 2.35 .42 

56 36 - .28 .75 298 76 2.62 .43 
329 37 - .21 .86 364 77 3.11 .32 
272 38 - .13 .98 388 78 2.86 .43 
630 39 - .OS 1.31 664 . 79 2.95 .84 
258 40 .00 .41 

Mean -.01 .65 
S.D. 1.68 .20 

~efers to item numbers used in McBride & Weiss (1974) Appendix A. 
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Table A-2 

Item Reference Numbers and Normal Ogive 
Item Parameters for the Conventional Test 

Item 
Reference 

Numbers a Difficulty (b) Discrimination 

58 -.96 .48 
221 -.74 .65 
307 -.84 .56 
393 -.95 .49 
211 -.72 .61 
224 -.79 .54 
390 -.73 .63 
667 -.73 .57 
156 -.63 .65 
208 -.68 .58 
234 -.69 .51 
52 -.28 .61 

137 -. 74 .40 
176 -.90 .34 
207 -.53 .60 
218 -.93 .33 
205 -.62 .47 
382 -.48 .64 
391 -.53 .48 
626 -.29 .65 
645 -.32 .so 
661 -.30 .58 
670 -.28 .62 
327 -.25 .57 

50 -.23 .50 
144 -.18 .63 
369 -.22 .56 
233 -.17 .47 
636 -.15 .54 
633 -.08 .50 
146 .00 .61 
295 -.04 .47 
113 .25 .61 
267 .19 .44 

59 .17 .64• 
271 .33 .53 
302 .37 .50 
375 .46 .49 
666 .42 .55 
651 .49 .56 

Mean -.33 .54 
S.D. .43 .08 

(a) 

8
Refers to item numbers used in McBride & Weiss (1974) 
Appendix A. 
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Table A-3 

Information values from Time 1 and Time 2 
administrations, and averages, for flexi-
level and conventional tests (equal-

frequency distribution) 

Level of Flex !level Conventional 
Ability (9) Time 1 Time 2 Average Time 1 Time 2 Average 

3.2 .11 .01 .05 1.06 .65 .85 
3.0 .33 .11 .22 .03 .01 .02 
2.5 1.12 1.03 1.08 1.07 1.18 1.12 
2.0 3.47 2.33 2.90 3.37 3.22 3.29 
1.5 6.56 4.63 5.60 3.86 4.90 4.38 
1.0 6.88 5.04 5.96 4.81 4.03 4.42 

.5 6.53 5.60 6.07 6.07 4.53 5.30 

.1 6.53 6.93 6.73 3.96 4.96 4.46 
- .1 6.48 7.61 7.05 4.31 4.45 4.38 
- .5 6.02 5.97 5.99 4.88 3.62 4.25 
-1.0 7.18 5. 77 6.47 3. 71 3.34 3.53 
-1.5 4.07 4.92 4.50 3.51 2.51 3.01 
-2.0 3.89 3.75 3.82 2.33 2.66 2.50 
-2.5 2.22 2.66 2.44 1.38 1.25 1.32 
-3.0 2.21 2.52 2.36 .28 .51 .39 
-3.2 1.38 1.42 1.40 .08 .22 .15 

Mean 4.06 3.77 3.92 2.79 2.63 2. 71 
S.D. 2.56 2.39 2.44 1.92 1. 76 1.81 

Note. N=lOO per ability level 
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Table A-4 

Smoothed values of the information function for 
flexilevel and conventional tests within 
intervals of the continuum of underlying 

ability (normal distribution of ability levels) 

Interval of 
Ability (9) N Flexilevel Conventional 

3.1 to 3.3 4 .18 .19 
2.9 to 3.1 14 .41 .27 
2.7 to 2.9 30 .74 .41 
2.5 to 2.7 52 1.08 .76 
2.3 to 2.5 100 1.48 1.47 
2.1 to 2.3 168 2.05 2.25 
1.9 to 2.1 192 2.69 3.00 
1.7 to 1.9 318 3.40 3.50 
1.5 to 1.7 452 3.88 3.81 
1.3 to 1.5 596 4.31 4.09 
1.1 to 1.3 742 4.60 4.28 

.9 to 1.1 1042 4.97 4.46 

.7 to .9 1088 5.26 4.50 

.s to .7 1334 5.56 4.56 

.3 to .5 1496 5. 77 4.63 

.1 to .3 1442 5.93 4.64 
-.1 to .1 1690 5.99 4.60 
-.3 to -.1 1548 5.90 4.43 
-.5 to -.3 1550 5. 72 4.24 
-.7 to -.5 1264 5.45 3.99 
-.9 to -.7 1156 5.26 3.78 

-1.1 to -.9 948 5.05 3.61 
-1.3 to -1.1 652 4.87 3.47 
-1.5 to -1.3 660 4.55 3.29 
-1.7 to -1.5 470 4.18 3.07 
-1.9 to -1.7 350 3.89 2.76 
-2.1 to -1.9 208 3.74 2.40 
-2.3 to -2.1 144 3.66 2.08 
-2.5 to -2.3 82 3.34 1. 75 
-2.7 to -2.5 56 2.92 1.49 
-2.9 to -2.7 40 3.07 1.08 
-3.1 to -2.9 16 3.24 .72 
-3.3 to -3.1 12 2.43 .31 

Mean 3.81 2.85 
S.D. 1. 70 1.53 

Note. Values obtained using method of "moving averages" 
(McNemar, 1969, p. 8). 
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Table A-5 

Information values from Time 1 and Time 2 administrations, 
and averages, for flexilevel and conventional tests 

(normal distribution of ability) (N=10,000) 

Interval of Flexilevel (Score 2) Conventional 
Ability (9) N Time 1 Time 2 Average Time 1 Time 2 Average 

3.1 to 3.3 4 .25 .01 .13 .58 * .58 
2.9 to 3.1 14 .24 .06 .15 .04 .42 .23 
2.7 to 2.9 30 1.17 .93 1.05 .12 .01 .06 
2.5 to 2.7 52 1.13 .67 .90 .43 .41 .42 
2.3 to 2.5 100 1.61 .96 1.28 1.93 1.40 1.66 
2.1 to 2.3 168 2.35 1.96 2.16 2.02 1.85 1.93 
1.9 to 2.1 192 2.42 2.19 2.30 4.23 2.73 3.48 
1.7 to 1.9 318 4.13 3.60 3.87 3.48 3.99 3.73 
1.5 to 1.7 452 4.24 3.66 3.95 3.46 3.64 3.55 
1.3 to 1.5 596 3.99 4.61 4.30 3.97 4.54 4.26 
1.1 to 1.3 742 4.14 4.81 4.47 4.05 4.35 4.20 

.9 to 1.1 1042 5.08 5.35 5.21 4.36 5.19 4. 77 

.7 to .9 1088 5.22 4.88 5.05 4.27 4.45 4.36 

.5 to .7 1334 5.74 5.69 5. 72 4.54 4.29 4.42 

.3 to .5 1496 5.57 6.10 5.84 4.78 4.96 4.87 

.1 to .3 1442 5.84 5.96 5.90 4.58 4.53 4.55 
-.1 to .1 1690 6.51 5.74 6.13 5.18 4.39 4.78 
-.3 to -.1 1548 5.74 6.37 6.01 4.37 4.51 4.44 
-.5 to -.3 1550 5.82 5.86 5.84 4.26 4.24 4.25 
-.7 to -.5 1264 5.26 5.26 5.26 4.28 3.63 3.96 
-.9 to -.7 1156 5.44 5.21 5.33 3.87 3.70 3.78 

-1.1 to -.9 948 4.83 4.93 4.88 3.64 3.33 3.48 
-1.3 to -1.1 652 4.93 5.46 5.20 3.78 3.33 3.56 
-1.5 to -1.3 660 4.52 4.51 4.51 3.85 2.87 3.36 
-1.7 to -1.5 470 4.14 4.14 4.14 3.39 2.80 3.10 
-1.9 to -1.7 350 3. 72 3.92 3.82 2.98 2.50 2.74 
-2.1 to -1.9 208 3.06 3.57 3.32 2.07 2.11 2.54 
-2.3 to -2.1 144 5.10 3.16 4.13 2.57 1.40 1.98 
-2.5 to -2.3 82 4.69 2.61 3.65 1. 46 1.50 1.48 
-2.7 to -2.5 56 2.50 3.11 2.80 3.10 .94 2.02 
-2.9 to -2.7 40 1.89 2.03 1.96 1. 26 .33 .80 
-3.1 to -2.9 16 1.22 3.80 2.51 .71 .98 .84 
-3.3 to -3.1 12 12.52 2.41 7.4n .29 ~01 .15 

Mean 4.09 3.74 3.92 2.99 2.79 2.86 
S.D. 2.34 1.85 1.88 1.56 1.63 1.57 

*Value was infinite because there was no variance (the two scores 
falling in this interval were equal). 
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A conventional vocabulary test and two forms of a stradaptive vocabulnry 
test were administered by a ti~e-shared computer _system to undergraduate 
college students. The two stradavtive tests differed in that one counted 

t.::::tion mark responses (i.e., omitted items) as incorrect and the other 
ored items responded to with question marks. Stradaptive test scores were 
e consistent with the hypothesized nature of the population distribution 
verbal ability. ·When corrected for differing levels of item discrimination 
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and memory effects, the test-retest stabilities of the two testing strategies 
were about equal. Scores on one form of the stradaptive test were found to be 
very stable for testees who had highly consistent response records on initial 
testing. Stability of "subject characteristic curve" data was high, 
suggesting the usefulness of these data for describing test-testee inter
actions. Of the ten stradaptive ability scores studied, which grouped into 
four clusters, average difficulty scores had the highest stabilities. 
Analysis of difficulties of items associated with correct, incorrect, and 
question mark responses suggested that items with question mark responses 
should not be ignored, but should be treated as incorrect responses in 
branching decisions. Suggestions for future research on the stradaptive 
testing model are made. 
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A STUDY OF COMPUTER-ADMINISTERED STRADAPTIVE ABILITY TESTING 

In the early years of mental measurement, tests of individual differences 
were designed for individuals rather than groups. Binet's intelligence 
test, for example, was tailored to the individual. Using the Binet approach, 
the examiner neither wasted time administering items which were too easy 
for a testee nor frustrated the testee with items which were much too difficult. 
But the expense of the individual test administration required by Binet's 
approach forced test makers to devise an alternative measurement strategy 
that required less administration time by a trained psychometrist. The 
result was the group test. 

In the process of applying group tests to the measurement of 
individuals, many of the advantages of individualized testing were sacrificed 
for the greater efficiency possible by measuring large groups of individuals 
at one time. The result was tests which were too difficult for some testees, 
and too easy for others, with measurement accuracy that varied widely as 
a function of ability level. Although group tests measured well the average 
member of the population for which they were constructed, there was still 
room for considerable improvement. 

The advent of interactive computers provided an economical path for 
a return to individualized testing. With their development came the means 
to construct tests to efficiently measure individuals who were not 
necessarily typical of certain populations. A variety of techniques have been 
proposed for administering ability tests on interactive computer systems. 
Weiss and Betz (1973) summarize the recent literature on adaptive, or tailored, 
testing. 

A basic premise of adaptive testing is that the best test for 
measuring an individual is a test with item difficulties peaked at the ability 
level of that individual rather than at the mean ability of a population. 
The fact that ability is not known until the end of the test has resulted 
in a diversity of strategies for choosing the items to be administered to 
a given individual (Weiss, 1974). These strategies can be divided into two 
subcategories--two-stage and multi-stage strategies. The latter are of the 
most interest here and can be further divided into two subclasses: variable 
branching procedures and fixed branching procedures. 

Variable branching procedures include Bayesian and maximum likelihood 
approaches. Bayesian strategies, such as those proposed by Novick (1969) 
and Owen (1969), may begin with some initial estimate of the testee's ability, 
such as grade-point average or the testee's own subjective ability estimate. 
Given this ability estimate, every available item in the item pool is examined. 
Then, on the basis of the guidelines set by the particular model in use, 
the best item is chosen to be administered. Given the response to that item 
and the initial ability estimate, a new ability estimate is calculated and the 
procedure is repeated. The test usually terminates when a desired degree of 
precision of measurement is reached. Bayesian strategies have as their 
advantages the capability of using prior information about the ability of 
an individual, the tailoring of test length as well as difficulty, and, by 
examining all available items at each stage, the capacity to make very efficient 
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use of an item pool. Their disadvantage may lie in the failure of real items 
and real individuals to meet the crucial assumptions on which the Bayesian 
models are based. In addition, the computing time required to search a large 
item pool might lower their utility in interactive testing on small computer 
systems. 

The fixed branching procedures use a set of items which are pre-structured 
by difficulty and/or discrimination. In these strategies, at any stage in 
the test a testee is branched to one predetermined category of items (which 
may consist of a single item) if he answers the item correctly, or to another 
predetermined category of items if he answers incorrectly. Because branching 
from any item is dependent only on the response to that item, the item pool 
does not need to be searched after each item response. 

Most fixed branching procedures are variations of the pyramidal testing 
strategy (e.g., Larkin & Weiss, 1974). A pyramidal test has its items arranged 
in a triangular or pyramidal structure with item difficulties at the peak 
centered on the mean ability of the population of individuals to be measured 
(see Weiss, 1974, pp. 12-36). Difficulties increase or decrease with 
distance to the right or left of the peak. An individual taking a test under 
this strategy is first administered the item at the peak. If he answers it 
correctly, he is branched to the more difficult of the two items in the second 
stage; if he answers it incorrectly, he is branched to the less difficult item. 
This process continues until the testee reaches the end of a fixed number 
of stages. 

Since each stage of a pyramidal test requires a number of items equal 
to the number of that stage, the pyramidal test requires a substantial number 
of items (n(n-1) for ann-stage test). Furthermore, the pyramidal test is 
very inefficient in its use of available items. A pyramidal test has items 
at a number of difficulty levels. With the exception of the individual who 
answers all items correctly or all items incorrectly, a testee enters most 
difficulty levels somewhere after the first item at that difficulty level. 
Consequently, all the preceeding items at that difficulty level are not used. 
This is a problem in any real operationalization of the pyramidal strategy 
because there is no good position in the structure to put the most discrimin
ating items. At no point in the structure will these items be routinely admin
istered to testees whose sequence of item responses requires items to be 
administered at a given difficulty level. 

Thus, the Bayesian strategies are prom1s1ng because of their use of 
prior information, optimal branching, item economy, and flexible termination. 
But it remains to be seen whether the assumptions on which such strategies 
are based will be sufficiently met by real items and real individuals to 
realize an advantage in utility. The pyramidal strategy has as its advantage 
the lack of restrictive assumptions needed by the Bayesian strategies but 
lacks all the advantages of the Bayesian strategies--it makes no use of 
prior information, its termination criterion is inflexible, and it makes 
very inefficient use of an item pool. Clearly, some compromise approach is 
called for. 
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Such a strategy was proposed by Weiss (1973) and was named the stratified 
adaptive, or stradaptive, ability test. The stradaptive test is a collection 
of short peaked ability tests, each of these tests being referred to as a 
stratum. These strata are ordered by difficulty and are equally spaced along 
the ability continuum. Items within each stratum are ordered with the most 
discriminating items appearing first. Beginning with any rough ability 
estimate, a testee can begin the test in any stratum and is administered the 
most discriminating item in that stratum. On the basis of his response, the 
testee is branched either to a stratum with more difficult items, or to one 
with easier items, and is administered the most discriminating item in the 
chosen stratum. This process continues, with the testee being administered 
the most discriminating item yet unadministered in each stratum, until some 
termination criterion is reached. One termination criterion for the stradaptive 
test is based on a criterion borrowed from Binet. Its goal is to locate the 
level of chance responding, and termination occurs once this "ceiling level" 
is reliably located. 

The stradaptive strategy bears some similarities to the Markov process 
with a reflecting barrier proposed by Mussio (1973), which was essentially a 
truncated pyramidal test. The stradaptive test is different in that it lacks 
Mussio's formal item structure, thus allowing better item economy, and lacks 
the common entry point and fixed number of items administered, which are 
characteristic of the pyramidal strategies. 

The stradaptive test lacks the optimal branching of the Bayesian 
strategies but retains their advantages of untilization of prior information, 
tailored termination, and efficient use of the item pool. Its further 
advantage is that it does not require the restrictive assumptions on which the 
Bayesian strategies rest. 

Waters (1974, 1975) reported the results of a study of live stradaptive 
ability testing. Using a pool of 250 verbal analogy items obtained from 
Educational Testing Service, he administered 46 conventional tests and 53 
stradaptive tests to college students. His design allowed for the 
computation of both parallel forms reliability and validity coefficients. 
Validity was operationalized as a correlation between scores on his tests and 
scores on a conventional test composed of similar items taken earlier. His 
major findings were that 1) the stradaptive strategy was able to attain parallel 
forms reliabilities and validities comparable to a conventional test having 
twice as many items; 2) the reliability and validity of the stradaptive 
scores was strongly dependent on the termination criterion used; and 3) some 
methods of scoring the stradaptive test gave higher validities and reliabilities 
than other scoring methods, with the average difficulty of all items answered 
correctly consistently being one of the highest. 

The present paper reports on the administration of two different 
stradaptive tests to college students to study the stradaptive strategy's 
psychometric characteristics, using an item pool and evaluative criteria 
different than those used by Waters. Further details on the logic and 
rationale of stradaptive testing are given in Weiss (1973). 
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METHOD 

Design 

This study was part of a larger research program studying the utility 
of computerized ability testing. One goal of the program is to determine the 
empirical relationships between ability estimates derived from the various 
adaptive testing strategies, as well as their relationships with ability 
estimates derived from a conventional test. In addition, strategies of 
adaptive testing are being evaluated in terms of other psychometric 
characteristics, in an attempt to identify those strategies which are most 
promising for practical applications. As part of that program, this study 
investigated the stradaptive testing strategy. 

A 40-item conventional vocabulary test and two forms of a stradaptive 
vocabulary test were administered to college students. The two stradaptive 
forms differed in that one counted question mark responses (i.e., omitted 
items) as incorrect and the other ignored items responded to with question 
marks. 

All tests were presented using Datapoint 3000 cathode-ray-terminals 
(CRTs) acoustically coupled to a Control Data Corporation 6400 time-shared 
computer. The testee responded on the CRT keyboard to each item presented with 
either a number indicating the multiple-choice alternative chosen or a question 
mark if he did not know the answer and chose not to guess. (See DeWitt and 
Weiss, 1974, for details of the test administration software.) 

This study was concerned with two major kinds of analyses. First, data 
from the three tests were analyzed in terms of the characteristics of their 
score distributions, the correlations between stradaptive and conventional 
tests, and the magnitudes of their test-retest stabilities. Second 
characteristics of the stradaptive tests were investigated to provide a basis 
for refinement of the strategy. Among the characteristics investigated 
were the intercorrelations among the many methods of scoring a stradaptive 
test. This was done to determine which scores were redundant and could be 
eliminated. The utilities of the consistency scores in predicting test
retest stability were also investigated. To provide data for future 
development of subject characteristic curves (described below), stability 
of stradaptive test response records was investigated. The impact of ignoring 
omitted items was evaluated in terms of relative test-retest stabilities 
of scores derived from the two forms of stradaptive tests, and in terms of 
the relative difficulties of items giving rise to question mark responses. 
Finally, to evaluate the adequacy of the item pool (i.e., the effect of 
having many highly discriminating easy items but few highly discriminating 
difficult items), test scores were correlated with test length. 

Implementation of the Stradaptive Testing Strategy 

Item Structure 

For this study, two forms of the stradaptive test were prepared and will 
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be referred to as Stradaptive 1 and Stradaptive 2. Stradaptive 1 is the 
stradaptive test used for illustrative purposes by Weiss (1973). It 
consisted of 229 vocabulary items taken from a larger pool of 369 items, 
with the restriction that items not overlap with those of a conventional 
test constructed for purposes of comparison. The larger pool was described 
by McBride and Weiss (1974), and norming item statistics for the 229 items 
used here are given in Appendix Table A-1. 

Summary statistics for the items in both forms of the stradaptive test 
are given in Table 1. As is shown, the items in Stradaptive 1 were grouped 
into nine strata with stratum 5 centered on a normal ogive difficulty 
(Lord and Novick, 1968, pp. 376-378) of b=.007. The width of each stratum, 
and distance between the means of successive strata, was about 0.65 normal 
ogive difficulty units. 

Stradaptive 2 consisted of 269 vocabulary items. This set of items 
was composed of most of the original 229 items of Stradaptive 1, the 40 
items which were originally used in the conventional test, and a few new items. 
As can be seen from Table 1, the item structure of Stradaptive 2 was quite 
similar to that of Stradaptive 1, both consisting of items arranged in nine 
strata spaced about 0.65 difficulty units apart. Norming item statistics 
for Stradaptive 2 are also presented in Appendix Table A-1. 

The most important distinction between the two stradaptive tests is 
the manner in which question mark responses (i.e., omitted items) were 
handled. In Stradaptive 1, a question mark was treated as an incorrect 
response. It caused the testee to be branched down one stratum, and was 
counted as incorrect when the scores were calculated. To investigate the effects 
of not penalizing the testee for answering honestly when he was not sure of 
the correct answer, question mark responses were ignored in Stradaptive 
2. The subject was administered the next item in the same stratum (i.e., 
branched neither up nor down) and the item to which he responded with a 
question mark was not included in the calculation of scores. 

The entry point or stratum in which the test was begun was determined 
for each testee using his reported grade-point average. The display presented 
on the CRT screen to the testee for this purpose, along with the entry 
stratum resulting from his response (which, of course, was not on the CRT 
screen) is shown in Figure 1. 

Several branching rules were discussed by Weiss (1973) with respect to 
the stradaptive strategy and have been considered in discussions of other 
adaptive testing strategies (e.g., weiss and Betz, 1973; Larkin and Weiss, 
1974). The technique used here was the simple up-one, down-one branching 
rule. A testee was branched to the first unanswered item at the next more 
difficult stratum following a correct response, and to the first unanswered 
item at the next easier stratum following an incorrect response. The exception 
to this rule was when the testee gave a correct response to an item in the 
most difficult stratum or an incorrect response to an item in the least 
difficult stratum. In those instances, the testee was branched to the next 
item in the same stratum. 
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Table 1 

Summary Statistics for Conventional and Normal Ogive Item Parameters for 
Two Stradaptive Tests, by Stratum 

StradaEtive 1 StradaEtive 2 
No. No. 
of Conventional Normal Ogive of Conventional Normal Ogive 

Stratum Items p rbis b a Items p rbis b a 

Stratum 1 35 35 
Mean .949 .699 -2.648 1.290 .949 .699 -2.648 1.290 
S.D. .043 .210 .176 .925 .043 .210 .176 .925 
High .995 1.134 -2.393 3.000 .995 1.134 -2.393 3.000 
Low .850 .376 -2.980 .406 .850 .376 -2.980 .406 

Stratum 2 36 33 
Mean .863 .602 -1.926 .840 .863 .595 -1.951 .830 
S.D. .070 .161 .220 .383 .073 .166 .212 .398 
High .968 .869 -1.636 1.756 .968 .869 -1.657 1. 756 
Low .709 .299 -2.322 .313 .709 .299 -2.322 .313 

Stratum 3 36 39 
Mean . 763 .571 -1.287 .732 . 771 .579 -1.314 .749 
S.D. .060 .130 .184 .266 .064 .129 .202 .263 
High .890 .813 -1.013 1.396 .890 .813 -1.013 1. 396 
Low .628 .302 -1.627 .317 .628 .302 -1.653 .317 

Stratum 4 30 46 
Mean .631 .506 -.633 .648 .632 .499 -.666 .617 
S.D. .055 .116 .192 .284 .044 .098 .178 .236 
High .731 .680 -.343 1.822 .731 .680 -.343 1.822 
Low .542 .259 -.998 .268 .542 .288 -.998 .301 

Stratum 5 25 44 
Mean .498 .558 .007 .692 .503 .531 -.020 .643 
S.D. .043 .141 .189 .270 .042 .117 .196 .220 
High .568 .794 .329 1.306 .568 .794 .329 1. 306 
Low .427 .331 -.285 .317 .427 .331 -.319 .317 

Stratum 6 19 22 
Mean .382 .469 .651 .549 . 379 .455 .695 .527 

S.D. .038 .106 .185 .177 .036 .107 .206 .175 

High .434 .700 .977 .980 .434 .700 .977 .980 

Low .305 .346 .337 .369 .305 .296 .337 .310 

Stratum 7 23 25 
Mean .295 .436 1. 327 .456 .296 .437 1.313 .460 

S.D. .039 .083 .183 .113 .039 .084 .182 .115 

High .353 .618 1.630 .718 .353 .618 1.630 .718 

Low .217 .323 1.004 .312 .217 .323 1.004 .312 

Stratum 8 15 15 
Mean .200 .427 2.006 .482 .200 .427 2.006 .482 

S.D. .047 .087 .206 .133 .047 .087 .206 .133 

High .274 .648 2.313 .851 .274 .648 2.313 .851 

Low .110 .321 1.649 .339 .110 .321 1. 649 .339 

Stratum 9 10 10 
Mean .168 .387 2.621 .427 .168 .387 2.621 .427 

S.D. .069 .103 .273 .163 .069 .103 .273 .163 

High .300 .643 3.113 .840 . 300 .643 3.113 .840 

Low .029 .253 2.320 .214 .029 .253 2.320 .214 
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Figure 1 

Stradaptive Test Entry Point Question 

IN WHICH CATEGORY IS YOUR CUMULATIVE GPA TO DATA? 

1. 3.76 to 4.00 
2. 3.51 to 3.75 
3. 3.26 to 3.50 
4. 3.01 to 3.25 
5. 2.76 to 3.00 
6. 2.51 to 2.75 
7. 2.26 to 2.50 
8. 2.01 to 2.25 
9. 2.00 OR LESS 

ENTER THE CATEGORY (1 THROUGH 9) AND PRESS THE RETURN KEY. 

Scoring the Stradaptive Test 

Entry Stratum 
(not seen 

by student) 

••••••••• 9 
••••••••• 8 
••••••••• 7 
••••••••• 6 
••••••••• 5 
••••••••• 4 
••••••.•• 3 
••••••••• 2 
......... 1 

Ceiling and basal strata. Several methods of scoring the stradaptive 
test require the use of ceiling and basal strata. These two concepts were 
borrowed from individual intelligence testing, primarily the Binet test. 
The basal level of responding is that difficulty level of items at which 
the testee answers all items correctly. The use of the basal level assumes 
that all less difficult items would also be answered correctly, and, there
fore, easier items are not administered once a basal level has been 
established. The basal stratum was defined for use in the stradaptive test 
by Weiss (1973) as the most difficult stratum at which all items were answered 
correctly. 

In the present data, if such a stratum existed it was identified as 
basal. If no stratum existed in which all items administered were answered 
correctly but at least one item was administered at the least difficult 
stratum, it was assumed that all strata were too difficult to be called 
basal and the hypothetical stratum below the lowest actual stratum was 
taken as basal. All other conditions (e.g., the response record was incomplete, 
there was no identifiable basal stratum, and no termination criterion had been 
reached)'were considered abnormal ~erminations and the subject was eliminated. 
Most abnormal terminations were caused by computer failures, although a few 
were caused by subjects leaving early to meet other commitments. 

The ceiling level of responding is that level of difficulty at which 
the testee answers no items correctly. This definition of the ceiling 
stratum assumes that he would answer no items correctly at any level of 
greater difficulty. Consequently, more difficult items are not administered, 
In the case of multiple-choice items, the testee is expected to answer some 
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items correctly due solely to chance successes. These chance successes 
are most likely to occur on items which are too difficult for a given testee. 
Thus, for multiple-choice items, the ceiling level can be defined as that 
level of difficulty where the testee answers correctly no more items than 
would be expected from random guessing. 

In this study, which used five-alternative multiple-choice items, the 
ceiling stratum was defined as the least difficult stratum in which five 
or more items were administered and the testee answered 20% or less correctly. 
The five item minimum was established to allow a reasonably stable estimate 
of proportion correct at a given stratum for the critical termination 
criterion. If such a stratum existed, it was identified as the ceiling stratum. 
If no such stratum existed, but all items at the most difficult stratum 
had been administered, the hypothetical stratum immediately above the most 
difficult stratum was taken as the ceiling stratum. All other conditions 
were considered abnormal terminations and the testee was eliminated from 
all analyses. 

Ability level scores. Weiss (1973) proposed ten methods of scoring the 
stradaptive test to obtain ability level estimates. These ability level 
scores are referred to by number in the figures and tables throughout this 
report. Score numbers and brief descriptions are shown together in the 
sample stradaptive test report shown in Figure 2. 

Scores 1 through 3 are item difficulty scores. These scoring methods 
are borrowed from the pyramidal testing strategy (see Larkin and Weiss, 
1974; Weiss, 1974, pp. 12-36). Score 1 is the difficulty of the most 
difficult item answered correctly. With the exception of abnormal terminations, 
this score could always be determined and was used as defined. 

Score 2 is the difficulty of the (N+l)th item, or the next item that would 
have been administered had testing continued beyond termination. This score 
could not be determined in two circumstances. First, if termination was 
caused by running out of items in the next stratum to be drawn from, there 
obviously was no item from which to determine the score. Second, if the 
Nth item was in the highest stratum and the response was correct, or the 
Nth item was in the lowest stratum and the response was incorrect, the 
(N+l)th item would be chosen from a stratum that did not exist (i.e., a 
hypothetical stratum). In these cases, the effect would be the same as 
in the first situation (i.e., there would be no item from which to determine 
the score). In the first situation, where there was an insufficient number 
of items in an existing stratum, the average difficulty of the items in 
the stratum (the stratum difficulty) was substituted as the testee's score. 
In the second case, difficulties of hypothetical strata .65 units above 
the most difficult existing stratum or .65 units below the least difficult 
stratum were used as the testee's score. 

Score 3 was defined as the most difficult non-chance item answered 
correctly. This was determined from the difficulty of the most difficult 
item answered in the stratum immediately below the testee's ceiling stratum. 
This item existed, and thus the score could be determined, except in the 
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condition where the ceiling stratum was stratum 1, the lowest actual 
stratum. In this case the difficulty of the lower hypothetical stratum 
was used. 

Scores 4 through 6 can be referred to as stratum scores. These 
are stratum difficulty analogues to the three item difficulty scores. 
Score 4 was defined as the mean difficulty of the items at the most 
difficult stratum in which at least one item was answered correctly. 
Score 5 was defined as the mean difficulty of the stratum containing the 
(N+l)th item (or hypothetical item if no item existed). ~core 6 is the 
mean difficulty of the highest non-chance stratum or the stratum immediately 
below the ceiling stratum. These three scores, barring abnormal termination, 
were always determinable and were implemented as defined. 

Score 7, the interpolated stratum difficulty score, was an attempt 
to determine the exact stratum difficulty at which the testee would respond 
at a chance level when that difficulty fell between two available stratum 
difficulties. Algebraically, it was defined as: 

where: 

A=D 
1 

+ s (p 
1 

- .SO) 
c- c-

D is the average difficulty of the (c-l)th stratum and 
c-1 

c is the ceiling stratum. It is therefore, the average 
difficulty of all items available at the testee's highest 
non-chance stratum, or the stratum just below his ceiling 
stratum. 

P is the testee's proportion correct at the (c-l)th stratum 
c-1 

and S is D -D 
1

, if P 
1 

is greater than .50, or D 
1

-D 
2 

if 
c c- c- _ c- c-

P 1 is less than .50, where D is the average difficulty 
c-

of the designated stratum. 

It was possible to calculate this score except in the condition where the 
ceiling stratum was stratum 1. In that case, no proportion correct was 
available for the "c-1" stratum and the score could not be calculated. 
In this study, this particular condition never occurred. Thus, with the 
exception of abnormal terminations, score 7 was determinable for all 
testees. 

Finally, three average difficulty scores were defined. Score 8 was 
defined as the average difficulty of all items answered correctly and was 
calculable in all cases. Score 9 was defined as the average difficulty 
of items correct between, but not including, the ceiling and basal strata. 
The hypothesized advantage of this score over score 8 was that it would be 
less susceptible to bias from inappropriate entry points. This score could 
be determined except when no items were answered correctly between the 
ceiling and basal strata, a condition caused by the ceiling and basal 
strata being adjacent. When this occurred, score 9 was not calculated. 
Score 10 is the average difficulty of all items answered correctly at the 
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highest non-chance stratum and was calculable except when the ceiling 
stratum was stratum 1, a condition not encountered in this study. 

Consistency scores. Weiss (1973) suggested that the consistency of the 
response record, or variability of difficulties of items encountered by a 
given testee, might yield information about the confidence which could be 
placed on the point ability estimates obtained from the first ten scores. 
Specifically, he said (p. 26), "Individuals who are more consistent should 
have more stable ability estimates, while those who are less consistent 
should have less stable ability estimates." This hypothesis was studied 
using five scores designed to reflect response consistency. 

TWo consistency indices reflect the overall variability of the 
difficulties of the items administered to a given testee. Score 11 is 
defined as the standard deviation of the difficulties of all items administered. 
Except for abnormal terminations, this score was always calculable. Score 
12 is defined as the standard deviation of item difficulties of all items 
answered correctly. In this study this score alse was available for all 
testees. 

In an attempt to control for inappropriate entry points, three indices 
reflect consistency using an individual's ceiling and basal strata. Score 
13 is defined as the standard deviation of difficulties of all items 
answered correctly between the ceiling and basal strata. This score could 
not be calculated for a given testee when less than two items were answered 
correctly between the ceiling and basal strata, a condition always caused 
by the ceiling and basal strata being adjacent. Score 14 is defined as 
the difference in average stratum difficulties of the ceiling and basal 
strata. Scores 14 and 15 have an advantage over score 13 in that they are 
calculable for all testees. 

A Sample Stradaptive Response Record 

Figure 2 shows the stradaptive test performance of a college sophomore. 
This test record is typical of the stradaptive test performance of college 
students. The testee was first presented with an entry point screen 
(Figure 1) and indicated that his cumulative grade-point average to date 
was between 2.76 and 3.00. He thus began the stradaptive test at stratum 5. 
His answer to the first item was correct (indicated by a"+" in Figure 2), 
which branched him to the first available item in stratum 6. Correct 
answers to the second and third items resulted in his moving to stratum 8, 
where he received the first item from that more difficult peaked test. Since 
the stage 4 item was too difficult for him, his response was incorrect (-), 
and he branched downward to the second item in stratum 7. The student then 
alternated between correct and incorrect responses for the items at stages 6 
through 8, followed by an incorrect response to ~he stage 9.item. :hi~ 
returned him to stratum 6 for his tenth item. w~th a few m~nor dev~at~ons, he 
then essentially alternated between correct and incorr~ct respon~es from 
stages 11 through 20. Item 20 terminated the stradapt~ve,test.s~nce the . 
testing procedure had, at that point, located the student s ce~ling stratum, 
at stratum 8 he had answered incorrectly all five items. 
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Report on a Stradaptive Test for a Consistent Testee 
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3· DI FF"l CUL TY 0F HIGHEST N0N-CHANCE ITEM C8RRECT• I• 49 

4. DIFFICULTY 0F HIGHEST STRATUM 
t-IlTH A CP.IRRECT J\NS\~ER= lo33 

S. DIFFICULTY 0F THE N+l TH STRATUM= lo33 

6. DIFFICULTY 0F HIGHEST N0N-CHANCE STMTUM• 

1. INTERP0LATED STRATUM DIFFICULTY= lo37 

8. ME~J DIFFICULTY 0F ALL C0RRECT ITEMS• o88 

9. MEAtl Dl FFI CUI.. TY 0F C0RRECT I TEt1S 
BETioiEEN CEILING J.lllD BASAL STRATA= lo28 

10. MEA~ DIFFICULTY 0F ITEMS C0RRECT 
AT HIGHEST N0N-CHANCE STRATUMQ lo28 

Consistency Scores 

11• SD ~F ITEM DIFFICULTIES ENC0UNTERED- o59 

12. SD 0F DIFFICULTIES 0F 
ITEMS Ar~S\rERED C0RRECTLY= o46 

13. SD ~F DIFFICULTIES 0F ITEMS ANSWERED 
C0~RECTLY BETHEEN CEILING AND BASAL STMTAa 

14. DIFFERENCE IN DIFFICULTIES 
EET\-lEEN CEILING A~D BASAL STRATA= lo36 

15. NUMBER 0F STMTA BET\·TEEN 
CEILING AND BASAL STRATA= 

lo 33. 

.18 

I 
~ 
~ 
I 
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The Conventional Test 

As in previous studies in this series (Betz and Weiss, 1973, 1974; 
Larkin and Weiss, 1974), a conventional test was administered by computer 
to provide a comparison with the stradaptive tests. This was a 40-item 
peaked test for which norming summary statistics are shown in Table 2. Item 

Parameters 

Traditional 
p, proportion 

correct 

bis, biserial 
with total 

a 
Normal Ogive 

b, difficulty 

Table 2 

Summary Statistics for Item Parameters of 
the 40-Item Conventional Test 

Mean S.D. High 

.537 .010 .661 

r 
score .472 .078 .612 

-.188 .592 1.155 
a, discrimination .543 .112 .774 

a 
Estimated using formulas described by McBride and Weiss (1974, 

Low 

.267 

.296 

-.956 
.310 

P· 24) 

statistics for this test are presented in Appendix Table A-2. According to 
Betz and Weiss (1973) who constructed the test, "Items were selected from 
the pool [of 369 items] that had difficulties closest to p=.55 and item 
total score biserial correlation coefficients closest to .45," (p. 15). 
The score for the conventional test was the proportion of items answered 
correctly by each testee. 

Subjects 

Subjects providing the data for this study were college students. Some 
sophomores were recruited from the psychology department's subject pool, 
but the majority of the testees were juniors, seniors, and first-year graduate 
students from courses in psychological statistics and measurement. To obtain 
test-retest stability data, some subjects were tested and then retested 
after an interval of from two to 11 weeks. Valid test-retest data were 
collected on 180 testees for Stradaptive 1, 98 testees using Stradaptive 2, 
and 194 testees using the conventional test. To obtain the best possible 
distributional and intercorrelational data on the stradaptive tests, single 
administration data were gathered from other facets of the research program's 
general data collection yielding initial test data on 476 students for 
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Stradaptive 1 and 113 students for Stradaptive 2. 

Analyses 

Comparison of the Stradaptive Test with the Conventional Test 

These analyses were designed to investigate the characteristics of the 
various scores derived from the stradaptive test, in comparison to scores 
derived from the conventional test. Of interest were the characteristics 
of their score distributions, as well as inter-relationships among scores 
derived from the two testing strategies. In addition, the relative stability 
of ability estimates derived from the two testing strategies was considered 
important, as it was in previous studies (e.g., Betz and Weiss, 1974; Larkin 
and Weiss, 1974). Score stability was viewed both as an indication of the 
relative reliabilities of ability estimates derived from the two testing 
strategies and as an indication of the practical utility of the ability estimates 
for making longitudinal predictions. 

Descriptive statistics. The mean, standard deviation, skewness, and 
kurtosis were calculated for all score distributions obtained from Stradaptive 
1, Stradaptive 2, and the conventional test. The underlying ability distribution 
of the population sampled was not known. Therefore, scores derived from the 
different testing strategies could not be evaluated on the basis of how well 
they reflected the distribution of true ability. A normally distributed score 
distribution is statistically convenient, however, and for this reason alone, 
scores that depart radically from normality are undesireable. 

Internal consistency. In practical testing applications, internal con
sistency is calculated as an approximation to parallel forms reliability. 
Ability tests are typically constructed to maximize internal consistency. In 
inter-strategy comparison research, such as is reported here, the goal is to 
equate internal consistency across strategies. Given a unidimensional trait, 
the internal consistency is partly a function of the discriminating power 
of the items (Gulliksen, 1950). Thus, testing strategies which are equated 
for internal consistencies can then be meaningfully compared in terms of 
stabilities, since all strategies will have equally good items. 

Internal consistencies were calculated in this study for both the con
ventional and adaptive tests. These data were then used as a basis for 
statistically equating the discriminating power of the item pools to provide 
a more realistic comparison of the test-retest stabilities of the two testing 
strategies. 

Calculation of the internal consistency reliability of an adaptive test 
cannot use standard approaches because 1) all individuals do not encounter the 
same items, and 2) those items they do encounter cannot be thought of as a 
random sample from the total pool. Some adaptive testing strategies, such as 
two-stage, allow internal consistency to be calculated on subgroups of items 
(e.g., Betz and Weiss, 1973) but this is usually an underestimate due to 
restriction of range in ability. Larkin and Weiss (1974) were able to calculate 
internal consistency for a pyramidal test using a scoring technique that 
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predicted a testee's response to all those items of the test which he had not 
actually encountered. They concluded, however, that the resulting internal 
consistency was an overestimate due to the ass~mptions made by the scoring 
technique. 

A different approach to estimating the internal consistency of an 
adaptive test was taken in this study. Gulliksen (1950) presents a formula 
for calculating internal consistency reliability from item reliabilities 
(i.e., the item-total correlation weighted by the item variance). The formula 
(Equation 21, p. 378) is a variation of the Kuder-Richardson formula 20 
(KR-20): 

k 2 
L s 

g=l g [1] 
k 

(~ r xg 

where r -
XX 

internal consistency of the test 

k - number of items in the test 
2 

item variance=p(l-p), where s - p~proportion correct g 
and r - correlation of item response and total score xg 

This formula, as derived by Gulliksen, is strictly correct mathematically only 
when it is used to calculate test reliability from the same sample of items 
on which the item reliabilities were calculated, and hence offers no direct 
advantage over the KR-20. But a reliability coefficient can be obtained by 
assuming that item-total correlations and proportion correct data obtained in 
the norming study (McBride and Weiss, 1974) are acceptable estimates of 
the item-total correlations that would have been obtained if a representative 
sample of the population of individuals had been given the items of interest. 
As a further departure from standard usage of this formula, the biserial rather 
than the point-biserial item-total correlation was used for the calculations. 
Although the formula was derived in terms of point-biserial correlations, 
the point-biserial is affected by the difficulty of the items, dropping 
when items are very easy or very hard. Thus, the biserial correlation is 
more appropriate for use in an adaptive test, since item difficulties (and, 
therefore, item-total point-biserial correlations) will vary with ability levels. 

In this study, the internal consistency coefficient was calculated for the 
stradaptive tests as follows: Substituting norm group item parameters into 
Gulliksen's formula, a reliability coefficient was calculated for each person's 
set of items. This reliability was then inflated or deflated to a length of 
29 items (the mean length of the stradaptive test) using the Spearman-Brown 
formula. These coefficients were then averaged across all individuals 
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using an r to z transformation. This yielded an internal consistency coef
ficient characteristic of a set of 29-item conventional tests assembled from 
the stradaptive item pool with test difficulties distributed as a function of 
the underlying ability. 

To determine the utility of this technique, it was tested empirically. 
Internal consistency was calculated by Equation 1 for four subsets of 10, 
20, 30 and 40 items from the conventional test. The coefficients obtained 
were inflated to a length of 40 items and compared with each other and with 
a Hoyt internal consistency reliability coefficient calculated on the total 
conventional test. 

Test-retest stability: the problems. Test-retest stability coefficients 
were of prime interest in this study as a means of comparing the relative 
precision and practical utility of scores resulting from the stradaptive 
and conventional testing strategies. Unfortunately, the conventional test was 
constructed to match the psychometric characteristics of a two-stage test and 
its match with the stradaptive tests was something less than optimal. The first 
problem encountered with the conventional test was the fact that it was longer 
than the typical stradaptive test. The average length of Stradaptive 1 
was 27.75 items on initial testing and 31.35 items on retest. Average 
lengths for Stradaptive 2 were 25.38 and 26.61 when question mark responses 
were not counted. When question mark responses were counted, those lengths 
rose to 29.23 and 30.64. The 40-item conventional test had the clear 
advantage with respect to test length. 

Also in favor of the conventional test, with regard to estimating test
retest reliabilities, was the fact that it had all forty initial test items 
repeated on retest, thus inflating the test-retest correlation because of 
memory effects. The existence of memory effects with these items was 
demonstrated by Betz and Weiss (1973) and Larkin and Weiss (1974). 

Working against the conventional test was the fact that its item 
discriminations were lower than those of the stradaptive tests. The average 
normal ogive discrimination for conventional test items was a=.543. The 
average discrimination for all the items in the stradaptive pools were 
a=.746 and a=.717 for forms 1 and 2 respectively. However, since the 
stradaptive item pool was constructed so that the most discriminating items 
are administered first, the average discrimination of the items actually 
administered was higher than the average discrimination of all items in 
the item pool. The average discriminations of all items administered, each 
item weighted by the number of times it was administered, were a=.841 and 
a=.879 for forms 1 and 2 respectively. This result clearly favored the 
stradaptive tests. 

The final inequity was that the stability of the stradaptive tests was 
influenced to some degree by the use of initial ability estimates for entry 
points. The initial ability estimate obtained prior to the first testing 
was used on both the initial test and the retest. Therefore, as the test 
length approached zero items, the stability approached unity. Although the 
shortest test contained nine items, this factor still likely had some influence 
on the test-retest stability of stradaptive scores. 
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Test-retest stability: the corrections. A length of 29 items was 
taken as an approximate average of the lengths of the stradaptive tests. 
This is eleven items shorter than the forty-item conventional test. 

While the conventional test had all its items repeated on retest, the 
stradaptive tests rarely had the initial item set repeated on retest. To 
calculate the proportion of items encountered in both initial test and retest 
for Stradaptive 1, the smaller number of items within a stratum, on test or 
retest, was taken as the number of common items in that stratum. This number 
was summed over all strata and all individuals, and was divided by one half 
the total number of items administered on test and retest to all individuals 
who took the Stradaptive 1 test. The proportion of common items for Stra
daptive 2 was calculated in the same way. But where the Stradaptive 1 calcu
lation gave an exact figure for number of items encountered twice, the 
Stradaptive 2 calculation yielded only an approximation. This was because 
totals within strata for Stradaptive 2 did not include question mark responses. 
The proportion of items common on test and retest was .615 for Stradaptive 1 
and .567 for Stradaptive 2. 

Within the conventional test, memory effects and lengths were equated 
simultaneously by preparing, from the original set of forty items, five 
analogous test pairs. Each pair consisted of one randomly selected test of 
twenty-nine items and a second test containing the remaining eleven items 
and eighteen of the first tests' twenty-nine items. This yielded five pairs 
of twenty-nine item tests, each pair having 18 or 62% of their items in 
common, thus matching the average proportion of items in common on the 
Stradaptive 1 retest. Items for one test in each pair were scored from 
the initial test data and items for the other were scored from the retest 
data. As an estimate of stability of such an analogous form, the mean (r to 
z transformed) correlation between members of the five pairs was used. 

A direct correction for the effects of differences in item discrimination 
on test-retest reliability was not available. A correction was implemented, 
however, based on the fact that item discrimination has an effect on internal 
consistency reliability, which has an effect on validity. It was further 
assumed that correlational validity is in some respects analogous to test
retest reliability. Gulliksen (1950) provided a formula (eq. 8-19, p. 83) for 
calculating the necessary increase in test length to obtain a desired internal 
consistency: 

where K -

r -

R -

K = (1-r)R 
(1-R)r 

proportionate increase in length 
the original internal consistency 
the desired internal consistency 

[2] 

He also provided a formula (eq. 9-19, p. 98) to predict the change in validity 
of one test in predicting another as a function of changes in the lengths of 
both tests. In the case of stability coefficients where both tests are the 
same and both lengthened the same amount, that formula becomes: 



where rtt -

rtt -
r -

XX 

K -

Equation 3 may 

corrected 

original 

original 
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r 
XX 

test-retest correlation 

test-retest correlation 

internal consistency 

proportionate increase in test length from previous equation 

be recognized as a variation of the Spearman-Brown formula. 

To correct for unequal discriminations, the conventional test internal 
consistency calculated using the norming parameter method described earlier 

[3] 

was substituted for the original internal consistency in Equation 3. The average 
internal consistency of the stradaptive tests, the calculation of which was 
described earlier, was substituted for the desired internal consistency. 
From this, the proportionate increase in length of conventional test required 
to compensate for different discriminations was calculated. Then the average 
stability of the five pairs of analogous conventional tests was inflated using 
Equation 3 to the value expected had either the tests been lengthened to compensate 
or the discriminations been equivalent. 

It should be noted that the presence of these many corrections precludes 
the drawing of any strong conclusions from this study regarding test-retest 
stability. Several stability coefficients were calculated, however. Both 
test-retest product-moment correlations and eta coefficients were calculated 
for the forty-item conventional test and the five pairs of analogous forms. 

Finally, to assess the maximum inflation of the stradaptive stability 
coefficient that could be caused by the initial ability estimates, partial 
correlations between test and retest administrations of the two stradaptive 
tests were calculated, with initial ability estimate partialled. The partial 
correlation is probably an underestimate of the stability coefficient that would 
have been obtained had initial ability estimates actually been held constant. 
The reason for this is that the initial ability estimate has both valid and 
error variance associated with it, and both the valid as well as the error 
variance are removed by the partialling procedure. This partialling problem 
was discussed in detail by Meehl (1970). For purposes of comparison, 
the initial ability estimates were also partialled out of the conventional 
test stabilities. The correlation between conventional test score and initial 
ability estimate can be construed as common variance due to the underlying 
ability, and any reduction in conventional test-retest correlation reflects 
how much the stradaptive reliabilities were artifactually deflated in the 
partialling process. 

Both to make the stabilities more comparable and to observe the effect 
of time on stability, testees were divided into subgroups according to the 
length of the test-retest interval: 0-15, 16-30, 31-45, 46-60 and over 60 
days. Product-moment stability coefficients were then calculated using 
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scores of those testees within each time group from both Stradaptive 1 and 
conventional tests. Stradaptive 2 data were not included in this analysis 
because virtually all test-retest intervals fell into one of the above 
groups (thus precluding trend analysis) and too few to analyze meaningfully 
fell into a time period overlapping with a period from the other two tests 
(thus precluding analysis within comparable intervals). 

Correlations between stradaptive and conventional tests. Stradaptive 1 
scores were correlated with the forty item conventional test scores for those 
testees who completed both on the same occasion. This correlation was computed 
to determine whether the stradaptive and conventional tests were measuring the 
same ability. Stradaptive 2 scores were not correlated with the conventional 
test score because no subjects were given both the Stradaptive 2 test and the 
conventional test. 

Further Analyses of the Stradaptive Tests 

Intercorrelations among stradaptive scores. Intercorrelations among scores 
on the stradaptive test were calculated for the initial administrations of 
both stradaptive tests. This was done to provide a basis for reducing the 
number of scoring methods. If several scores are to be calculated, they must 
be sufficiently independent of each other in order to provide differential 
information. 

Utility of the stradaptive consistency scores in predicting stability. 
The five consistency scores were proposed as predictors of stability of 
the ability scores. To determine whether a consistency score functioned in 
this manner, subjects were first divided into five groups on the basis 
of that score on initial testing, and then within-group stability analyses 
were performed. Specifically, Stradaptive 2 testees were first ranked on the 
basis of a consistency score. This distribution was then divided into five 
groups with approximately equal numbers of testees. Stradaptive 1 testees 
were then grouped on the basis of cutting scores established in the 
Stradaptive 2 division. Stradaptive 2 was chosen for the initial division 
in order to provide a sufficient number of subjects in each group to allow 
meaningful analysis, since the total number of subjects who completed 
Stradaptive 2 was smaller. After division into sub-groups, product-moment 
test-retest coefficients were calculated within each of these groups, 
ranging from a group of highly consistent testees to a group of highly 
inconsistent testees. 

This analysis was performed on only three of the consistency scores-
scores 11, 12, and 13. The scores analyzed were chosen because they were 
all standard deviation scores and this allowed a direct comparison of 
scores 11 and 12, the overall variability scores, with score 13, a statis
tically similar score based on variability between ceiling and basal strata. 

Stability of stradaptive test response records. Weiss (1973) suggested 
that ability scores might be estimated from a testee's stradaptive test 
response record using "subject characteristic curves". These curves are 
analogous to "trace lines" and are based on a testee's obtained proportion 
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correct at each stratum. He suggested that analysis of these data to obtain 
ability estimates might proceed along the lines of estimating normal ogive 
item parameters. Such latent parameters were not estimated in this study. 
But, to facilitate future research into the utility of such data, several 
indices of the stability of the stradaptive test response record were computed. 
Thus, the stability of stradaptive test length was determined from a product
moment correlation between number of items administered on initial test and 
on retest. 

No common index existed for overall stability of the subject characteristic 
curve data, as reflected in total number of items answered within strata or 
proportions correct within strata. The form of the data, however (multiple 
continuous predictors and criteria), suggested the canonical correlation 
model. Thus, canonical correlations between test and retest data were 
computed. Two canonical analyses were implemented, using as variables in 
one analysis the number of items administered in each stratum and, in the 
second analysis, the proportions correct at each stratum. 

For this canonical analysis, there were usually several strata in 
which no items were administered and thus proportions correct could not be 
calculated. To remedy this, the proportions correct below the ceiling 
stratum were set to zero. Zero was used rather than the chance level 
because in the stradaptive testing strategy using an up-one, down-one 
branching strategy, unless the testee runs out of difficult strata, he gets 
no items correct at his highest stratum. 

A complete redundancy analysis (Stewart and Love, 1968; Weiss, 1972) 
was performed on the canonical correlations. The redundancy index of 
greatest interest here is the redundancy of the retest given the initial 
test. This can be interpreted as the proportion of variance in the retest 
data predictable from the initial test data. It is also interpretable as 
the average squared multiple correlation of scores on each retest stratum 
with all scores on initial test strata. This redundancy coefficient bears 
some similarity to a test-retest reliability coefficient, but it expresses 
the stability of characteristics of the response records on the stradaptive 
test rather than merely the stability of summary scores as does the traditional 
test-retest reliability coefficient. 

Relative difficulties of items producing different kinds of responses. 
One objective of this study was to examine the effects of not penalizing 
testees for honestly admitting they were not sure which multiple-choice 
answer was correct. This comparison was possible since Stradaptive 1 was 
designed to treat a "?" response as incorrect (thereby branching to a less 
difficult item) while Stradaptive 2 treated the same response as "no infor
mation" and presented another item at the same stratum. 

In addition to the test-retest data showing the relative stabilities 
of scores on the two forms of the stradaptive test, an analysis was done 
to determine if the average difficulty of items answered with a question 
mark was equal to a testee's ability, or more difficult than his ability, 
and if more difficult, how much more difficult. 
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Score 8, the average difficulty of all items correct, was used as an 
estimate of ability. The difficulty of each item administered to an 
individual was deviated from that individual's ability level (operationalized 
as Score 8). These deviated difficulties were grouped into difficulties 
of correct, incorrect, and question mark response items and then pooled 
over all individuals for Stradaptive 1 and Stradaptive 2 administrations 
separately. Both initial test and retest data were used. Means of these 
deviated difficulties yielded the average distance from ability, in normal 
ogive difficulty units, of items generating the various types of responses. 
Standard deviations of the deviated difficulties were also computed. 

Test length vs. ability. Ability scores derived from stradaptive testing 
were correlated with test length. This analysis was designed to determine 
whether there were interactions of scoring methods with characteristics 
of the item pool which resulted in different correlations of scores derived 
from each method with the number of items required to reach the termination 
~riterion: A slight correlation was expected because the more discriminating 
1tems ava1lable at the lower difficulty strata were expected to yield fewer 
incorrect branchings and thus faster terminations. 

RESULTS 

Comparison of the Stradaptive and Conventional Tests 

Descriptive Statistics 

Descriptive statistics for the initial testing of Stradaptive 1, 
Stradaptive 2, and the conventional tests are shown in Table 3. Retest 
data are summarized in Appendix Table A-2. Standard deviations of ~bility scores 
and of consistency scores 11 to 14 are in normal ogive scoring units and 
are thus comparable. Score 15 is in stratum units but its standard deviation 
was multiplied by .65 (the width of a stratum in normal ogive difficulty 
units) to be comparable to the other scoring methods. 

The ten Stradaptive 1 ability scores show roughly equal standard deviations. 
Most of these ability scores had a significant positive skew and all were 
significantly platykurtic. The distance consistency scores, scores 14 and 
15, show higher means and larger standard deviations than the standard 
deviation consistency scores, scores 11, 12 and 13. All consistency scores 
were significantly positively skewed. The overall variability consistency 
scores, scores 11 and 12, were leptokurtic, and the between ceiling and basal 
indices, scores 13, 14, and 15, ranged from normal to significantly platy
kurtic. 

Means of Stradaptive 2 ability scores were consistently lower than 
Stradaptive 1 scores. Standard deviations were also consistently smaller. 
All ability scores were positively skewed, and although the values were 
higher than for Stradaptive 1, fewer were significant due to the smaller 
number of subjects. None of the ability scores distributions deviated signi
ficantly from normality in terms of kurtosis. Characteristics of the consis
tency score distributions were similar for both forms of the Stradaptive test. 
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Table 3 

Characteristics of Score Distributions for Stradaptive 1, 
Stradaptive 2, and the Conventional Test on Initial Testing 

Score 

Ability Scores 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
Consistency Scores 

11 
12 
13 
14 
15 

Score 

Ability Scores 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
Consistency Scores 

11 
12 
13 
14 
15 

Score 

40-items 

29-item 
analogous formb 

N 

476 
476 
476 
476 
476 
476 
476 
476 
420 
475 

476 
476 
420 
476 
476 

N 

113 
113 
112 
113 
113 
113 
113 
113 

94 
112 

113 
113 

94 
113 
113 

N 

194 

194 

aS.D. is multiplied by .65. 

Stradaptive 1 
Mean S.D. 

1.073 
.560 
.531 

1.019 
.570 
.370 
.440 

-.042 
.066 
.339 

.753 

.661 

.380 
1.925 
1.947 

1.187 
1.468 
1.324 
1.148 
1.453 
1.274 
1.241 
1.055 
1.122 
1.270 

.186 

.211 

.219 

.857 

.847a 

Stradaptive 2 
Mean 

.774 

.173 

.167 

.748 

.188 
-.006 

.085 
-.350 
-.241 
-.004 

.752 

.667 

.389 
1.815 
1. 788 

S.D. 

1.064 
1.212 
1.084 
1.047 
1.179 
1.120 
1.077 

.853 

.944 
1.077 

.196 

.225 

.195 

.832 

.822a 

Conventional Test 
Hean S.D. 

.588 .209 

.588 .213 

Skew 

-.080 
.402* 
.313* 

-.306* 
.350* 
.172 
.229* 
.324* 
.340* 
.209 

.661* 

.570* 

.348* 

.569* 

.571* 

Skew 

.305 

.537* 

.636* 

.176 

.579* 

.355 

.445 

.442 

.622* 

.566* 

.978* 

.406 

.274 

.523* 

.538* 

Skew 

-.110 

-.129 

Kurtosis 

-.785* 
-.714* 
-.680* 
-.893* 
-.680* 
-.797* 
-. 757* 
-.613* 
-.507* 
-. 770* 

.780* 
1. 322* 
-.605* 
-.034 
-.007 

Kurtosis 

-.527 
.571 

-.048 
-.871 

.790 

.170 

.233 
-.376 

.126 
-.117 

1. 524* 
.785 

-.491 
.113 
.171 

Kurtosis 

-.945* 

-.884* 

bAll statistics for the 29-item analogous form are means of statistics 
calculated on five combinations of items. 

*Significantly different from zero at p<.OS. 
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Score distributions were essentially the same for the forty-item 
conventional test and the twenty-nine item analogous forms. Both distributions 
were symmetric around means of .588 and both were significantly flat. 

Because of differences in scoring methods, no direct comparisons of 
means and standard deviations can be made between the conventional and 
stradaptive tests. The noticeable positive skew of the stradaptive scores 
was absent in the conventional test data. Platykurtosis was similar in 
Stradaptive 1 and the conventional test, but was not evident in Stradaptive 2. 

Internal Consistency 

Table 4 presents the internal consistency of the conventional test 
calculated using the item reliability formula, Equation 1 on page 11, from 
subsets of 10, 20, 30 and 40 items. Also shown is the internal consistency 
calculated from Hoyt's formula using all 40 items. Since the average length 
of the Stradaptive test was about 29 items, the estimated reliability for 
a conventional test of 29 items (shown in row 2 of Table 4) is most relevant 
for this study. No definite trend is apparent in the corrected coefficients 
as the number of items used is increased from 10 to 40. The coefficients 
do appear to be higher than those obtained from Hoyt's method, however. 

Table 4 

Internal Consistency of the Conventional Test 
as Estimated from Subsets of Items Using the 

Item Reliability Method, Compared with Internal 
Consistency Calculated Using Hoyt's Method 

Number of Items 
Internal Consistency 10 20 30 40 

Of item samples .686 .833 .887 .911 

Corrected to 29 item 
length .863 .879 .883 .881 

Corrected to 40 item 
length .897 .909 .912 .911 

aBased on 40 items. 

Hoyt 
a 

.893 

.858 

.893 

Internal consistencies of the stradaptive tests calculated from the item 
reliability formula are presented in Table 5. As can be seen, they are 
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substantially higher than those of the conventional test (as shown in Table 4), 
a result due to the higher item discriminations in the stradaptive item pools. 

Corrected Length 

29 items 

40 items 

Table 5 

Average Internal Consistencies of the 
Stradaptive Tests (Unweighted r to z 
Averages of Internal Consistencies) 

Stradaptive 1 Stradaptive 2 

.935 .942 

.952 .957 

Test-retest Stability 

Average 

.938 

.954 

Test-retest stability coefficients for the stradaptive tests are presented 
in Table 6. Conventional test coefficients are presented in Table 7. These 
tables contain zero-order product-moment correlations between test and retest, 
partial correlations between test and retest with initial ability estimates held 
constant, and eta coefficients. 

Zero-order stabilities. Based on the zero-order correlations shown in Table 
6, the average difficulty scores, scores 8 and 9, were the most stable ability 
scores on both forms of the stradaptive test. Scores 2 and 5, the (N+l)th item 
and stratum scores, were the least stable scores on both forms. The remainder 
of the ability scores fell between these. 

These differences between stabilities of the stradaptive ability scores 
appear to be a function of the amount of information used by the scores. The 
average difficulty scores are highest because they make use of information 
gained from all items administered. The (N+l)th item and stratum scores, on 
the other hand, are least stable because they are heavily dependent on the response 
to the last item. A correct response on the final item makes these scores two 
stratum units higher (1.30 normal ogive difficulty units, or 20% of the score 
range, based on score ranges of -3.25 to 3.25) than does an incorrect response 
to the same item. 

As Table 6 shows, stabilities of the consistency scores were much lower 
than those of the ability scores. For the Stradaptive 1 data, the stabilities 
of the overall variability scores, scores 11 and 12, were highest at .569 and 
.496 respectively. The stabilities of the scores representing variability between 



Ability 
Scores 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
Consistency 

Scores 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 

Ability 
Scores 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
Consistency 

Scores 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
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Table 6 

Test-Retest Stabilities of Stradaptive Tests 

Zero-Order 
Correlation 

(N=l70) 

.838 

.787 

.845 

.833 

.787 

.841 

.872 

.920 

.912 

.842 

.569 

.496 

.252 

.328 

.321 

Zero-Order 
Correlation 

(Nco79) 

.717 

.630 

.741 

.690 

.654 

. 717 

.741 

.823 

.811 

.746 

.510 

.300 

.110 

.128 

.120 

Stradaptive 1 

Stradaptive 2 

Partial 
Correlation 

(N=l67) 

.814 

.774 

.833 

.810 

.773 

.829 

.861 

.901 

.902 
• 829 

.577 

.485 

.234 

.324 

.318 

Partial 
Correlation 

(N=76) 

.678 

.601 

.733 

.642 

.625 

.708 

.730 

.789 

.792 

.737 

.510 

.298 

.134 

.171 

.164 

Eta 
Coefficient 

(N=l70) 

.838 

.805 

.849 

.833 

.787 

.841 

.878 

.920 

.912 

.851 

. 577 

.569 

.327 

.398 

.364 

Eta 
Coefficient 

(N=79) 

.766* 

.647 

.741 

.734* 

.695* 

.738 

.778 

.823 

.811 

.746 

.553 

.385 

.337 

.274 

.152 
Note: N's reported refer to the number of subjects with valid data. 
Stabilities for some scoring methods are based on fewer subjects. 

*Curvilinearity significant at p<.05 
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ceiling and basal strata, socres 13, 14 and 15, were too low to consider 
those scores representative of a stable trait. This does not necessarily 
imply, however, that the consistency scores will not be useful in other 
ways, such as moderating test-retest reliability of the ability scores. 

Three zero-order correlations are shown in Table 7 for the total 
group who completed the conventional test: 1) the test-retest coefficient 
for the entire 40-item test; 2) the average test-retest coefficient for the 
five analogous forms (correlations for the five pairs were .876, .873, 
.871, .862, and .890); and 3) the average correlation corrected to equate 
internal consistencies of the stradaptive and conventional tests. The 

Table 7 

Test-Retest Stabilities of the Conventional Test 

Form 

40-item 

29-item analogous form 

29-item analogous form 
corrected for 

Total 
Group 

(N=l94) 

.913 

.874 

internal consistency .931 

Testees with Initial Ability 
Estimates Available (N=81) 
Zero-Order Partial 
Correlation Correlation 

.900 .889 

.868 .856 

corrected value was obtained by inflating the test-retest correlation 
using the method described above, from its value given a conventional test 
with internal consistency of .881 (the internal consistency of a 29-item 
test) to the value expected with a conventional test having an internal 
consistency of .938 (the average internal consistency of the stradaptive 
tests). The first two coefficients, while statistically more sound, are 
psychometrically inadequate for comparison. The latter value, while 
theoretically the most adequate of the three for comparison with the stability 
of the stradaptive test, rests on many corrections and assumptions. It is, 
therefore, only a rough estimate of the stability of a conventional test 
psychometrically equivalent to the stradaptive tests except for strategy 
of administration. As can be seen from Tables 6 and 7, the corrected 
stability of the analogous form of the conventional test (r=.931) is slightly 
higher than the highest stradaptive ability score stability (r=.920). 
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Partial correlations. Even though partial correlation analysis 
removed valid as well as extraneous variance, the reduction in correlations 
was slight. The average (r to z transformed) ability score stability 
correlation dropped from .842 to .838 in the Stradaptive 1 data and from 
.732 to .709 for Stradaptive 2 (Table 6). The reduction in conventional 
test stabilities shown in Table 7 was equivalent to that found in the 
stradaptive tests even though initial ability estimates were not able 
to inflate the zero-order conventional test stabilities. This suggests 
that the artifactual inflating effect of the intial ability estimates on 
stradaptive test stabilities was negligible. 

Eta coefficients. No Stradaptive 1 score showed significant curvi
linearity in the relationship between the test and retest score distributions. 
Of the three Stradaptive 2 scores with significant curvilinearity, no low 
order trends were apparent in the bivariate scatter plots. This suggests 
that the relationship between stradaptive initial test and retest scores 
is essentially linear. 

Test-retest interval. Table 8 presents test-retest stability coefficients 
as a function of the length of the test-retest interval. With the exception 
of score 4, all Stradaptive 1 ability scores show monotonically decreasing 
stability with increasing time interval. The greatest decreases are observed 
for scores 2 and 5, the (N+l)th item and stratum scores. Scores 1, 3, 6 
and 7 appear to be little affected by test-retest interval. Consistency 
scores 14 and 15 show increasing stability over time. 

The 29-item analogous form of the conventional test had a considerably 
lower test-retest reliability (.828) than the best of the stradaptive 
scoring methods (score 8, r=.932) in the shortest (30-45 day) time interval. 
In the 61-79 day retest interval, the 29-item analogous form had a retest 
correlation of .860 while the retest stability of stradaptive score 8 was 
.848 and that of score 9 was .858. The 29-item analogous form corrected for 
internal consistency had a retest correlation of .916 in the 61-79 day 
interval, considerably higher than any of the stradaptive scores. Again 
however, the legitimacy of the numerous corrections involved in these data 
must be taken into account. 

Although the distribution of test-retest intervals did not allow inclusion 
of Stradaptive 2 data in this analysis, an observation worthy of note is 
that the total group Stradaptive 2 stabilities were uniformly lower than the 
total group Stradaptive 1 stabilities (Table 7) even through the mean 
Stradaptive 2 test-retest interval was much shorter (24.6 vs. 47.9 days). 

Correlations Between Stradaptive 1 and Conventional Test Scores 

Table 9 shows product-moment correlations and eta coefficients of 
40-item conventional test scores with Stradaptive 1 test scores. The highest 
correlations, those of scores 8 and 9 with the conventional test, when 
corrected for attenuation using test-retest stabilities were .942 and 
.938. Three of the Stradaptive 1 scores show significant curvilinearity in 
their relationship with the conventional test score. This is probably due to 
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Table 8 

Test-retest Stability Correlations 
for Stradaptive 1 and the Conventional Test 

by Test-retest Interval 

Stradaptive 1 
Test-Retest Interval 

Total Group 31-45 Days 46-60 Days 61-79 Days 

No. of Testees 
a 

170 68 84 18 
No. of Days 

Mean 47.870 40.333 51.311 64.722 
SD 8.931 3.202 3.341 2.608 

Skew -.401 -.347 .449 .661 
Ability Scores 

1 .837 .842 .818 .802 
2 .786 .829 .781 .591 
3 .844 .850 .841 .825 
4 .833 .857 .783 .853 
5 .787 .828 .792 .550 
6 .841 .851 .832 .825 
7 .872 .885 .859 .858 
8 .919 .932 .914 .848 
9 .911 .923 .908 .809 

10 .841 .853 .835 .816 
Consistency Scores 

11 .569 .503 .608 .587 
12 .496 .555 .457 .513 
13 .251 .285 .178 .354 
14 .327 .250 .330 .553 
15 .321 .236 .331 .540 

Conventional Test 
Test-retest Inverval 

Total Group 31-45 Days 46-60 Days 61-79 Days 

No. of Testees 
a 194b 28 130 35 

No. of Days 
Mean 53.567 41.750 53.469 64.743 

SD 8.149 1.266 3.611 4.010 
Skew -.808 -.077 .073 1.855 

40-item test .913 .905 .924 .879 
29-item analogous form c .814 .828 .886 .860 
29-item· analogous form 

corrected for in-
ternal consistency .931 .882 .943 .916 

~umber of testees with valid data. Correlations for some scoring methods are 
based on fewer testees. 

b Within group Ns do not add to total group N because of a single case in 
the 0-15 day inverval. 

cAll statistics for the 29-item analogous form are means of statistics from 
five combinations of items. 
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different scalings of the scoring methods. 

Score 

Ability Scores 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
Consistency Scores 

11 
12 
13 
14 
15 

Table 9 

Correlations of Stradaptive 1 Scores with 
Conventional Test Scores 

(N=201) 

Correlation 

.782 

.768 

.790 

.784 

.769 

.791 

.812 

.859 

.860 

.800 

.058 

.170 

. 231 

.205 

.200 

Eta 

.800 

. 799* 

.794 

.795 

.773 

.798 

.820 

.880* 

. 885* 

.823 

.303 

.355 

.346 

.531* 

.240 

Note: The N reported refers to the maximum number of testees with valid 
data. Correlations for some scoring methods are based on fewer testees. 
*Curvilinearity significant at p<.05 

Table 9 also shows correlations of the stradaptive consistency scores 
with the conventional test scores. These correlations were uniformly low, 
ranging from .058 for score 11 to .231 for score 13. One consistency 
score showed a significant curvilinear relationship with the conventional 
test score. These data suggest that consistency scores provide information 
about testees which is not contained in ability scores derived from the 
conventional test. 

Further Analyses of the Stradaptive Tests 

Intercorrelations among Scores 

Product-moment intercorrelations among the fifteen stradaptive scores 
are presented in the lower triangles of Table 10. In the Stradaptive 1 
data, it is apparent that all the ability scores correlated highly among 
themselves (r=-.168 to .532). Closer inspection of the ability score inter
correlations revealed four relatively distinct clusters. The three item 
difficulty scores, scores 1, 2, and 3 formed three two-variable clusters, each 
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Table 10 

Intercorrelations (Lower Triangle) and Inter-etas (Upper Triangle) Among Stradaptive Scores 

Stradaptive 1 (N=476) 
Ability_~ore~ _ _ _ Consistency Scores 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

1 914* 911* 996* 916* 912* 910* 906* 873* 911* 458* 564* 551* 539* 536* 
2 844 970* 872* 996* 973* 972* 922* 913* 972* 334* 333 586* 604* 601* 
3 880 948 869* 958 996 993 922* 946 998 300* 347 641* 637* 633* 
4 986 831 847 858* 870* 873* 890* 846* 869* 409* 535 415 380 377 
5 849 994 956 835 964* 961* 889* 922* 963* 205* 256 503* 510* 506* 
6 881 951 996 854 959 994 911* 943* 998 213* 278 557* 547* 543* 
7 882 950 993 854 957 995 953* 972* 996* 393* 415* 699* 744* 740* 
8 895 877 910 875 882 908 933 985 922 453* 420* 442* 357 357 
9 844 907 942 818 917 939 955 984 958* 448* 355 588* 540* 539* 

lQ __ ~~1 ____ 2~2 _____ 22§ _____ §21 _____ 22Z _____ 222 _____ 222 _____ 2!J _____ 2~~-----------~-J!§ _____ J§2 _____ §~Q~----2~Q~ ____ §JZ~ 
11 286 033 047 320 040 059 028 -055 -168 051 I 832 555* 525 525 I 
12 514 222 245 520 226 247 219 149 049 244 : 832 625* 597* 598* I 

N 

13 430 461 534 399 464 532 494 228 240 530 1 4ol 505 975* 975* \() 

I 

14 394 458 512 372 466 522 457 172 173 517 1 424 596 960 999 
15 392 457 511 370 466 521 455 170 172 516 I 423 497 960 999 

StradaEtive 2 {N=ll3) 
-·-

Abilit~ Scores Consistenc~ Scores 
1 2 3 4-- 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

I 
1 759 846 986 774 846 845 893 822 849 l 525 611 474 503 496 
2 743 884 756 959 894 893 806 852 884 l 290 386 536 606 602 
3 842 886 819 882 996 989 872 934 997 : 381 418 511 649* 644* 
4 986 734 817 160* 826 826 871 926 830 : 493 591 434 356* 499* 
5 747 988 895 734 902 902 802 848 902 l 190 284 514 527 520 
6 841 894 996 820 902 993 873 928 998 l 316* 383* 525 579 574 
7 841 893 989 821 902 993 896 945 991 I 394* 422 495 701* 695* 
8 893 781 872 871 789 867 894 958 878 I 363 377 383 356 346 
9 822 839 934 792 848 928 945 958 930 I 455* 431* 529* 438* 430* 

10 843 883 997 821 902 998 991 873 930 I 392* 419 563 634 627 
11--441----rrr-----rrs-----4rr-----rrs-----rz6-----ros-----rrs _____ o64-----rr9---t---------9o2* ____ 61o* ____ s4s* ____ s49* 
12 579 206 282 591 202 248 226 240 186 282 I 876 631* 599* 597* 
13 387 472 479 406 474 484 442 155 168 484 1 4oo 458 944 942 
14 429 520 550 443 522 573 501 199 177 556 l 387 455 944 999 
15 423 516 544 437 517 568 495 191 169 550 1 385 455 942 999 
Mote. Decimal points omitted. The N reported refers to the maximum number of subjects with valid data; 
correlations between some methods may be based on fewer subjects. 
*Curvilinearity significant at p<.05 
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with their respective stratum difficulty scores, 4, 5, and 6. In addition, • 
scores 3 and 6, the highest non-chance item and stratum scores, formed a 
tight cluster with scores 7 and 10, the interpolated stratum difficulty and 
average highest non-chance item scores. The common feature tying these latter 
four scores together seems to be their close reliance on the ceiling stratum. 
Only these four ability scores make explicit use of the ceiling stratum via 
the functionally related highest non-chance stratum. Score 9 also is dependent 
on the ceiling stratum but its further dependence on the basal stratum, 
and the fact that it is an average difficulty score, apparently lower its 
relationship with this cluster. 

The final ability score cluster was composed of scores 8 and 9. The bond 
between these two scores appears to be that they are both average difficulty 
scores; score 8 is the overall average difficulty of all items correct and score 
9 is the average difficulty of all items correct between the ceiling and 
basal strata. 

Clustering among the consistency scores was even more obvious. Scores 
11 and 12, the overall variability scores, formed one distinct cluster and 
scores 13, 14 and 15, reflecting the testee's variability between ceiling and 
basal strata, formed another. 

Eta coefficients are shown in the upper triangles of Table 10. Although 
eta is an asymmetric statistic, to conserve computer time etas were calculated 
in one direction only, the rows being the independent variables. Due to the 
large sample size, curvilinearity was significant in most cases. But the actual 
differences between eta and r were small and the same clusters of scores emerged, 
thus yielding the same conclusions as the product-moment correlations regarding 
the similarities of scoring methods. 

The intercorrelations and inter-etas for Stradaptive 2 were somewhat 
smaller than those of Stradaptive 1, but the same pattern observed in the 
Stradaptive 1 intercorrelations was apparent. Fewer significantly curvilinear 
relationships were observed for Stradaptive 2 but this is due to the smaller 
number of testees in the Stradaptive 2 analysis. 

Utility of the Stradaptive Consistency Scores in Predicting Stability 

Table 11 shows the test-retest correlations for scores on the stradaptive 
and conventional tests as a function of consistency score intervals computed 
from initial stradaptive test records. Retest correlations are shown separately 
for: 1) ·consistency score 11, each testee's standard deviation of difficulties 
of items encountered; 2) score 12, the standard deviation of items answered 
correctly; and 3) score 13, the standard deviation of difficulties for items 
answered correctly between the ceiling and basal strata. 

Table 11 shows a strong moderator effect on test-retest reliability for 
consistency score 11, and, to a lesser extent for score 12, with no general 
moderator effect for score 13. For consistency score 11, the strongest 
moderator effect was observed for ability score 1. On this score, the very 
high consistency group (mean consistency score of .517) had a test-retest 
correlation of r=.940. As consistency decreased, test-retest reliability 
also decreased monotonically, with the very low consistency group (mean=l.038) 
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Table 11 

Stradaptive 1 and Conventional Test Test-retest Correlations as a 
Function of Initial Test Consistency Scores 11, 12 and 13 

Status on Consistency Score 11 
Very Very 
High High Average Low Low 

Mean Consistency Score .517 .625 .706 .815 1.038 a Number of Testees in Interval 27 30 41 43 29 
Stradaptive Ability Score: 1 .940 .849 .847 .768 .652 

2 .875 .721 .799 .778 .751 
3 .956 .813 .878 .826 .708 
4 .934 .840 .847 .731 .664 
5 .896 .722 .793 .756 .741 
6 .950 .798 .886 .820 .704 
7 .970 .844 .902 .851 .758 
8 .981 .927 .915 .853 .869 
9 .983 .939 .907 .899 .889 

10 .951 .792 .882 .822 .718 
Conventional Test .979 .890 .918 .826 .878 

Status on Consistency Score 12 
Very Very 
High High Average Low Low 

Mean Consistency Score .379 .550 .656 .752 .955 a 
39 40 27 34 Number of Testees in Interval 30 

Stradaptive Ability Score: 1 .892 .833 .909 .784 .724 
2 .764 .778 .850 .823 .684 
3 .913 .835 .900 .856 .697 
4 .895 .813 .903 .715 .781 
5 .783 .743 .870 .831 .670 
6 .908 .827 .890 .867 .686 
7 .943 .859 .921 .870 .737 
8 .959 .920 .946 .841 .857 
9 .968 .935 .926 .876 .883 

10 .906 .823 .894 .858 .700 
Conventional Test .962 .852 .952 .620 .904 

Status on Consistency Score 13 
Very Very 
High High Average Low Low 

Mean Consistency Score .119 .282 .376 .488 .670 
a 

34 17 29 30 31 Number of Testees in Interval 
Stradaptive Ability Score: 1 .853 .741 .804 .812 .825 

2 .775 .755 .776 .876 .773 
3 .746 .861 .871 .885 .810 
4 .851 .800 .767 .801 .838 
5 .758 .767 .780 .877 .812 
6 .750 .873 . 862 .893 . .783 
7 .790 .890 .906 .906 .822 
8 .921 .930 .930 .924 .915 
9 .892 .855 .947 .921 .912 

10 .746 .873 .857 .887 .808 
Conventional Test .908 .765 .914 .926 .856 
a Total number of testees with valid data. Retest reliabilities for some 
scoring methods are based on fewer cases. 
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obtaining a test-retest reliability of only r=.652. Similar results were 
obtained for the other ability scores using consistency score 11 as a 
moderator variable. The potential utility of score 11 is shown by the 
extremely high test-retest correlations for the very high consistency group 
for ability scores 8 and 9 (r=.981 and .983, respectively). This indicates 
that the retest ability scores of testees whose response records show 
little variability on initial testing are almost perfectly predictable from 
their initial ability test scores. Using these same ability scores and 
score 11 as the consistency score, the very low consistency group is 
considerably less predictable on retest (r=.869 and .889, respectively). 

When testees were subgrouped on initial consistency from stradaptive score 
11 and retest reliabilities were computed using conventional test scores, the 
results were not of the same pattern. Although the retest reliabilities 
were highest for the very high consistency subgroup (r=.979), the very low 
consistency group did not have the lowest reliability (r=.878). However, the 
fact that the very high consistency group had a very high test-retest 
reliability suggests some generality to the moderator effect for consistency 
scores as measured by score 11. 

Consistency score 12 showed a meaningful moderator effect for a number 
of the ability scores. With the exception of ability scores 2, 4, 5 and 9 
the very high consistency group had the highest test-retest reliability, and 
the very low consistency group had the lowest COLrelations. In no case, 
however, was there the monotonically decreasing reliability coefficients 
obtained for several scoring methods using consistency score 11 as the 
moderator variable; for score 12, the average consistency group tended to 
obtain a higher reliability than the high consistency group. For ability 
score 9, the only deviation from the monotonic trend was the low consis
tency group (r=.883). No general trend in stability correlations was 
observed for the scores on the conventional test when moderated by 
consistency score 12. Conventional score stabilities were, however, quite 
high (r=.962) for the very high consistency subgroup, as was found for score 11. 

Score 13 functioned very poorly as a moderator of test-retest stability. 
For only two of the ability scores (1 and 4) was the test-retest correlation 
highest in the very high consistency group. For the majority of the other 
ability scores, and for the conventional test, stability correlations were 
highest for the low consistency subgroup. 

Appendix Table A-4 shows test-retest reliability correlations as a 
function of consistency score intervals for Stradaptive 2. For this vari
ation of the stradaptive test, the predicted pattern of stabilities did not 
occur for any of the consistency scores using any of the ability scores. 
These results could be due to sampling fluctuations, or they could be due to 
the differences between branching strategies used in Stradaptive 1 and 2. 

Stability of the Stradaptive Test Response Records 

Stability of within strata data. Table 12 presents the redundancy 
analyses for total number of items answered within strata and proportion 
correct within strata. The latter data were referred to as "subject 
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characteristic curves", possibly reflecting the scalability of the individual 
with respect to a set of items. 

Table 12 

Redundancy Analysis for Number of Items Administered and 
Proportions Correct Within Strata 

Stradaptive 1 
Number of Items Administered within Strata 

Redundancy of retest given initial test 
Redundancy of initial test given retest 

Proportions Correct within Strata 
Redundancy of retest given initial test 
Redundancy of initial test given retest 

Stradaptive 2 
Number of Items Administered within Strata 

Redundancy of retest given initial test 
Redundancy of initial test given retest 

Proportions Correct within Strata 
Redundancy of retest given initial test 
Redundancy of initial test given retest 

.414 

.439 

.670 

.668 

.319 

.351 

.528 

.471 

For Stradaptive 1, 41.4% of the variance in number of items administered 
within strata was predictable on retest from initial test data. The proportion 
correct within strata was more predictable on retest, however. For these 
data, 67% of the retest variance was predictable from initial test scores. 
This result is equivalent to an average multiple correlation of about .82 in 
predicting an individual's proportion correct within a stratum at retest 
from his initial test data. 

For Stradaptive 2, redundancy for number of items administered within 
strata was .319, while that for proportion correct was .528. These results 
support earlier findings that scores on Stradaptive 2 are less reliable than 
those on Stradaptive 1. However, it supports the finding with Stradaptive 1 
that the proportions correct data are likely to be more useful than the 
number of items administered within strata. 

Stability of total number administered. Test-retest correlations of 
total number of items administered in the two stradaptive tests were r=.335 
and r=.055 for Stradaptive 1 and 2, respectively. This finding partially 
accounts for the fact that proportions correct were more stable than number of 
items administered within strata. 
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Relative Difficulties of Items Producing Different Kinds of Responses 

Table 13 gives means and standard deviations of scores in both normal 
ogive difficulty units and stratum units for deviations of item difficulties 
from ability as determined from score 8. These distributions are presented 
as conditional on the type of response given (i.e., correct, incorrect or 
question mark). 

The average deviation of items answered correctly from score 8 was 
0.0, but this is artifactual since score 8 was defined as the mean difficulty 
of all items answered correctly. From the standard deviations in stratum 
units, it can be seen that the difficulties of 95% of all items answered 
correctly fell within 2.25 strata above or below the final ability estimate. 
It is also apparent that the difficulties of incorrect items were slightly 
greater than one stratum more difficult than correct responses. 

Table 13 

Deviations of Item Difficulties from Score 8 
for Three Types of Response 

Strada:etive 1 StradaEtive 2 
Normal Ogive Stratum Normal Ogive Stratum 

Difficulty Units Units Difficulty Units Units 
Response Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D. 

Correct .000 .745 .000 1.146 .000 .733 .000 1.128 

Incorrect .724 .751 1.114 1.155 .689 .730 1.060 1.123 

Question 
Mark .792 .775 1.218 1.192 .814 .791 1. 252 1. 217 

Mean difficulties of items responded to with a question mark were 
greater than mean difficulties of items answered incorrectly--.068 and 
.125 units (or .11 and .19 strata) more difficult for the two stradaptive 
forms, respectively. Since the stradaptive testing strategy attempts to adapt 
the item difficulty to the ability of the testee, and since the question mark 
responses appear to indicate that items responded to in that way are even more 
difficult than those items answered incorrectly, it is obvious that the testee 
should be branched to a less difficult item following a question mark response. 
Discarding these item responses is an inefficient strategy for dealing with 
question mark responses. 

Test Length vs. Ability 

Table 14 shows correlations of all scores with test length (number of 
items administered to each testee at initial test) on both stradaptive forms. 
Also shown is the correlation of conventional test score with Stradaptive 1 
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test length. All stradaptive ability scores except scores 8 and 9, the 
average difficulty scores, correlated slightly with test length, on both 
forms of the stradaptive test. Consistency scores showed moderate to high 
correlations with test length on both forms. Stradaptive scores 8 and 9, 
and conventional test scores, had essentially zero correlations with test 
length in all cases. 

Table 14 

Correlation of Stradaptive and Conventional Test Scores with 
Number of Items Administered on the Stradaptive Test 

StradaEtive 1 StradaEtive 
Score (N=476) (N=113) 

Ability Scores 
1 .263 .379 
2 .254 .302 
3 .292 .399 
4 .258 .381 
5 .253 .298 
6 .301 .405 
7 .241 .332 
8 -.020 .094 
9 -.046 .046 

10 .293 .398 
Consistency Scores 

11 .449 .375 
12 .455 .415 
13 .727 .693 
14 .787 .781 
15 .788 .782 

Conventional Test .037 

2 

Note. N's shown are number of testees with valid data. Certain scoring 
methods have fewer valid cases. 

The most parsimonious explanation for the slight correlations of 
ability scores with test length is that the less discriminating items at 
the upper strata cause greater variation in the test record, which in turn 
causes the test to take longer to satisfy the termination criterion. This 
explanation is supported by the correlations of consistency scores with test 
length. This explanation fails, however, to explain the zero correlations of 
scores 8 and 9 with test length. 

An alternative explanation is that test length is increased by incon
sistent response records (due to test-testee interaction) which have a ceiling 
stratum more distant from actual ability level only because the range of 
item difficulties encountered was greater. Average difficulty scores would 
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not be affected by this phenomenon, but maximum performance scores (e.g., 
scores 1 and 4) and scores dependent upon the ceiling stratum (e.g., scores 
3, 6, 7 and 10) would be. This explanation is supported by 1) the data 
showing positive correlations between test length and consistency scores 
(especially the indices of distance between the ceiling and basal strata, 
scores 14 and 15), and 2) the score intercorrelation data, which showed 
moderate positive correlations between consistency scores and all ability 
scores, except scores 8 and 9 which correlated only slightly with consistency 
scores. This explanation also suggests that there is an undesirable 
interaction between scoring method and the termination criterion, rather 
than any deficiences in the item pool 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The most interesting distributional difference found in this study was 
that Stradaptive 2 scores had lower means than comparable Stradaptive 1 
scores. This was surprising because Stradaptive 2 allowed testees to skip 
the more difficult items. Other distributional characteristics worthy of 
note were the close distributional similarities between scores on the 
40-item conventional test and scores on the five 29-item analogous pairs 
of conventional tests, and the positive skew present in the stradaptive 
tests but not in the conventional test. 

Although the distribution of underlying ability is not known for this 
college population, it is not unreasonable to assume that it is not normally 
distributed. Rather, a college population is likely to be positively skewed 
in verbal ability, since low ability testees would not qualify on entrance 
examinations which are highly verbal. This suggests that the stradaptive 
test better reflects the distribution of verbal ability in these testees, 
than does the conventional test. Furthermore, regardless of the distribution 
of ability in the population, the positive skew in the stradaptive scores 
suggests the capability of making finer discriminations among high ability 
testees than does the conventional test. And, it would be expected that a 
college population would include a number of very high ability testees 
whose scores would skew the distribution in a positive direction. 

For inter-strategy comparisons it is important that internal consistencies 
of all tests be equal. In this study, the stradaptive tests had more 
discriminating items and thus higher internal consistencies. 

Additional differences between the stradaptive and conventional tests 
confounded the comparison of test-retest stabilities between tests. Differences 
in lengths and memory effects were corrected for by creation of analogous 
conventional test pairs matching the stradaptive tests on psychometric 
characteristics. But the many corrections required limit the conclusions 
that can be drawn regarding stability comparisons. The results were rather 
inconclusive with the corrected conventional test stability being slightly 
higher than the best scores of Stradaptive 1. 

Stradaptive 1 ability scores showed a decreasing trend in stability with 
time while stabilities for the conventional test showed no trend with time. 
However, the differences between time intervals were short and a longer 
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interval would be expected to show trends for both tests. The fact that the 
stabilities of the Stradaptive 1 scores did change with time while those of 
the conventional test did not may have been a function of the greater potential 
for memory effects to inflate test-retest stabilities in the conventional 
test, in which all 40 items were repeated on retest. The systematically 
decreasing trend of test-retest stabilities has not been observed in other 
empirical studies of adaptive tests (e.g., Betz and Weiss, 1974; Larkin and 
Weiss, 1974). 

In contrast to the few meaningful inter-strategy comparisons provided 
by this study, much was learned about how to build a stradaptive test. 
Intercorrelations between the stradaptive scores showed four relatively 
distinct ability score clusters and two consistency score clusters. The 
ability score clusters included: 1) maximum performance scores; 2) (N+l)th 
item and stratum scores, 3) highest non-chance scores; and 4) average 
difficulty scores. Average difficulty scores showed the highest stabilities 
in this study. (N+l)th item and stratum scores showed the lowest stabilities, 
a finding probably due to the small number of strata available which allowed 
scores to change by 20% of the total score range on the basis of the 
response to the last item administered. The moderate stabilities of such 
chance-influenced scores as the highest difficulty scores is favorable 
in that it shows that the stradaptive test can contain an individual testee 
within items in the range of his ability. That the scores dependent on the 
ceiling stratum were only moderately stable may have been due to their 
joint dependence on central tendency and variability. 

The consistency scores clustered into overall variability and distance 
between ceiling and basal strata scores. Score 11, an overall variability 
score, functioned as a meaningful moderator of ability score stabilities for 
Stradaptive 1. However, the stabilities of the consistency scores were 
only moderately high, although there was a tendency for the stabilities to 
increase with longer time intervals. Stradaptive 2 consistency scores were 
not predictive of test-retest stability of ability scores, but these 
results were given little weight because of the other erratic results 
obtained from Stradaptive 2. 

Stabilities of the total stradaptive response records, as assessed by 
the redundancy analyses, were somewhat lower than the stabilities of the 
best ability scores but higher than those of the consistency scores. 
The proportions correct within strata were more stable than the numbers 
administered within strata. Total number of items administered in the 
stradaptive test was relatively unstable on retest. 

The relative difficulties of correct, incorrect, and question mark 
responses suggest that the question mark response is used by the testee not 
when the testee is unsure of the correct response but rather when he has 
no idea what the correct response is and prefers not to guess randomly. 
Items which were responded to with a question mark were even more difficult, 
on the average, than those which the testee answered incorrectly. This 
result, when combined with the stability data for the two forms of stradaptive 
tests, suggests Stradaptive 1, in which question mark responses were counted 
as incorrect responses, is a better testing strategy than Stradaptive 2, 
in which question mark responses were ignored. 
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A slight correlation was obtained between test length and all ability 
scores except the average difficulty scores. This was explained as resulting 
from scores being defined as a joint function of central tendency and 
variability, the latter of which causes test length to increase. To confirm 
this hypothesis, a computer simulation of this phenomenon is required. If 
test scores can be changed by increasing the variability of the response 
record, which will probably be manipulated by changing the item discrimination, 
all but average difficulty scoring methods (i.e., score 8 and 9) will have to 
be discarded. 

This study did not provide a clear answer to the question of interest: 
whether a conventional or a stradaptive testing strategy provides better 
measurement. A future study aimed at answering this question must control 
extraneous variables such as item discrimination, memory effects, effects of 
initial ability estimates and test length. 

Two interesting aspects of the stradaptive testing strategy were not 
investigated in this study. First, the usefulness of an initial ability esti
mate was not determined. Monte carlo simulation methods would be appropriate 
to determine how much information is added to a stradaptive test by initial 
ability estimates when the ability estimates have differing degrees of cor
relation with underlying ability. The other important aspect of the stradaptive 
test that was not investigated in this study was the utility of flexible 
termination. What must be determined in future study is what variable, if any, 
is sufficiently related to error of measurement to provide a basis for deciding 
when to terminate the stradaptive test. 

A final refineme~t of the stradaptive test that needs investigation 
is the development of an optimal scoring strategy for the stradaptive test. 
The average difficulty scores were the most stable in this study but a 
scoring technique based on a more adequate theoretical rationale might have 
superior psychometric characteristics, or more practical utility. 
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Table A-1 
Normal Ogive Item Difficulty (b) and Discrimination (a) Item Parameters for Stradaptive 1 and 2 

Stratum 1 Stratum 2 Stratum 3 Stratum 4 Stratum 5 Stratum 6 Stratum 7 Stratum 8 Stratum 9 
b a b a b a b a b a b a b a b a b a 

-2.415 3.000 -1.989 1. 756 -1.509 1. 396 -. 703 1.822 -.054 1~~6 . 728 .980 1.071 .718 1. 893 .851 2.949 .840 
-2.415 3.000 -1.779 1.536 -1.233 1. 347 -. 734 .917 .144 1.068 .337 .912 1.155 .638 2.033 .638 2.467 .475 
-2.453 3.000 -2.216 1.524 -1.084 1.230 -.524 .862 -.132 .983 .651 .774 1.487 .618 1.928 .573 2.615 .434 
-2.453 3.000 -1.679 1.460 -1.332 1.155 -.683 .861 .151 .967 .788 .703 1. 334 .601 2.313 .540 2.857 .425 
-2.716 3.000 -1.869 1.426 -1.636 1.081 -.592 .826 -.082 .908 .791 .627 1.535 .582 1. 788 .505 2.351 .418 
-2.716 3.000 -1.922 1.230 -1.342 1.020 -.746 .820 .161 .865 .486 .561 1.108 .564 2.045 .493 2.666 .416 
-2.716 3.000 -1.880 1.137 -1.095 .986 -.567 .766 -.207 .865 .423 .550 1.395 .549 1.790 .486 2.320 .380 
-2.665 1. 790 -2.127 1.097 -1.648 .922 -.851 .748 -.254 .862 .977 .524 1.171 .518 1.880 .446 2.368 .345 

-1.636 1.081 
-2.535 1.587 -2.225 1.071 -1.421 .920 -.473 .710 .208 .858 .368 .505 1.298 .515 2.070 .434 3.113 .325 
-2.807 1.482 -1.672 1.023 -1.207 .905 -.399 .681 .165 .826 .968 .490 1.376 .512 2.132 .421 2.504 . 214 
-2.460 1.289 -1.710 .986 -1.057 .890 -.905 .671 -.228 .810 .461 .486 1.440 .487 2.307 .400 
-2.776 1.255 -2.262 .977 -1.341 .886 -.998 .671 .300 .776 .457 .483 1.307 .440 1.649 .391 
-2.469 1.155 -2.208 .961 -1.308 .871 -.690 .665 .172 .774 .650 .480 1.246 .427 1.819 .362 
-2.434 1.008 -1.657 .927 -J.-~3 .822 -.813 .665 .172 • 772 .784 .448 1.004 .418 2.265 .352 

-1.648 .922 
-1.653 .822 

-2.865 1.008 -2.322 .796 -1.100 .770 -.562 .662 .075 . 756 .708 .443 1.005 .405 2.179 .339 
-2.943 .956 -1.795 .774 -1.554 .768 -.581 .662 -.285 .750 .652 .431 1. 263 . 387 
-2.833 .943 -1.804 .623 -1.068 .760 -.839 .653 .136 .697 .615 .408 1.151 .383 
-2.737 .933 -1.934 .740 -1.433 .760 ~.739 .647 .240 .664 .976 .377 1.359 .371 
-2.884 .912 -2.285 .696 -1.405 .748 -.630 .647 .173 .637 .829 .372 1.240 .360 
-2.538 .879 -1.827 .660 -1.147 .727 -.850 .642 -.184 .627 .747 .372 1.598 .349 

.542 .259 
-2.554 .788 -1.745 .627 -1.418 .714 -.480 .638 -.281 .620 .920 .369 1.210 .346 
-2.810 .742 -1.699 .590 -1.627 .710 -.404 .637 .246 .609 .977 .310 1. 473 .341 
-2.499 .685 -2.191 .558 -1.472 .667 -.730 .627 .001 .M1 1.613 .341 
-2.817 .672 -1.892 .515 -1.603 .659 -.719 .609 -.281 .606 1.630 .322 
-2.540 .669 -2.196 .505 -1.331 .623 .525 .602 -.296 -~'~ 1.357 .312 
-2.498 .662 -1.711 .468 -1.037 .577 -.935 .596 -.248 .571 
-2.509 .637 -2.211 .439 -1.174 .571 -.413 .588 -.215 .562 
-2.393 .615 -2.082 .422 -1.269 .562 -.680 .682 .329 .527 
-2.578 .570 -1.804 .418 -1.074 .555 -. 725 .56~ -.233 .sos 
-2.980 .559 -1.825 .417 -1.021 .538 -.835 .562 -.319 .SOl 
-2.732 .519 -2.120 .407 -1.013 .524 -.784 .543 -.078 .SOl 
-2.769 .497 -1.921 .320 -1.307 .524 -.889 .533 -.035 .474 
-2.675 .476 -1.840 .313 -1.300 .521 -.686 .512 -,171 .468 
-2.559 .443 -1.187 .519 -.956 .482 .188 .436 
:..2.946 .406 -1.568 .487 -.525 .480 -.233 .434 

-1.265 .440 -.576 .476 .089 .428 
-1.594 .383 -.617 .472 .149 .419 
-1.348 .338 -.395 .405 .189 .417 
-1.080 .317 -.363 .402 -.086 .410 

-.738 .400 -.257 .400 
-.581 .397 .076 .387 
-.376 .379 .086 .371 
-.896 .338 -.045 .351 
-.927 .332 -.125 .317 
-.343 .323 
-.673 .301 

Note: Italicized items appeared only in the Stradaptive 1 item pool. Underlined items appeared only in the Stradaptive 2 item 
pool. All others appeared in both item pools. 
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Table A-2 

Conventional Test Item Parameters 

Traditional Normal Ogive 
p rbis b a 

Mean .537 .472 -.188 .543 
S.D. .101 .078 .592 .112 
Maximum .661 .612 1.155 .774 
Minimum .267 .296 -.956 .310 

.661 .434 -.956 .482 

.656 .543 -.739 .647 

.659 .490 -.835 .562 

.469 .572 .136 .697 

.646 .520 -. 719 .609 

.646 .477 -. 784 .543 

.651 .531 -. 730 .627 

.640 .494 -.725 .568 

.634 .543 -.630 .647 

.634 .503 -.680 .582 

.623 .456 -.686 .512 

.558 .518 -.281 .606 

.608 .371 -. 738 .400 

.613 .320 -.896 .338 

.607 .516 -.525 .602 

.615 .315 -.927 .332 

.604 .427 -.617 .472 

.602 .538 -.480 .638 

.458 .612 .172 .774 

.458 .611 -.172 .772 

.557 .448 -.319 .501 

.559 .501 -.296 .579 

.559 .527 -.281 .620 

.549 .496 -.248 .571 

.542 .451 -.233 .505 

.539 .531 -.184 .627 

.542 .490 -.215 .562 

.529 .424 .171 .468 

.471 .385 -.189 .417 

.514 .448 .078 .501 

.500 .519 -.001 .607 

.506 .428 .035 .474 

.449 .520 .246 .609 

.470 .400 .188 .436 

.463 .537 .173 .637 

.340 .359 1.151 .383 

.267 .538 1.155 .638 

.386 .296 .977 .310 

.335 .440 .968 .490 

.365 .353 .976 .377 
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Table A-3 

Characteristics of Score Distributions for Stradaptive 1, 
Stradaptive 2, and the Conventional Test on Retest 

Stradaptive 1 
Score N Mean S.D. Skew Kurtosis 

Ability Scores 
1 180 1.250 1.172 -.334 -.635 
2 180 .854 1.410 .107 -.760* 
3 180 .793 1.286 -.066 -.822* 
4 180 1.200 1.141 -.578* -.539 
5 180 .870 1.396 .010 -.671 
6 180 .629 1.246 -.176 -.817* 
7 180 .697 1.206 -.134 -.871* 
8 180 .129 1.070 .017 -.785* 
9 160 .276 1:..124 .068 -.833* 

10 180 .607 1. 241 -.154 -.846* 
Consistency Scores 

11 180 .746 .195 .630* .232 
12 180 .668 .228 .550* .476 
13 160 .398 .232 .421* -.431 
14 180 2.011 .932 .675* .270 
15 180 2.072 .92la .662* .233 

Stradaptive 2 
Score N Mean S.D. Skew Kurtosis 

Ability Scores 
1 98 .809 1.126 .350 - .789 
2 98 .324 1.283 .418 - .162 
3 98 .302 1.215 .436 - .504 
4 98 .767 1.094 .274 -1.015* 
5 98 .315 1.261 .441 - .111 
6 98 .171 1.205 .383 - .632 
7 98 .256 1.153 .479 - .539 
8 98 -.289 .956 .604* - .282 
9 83 -.137 .996 .667* .235 

10 97 .114 1.187 .359 - .586 
Consistency Scores 

11 98 .761 .179 .407 .339 
12 98 .677 .202 .291 - .269 
13 83 • 383 .212 -.031 -1. 308* 
14 98 1.898 .860 .217 - .933 
15 98 1.918 .849a .207 - .914 

Conventional Test 
Score N Mean S.D. Skew Kurtosis 

40-items 194 .619 .211 -.195 - . 796* 

29-item b 
analogous form 194 .620 .213 -.166 - .870* 

as.D. is multiplied by .65. 

bAll statistics for the 29-item analogous form are means of statistics calculated 
on five combinations of items. 

*Significantly different from zero at p~.05. 
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Table A-4 

Stradaptive 2 Test-retest Correlations as a Function of 
Initial Test Consistency Scores 11, 12, and 13 

Status on Consistency Score 11 
Very Very 
High High Average Low Low 

Mean Consistency Score .524 .63l .704 .820 1.033 
Number of Testees in Intervala 18 14 15 15 17 

Stradaptive Ability Score: 1 .376 .823 .747 .887 .598 
2 .007 .877 .535 .732 .588 
3 .604 .826 .680 .847 .603 
4 .219 .848 .733 .842 .592 
5 .151 .895 .558 .769 .586 
6 .550 .823 .669 .858 .534 
7 .592 .858 .698 .881 .563 
8 .589 .876 .873 .912 .764 
9 .846 .860 .786 .918 .662 

10 .569 .829 .689 .856 .621 

Status on Consistency Score 12 
Very Very 
High High Average Low Low 

Mean Consistency Score .346 .552 .661 .765 .973 
Number of Testees in Intervala 17 17 15 15 15 

Stradaptive Ability Score: 1 .330 .769 .905 .867 .750 
2 .581 .590 .827 .440 .665 
3 .469 .803 .910 .766 .665 
4 .306 .723 .876 .844 .769 
5 .575 .632 .874 .647 .656 
6 .449 .798 .915 .688 .666 
7 .509 .819 .937 .700 .669 
8 .500 .874 .944 .846 .805 
9 .718 .809 .955 .785 .766 

10 .471 .808 .916 .783 .679 

Status on Consistency Score 13 
Very Very 
High High Average Low Low 

Mean Consistency Score .117 .255 .379 .472 .665 
Number of Testees in Intervala 13 14 13 13 14 

Stradaptive Ability Score: 1 .590 .758 .771 .850 .848 
2 .652 .628 .605 .731 .717 
3 .773 .808 .835 .817 .795 
4 .555 .748 .783 .823 .876 
5 .562 .669 .642 .802 .714 
6 .774 .736 .787 .824 .801 
7 .685 .747 . 792 .870 .797 
8 .732 .859 .807 .900 .903 
9 .715 .868 .805 .958 .822 

10 .771 .816 .827 .838 .799 

~otal number of testees with valid data. Retest reliabilities for some 
scoring methods are based on fewer cases. 
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18. SUPPLI::MEIITARY NOTES 

This report is the proceedings of a symposium presented at the Annual 
Convention of the American Psychological Association, August 30, 1975. 
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testing 
ability testing 
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adaptive testing 
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branched testing 
individualized testing 
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programmed testing 
response-contingent testing 
automated testing 

;'0. A£JSTflACi (C"ntJnue en ro,·vrete •lcfe II n•c•••ery and Identity by block nw1ohw) 

This symposium consisted of ~our papers and the comments of two discussants. 

1. C. David Vale. Problem: ·strategies of Branching through an Item 
Pool. 

This paper describes a variety of strategies for adapting tests to 
the trait level of each individual on the basis of the testee's 
responses to previously administered items. Based on data from 
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the levels and shapes of information curves they provide under one 
particular set of conditions. Limitations of the data present8d 
are discussed. 

2. ·James R. McBride. Problem: Scoring Adaptive Tests. 
Several approaches to scoring adaptive tests are described. Inap
plicability of traditional number correct scores in adaptive testing, 
where different individuals answer different items, is discussed. 
The essentials of latent trait theory are summarized, and two 
scoring methods usable with that approach are explicated. These 
scoring methods--maximum likelihood scoring and Bayesian scoring--are 
compared using simulation data, on criteria of information, bias, and 
regression on ability. Limitations of these scoring methods are 
discussed. 

3. James B. Sympson. Problem: Evaluating the Results of Adaptive 
Testing. 

Six component elements of a testing procedure are described; it is 
suggested that proper evaluation of a testing procedure should be 
based on consideration of these elements as separable components. 
Classes of criteria for evaluating a testing procedure are differ
entiated into validating criteria, theoretical criteria, psycho
social criteria, and cost criteria. Within each of these categories, 
the various criteria are discussed and contrasted. Suggestions are 
made as to the appropriate applications of each of these criteria. 
The problem of using multiple criteria is briefly discussed and it 
is suggested that live-testing and simulation research be systema
tically combined. A number of specific recommendations are made 
concerning problems of evaluating the results of adaptive testing. 

4. Nancy E. Betz. Prospects: New types of Information and Psychological 
Implications. 

Several types of new information available from computerized 
adaptive measurement are described. These include individualized 
error of measurement, response consistency, improved response modes, 
response latencies, and new kinds of tests. Data from live 
computerized testing are presented showing that response consistency 
moderates test-retest reliability. The potential psycholo~ical 
advantages of computerized testing are discussed. Data a~e presented 
from two studies demonstrating the facilitating effect of immediate 
knowledge of results after each test item on ~bility test oerfcrmancr. 

Comments by the discussants, Robert L. Linn of the University of Illinois and 
R. Darrell Bock of the University of Chicago, include a discussion o~ some of 
the limitations of the research presented, some diffedng interprcta':ions. and 
suggestions for future research in adaptive testing. 
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INTRODUCTION 

David J. Weiss .............. . University of Minnesota 

The research program which generated the ideas and findings reported in 
the four main papers in this symposium has been supported since early 1972 by 
the Personnel and Training Research Programs, Office of Naval Research, 
Washington, D.C. The continuing support of that office and the encouragement 
and guidance received from its Director, Or. Marshall J. Farr, and its Assistant 
Director, Dr. Joseph L. Young have made it possible to develop a sustained 
research effort designed to answer very basic questions about the psychometric 
and practical utility of computerized adaptive testing. Prior to the ONR 
support, this research effort was supported for two years by grants from the 
General Research Fund of the Graduate School at the University of Minnesota. 
Special thanks are due to our project programmer, Louis J. DeWitt, who has 
worked on this research since 1970. Without his persistence in re-programming 
our testing system for four different computers, during the last five years, 
much of our research would have been impossible. 

The focus of our research to date on computerized adaptive measurement 
has been in the area of ability testing. However, our methods and findings 
should be applicable, in general, to the measurement of any homogeneous trait. 
We have also based much of our research on the latent trait model. But latent 
trait theory is only one way of conceptualizing trait measurement. although a 
very useful one. There are alternative ways of approaching trait measurement 
which might be equally useful in adaptive testing, and which are used in the 
measurement of other psychological variables. Thus, the methods of adaptive 
testing should prove useful in the measurement of personality variables, 
interest traits, values, and in other aspects of human functioning which can 
be conceptualized as homogeneous traits. 

We have approached research in adaptive testing in two complementary 
ways--live-testing and computer simulations. In the last three years we have 
administered over 7,500 tests to real testees by interactive computers. In 
addition, based on the latent trait model, we have simulated the responses of 
hundreds of thousands of testees on a wide variety of testing strategies. 
These simulations augment the findings from live-testing studies in very 
important ways, and provide further hypotheses for research using live 
computerized testing. 

The four papers that follow will describe three major problems we have 
faced in our research on adaptive testing, and some of the prospects for 
improving testing that derive from computerized adaptive testing. The first 
problem that we faced is how to adapt a test to individual differences in 
trait level, during the process of testing. Mr. Vale, in the first paper, 
will describe what an adaptive test is, how various strategies of adaptive 
testing function, and will present some data comparing adaptive testing 
strategies. 
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The second major problem we faced was that of scoring adaptive tests. 
In adaptive testing, different testees answer different test items. Thus, 
since each test is unique to the individual, traditional scoring methods are 
inappropriate. Mr. McBride, in the second paper, will describe some of our 
research on scoring methods, and present some data comparing the character
istics of several scoring methods. 

For over fifty years the paper and pencil test has been the predominant 
mode of testing. But now that computerized adaptive testing is a possibility, 
we have an alternative. Thus, there is a need, that was not evident in former 
years, to evaluate the characteristics of different testing strategies. Mr. 
Sympson, in the third paper, will discuss some of the problems we have faced 
in comparing different testing procedures, and suggest a systematic approach 
to the problem. 

Computerized adaptive testing is not all problems, however. In addition 
to the problems we have faced in our research, we have become aware of the 
potential of this mode of testing for improving psychological measurement in 
other ways, beyond the purely psychometric benefits resulting from the adaptive 
process. In the fourth paper, Ms. Betz will describe some of these new pros
pects, and present data derived from live testing concerning some valuable new 
kinds of information resulting from computerized testing, and data on the 
potential psychological benefits of this mode of testing. 

The four papers will describe only some of the problems we have faced 
in our research program, and some of the potential advantages of computerized 
adaptive trait measurement. The discussants will, we hope, help us to find 
some solutions to the myriad problems that we face in this new field of 
research, suggest other ways of approaching these problems, or suggest other 
kinds of research which might extend our findings. 

Our first discussant, Robert L. Linn of the University of Illinois, was 
a pioneer researcher in adaptive testing. His research in the mid-1960's 
pioneered one important methodological approach to research in adaptive testing, 
and produced initial findings supporting the utility of adaptive or sequential 
testing. Our second discussant, R. Darrell Bock of the University of Chicago, 
is an internationally known authority on latent trait theory, the theoretical 
approach used in most adaptive testing research. His important theoretical 
and methodological developments in this area have permitted adaptive testing 
research to move forward efficiently. We appreciate Dr. Linn's and Dr. Bock's 
contributions to this symposium, and their helpful comments. 

i i 



PROBLEM: 

STRATEGIES OF BRANCHING THROUGH AN ITEM POOL 

C. David Vale 
University of f1innesota 

The problem I am addressing has been the focus of much of the research in 
adaptive or tailored testing and provides, in fact, the major motivation for 
administering tests adaptively. The problem is: given a large pool of test 
items and a constraint to administer a relatively small number of them, what is 
the best way of selecting that small number of items? In this presentation, I 
am going to show some strategies that have been used for selecting items in 
the framework of their evolution from the simple conventional test to complex 
adaptive or tailored testing models. To clarify the distinctions between some 
of the models we will follow the progress of a hypothetical, low ability sub
ject, Dennis Dull, through a test administered under each strategy and note how 
his items are selected. We will further examine differences between strategies 
in terms of the amount of information about ability which each strategy provides. 

Assumptions 

In order to make possible the analyses done for this presentation, some 
simplifying assumptions were made. First, it was assumed that a large pool of 
equally good items (i.e., items with equivalent discriminating power) was 
available to choose from. Second, it was assumed that these were free-response 
items and, hence, guessing was not possible. Third, it was assumed that all 
items were scored by a common technique, in this case, a Bayesian scoring pro
cedure. Finally, to make comparisons between some strategies meaningful, it 
was assumed that a prior estimate of ability, correlating .5 with ability, was 
available. 

Figure 1 shows schematically the item pool that will be used for testing 
with the various strategies. On the horizontal dimension are seventeen 
columns, each containing four items, ranging from very easy items at the left 
to very difficult items at the right. The vertical dimension represents repli
cations of items at each difficulty level; all items in a column are equally 
difficult. 

I will illustrate the various item selection strategies using eight items 
from this pool of 68. While an eight-item test is convenient for illustration, 
eight items are too few to allow some of the adaptive strategies to function 
well. Therefore, for evaluation of the strategies a 24-item test was used. 
Items for the 24-item tests were chosen in a manner analogous to the way items 
were chosen for the illustrated eight-item test. The results r•11 present 
are from computer simulations (see Appendix for details of the simulation method; 
numerical results are in Appendix Table A-1). 
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Figure 1 
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Testing Strategies 

Rectangular conventional test. One way to compose a test is to select 
a fixed set of items having a wide range of difficulties. Figure 2 shows 
such a rectangular conventional test. In this case, eight items equally 
spaced on the difficulty continuum were chosen from alternate columns ranging 
from the next to easiest to the next to most difficult columns. Dennis Dull, 
our low ability subject, produced the response record shown in Figure 2 with 
those items he answered correctly marked by a plus (+) and those he answered 
incorrectly marked by a minus (-). The items in this test could have been 
administered in any order but for clarity of presentation, we started at the 
left and worked toward the right. 

The first item Dennis encountered was beneath his ability level and, 
knowing the answer, he responded correctly. The second item was a bit more 
difficult for Dennis but he still answered it correctly. The third item, 
being a bit above his ability level,was too difficult for Dennis and he 
answered it incorrectly. Similarly, the fourth through eighth items were 
even more difficult and he answered all of them incorrectly. 
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Figure 2 
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Figure 3 

Information Curve for the Rectangular Conventional Test 
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Figure 3 shows an information curve produced by the rectangular conven
tional test. Information can be thought of as related to the precision of 
measurement produced by a test at a given level of ability, or as how well a 
test can discriminate between two contiguous ability levels (see Lord, 1970, 
for a discussion of information curves). A good test produces an information 
curve that is high (i.e., provides precise measurement) and is flat (i.e., 
provides this high level of precision for all testees at all ability levels). 
Although not apparent from Figure 3, it will become obvious from comparisons 
with later information curves that the rectangular conventional test produces 
an information curve that is fairly flat but somewhat low. It can be seen, 
however, that even this information curve tapers off at the extremes indica
ting poorer measurement for testees where ability level is distant from the 
mean. 

Peaked conventional test. Instead of choosing items with a wide range 
of difficulty, we could instead choose items peaked at the center of the 
ability range and administer them to all testees. Figure 4 shows such peaked 
conventional test. The four items from the median difficulty column and two 
from each of the adjacent columns were chosen for this test. Again, these 
items could have been administered in any order but we will begin at the top 
for clarity. 

Figure 4 
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These items were intended for average ability testees and were all too 
difficult for Dennis. He answered incorrectly the first item, the second item, 
and most of the rest of the items. In fact, the only item he answered correctly 
asked for the definition of 11 0edipal 11

, a term he had picked up from his analyst. 
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The information curve for the peaked conventional test (Figure 5) shows 
graphically what Dennis felt as he took the test; the peaked conventional test 
provides good measurement for some testees but very poor measurement for others. 
As Figure 5 shows, the peaked conventional test produces precise measurement 
for individuals with abilities in the middle range but little information for 
extreme ability subjects. The peaked conventional test provides more informa
tion about ability than does the rectangular conventional test within the 
range of ±1.5 standard deviations of the ability range for which it was peaked 
but less outside of this range. 

Figure 5 

Information Curve for the Peaked Conventional Test 
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It seems that with a fixed set of items (i.e., a conventional test) we 
can please some of the people all of the time or all of the people some of the 
time, but we can't please all of the people all of the time. If, however, we 
could figure out a way to move a peaked ability test to the ability level of 
each person being tested, we could please all of the people all of the time 
and provide a high level of information at all ability levels. If a testee's 
ability were known before testing, we would construct a test made up of those 
items with difficulties closest to his ability level (i.e., items which he/she 
would be expected to answer correctly 50% of the time). But if we knew his 
ability beforehand, we would have no reason to administer the test at all. 
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Multi-level conventional tests. In practice we have, at best, a 
fallible prior estimate of the testee's ability level and may want to admin
ister items more or less rectangularly distributed in a narrow range around 
tha~ estimated ability level. Some achievement tests use a prior ability 
est1mate, such as grade in school, to determine which section of a test a 
testee should take. Figure 6 shows such a test. Knowing that Dennis ranked 
at the 27th percentile in his grade school graduating class, if this were a 

Figure 6 
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high school freshman achievement test, we might use this prior information to 
start Dennis at the easiest entry point (E1). Or, if we had a testee with all 
A•s in grade school, we might start him at the high entry point. Given a 
prior ability estimate, therefore, it is possible to adapt the test to the 
individual within the framework of a conventional test. But if prior informa
tion is not available, we have to use a test that tailors item difficulty in 
its absence. One possible strategy for doing this is the two-stage testing 
strategy (Angoff & Huddleston, 1958; Betz & Weiss, 1973, 1974) which is like 
the previous test but generates its own prior ability estimate. 

Two-stage tests. In a two-stage test, a testee is first administered a 
short routing test and, on the basis of his score on that test, is branched to 
a measurement test of more appropriate difficulty. Figure 7 shows a two-stage 
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test. A testee takes a three-item routing test and one of three five-item 
measurement tests. Dennis answered all three of the routing test items in
correctly as they were too difficult for him. Since this suggested that his 

Figure 7 
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ability was low, ne was branched to the easiest measurement test where he 
answered three out of the five items correctly. 

As Figure 8 shows, this two-stage test yields an information curve that 
is at all points higher than that of the rectangular conventional test and 
higher than the information curve of the peaked conventional test except in 
the center. Thus, this two-stage test provides more precise measurement than 
the rectangular conventional test at all ability levels, and more precise 
measurement than the peaked conventional test at most ability levels. 

One problem with the two-stage testing strategy is that if a testee•s 
ability is between the difficulties of two adjacent measurement tests, there 
is no measurement test of appropriate difficulty. A solution to this problem 
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Figure 8 

Information Curve for the Two-Stage Test 
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is available in the form of the continuous second stage two-stage test 
(Sympson, 1975), a variant of the previous two-stage test, shown in Figure 9. 
As in the standard two-stage test, the testee is first administered the three
item routing test. Then, on the basis of the score on that test, he is branched 
to a five-item measurement test. But instead of using one of three pre
structured measurement tests, a measurement test consisting of the most appro
priate item and two adjacent items on each side is individually composed for 
the testee. Given our restricted circumstances, the information curve of the 
continuous two-stage test would be very similar to that of the standard two
stage test and will not be shown here. 

Another problem inherent in the two-stage procedure is that of mis
routing. The measurement test decision is based on a short and fallible 
routing test and thus may be incorrect. For example, had the word 11 0edipal 11 

occurred in the two-stage routing test, Dennis would have answered one out of 
the three items correctly and might have been branched to the middle measure
ment test containing items that were too difficult for him. 

Flexilevel test. There are two solutions to the misrouting problem: One 
is to route more; the other is to route less (i.e., not at all). An example 
of the latter strategy is the flexilevel test (Lord, 1971) shown in Figure 10. 
For this test the potential item set is the same as the potential measure
ment test item set of the continuous two-stage test. But rather than taking 
a routing test, each testee starts with the median difficulty item of the 
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Figure 9 
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Figure 10 
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item set, and following each correct response is branched to the next more 
difficult unadministered item. Following an incorrect response, he is branched 
to the next less difficult unadministered item. 

In Dennis' case, he answered incorrectly the first three items and was 
branched appropriately downward until he reached the third item below the 
median, an item slightly above his ability level. Knowing the answer, he 
answered that item correctly and was branched to the first item above the median 
which he answered incorrectly. He was branched to the fourth item below the 
median and continued oscillating between easy and difficult items until he had 
answered eight items. 

Figure 11 
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The information curve for the flexilevel test is shown in Figure 11. 
Although the flexilevel test solves the problem of misrouting, the information 
it provides is always less than that provided by the two-stage test. 

Three-stage test. Figure 12 shows an example of the other solution to the 
problem of misrouting, the three-stage test (sometimes referred to as the 
double-routing two-stage). In this strategy, an individual takes pne routing 
test which routes him to a second routing test which routes him to a measure
ment test. Errors resulting from the first routing can be ameliorated by the 
second routing. 
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P ramidal test. Carrying the idea of multiple routing to its logical 
extreme i.e., using one item per stage) results, in this case, in the eight
stage test or, in the general case, the pyramidal test (Krathwohl & Huyser, 
1956; Larkin & Weiss, 1974, 1975). As shown by Figure 13, in this strategy 
a testee starts with a median difficulty item and is branched after each item 
to a less difficult item following an incorrect response or to a more diffi
cult item following a correct response. 

The information curve for this test, shown in Figure 14, shows it to pro
vide more information than any of the strategies discussed thus far except in 
the middle ability range where it is slightly surpassed by the peaked conven
tional test. It should be noted, however, that the information curve is far 
from flat. Less than half of the amount of information provided at the middle 
range of ability is provided at the extremes of this information curve, three 
standard deviations from the mean. 

Figure 14 

Information Curve for the Pyramidal Test 
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Stratified-adaptive test. T~e pr:vious~y dis:u:sed.adaptiv: tests have 
been developed for the situat1on 1n wh1ch pr1or ab1l1ty 1nformat1on was not 
available and are not capable of using it when it is available. Now th~t we 
have reached the top of the pyramid, so to speak, we can make use of pr1or 
information by extending the pyramidal structure to allow entry at several 
points. 
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A direct extension is unable to handle branching for some extreme ability 
testees, however, so a modified extension of the pyramidal structure is used 
by the stratified-adaptive (stradaptive) testing strategy (Weiss, 1973) shown 
in Figure 15. Two changes beyond a direct extension are observed: 1) items 
are grouped into strata consisting of items of possibly slightly different 
difficulties; and 2) branching is between strata, with the item selected being 
the first unadministered item in a stratum. 

Figure 15 
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Dennis started at the fourth entry point. He did not correctly answer 
the first item in stratum four, was branched to the first item in stratum 
three, answered this item correctly, and alternated between these two strata 
until his fifth item. He correctly answered the fifth item, which was in the 
fourth stratum, and was branched to the first item in the fifth stratum. He 
did not know the correct answer to either this or the next item, and finished 
with his eighth item in the third stratum. 

Branching to the first item in a stratum is of little value in a situa
tion where all items are equally discriminating, but is useful when using a 
real item pool because all items will not be equally discriminating. This 
feature allows the most discriminatin9 items to be put where they have the 
highest probability of being administered; at the top of the stratum. The 
information curve for the stradaptive test, shown in Figure 16, is almost 
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flat indicating t~at the stradaptive test provides very equiprecise measure
ment. Its level 1s surpassed by several other strategies in the center, 
however. 

Figure 16 

Information Curve for the Stradaptive Test 
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The previous adaptive strategies are all among the fixed branching 
strategies. The branching has been a function solely of the testee•s per
formance at the immediately preceeding stage. The variable branching pro
cedures calculate an ability estimate after each item and select as the next 
item the item best suited for an individual of that ability. 

A Bayesian strategy. An example of the variable branching procedures 
is the Bayesian strategy (Owen, 1969), which is illustrated in Figure 17. 
On the basis of a prior ability estimate, which may be simply the mean ability 
of the population of testees, a first item is selected. On the basis of the 
response to that item and a prior ability distribution, which may consist 
simply of population parameters, a score is calculated and on the basis of 
that score, another item is selected. This procedure is repeated, each time 
selecting the one item in the pool which is closest in difficulty to the 
last ability estimate. 
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Figure 17 
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The Bayesian test's information curve is shown in Figure 18. It is 
slightly higher than the stradaptive test's information curve and nearly 
as flat, although it drops more in the tails. The peaked conventional 
test and the pyramidal test still provide more information in the center 
of the ability distribution. 

Limitations of the Results 

In this presentation, I've attempted to give an idea why adaptive 
testing is needed, what some strategies of implementing adaptive testing 
are, and how these strategies compare in terms of the information they pro
vide. If evaluation of adaptive testing were as simple as this presentation, 
however, our research would be unnecessary. This evaluation was very limited 
in a number of ways: 

1. The information curves were calculated using a response model which 
may not accurately portray response tendencies of real subjects. 

2. An unrealistic item pool containing equidiscriminating items was 
used. This would never be found in the real world. 

3. Numbers of items per stage and peakedness of subtests were chosen 
arbitrarily and may not be optimal. 

4. A common scoring technique was used which may not be optimal for 
all strategies. Mr. McBride will outline some of the alternative 
scoring procedures. 

5. As you will see in Mr. Sympson's presentation, information curves 
are not the only way to evaluate the goodness of a testing 
strategy. 

6. Strategies and scoring methods determined to be 11 best 11 in some 
situations may not be best in others. 

The questions involved in adaptive testing are multifaceted and complex. 
The purpose of research in adaptive testing is to answer the questions neces
sary to decide when and how to use which kind of adaptive testing strategy. 
The illustrations provided here were designed simply to introduce the field 
and are, at best, limited in their generalizability. 



PROBLEM: 

SCORING ADAPTIVE TESTS 

James R. McBride 
University of Minnesota 

The purpose of administering mental tests to people is usually to compare 
each person with some criterion, or to compare each person with others with 
regard to test scores. On a conventional test, where all examinees take a 
common set of test items, the test score is typically the number of items 
answered correctly, or some transformation of the number correct. 

When all the items of a test are equivalent, having equal difficulty and 
equal intercorrelations, the number-correct score is a sufficient statistic 
for estimating ability level (Lord, 1953). It contains all the information 
in the pattern or vector of individual item scores. When the items in a test 
are not all equivalent, however, the simple number-correct score fails to 
convey all the information in the pattern of item responses. Instead a 
weighted linear composite of the item scores is needed (Solomon, 1961), where 
the weights are proportional to the item discriminating power. When guessing 
is a factor, the problem becomes even more complex. 

In general, the number-correct score uses less than all of the informa
tion available in the test item responses. Further, the number-correct score 
provides only one more score category than the number of items in the test. 
For example, only twenty-one unique scores are available from a 20-item test. 
The shorter the test, the smaller the number of discriminations among persons 
which can be made. Still a third shortcoming of number-correct scores is the 
lack of comparability of scores from different tests of the same trait or 
construct, unless the tests are strictly equivalent. 

In scoring adaptive tests, the comparability problem becomes even more 
pronounced. An adaptive testing strategy combines both an item selection 
procedure and a scoring method. Different persons in effect take different 
tests, and the different tests are intentionally non-equivalent across indivi
duals. The sets of adaptive test items administered to any two persons may 
differ in difficulty and in item discrimination, as Mr. Vale has illustrated. 
Some adaptive testing strategies, such as the stradaptive and Bayesian ones, 
permit test length to vary as well. The number-correct score, and the weighted 
linear combination of the item scores, are both inadequate for scoring adaptive 
tests, except for certain special cases. 

What is needed in adaptive testing is a general scoring method which will 
take account of the pattern of item responses, and of the difficulty and dis
crimination of the items administered, and which will yield scores which are 
directly comparable despite non-equivalence of the item sets. The scaling 
methods made possible by item characteristic curve properties in latent trait 
theory provide a class of solutions to the problem of adaptive test scoring. 
I will mention two of these methods. But first, a hasty introduction to 
latent trait theory. 
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Latent Trait Theory 

Fo~ ~ertain kinds of psychological variables, such as those measured by 
most ab1l1ty tests, the construct or trait being measured is monotonically 
related to test score. At the dichotomous item level, this is tantamount to 
say~ng that ~he probability of a co~rect response increases with trait level. 
Tra1t level 1s assumed to vary cont1nuously, but the metric for describing it 
is arbitrary. 

An item characteristic curve describes the probability of a correct 
response P(u =1) to a specific test item gas a function of level on the under
lying trait.g The curve can be described as a function in several parameters, 
usually trait level (e), item difficulty (b) and item discriminating power (a). 
Thus for a single item g, the probability of correct response, P {e), can be 
expressed in terms of the three parameters: g 

P(u 1=11 e) • P,(e)= f,(e,b,,a,) [l] 

Now if the forms and parameters of the item characteristic functions are 
known and if the convenient property of local independence can be assumed (or 
derived from other assumptions), then the probability of a pattern or string 
of item scores can be expressed as a compound function of the item character-
istic functions. I.e., 1 

k u, -.u, 
P (u,, U 2 , .... uk) = 1T' P (e) (1-P (e)] [2] 

I• 1 I I 

Maximum likelihood scoring. For test scoring purposes, of course, we 
are not interested in estimating the probability of a pattern of item scores, 
but in estimating the trait level parameter e from the item scores. This 
presumes that the item parameters bg' ag have been determined (or estimated) 
already, so let us say that they have been. Then for any pattern or vector 
of dichotomous item scores there is a likelihood function such as Equation 2. 
We may use as our trait-level estimate--or test score--the value of 0 at which 
the likelihood function is maximal. That is, given a pattern of item scores, 
and the parameters of the items administered, trait level may be estimated by 
means of maximum likelihood techniques. More important, as long as all the 
item parameters are expressed with reference to a common metric and to a 
common norm group, trait level estimates in a common metric may be obtained 
from examinees• scores on different sets of items. For this reason, maximum 
likelihood scoring is especially appropriate for use with adaptive tests. 

Although maximum likelihood scoring allows us to make direct comparisons 
of persons who took different sets of test items, the method is not without 
its shortcomings. For instance, the solution is indeterminate when an examinee 
answers every item correctly or every item incorrectly, in which cases the 
estimation procedure converges on plus or minus infinity. When items can be 
answered correctly by guessing, the same problem may occur with other item 
score patterns as well. Although adaptive tests, by virtue of their item 
selection processes, are less subject than conventional _tests to item.response 
patterns yielding infinite maximum likelihood score est1mates, there 1s no 
guarantee that such patterns will not occur. 
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Bayesian scoring. A Bayesian sequential scoring method proposed by 
Owen (1969) avoids the problem of infinite estimates, yet provides comparable 
scores from different sets of test items, in the same kind of metric the 
maximum likelihood procedure employs. The Bayesian method is likewise a 
consequence of latent trait theory, based again on the properties of item 
characteristic curves. For simplicity let the item characteristic curves all 
be normal ogives, so that 

p
9 

( (J) = P ( u
9 

= 1 I (J ) = <I> [ a
9 

( 8- b
9 

) ] [
3

] 

Again we do not know the value of 8, but we observed the item scores (1 or 0), 
and have previously estimated the parameters ag and bg of each item g. If we 
began by estimating that an examinee•s trait level 8 was equal to the mean ~ 
of a normal distribution, and that the variance of that distribution is 0 

a2 , Bayes• theorem permits us to calculate the mean and variance of 8 posterior 
0 

to observing his score on a single item. That is, using Bayes• Theorem and the 
parameters of the prior distribution we may proceed from P(ug=l J8) to 
P(8Jug=l) and from P(ug=OJ8) to P(8Jug=O) which in turn permit us to evaluate 
expressions for E(8Jug) and var(8Jug)' the expected value and variance of the 
posterior distribution of e, conditional on item score. 

As proposed by Owen in the context of an adaptive testing strategy, the 
Bayesian estimation procedure never yields the troublesome infinite estimates. 
It is dependent, however, on the order in which the item scores are evaluated, 
since it involves updating the trait level estimate one item at a time. Several 
factors are capable of limiting the accuracy and validity of the resulting 
11 final score .. estimates. Guessing can introduce marked bias. Additionally, 
the Bayesian approach depends heavily on its 11 priors 11

• An inappropriate choice 
of parameters for the initial prior distribution can result both in severe bias 
and some loss of validity (McBride, 1975) in the scores. 

Choosing Among Scoring Methods 

So, where does that leave us? We have a variety of scoring procedures 
available for adaptive tests. Two of these have been described above. Others 
are described by Lord (1970). Some are appealing by virtue of their simplicity, 
but either fail to provide adequate differentiation among examinees, or to rank 
examinees on a scale that permits comparing scores obtained on different tests, 
or both. Others are appealing because of their mathematical elegance, but are 
subject to distortions such as bias, or to absurdities such as infinite scores, 
or to invalidity due to inappropriate prior assumptions. Given that we are to 
use an adaptive test in some applied setting, how are we to choose among alter
native scoring methods? 

The answer is that there is no simple answer. The choice will depend on 
the test itself, on the setting in which the test is used, on the purpose to 
which the test scores are to be applied, on practical constraints such as 
scoring costs, and perhaps on other considerations as well. Using psychometric 
criteria, scoring methods can be evaluated in terms of a number of criteria, 
including information and bias. 
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Information. Suppose that trait level is distributed continuously, and 
measured in real numbers. We can talk of the regression of test scores on trait 
level, that is, a curve depicting the mean test score at any level of the trait. 
If the regression is linear, we know that its slope is constant, so that for any 
unit increase in trait level, there is a corresponding constant increase in mean 
t~st score. If the regression is non-linear, the increment in mean test score 
may or may not be linearly related to trait level. 

Similarly, we may talk of the precision of measurement at any trait level 
in terms of the inverse of the standard deviation of test scores at that level. 
Like the slope, the precision may or may not be constant across trait levels. 
The 11 information 11 at any level of the trait is defined as the squared.ratio of 
the slope at that level to the standard deviation of scores at that level. In
formation may be constant across trait levels, or may vary. If the information 
is constant, the test scores are making equivalent discriminations at all levels 
of the trait. If it is not constant, the test scores discriminate better at 
some levels of the trait than at others, and perhaps discriminate best at some 
one point (see Appendix for a further discussion of 11 information 11

). 

Bias. Just as precision and information are discussed in terms of trait 
level, we may speak of bias at any given trait level Bias here is defined as 

fo 11 ows : bias = [ E ( X ) I e] - . e 

where X is the test score. Bias, then, is the algebraic difference between the 
expected value of the test scores X at a given trait level 0 and 0 itself. As 
I mentioned earlier, the metric for 0 is arbitrary. So is the test score 
metric x. Since both are arbitrary, we should be more concerned about the form 
of the relation of bias to 0 than to the numerical values. Constant bias, or 
bias linear in e, is not usually a problem in psychological measurement. Non
linear bias, however, may be a problem in some applied settings. 

Comparison of Maximum Likelihood and Bayesian Scoring 

In choosing a scoring method for an adaptive test, it would be prudent to 
evaluate the information and bias characteristics of the resulting scores 
against the criteria dictated by the purpose of testing. These evaluations may 
be conducted by analytic methods for certain kinds of tests (e.g., Lord, 1970), 
but where real item pools are involved, Monte Carlo computer simulation methods 
may be necessary. An example of such a simulation follows (see Appendix for 
details of the simulation method; numerical results are in Appendix Tables A-2 
through A-4). 

This simulation study used the Bayesian sequential adaptive testing 
strategy designed by Owen (1969). Rather than accepting Owen's method for 
scoring the resulting patterns of item responses, however, we wanted to evaluate 
it in comparison with two alternative scoring procedures: 1) the maximum like
lihood estimation procedure described above and 2) the number correct score. 

In order to generate data from which to compare the three scoring methods, 
we simulated administering a 20-item Bayesian sequential adaptive test to 3200 
examinees of known ability--100 examinees at each of 32 trait levels (e) in 

[4] 
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the interval [-3.2~0~+3.0] . These trait level values can be thought of as 
standard deviation units. A pattern of 20 simulated item scores (l or 0) was 
generated for each simulated examinee. Every such pattern was scored using 
each of the three scoring methods. For each scoring method, the mean and 
standard deviation of the 100 scores at each trait level e were calculated. 

Regression of scores on ability. The means are plotted against trait 
level e in Figures 19 and 20. Figure 19 contains the mean scores for the 

Figure 19 
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Bayesian scoring method. Note that the estimated regression of Bayesian scores 
on e is slightly non-linear. Its slope varies from one level to another, which 
has implications for the information in the scores. Figure 19 also contains the 
means for the maximum likelihood scoring technique. Note that the regression 
of these scores on 0 appears almost linear. Figure 20 shows the mean number
correct score as a function of e. For these scores the regression is somewhat 
non-linear. 
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Figure 20 
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Bias. Figure 21 contains bias plots for the Bayesian and maximum like
lihood scores. Figure 22 is the bias plot for the number correct scores. In 
the trait interval shown, the maximum likelihood scores appear to be nearly 
unbiased estimators of trait level. The Bayesian scores are not so favorable 
in this regard. The bias is severe in the extremes of trait level, and is 
noticeably non-linear. The bias in the number correct scores follows a trend 
similar to that of the Bayesian scores. 

Figure 22 
BIAS CURVE FOR NUMBER CORRECT SCORE 
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Information. So far we have looked at the regression of test scores on 
0, and found that only for the maximum likelihood scores was the regression 
approximately linear. Similarly, the maximum likelihood scores appear far 
superior to the other two in terms of bias. Now let us look at the estimates 
of the information curves for the three methods. Figure 23 shows these for 
all three scoring methods. Both the Bayesian and the maximum likelihood 
curves are convex, rising from near zero at 0=-3 to a peak of 13 in the mid
range, then declining somewhat in the upper trait levels. The shapes of the 
curves are so similar, and their differences so small that it would be diffi
cult to call either method superior in information in the 0 range from -1 to 
+3. The number-correct information curve, on the other hand, is concave, 
and is clearly inferior to the other two except at the very low trait levels. 
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Figure 23 
CURVES FOR THREE SCORING M.ETHODS 
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Limitations of the Scoring Methods 

Given the three scoring methods, then, which one should we select for use? 
The number correct score is obviously inappropriate except for ranking persons 
in the extreme low end of the trait level range. The similarity of the infor
mation curves for the two latent trait estimation techniques suggests that 
they are virtually interchangeable for ordering persons, other things being 
equal. 

But of course other things are not equal. The maximum likelihood estima
tion method is about three times more expensive than the Bayesian one. On the 
other hand, the Bayesian method of scoring is subject to non-linear bias. If 
unbiased measurement were a goal of the test, the expense of the maximum like
lihood procedure might be justified. If simple ordering of persons with respect 
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to trait level were all the tester required, the Bayesian scores seem prefer
able1. Other than that, no simple prescription is advisable. 

I have mentioned only two true latent trait scoring methods. Numerous 
other scoring methods are available (e.g., Larkin & Weiss, 1974; Weiss, 1973), 
most of which lack the mathematical elegance of the Bayesian and maximum like
lihood methods, yet may approach both in terms of information. All of these 
methods provide a sufficient range of scores to permit maximal discrimination 
among persons (if test length is sufficiently long), and many of them use all 
the information in the pattern of item responses. The two that I have illus
trated above also permit comparisons of scores obtained on different tests of 
the same trait, although the bias in the Bayesian scores may make such compar
isons hazardous. The point of this discussion has not been to prescribe an 
all-occasion scoring method, but rather to show that there is a choice, and 
to suggest computer simulation as a tool to facilitate a rational choice among 
alternatives in the face of shifting decision parameters. 

lTest scores are usually used only to order persons relative to one another, or 
to classify them into two or more discrete categories. Technically, both Owen's 
scoring method and the maximum likelihood one are statistical estimation pro
cedures. As such they are useful for actually estimating parameters ei charac-
terizing persons i, on the basis of responses to a set of test items. For 
applied purposes requiring only the ranking or classification of persons, thr 
test score information curves are of paramount interest. But there may be 
certain applications in which actual parameter estimates are important. For 
these applications the small-sample (where sampling is over items) bias charac
teristics of the estimation procedure have important implications for the 
utility of the resulting estimates. 



PROBLEM: 

EVALUATING THE RESULTS OF COMPUTERIZED ADAPTIVE TESTING 

James B. Sympson 
University of Minnesota 

The problem of evaluating a testing procedure is not unique to adaptive 
testing. Thus, many of the comments I will make are applicable in a broader 
context than the one we are dealing with today. On the other hand, several 
considerations will be mentioned in connection with adaptive testing that do 
not exist under other circumstances. Before discussing methods of evaluation, 
we should first be more precise about what it is we wish to evaluate. 

Elements of a Testing Procedure 

A testing procedure can be conceived of as a composite process that has 
six component elements. These elements are: a theory of the trait being 
measured, a strategy of item selection, a medium for item administration, a 
medium for responding, a mode of item response, and a scoring procedure. 

By 11 theory of the trait 11 I mean the entire network of hypotheses and 
deductions associated with the construct we are attempting to measure. This 
would include statements about the nature of the trait, its relationships 
with other traits, and its relationships with a variety of observable variables. 
The most fundamental theoretical hypotheses in current latent trait theories 
are hypotheses regarding the form of the item characteristic curve. 

By 11 Strategy of item selection 11 I mean the rule, or set of rules, that 
determines which items in a large item pool will be administered to a given 
testee. In non-adaptive testing procedures all testees are administered the 
same set of items. As Mr. Vale has illustrated, in adaptive testing the set 
of items administered to a testee depends on his/her responses at the time of 
testing. 

By 11 medium for item administration 11 I refer to the method by which the 
test stimuli are delivered. Examples include: verbal medium, as in indivi
dual clinical testing; printed medium, as in paper and pencil testing; and 
electronic medium, as in computer-controlled testing via cathode-ray-tube 
terminals (CRTs). 

By 11 medium for responding .. I refer to the method by which the testee 
indicates his/her response. This includes vocal responses, written responses, 
and responses typed in at a teletype or CRT keyboard. 

By 11 mode of item response .. I refer to the type of response required from 
the testee. In many cases the testee either indicates which of several response 
alternatives is correct or agrees or disagrees with a statement. Other possi
bilities include free-recall responding and confidence weighting schemes. 

By 11 Scoring procedure .. I refer to the rule, or set of rules, by which the 
testee•s responses are converted to a summary statement (usually quantitative) 
about the testee•s status on the trait dimension of interest. 
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This analysis of a testing procedure into component elements leads me to 
reject the idea of evaluating any such procedure as an undifferenti.ated com
posite. Rather, we snould attempt to evaluate the individual effects of each 
element. Evaluation of these elements can best be achieved by comparing two 
testing procedures that differ in only one element. If one testing procedure 
is found superior to the other, we may attribute this superiority to the one 
element in which the procedures differ. 

Unfortunately, this approach to evaluating the elements of a testing 
procedure is not always possible. Some item selection strategies cannot be 
implemented in any other medium than computer administration. Similarly, 
some scoring methods presume that items have been selected in a certain way 
during the testing process. Thus, it is not possible to implement every con
ceivable combination of testing procedure elements. This means that in some 
instances one must compare testing procedures which differ in two (or possibly 
more) elements. Under such circumstances the effects of the elements which 
differ will be confounded. Research in adaptive testing will progress best, 
however, when efforts are made to evaluate these elements of a testing proce
dure in terms of their unconfounded effects. 

Classes of Evaluative Criteria 

Many characteristics of a testing procedure can be subjected to evaluative 
scrutiny. Most of these characteristics can be considered as belonging to one 
of four classes of evaluative criteria. These classes are: validating criteria, 
theoretical criteria, psycho-social criteria, and cost criteria. 

Validating criteria and theoretical criteria have one principal feature 
in common. They are based on the characteristics of scores generated by a 
testing procedure. This may be contrasted with psycho-social criteria, which 
involve consideration of the psychological and social effects of a testing 
procedure, and cost criteria, which involve consideration of economic costs and 
benefits. Validating and theoretical criteria differ in that the former serve 
to establish the construct validity of a measurement procedure (Cronbach & 
Meehl, 1955) while the latter do not. They also differ with regard to the type 
of research they are based upon. Validating criteria require empirical re
search while theoretical criteria are examined via either mathematical deriva
tions or computer simulations. 

Validating criteria. Most important for the evaluation of testing proce
dures is the role that theory plays in telling the researcher what to expect 
from an adequate measure of the trait. Given a theory of the trait to be 
measured, conclusions regarding the 11 proper 11 characteristics of measures of that 
trait may be derived. Evaluation in terms of validating criteria proceeds by 
determining the extent to which a testing procedure generates scores that 
possess these characteristics. 

Validating criteria include: stability coefficients, internal consistency 
coefficients, alternate form correlations, correlations with other tests, corre
lations with non-test variables, characteristics of score distributions in 
specified subject groups, differences between score distributions generated by 
different subject groups, and statistical or graphical methods for assessing 
goodness-of-fit. 
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A theory of the trait to be measured should indicate how much stability 
over time to expect in assessing the trait. Testing procedures that generate 
scores with the expected degree of stability from test to retest should be 
evaluated more highly than procedures giving scores that do not conform to 
expectation. 

On the presumption that all the items in a test tap the same latent dimen
sion, one expects high reliability for tests of sufficient len9th. With non
adaptive testing procedures, coefficient alpha (Cronbach, 1951) or related 
indices provide a suitable index for estimating this test characteristic. 
However, in adaptive testing different subjects are administered different 
items and the calculation of such indices is not possible. This forces the 
researcher to rely on alternate form correlations to estimate the reliability 
of scores from adaptive test procedures. It should be noted that in latent 
trait theory measurement error is seen to vary as a function of status on the 
latent dimension. Thus, overall reliability indices are generally not as impor
tant in latent trait theory as they are in classical measurement theory. 

An adequate theory of the trait will imply a pattern of correlations 
between scores generated by a valid testing procedure and scores on other 
tests. Similarly, an expected pattern of correlations with various non-test 
variables (e.g., age, grade average, etc.) will be specifiable. In evaluating 
a testing procedure, one should determine whether the anticipated correlational 
patterns emerge. 

In some situations one can specify how the scores of one or more selected 
subject groups should be distributed. The testing procedure that generates 
score distributions with the anticipated characteristics is to be considered 
superior to one that does not. 

Finally, if the theory of the trait includes hypotheses or deductions 
about the form of the relationships among certain variables, statistical and 
graphical approaches to assessing the goodness-of-fit of empirical data to a 
theoretical model can be utilized (see, for example, Bock & Lieberman, 1970). 

Theoretical criteria. Theoretical criteria, while also based on the 
characteristics of scores from a testing procedure, cannot establish the con
struct validity of the procedure. These criteria assume the validity of certain 
critical theoretical hypotheses. They do not provide a method for testing 
these hypotheses. Thus, theoretical criteria can only be used to establish 
the superiority of one testing procedure over another if the two procedures 
have equal prior claim to construct validity. 

Theoretical criteria include: distributions of latent trait estimates, 
correlations with latent trait scores, information curves, relative efficiency 
curves, bias curves, standard error of measurement (SEM) curves. and various 
types of 11 robustness ... 

In general, the use of these theoretical criteria requires that s?me 
particular form of item characteristic curve be assumed and that t~ue 1tem 
parameters be specified. Once these requirements are me~, the v~r1o~s theo
retical criteria can be obtained through either mathemat1cal der1vat1ons or 
computer Monte Carlo runs. These criteria cannot be used in live-testing 
studies where the testee's status on the latent trait is unknown. 
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Given a particular form for the item characteristic curve and the para
meter values for an item pool, it is possible to conduct a computer simulation 
in which simulated subjects with known latent trait scores are administered 
items under various item selection strategies and scoring methods. Following 
simulated testing, the researcher can compare the frequency distribution of 
the latent trait estimates to the distribution of known latent trait scores 
and can correlate the two sets of values. 

It might seem that the testing procedure which generates estimates corre
lating most highly with latent trait standing should be preferred to other 
procedures. However, the correlation between latent trait estimates and latent 
trait scores is a joint function of the distribution of the testee population 
and the measurement properties of the testing procedure. In many cases a 
change in the distribution of the input population can lead to a different 
ordering of the testing procedures. Criteria that reflect the measurement 
properties of a testing procedure, but are not dependent on assumptions about 
the population of testees, are desirable. The remaining theoretical criteria 
have this property. 

The 11 information 11 available from a testing procedure at some particular 
level of the latent trait was defined by Mr. McBride as the squared ratio of 
the slope of the test characteristic curve to the standard deviation of test 
scores at that level. If we plot the amount of information available from a 
testing procedure as a function of status on the latent trait, we generate the 
information curve (Birnbaum, 1968, pp. 460-468) for the procedure. Both Mr. 
Vale and Mr. McBride have shown examples of such curves. Testing procedures 
with uniformly higher levels of information over the latent trait continuum 
will be evaluated most highly. 

If, at a given latent trait level, we divide the information value for one 
testing procedure by the information value for another procedure, we have cal
culated the 11 relative efficiency 11 of the two procedures at that level. A plot 
of such values as a function of latent trait level is referred to as a relative 
efficiency curve. A desirable property of such curves is that while a monotone 
transformation applied to the latent trait continuum will alter the shape of 
each individual procedure's information curve, the relative efficiency curve 
will be unchanged by any such transformation (Lord, 1974). 

If the expected value of the estimator of a testee's latent trait level 
is equal to its corresponding parametric value, the estimator is unbiased. 
If the estimator is biased, it may be informative to plot a bias curve that 
shows the direction and magnitude of the bias over latent trait levels. Mr. 
McBride showed examples of such curves earlier. 

Another characteristic of a testing procedure that can be used as an 
evaluative criterion is the standard deviation of the latent trait estimator 
at each latent trait level. A plot of the values of these standard deviations 
as a function of latent trait level can be referred tn as a standard error of 
measurement (SEM) curve. If a testing procedure generates unbiased estimates 
of latent trait scores, then SEM values for the procedure can be obtained by 
taking the reciprocal square root of the procedure's information values along 
the latent continuum. The main advantage of the SEM curve over an information 
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curve is that the SEM values are expressed in the same units as the latent 
continuum while informati.on values are expressed in arbitrary units. For M 
unbiased estimator, SEM va 1 ues i.ndicate the typica 1 magnitude of measurement 
errors at each level of the latent trait. 

Testing procedures may also be evaluated in terms of their 11 robustness 11
• 

Several varieties of robustness can be considered. First, one can investigate 
the effects, on different testing procedures, of errors in estimating item 
parameters. Some procedures rely more heavily than others on the accuracy of 
item parameter estimates. Since we never have exact parameter values, testing 
procedures that are robust in the face of errors in the item parameter esti
mates should be evaluated more highly than procedures which are not. Similarly, 
testing procedures that are robust in the face of an error regarding the form 
of the item characteristic curve should be preferred. Finally, some testing 
procedures, such as Owen's Bayesian method (Owen, 1969), make assumptions 
regarding the form of the testee population. The researcher should determine, 
via either analytic derivations or Monte Carlo simulation, the robustness of 
such procedures when the stated distribution assumptions are in error. 

Psycho-social criteria. Since my time is limited, I will not comment at 
length on evaluation in terms of psycho-social criteria. It will suffice for 
now to illustrate the kinds of questions that arise when evaluating the psycho
logical and/or social effects of computerized adaptive testing. First, one 
might ask about the psychological effect on testee motivation of exposing the 
testee to a series of items adapted to the testee's standing on some ability or 
personality dimension. A testing method that maintains motivation at optimal 
levels should be evaluated more highly than methods which do not. 

Another basis for comparison of testing procedures is their face validity 
in applied testing situations. While psychologists have previously encountered 
the problem of face validity with tests whose content did not 11 appear relevant 11 

to the criterion behaviors being predicted, adaptive testing presents a new 
source of potential misunderstanding for the layman. Even when all the items 
in an item pool appear relevant to the casual observer, the fact that in 
adaptive testing different people answer different items may cause an observer 
(say, for example, a testee who has been rejected in his bid for a job) to 
wonder how different people can be fairly compared when they haven't been 
exposed to the same test questions. 

Cost criteria. Some of the cost criteria that should be considered when 
evaluating testing procedures are: cost of the delivery system and/or materials 
needed to implement the procedure, the cost of generating and norming an item 
pool of the size required by the procedure, susceptibility to clerical errors 
by the testee during test administration or by office personnel in test scoring, 
susceptibility to time loss due to delivery s~stem f~ilure or m~s~outed_docu
mentation, and time and personnel costs assoc1ated w1th the adm1n1strat1on, 
scoring, and interpretation of the test. While this list i~ not exhaust~ve, 
it does provide an indication of the variety of cost criter1a to be cons1dered. 

The Problem of Multiple Criteria 

At this point we have reviewed several variet~es of eva~ua~ive cr~ter~a. 
The problem of how to integrate multiple, an~ poss1bly confl1c~1ng, cr1ter1a 
into an overall judgement about a given test1ng procedure rema1ns. I would 
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like to be able to resolve this problem for you, but cqnnot. The decision as 
to which criteria are most relevant will necessarily depend upon the particular 
circumstances in which the procedure is to be applied. 

The one generalization that I am inclined to make is that the researcher 
should not rely exclusively on one criterion index, or class of criteria, to 
reach his/her conclusions. A balanced evaluation that utilizes both empirical 
and simulation studies is recommended. 

Some Specific Recommendations 

I would like to conclude with some specific recommendations regarding the 
conduct of studies to evaluate adaptive test procedures. First, one must be 
sure that the subject samples in empirical evaluation studies are representative 
of the groups one wishes to test ultimately. It is especially important that 
variability in the latent dimension not be artificially restricted. In both 
live-testing and simulation studies the sample sizes should be large enotJgh 
to reduce sampling error to tolerable levels. 

In live-testing studies it is essential that the test items have been 
carefully normed in a large and representative norming group. Bad item 
parameters can vitiate careful test construction efforts, especially with 
adaptive tests. 

If one wishes to compare two testing procedures, insure that the proce
dures have access to items of equal quality. This means that item discrimina
tion values in the two tests should be equated as closely as possible. Also, 
test length should be the same for the two methods. However, some adaptive 
testing procedures do not have a fixed test length and will require that this 
recommendation be ignored. In this situation the researcher should attempt 
to equalize the average test length for the two procedures. 

In a study involving retesting on an adaptive test, some testees will 
receive new items if they alter any of their responses from test to retest. 
Thus, a comparison with any conventional non-adaptive test will require that 
an equal number of new items be administered in the conventional test in order 
to hold memory effects constant across the two test methods. 

Finally, keep in mind that if you use correlation coefficien1s as criterion 
indices when comparing testing procedures (e.g., altP.t'nate form correlations, 
external validity coefficients, or correlations with latent trait scores) the 
comparison will be biased in favor of that procedure which measures best in 
the region of the latent trait continuum from which most of the t~stees are 
sampled. If one is interested in obtaining equally precise measurement at all 
points along the latent trait continuum, regardless of the distribution of the 
testee population, then the use of correlation coeffi~ients as criterion 
indices is not recommended. 



PROSPECTS: NEW TYPES OF INFORMATION AND 
PSYCHOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS 

Nancy E. Betz 
University of Minnesota 

Traditional psychometric theory and practice has largely failed to take 
advantage of the full variety and extent of information obtainable from 
responses to test items. Consequently, the most information usually extracted 
from a testee's responses to a series of items is a total test number correct 
score, or a score on some personality dimension or interest scale. 

But patterns of test item responses are far richer in information and are 
far more complex to interpret than single number correct scores would imply. 
Computer-assisted testing procedures provide us with the capability of ex
tracting much more and a greater variety of information about an individual 
or about the meaning of his/her score than have conventional testing procedures. 

New Types of Information 

Individualized errors of measurement. Probably one of the most important 
new types of information obtainable from computerized adaptive trait measure
ment procedures is a value indicating the accuracy of a given individual's 
score on a test--that is, a value indicating the degree of confidence we can 
place in a particular individual's test score. The traditional psychometric 
approach to this problem has involved the determination of a reliability co
efficient characterizing a whole test--from that reliability coefficient we 
derive a standard error of measurement which we use to estimate the amount of 
probable error in a given individual's test score. However, this standard 
error of measurement represents the average expected error over all individuals 
in the group and, as Mr. Vale has shown, the error in a typical peaked conven
tional test is much greater for individuals whose ability levels deviate from 
the average. Consequently, the average expected error may be an overestimate 
or an underestimate of the amount of error in any one score. 

Several of the adaptive testing strategies provide individualized esti
mates of score accuracy. For example, the Bayesian adaptive testing strategy 
provides, along with an ability estimate following each item administered, a 
value indicating the error of that estimate. 

Figure 24 shows an example of ability estimates and errors obtained as 
successive items are administered to an individual in a Bayesian adaptive test. 
Note how the size of the error band around the ability estimate decreases as 
responses to successive items provide us with more information and a more 
stable estimate of ability. 
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Figure 24 
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In Bayesian adaptive testing, we can either fix the number of items 
administered, thus allowing the error of the ability estimate to vary across 
individuals, or we can administer different numbers of items to different 
individuals with the intention of terminating the test when an acceptably 
small degree of measurement error has been achieved. Thus, the Bayesian 
ability estimate is far more interpretable than are conventional test scores 
because we can obtain an estimate of the amount of probable error in each 
individual•s score. 

Response consistency. Another type of information obtainable from some 
adaptive testing strategies is something that we have called the consistency 
of an individual•s response pattern. Consistency refers to how reliably or 
consistently an individual is interacting with an item pool. 

In personality assessment, response inconsistency is usually assessed 
using various types of validity scores. The notion of inconsistency in, for 
example, pair comparisons or forced choice formats, is operationalized as the 
number of circular triads. If a person•s response pattern contains too many 
circular triads, we infer that something besides the trait of interest is 
influencing the person•s responses and declare his test protocol invalid. 
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In ability measurement, we would expect that an individual should, in 
general, respond correctly to items below, or easier than, his/her ability 
level, and incorrectly to items above, or more difficult than, his/her a~ility 
level. If a person answers most easy items correctly and most difficult items 
incorrectly, we would say that he is responding consistently--that is, his 
response pattern seems to be influenced primarily by his position on the under
lying trait continuum. However, if a person answers many easy items incorrectly 
and many difficult items correctly, he is responding inconsistently, indicating 
that something besides the trait of interest is influencing his responses. 

In an ability test, response inconsistency may be caused by such extraneous 
variables as guessing, partial knowledge, or adverse psychological conditions 
such as test anxiety or lack of motivation to do one's best on the test. What
ever its cause, response inconsistency may reduce the reliability and/or validity 
of a given test score. And, knowing the degree of consistency of an individual's 
response pattern may be important when we intend to use that score in making 
practical decisions. 

We have operationalized the notion of response consistency in the 
stradaptive testing strategy. As you may recall from Mr. Vale's presentation 
(see Figure 15), in the stradaptive test, items are organized into a series of 
levels or strata according to their difficulty. A correct response to an item 
in one stratum leads to the administration of the most discriminating item 
remaining in the next more difficult stratum. An incorrect response leads to 
the administration of the most discriminating item remaining in the next less 
difficult stratum. 

Figure 25 shows a relatively consistent response pattern on the stradaptive 
test along with 10 ability scores and five consistency scores. This person 
entered the stradaptive test at stratum 5, based on some prior information. 
Stratum 5 items were too easy for him and he answered items correctly until, at 
item 4, he had been branched to stratum 8, which contained very difficult items. 
Notice that he consistently responded incorrectly to the stratum 8 items, 
which were too difficult for him, and correctly to the stratum 6 items, which 
were too easy for him. The items in stratum 7 seem most appropriate in diffi
culty, and he answered about half of them correctly and the other half incorrectly. 

The consistency of this individual's response pattern was reflected in 
his relatively low consistency scores. Score 11, defined as the standard 
deviation of the difficulties of the items encountered by this person, was .59. 
Further, in the stradaptive test, items are administered until a termination 
criterion is reached. The consistency of this individual's response pattern 
enabled him to meet the termination criterion after only twenty items had been 
administered. 

Contrast the response pattern of this consistent examinee with the one 
shown in Figure 26. The response pattern shown in Figure 26 was far less con
sistent and ranged over a larger number of strata, and thus a larger range of 
item difficulty. For example, this person answered some relatively.ea~y items 
at stratum 5 incorrectly (e.g., item~ 8 and 26) and answered som: dlfflcul~ 
items at stratum 8 correctly (e.g., 1tems 1 and 17). By respond1ng 1ncons1s
tently, it took many more items before the termination criterion was reach:d, 
and the individual's consistency scores are higher, reflecting a less cons1stent 
response pattern. 
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Report on a Stradaptive Test for a Consistent Testee 
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Report on a Stradaptive Test for an Inconsistent Testee 
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Consistency and stability. We hypothesized that the ability test scores 
of individuals who are responding consistently should be more reliable than 
those of individuals who are responding inconsistently. To study this hypothe
sis, we used test-retest stability as an indication of score reliability, and 
divided a group of 200 subjects into five groups on the basis of their consis
tency scores on the first stradaptive test administration in a test-retest 
design. Within each group, we calculated the test-retest stability of the 
obtained ability estimates. Table 1 shows the results obtained for the consis
tency score defined as the standard deviation of the difficulties of all items 
encountered. 

Table 1 
STRADAPTIVE AND CONVENTIONAL TEST 
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As the table shows, the highest test-retest stability was found in the 
most consistent group of examinees for all ten ability scores. The clearest 
pattern is that for ability score 1, where the scores in the most consistent 
group had a test-retest stability of .94, while the scores in the least con
sistent group had a stability of .65. The stabilities in the intermediate 
groups decreased with decreasing consistency. Note also that the stability for 
the most consistent examinees on scores 8 and 9 was .98, indicating very high 
stability of the obtained ability estimates. These results sug9est that the 
use of consistency scores as moderator variables may provide us with additional 
information concerning the accuracy of longitudinal predictions from test 
scores. 
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Thus, such indices as estimates of the degree of accuracy of a given 
individual •s test score or the consistency of a test response protocol add 
greatly to our capacity to meaningfully interpret a test score, and to the 
utility that the score will have in practical decision-making contexts. 

Additional new kinds of information. Computerized trait measurement can 
provide us with additional types of information. For example, the computer can 
provide precise control over a subject's usage of confidence weighting proce
dures or probabilistic responding, which can be used to assess partial knowledge. 
When confidence weighting has been used in a paper and pencil format, it has 
frequently been found that some examinees fail to assign probabilities to the 
response alternatives in accordance with the test instructions. In computer
administration, however, the examinee is informed immediately when he has not 
assigned probabilities according to the rule. Thus computerized test adminis
tration can eliminate the problem of invalid test protocols. 

Computerized testing also has the capability of providing us with exact 
response latency data for each item administered. Response latency data have 
a variety of potential uses. For example, it might be used in conjunction with 
confidence weighting procedures to aid in the identification of guessing 
behavior. In the area of personality assessment it could be useful in identi
fying the presence of random responding or response sets. Finally, the measure
ment of response latencies may lead to further understanding of the speed versus 
power components of ability. 

Perhaps the most potentially important and fruitful area of research using 
computerized testing lies in the study of human problem-solving and reasoning 
abilities. Traditionally, psychometricians have asked how many problems a 
person could solve and have left it to the experimentalists to investigate the 
nature or the 11 hOW 11 of the problem-solving process. But knowledge of the pro
cess of problem-solving should be a part of our theories of human abilities 
and could contribute substantially to the construct validity of such theories. 

One approach to the study of problem-solving abilities using computerized 
test administration would involve a within-problem branching sequence in which 
a series of interdependent questions are organized into a problem-oriented 
structure. For example, one response at a given point in the structure might 
result in the testee's arriving at a correct solution by an entirely different 
pathway than would a different response at that given point. We could study 
the amount and type of information the testee needs to solve a problem, the 
efficiency with which he goes about it, and the different problem-solving 
systems or pathways utilized by different individuals. 

The time now seems right, therefore, for using the computer to integrate 
the measurement and the study of intelligent behavior. Limiting the information 
we obtain from test-taking behavior to whether an item was answered correctly 
or incorrectly is wasteful of much potentially significant and useful informa
tion and is now no longer necessary, thanks to the availability of computer
assisted testing procedures. 

Psychological Effects 

In addition to the variety of new information obtainable from computer
assisted testing procedures, it also has the potential to improve the psycho-
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logical environment of testing. In the past, psychometricians have paid 
considerable attention to the characteristics of tests administered to groups, 
for example, their reliability and validity. But we have forgotten that it is 
an individual who takes a test, not a group. Highly valid and reliable tests 
can be rendered useless for the measurement of an individual if, for one 
reason or another, he is not performing to his fullest capacity. For example, 
substantial amounts of error in the test score of an individual may result if 
that person•s performance is hindered by high levels of test anxiety or if he 
is not motivated to do his best or to respond truthfully to test items. 

Anxiety, motivation and frustration. In the area of ability measurement, 
tests are typically geared to the ability level of the average member of a 
group. Such tests will be a rather different experience for examinees of 
differing ability levels. The low ability individual receives a series of 
items which are too difficult for him or her and may react by becoming 
threatened, anxious, or frustrated--the test may seem hopeless and he may 
simply stop trying. The high ability individual, on the other hand, receives 
items which are too easy for him--this person may find the task boring and 
unchallenging and, in a fashion similar to that of the low ability examinee, may 
simply stop trying to do his best. It is only for the average ability examinee 
that the items are likely to be sufficiently difficult to be challenging and 
yet not so difficult as to seem hopeless. 

Adaptive testing procedures, however, tend to maintain an appropriate 
level of item difficulty for each individual. We don•t yet know whether or 
not difficulty levels appropriate to each individual •s ability level are the 
best ones for keeping motivation at high levels and anxiety and frustration 
at low levels. But at least adaptive testing procedures should keep the rela
tive degree of item difficulty constant across ability levels and should thus 
have less tendency to arouse differential levels of motivation, anxiety, or 
frustration in individuals of different ability levels. 

Feedback. Computerized test administration also makes it very easy to 
provide the examinee with feedback, immediately after each item response, as 
to the correctness or incorrectness of that response. A number of writers 
(e.g., Bayroff, 1964; Ferguson & Hsu, 1971; Zontine, Richards & Strang, 1972; 
Strang & Rust, 1973) have suggested that immediate knowledge of results, or 
feedback, may have positive motivating effects on some examinees and, therefore, 
may increase the likelihood that they will perform to their fullest capacities. 
Knowledge of results has long been considered important in the area of learning 
and instruction and has been built into methods of programmed and computer
assisted instruction. Further, the constructors of individually-administered 
intelligence tests, for example, Binet, Terman & Wechsler, all stressed that 
some form of encouragement by the examiner was essential in keeping the 
examinee motivated and performing to his fullest capacity, although this 
encouragement was not to include knowledge of results per se. 

Since the effects of immediate feedback on performance on objective 
tests of ability have been only rarely studied, we have incorporated immediate 
feedback into some of our research designs. 
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Feedback and race.2 In one study, both a conventional test and a pyra
midal adaptive test were administered by computer to a group of inner-city 
high school students. The group was racially mixed, consisting of both black 
and white students. Tests were administered such that half the group received 
the conventional test first, while the other half received the pyramidal test 
first. Within each order of test presentation, half the group received feed
back and the other half did not. 

The results of the 3-way ANOVA for the conventional test scores are 
shown in Table 2, using number correct as the dependent variable. The only 
significant main effect was for race, with the overall performance of blacks 
being significantly lower than that of whites. 

Table 2 

3-WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 

SOURCE 0 F MEAN 
VARIATION D F SQUARE F EST. p 

ORDER 1 105.76 1.36 .25 
RACE 1 L013.26 25.84 .oo• 
FEEDBACK 1 81.74 1. 0 5 . 3 1 
RACE X ORDER 1 161.54 2.07 ' 1 5 
ORDER X FEEDBACK 1 2 8' 7 4 .37 .55 
RACE X FEEDBACK 1 170.40 2.19 .14 
ORDER X RACE X 

FEEDBACK 1 599' 40 7 '6 9 .01* 
ERROR 82 77' 92 

However, the 3-way interaction among order, race, and feedback was 
highly significant. Figure 27 shows the means for the 3-way interaction. 
The left side of the graph shows the group means under feedback conditions, 
while the right side shows the means under no-feedback conditions. Note that 
the performance of whites was uniformly better than that of blacks except 
under feedback conditions when the conventional test was given first. In this 
case, the performance of blacks was not significantly different from that of 
whites. 

Further analysis of this result suggested that it was due to motivational 
effects. If it can be replicated it suggests the possibility that under opti
mal conditions of test administration the performance differential between 
racial groups might be substantially reduced. 

Feedback, ability level and testing strateay. In a second study, either 
a conventional test or a stradaptive test was a ministered with or without 
feedback in two groups of subjects. One group ~as a .. high a~i~it~ .. group 
(College of Liberal Arts) and the other a relat1Vely 11 low ab1l1ty• group 
(General College) based on average college admission test scores and high 
school grades. 

2These data were analyzed by Ms. Clara Deleon. 
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Figure 27 
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Table 3 

Bl.Ac~ FIRST 

MEAN NUMBER CORRECT ON 50-ITEM CONVENTIONAL 
TEST FOR TWO SUBJECT GROUPS WITH AND 

WITHOUT FEEDBACK 

FEEDBACK NO FEEDBACK T 0 TAL 
G R 0 UP N MEAN N MEAN N MEAN 

COLLEGE 0 F 
LIBERAL ARTS 60 3 0 ' 4 7 57 2 7 . 1 0 11 7 2 8 ' 8 3 

GENERAL 
COLLEGE 2 8 22.54 28 2 0 ' 7 1 56 21. 6 2 

T 0 TAL 88 27.94 85 25.00 173 2 6 ' 50 

TWO-WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 

SOU'lCE OF MEAN 
VARIATION D F SQUARE F EST , p 

G R 0 UP 1 1945.29 21. 6 7 . o·o 1 • 
FEEDBACK 1 354.28 3.95 .046* 
G R 0 UP X 

FEEDBACK 1 22.45 .25 . 9 9 9 
ERR 0 R 169 89.77 
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Table 3 shows the mean number-correct scores on the conventional test 
according to whether feedback was or was not given. The analysis of variance 
indicated a significant main effect for feedback, and analysis of the means 
indicated that in both subject groups, the provision of feedback resulted in 
significantly higher test scores. For example, in the College of Liberal Arts 
group, the mean number correct under feedback conditions was over 30, while 
that under no-feedback conditions was only 27. A difference of 3.5 score 
points on a 50-item test could be highly influential in a practical decision 
about an individual. 

The results for the conventional test showed that feedback had a positive 
effect on test performance, but when we looked at the stradaptive test, the 
results were quite different. Table 4 shows maximum likelihood scores on the 
stradaptive test under feedback and no feedback conditions. Note that there 
is no significant effect for feedback. 

Table 4 

ABILITY ESTIMATES FOR STRADAPTIVE TEST FOR TWO 
SUBJECT GROUPS WITH AND WITHOUT FEEDBACK 

FEEDBACK N 0 FEEDBACK T 0 TAL 
G R 0 UP N f1 E AN N fHAN N MEAN 

COLLEfiE OF 
LIBERAL ARTS 60 -.66 62 -.62 122 - •· 6 4 

GENERAL 
COLLEGE 2 8 - ' 9 6 2 7 - ' 81 55 - ' 8 9 

T 0 TAL 88 - ' 7 6 89 - ' 6 8 177 - ' 7 2 

TWO-WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 

SOURCE OF MEAN 
VARIATION D F SQUARE F EST. 

G R 0 UP 1 2 ' 2 7 1 ' 7 5 ' 1 8 4 
FEEDBACK 1 .24 .19 .999 
G R 0 UP X 

FEEDBACK 1 .10 .07 .999 
ERR 0 R 1 7 3 1. 2 9 

p 

However, in trying to interpret these apparently conflicting results, it 
is necessary to remember that in the stradaptive test, almost everyone answers 
about half the number of items administered correctly; thus, the feedback should 
be about half negative and half positive. In the conventional test, however, 
high ability examinees receive mostly positive feedback while low ability 
examinees receive mostly negative feedback. Further, the stradaptive test 
maintains item difficulties at levels appropriate to each examinee's ability 
so it is perhaps a less stressful and more positive experience, particularly for 
11 low ability .. testees. 
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Further analysis revealed that the levels of motivation reported by 
examinees who took the stradaptive test were uniformly higher than the levels 
reported by those who took the conventional test. These data suggest that an 
adaptive test led to higher levels of motivation whether or not feedback was 
given. Thus, particularly for the low ability testees, an adaptive test may 
have the same motivational effects that giving feedback on a conventional test 
seems to have. 

Implications. The results I have presented here are obviously not con
clusive. Replications and further studies are certainly necessary. But given 
the current concern with test fairness and bias, it seems that we should pursue 
further the effects of various conditions of test administration upon perfor
mance. Adaptive testing and immediate knowledge of results may be able to 
provide testing conditions more conducive to allowing each individual to 
demonstrate his/her fullest capacities in test performance. And, since compu
terized adaptive trait measurement can provide us with important additional 
information of a variety of types, it has promise of supplementing the paper 
and pencil tests which have dominated psychological testing for the last 50 
years. 
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DISCUSSION 

Robert L. Linn ................... University of Illinois 

I•d like to start by commending David Weiss and the group of people 
involved in the Psychometric Methods Program at the University of Minnesota 
for the continued high quality work on issues related to adaptive testing. 
This work is praiseworthy in several regards but, in my view, most notably 
for its continued and systematic nature and for the use of multiple approaches 
combining theoretical, simulation and empirical techniques. These aspects 
give the work a cumulative quality that is too often missing. 

Thanks largely to the continued work on problems in adaptive (or 
tailored) testing by Fred Lord and the work at the University of Minnesota 
there is by this time a pretty good understanding of the potential value of 
adaptive testing techniques, at least under idealized conditions. The best 
of the adaptive testing procedures provide the promise of measurement that 
is nearly of equal precision throughout a wide range of ability with only a 
small loss compared to a peaked conventional test at an ability level equal 
to the difficulty location of the peaked test. David Vale•s results support 
this conclusion and indicate that several techniques have relatively good 
potential. 

There are a couple of general questions, however, that need to be kept 
in mind in drawing conclusions from results such as Vale•s. One of these 
issues is implicit in the limitations noted by Vale at the end of his paper. 
That is, will the results based on an overly simple model generalize to real 
items and real examinees? Items do differ in discriminating power. Further
more, items with equal discriminating power are not apt to be uniformly dis
tributed over item difficulty. Also, multiple-choice items are the backbone 
of most standardized testing and such items generally require another item 
parameter for the lower asymptote. For these reasons I 1 d like to see more 
simulation studies that are based on estimated item parameters {preferably 
with three parameters per item) for actual pools of items. 

Fred Lord has recently released an ETS Research Bulletin which not only 
shows some very promising work of this type but includes an offer to make 
available item parameter estimates based on the three-parameter logistic 
model for 690 items from some fifteen forms of the SCAT and STEP tests. I 
think that the exploitation of this pool of items and parameter estimates 
in future simulation and empirical studies could be a great help in moving 
our understanding of adaptive testing forward. 

A second type of question that needs to be addressed in considering the 
implications of results such as were presented by Vale and by McBride is 
whether the gain is worth the extra effort and precision. This is a prag
matic question and the answer will undoubtedly depend on a number of consider
ations. Important among these considerations, however, is the purpose of the 
testing. The procedures considered are of val~e where accurat~ meas~r~ment 
over a wide range is important. For many test1ng purposes equ1-prec1S1on is 
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not very important. For example, in selection for a particular institution 
precision is needed near the cut point, not over a broad range, and her~ the 
peaked test does very well. 

On the other hand, there are situations where precision over a wide 
range is needed. Some of these were discussed by Wood in his review article 
in the Review of Educational Research. Examples are for tests used by a 
wide variety of institutions for many purposes such as a college admissions 
exam. Another area is where there is an interest in plotting trends (growth) 
over extended periods of time. In the latter situation, however, the compar
isons to conventional procedures might be fairer if the possibility of using 
prior information was allowed not only for the adaptive procedures but for 
the conventional procedures. For example, Vale showed nice results for the 
stradaptive test with different starting levels. Why not use prior information 
to select different peaked or other conventional tests? This is done in crude 
form all the time on educational achievement test batteries that have, so
called, vertically equated tests appropriate for different grade levels. 
However, current vertical equating is not based on an adaptive testing model, 
and there is reason to believe that current vertical equating procedures are 
rather inadequate. 

The remainder of my comments are mainly on the paper by Nancy Betz and, 
to a lesser extent, the one by James Sympson. I think there is a need for 
considerably more research of the type reported by Betz under the heading of 
Psychological Effects. Feedback effects are not a necessary part of a computer
administered test but are an obvious possibility. The possible effects of 
feedback on the measurement characteristics of the instrument are many and 
mostly unknown. One might postulate that an adaptive test would be a less 
frustrating experience for low ability examinees because they would encounter 
fewer difficult items. On the other hand, many tests are arranged with easy 
items toward the beginning of the test and progressively more difficult items 
later in the test. Thus low ability examinees might have a less frustrating 
experience as the result of the very easy items early in the conventional test 
than on an adaptive test with a single middle difficulty entry point. 

The three-way interaction of race by feedback by order obtained by Betz 
is a tantalizing result. It clearly is one that is of sufficient potential 
importance to require replication. Assuming that the result can be replicated 
then many questions will need to be addressed, with the primary one being--Is 
the same trait measured under feedback and no feedback conditions? 

In the second feedback study reported by Betz it was unclear to me why 
there was no group difference on the adaptive test. Doesn't tris suggest 
a problem with the adaptive test? 

The focus on feedback vs. no feedback is an example of looking at one of 
the components that Sympson wants to have separately evaluated. The logic of 
separating the components is good but there is also a possibility of inter
action which requires evaluation of the composites. 

I'd like to mention two other types of testing problems where adaptive 
procedures may be of value. One is in instructional uses of tests where 
frequent measures are needed for short-term dichotomous decisions. Adapting 
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test length to the examinee can yield savings in testing time. The seco~d 
problem area is in multidimensional measurement problems where allocation of 
testing time for various dimensions might be adapted to the individual. 

In summary, I would mainly like to encourage more work which uses as a 
base parameters that mirror existing item pools, using these both for simu
lation work and for corollary empirical work, and more efforts on psycho
logical effects. 

R. Darrell Bock ..................... University of Chicago 

As these excellent papers were being presented I made a few notes that I'll 
discuss in turn. Any discussant has to face the question of how much of the 
difficulties of the subject he is going to let the speaker assume away. In the 
case of David Vale's presentation, I find myself very reluctant to let him 
assume away the item heterogeneity and the possibility of correct responses 
due to guessing. 

My experience has been that sets of items that are supposed to be homo
geneous are often surprisingly heterogeneous. The Ravens Matrices Test, for 
example, is usually considered homogeneous and certainly scored as such. But 
David Thissen, one of the students at Chicago, has a paper to appear in 
Educational Measurement in which he reports an item analysis of the Ravens A, 
B, and C sections. He found that the discriminating powers of the items 
estimated in this procedure indicate that the main source of discrimination 
is a subset of items in Section B. They define the well-determined dimension 
underlying the test and the other items contribute little to it. 

This is typical of the dilemma that may confront the test constructor: he 
has items whose discriminating powers vary a great deal, so that if he were to 
throw away items in order to obtain a set that is homogeneous in discriminating 
power, he would be in the embarrassing position of throwing away what appeared 
to be the best items. 

I am uncertain how to deal with this problem. Perhaps it is actually risky 
to use these highly-discriminating items because their source of discrimination 
may be something peculiar to the particular data. The discriminations m~ be 
valid for the calibrating population, but not generalized to the population to 
which the test will be applied. If this is the case, we may be well advised 
to regard these highly-discriminating items with suspicion and to remove them, 
or at least to adjust downward the discriminating powers when estimating latent 
scores for subjects. The issue is difficult to resolve, but any proposals for 
test construction that assume them away cannot be considered ready for imple
mentation. 

The other matter is that of guessing. I am not enthusiastic about any 
solution to this problem that assumes all subjects are guessing in the same way. 
Willingness to guess is very much a personality characteristic that cann?t be 
suppressed even by explicitly instructing all subjects to guess. S?me w1ll gu~ss, 
but others will omit items rather than mark them randomly. If the 1tem analys1s 
procedure is based on the assumption that all subj~cts guess, then it will .have 
to, in effect, assign random responses to omitted 1tems. But such a pract1ce 
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may so seriously degrade the information that the test gives about the subject 
that it is misinformation and is better ignored than included in the scoring 
procedure. 

A better strategy is one in which there is an evaluation of the probability 
that a given subject is in fact guessing in his response to a given item. This 
is essentially the strategy taken by Michael Waller in dissertation work at 
Chicago recently reported in an Educational Testing Service Research Bulletin. 
On the basis of a provisional estimate of a subject's ability and a provisional 
estimate of the difficulty of the item, Waller sets up an objective rule for 
deciding whether or not that particular response should be deleted from the next 
stage of estimation of the item parameter and latent ability. This is very 
similar to the approach to data analysis advocated by Tukey, in which an observa
tion is trinmed or censored if it is sufficiently improbable that it could have 
arisen from the main population being sampled. My preference would be to regard 
all item response data as potentially contaminated by random responding and to 
take steps in the analysis to distinguish, insofar as possible, between infor
mative and non-informative item scores. 

Turning now to McBride's paper, I found myself having difficulty accepting 
at face value the bias curves comparing the Bayesian procedure and the maximum 
likelihood estimate of test score. In order to obtain biases in the Bayes 
estimates like those shown in Figure 21, McBride must be assuming a normal prior 
distribution of ability, which in effect restricts the Bayes estimate, especially 
at the ends of the distribution. In that case the word "bias" seems unduly 
prejudicial--both the Bayes and maximum likelihood estimates are valid inferences 
from the data starting from different assumptions. To plot curves of these 
estimates conditional on ability, as in the graph, is unfair to the Bayes 
estimate since, in effect, it takes into account the assumed probability density 
at each point on the trait continuum. 

I also think it is somewhat misleading to show the information supplied by 
the ordinary test score based on an item-sequential test administration procedure 
in which all subjects are expected to obtain the same score (but from items of 
differing difficulty). The information of such scores, which is itself an 
expected value, is actually zero everywhere. This seems a little too trivial to 
plot on a graph. The non-zero values shown presumably reflect the imperfect 
working of the sequential procedure. 

In Sympson's paper, I certainly agree with him that there is a need, before 
plunging headlong into latent trait assumptions and models, to give considerable 
thought to the plausibility of the assumption that the behavior in question is 
under the control of an unobservable and continuous latent trait. There may be 
good reason to do so, but some sort of theoretical justification is needed. 

Consider, for example, a vocabulary test. We could estimate vocabulary size 
in terms of a sample of the number of words that a person has available in his 
personal lexicon. That would be a perfectly objective, direct way of describing 
the trait. How does one then justify switching from that intuitively direct 
concept to an abstract conception of a latent verbal ability? A possible justi
fication that I can think of is that, if vocabulary is to serve as an index of 
cognitive development generally, we might wish to think in terms of capacity for 
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acquisition of vocabulary as a developing latent trait of which personal lexicon 
is a consequence. If so, it is a measure of that continuously developing 
capacity that we•re trying to capture, and the vocabulary itself is just a 
symptom of that growth. Another justification might be that the latent trait 
estimate has greater generality and power to predict and account for behavior 
in other areas. If so, some of that generality and power should be demonstrated 
and not merely assumed as is so often the case in theoretical presentations of 
the subject. 

Concerning specific criteria for evaluating items, I wish that Sympson had 
not chosen to omit discussion of some of the pt·eliminaries. I think that, at 
an early stage in working with an item domain, it is advisable to look at some 
form of factor analysis of the item intercorrelations. In the past there have 
been objections to this because of the type of correlation coefficient used. 
Phi coefficients introduce spurious 11 difficulty 11 factors and should be avoided. 
Tetrachoric correlation coefficients may give a non-positive definite matrix 
of correlations and thus rule out rigorous factor analysis with a statistical 
test of the number of factors (although an approximate analysis goes through 
without difficulty). 

But recently, in the March 1975 issue of Psychometrika, Anders Christoffersson 
has published a technique for a general factor analysis of dichotomous data that 
overcomes all of these objections and is reasonably practical computationally. 
His procedure could be used at a first level to verify that the item domain is 
unidimensional, or to classify items according to dimension. Once the set of 
items is narrowed down to a unitary domain under the control of a single latent 
trait, then the psychometric procedures for estimating item parameters and trait 
values will provide good statistical tests of whether or not the latent trait 
model holds. There are tests that would distinguish between the homogeneous case 
where a Rasch model would apply and a heterogeneous case where a more general 
model--the normal ogive or logistic model--would be required. The technical pro
cedures for making these decisions are in fact available in the form of likelihood 
ratio tests of alternative models. 

Finally, a comment on Nancy Betz•s paper. Bob Linn has already made a number 
of points about that paper, so I will pick up just one aspect of it. I strongly 
support the point of view that traditional testing is too limited in terms of the 
sources of information that it exploits in order to assess abilities. But I am 
also concerned that, in an effort to expand these sources by a shift to computer 
terminal test administration, we will cut off a very important area of item con
tent, namely the graphics. Much graphic material--half-tone or color pictures, 
for example--cannot be presented even on CRT displays under computer control. 
Gut these visual and non-verbal ways of communicating information should never
theless be part of the evaluation of ability. 

In recent years it has become increasingly clear that cognition is by no 
means limited to verbal skills. It appears that, in most people•s minds, there 
is going on simultaneously with verbal and logical reasonin~ based on semantic. 
mediation, a kind of analogical, spatial, non-verbal reason1ng ca~able of solv~ng 
concrete problems without the aid of the semantic device. The ev1d~nce for.thls 
is in work that shows the relative specialization of the left and r1ght hem1-
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spheres of the brain--the left to semantic processes and the right to spatial or 
configural processes. Some of this work has been summarized by Jerre Levy in 
the Proceedings of the 32nd Annual Biology Colloquium. 

This work should remind us that if we restrict ourselves to the written or 
spoken word, we may end up measuring just half the brains of our subjects! 
Rather than do that, we should demand some type of computer-controlled equipment 
that is capable of handling visual displays as well as verbal displays. We 
could imagine stand-alone equipment based on a small mini-computer and some sort 
of random-access slide file. Slides would be selected under computer control and 
projected as the item stimuli. We might also want to have auditory display, but 
I think for most purposes a random access slide file would be sufficient. Proto
types of such equipment already exists, but I do not believe they are available 
off-the-shelf at non-prohibitive prices. 

As education becomes increasingly centered on the individual, it is not 
unreasonable to assume that a school of any size ought to have some such special 
equipment for individual evaluation of students. Students could then be sent to 
the facility for individualized testing under control of the mini-computer at any 
time that a question arises about their educational progress. If schools had 
such facilities, the possibility would be open for much more frequent individual 
testing and monitoring of student progress. That•s the direction I would like to 
see educational testing move in the next decade. 
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APPENDIX 

Technical Information 

Data Generation and Analysis C. David Vale 

The data for the information curves presented were obtained from compu
ter simulations of responses of hypothetical testees to hypothetical items 
administered under the different testing strategies. In a computer simula
tion, the computer first simulates a hypothetical testee, by specifying an 
ability level. Then, that hypothetical testee is "administered" items, and 
responds according to some mathematical model. For this presentation, 
assuming no guessing and item discriminations of a=l.O, the response model 
(i.e., algorithm) was as follows: 

First, the probability of a correct response, given the "testee•s" 
ability, was calculated from the following equation: 

Pi(e)=4>(e-bi) 

where P. (e) = Probability that testee with ability e 
1 will answer item i correctly. 

4>(x) = the unit normal distribution integrated 
from -~ to the standard deviate, x. 

e = the ability level of the testee. 

b. = the difficulty of the item. 1 

[5] 

After the probability of a correct response was determined, a random number 
was generated from a rectangular distribution between 0 and 1. If this 
number was greater than the probability of answering the item correctly, the 
item was considered answered incorrectly; otherwise it was considered correct. 

Using data generated in this way, information curves were constructed by 
calculating information values at several points along the ability continuum 
from the following formula, suggested by Birnbaum (1968): 

I X ( 8) = [-h- E (X I 8 )]2 [ 6] 
ITXI6 

where Ix(e) is the information about e provided by score x. 

The numerator of Equation 6 may be viewed as a scaling function, converting 
the score, x, into an ability metric. It is also the partial derivative of 
the score with respect to ability evaluated at that level of ability, indi
cating the relative rate of change of the two variablr.s. The denominator is 
simply the conditional standard deviation of the score, or the disnersion of 
the score, x, evaluated at a fixed level of ability (i.e., imprecision of 
measurement). 
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To calculate information values, 1000 response records were generated at 
each of 15 equally spaced levels of ability ranging from -3.5 through 0.0 to 
3.5. For the middle 13 points, partial derivatives of the score means were 
calculated with respect to ability at each level of generating ability by 
taking the derivative of the second degree Lagrangian interpolation polynomial 
fitted to three successive points. This technique finds the first derivative 
of the second degree polynomial best fitting the point of interest and the 
two adjacent points. Because points on each side of the point of interest 
were needed to estimate the polynomial, the endpoints (i.e., -3.5 and 3.5) 
were not considered in calculating the information values. When the deriva
tives were obtained, they were divided by the standard deviation of the scores 
at the level of ability on which the derivative was centered and then squared 
to yield the information at that point. 

Table A-1 presents the raw information values, for each of the seven 
strategies, from which the information curves were calculated. To draw the 
curves, these values were 11 smoothed 11 by fitting a cubic polynomial regression 
curve to them and then plotting the regression function (except for the 
peaked conventional test's curve which was smoothed by averaging the two 
sides). 

Data Generation and Analysis ...... . . . . . . James R. McBride 

Item response simulation. Every item g had its discrimination parameter 
ag equal to 1.25, and its guessing parameter ag equal to .20. Each simulated 
examinee i was characterized by one of 32 discrete values of the trait e. 
One hundred examinees were simulated at each of thirty~two points in the 
interval [-3.2, +3.0]. For each examinee i, the probability of a correct 
response to the current simulated test item was calculated by evaluating 
the 3-parameter logistic function: 

P(u,-11•.>· P,(t1 )• C
1

+ Cl-c,>[1+expl-1.7a
9

(t
1
-b1 )1]-' 

The resulting numerical value P (e
1
.) was compared with a random number R . 

g ~ 

from a distribution rectangular in the interval [0,1]. An item score of 1 
was assigned if P (e.)>R .; otherwise a score of 0 was assigned. The item 
difficulty parameler

1

val~~ b was determined as described below. 
g 

[7] 

Generation of item response vectors and scores. Owen (1969) gave the 
Bayesian sequential procedure for selecting test items, and scoring the 
resulting tests, used in this study. Before administering the initial test 
item to any examinee i, the method assumes a normal prior distribution on ei, 
with parameters~ , a 2 . For every examinee in this study,~ =0 and a2=1. 

0 0 0 0 

The parameters ~g and a~ were updated after each item response ug (ug=l or 0; 
here g=l, 2, ... 20). Thus, before administering item g, there was an 
assumed normal prior distribution on ei, with parameters~~!~, a~_fil. 



Table A-1 

Raw Information Values Used To Construct Information Curves 

Ability Rectangular 
Strategl 

Peaked 
Level Conventional Conventional Flexilevel Pyramida 1 Two-Stage Stradaptive Bayesian 

-3.0 3.676 .636 4.582 6.425 6.411 12.301 10.983 I 

-2.5 5.024 1. 432 5.222 8.074 7.556 12.943 12.867 01 

""'" -2.0 5.737 3.165 7.253 9.757 8.839 11.806 12.988 I 

-1.5 6.011 5.520 9.257 12.517 10.001 11.966 14.354 
-1.0 6.286 9. 251 9.510 13.643 11. 133 12.055 13.941 
-0.5 6.621 13.689 9.485 14.394 11.494 13.030 13. 917 
0.0 6.301 15.276 11.584 14.525 13.593 11.939 13.118 
0.5 6. 726 13.521 8.819 14.677 12.530 12.189 14.352 
1.0 6.476 8.859 9.024 13.868 10.602 12.120 13.446 
1.5 5.923 5.749 7.734 12.038 9.019 12.416 13.753 
2.0 5.901 3. 775 7.186 10.379 9.038 12.612 12.659 
2.5 4.745 1. 620 6.307 8.801 8.208 12.866 11.490 
3.0 3.617 .654 4.081 6.605 6.392 12.612 10.683 
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The updated parameters ~~i), o~(i) were those of the posterior distribution on 
ei. After each step g the next item to be administered was selected from those 
in the item pool so as to minimize E(o~+ 1 ). The Bayesian 11 test score 11 (which 
is an estimator of ei) assigned was the latest posterior value ~g· In this 
study, twenty items were administered to each examinee i, so in each case the 
Bayesian test score 0~ = ~~~), the posterior mean after twenty items were 
administered. 

The method of updating ~g and a~ is contingent on the item response. 
For a correct response to item g the updated prior was set equal to the 
posterior value ~g' such that 

1 2 
II 

1 IJ • IJ + I - J u,_, ~CDJ 
. I I-I I cl ~ •;2 + "t2-t cl + .lt- c,J ~C-D.J (8] 

and its variance is 

.. ; - .:_, [ 1 -1./. ~·=;· .. ;~. W:1!"- ··: ., D> - D I] 
Following an incorrect response the corresponding expressions are 

and 

ll,· ll,_, -·I~ ~f;~ .. :J I :::: I 
2 2 [ .,. ~( 0) . v, - .. ,_, 1 - j t + .-• .. "'! 2 

· l I 1-1 

In equations 8 through 11: 

4JC D"J 

ll t~Ho,+ 0 1 
. 4HDJ · 

~ (D) is the normal probability density function; 

~ (D) is the cumulative normal density function; 

A .. •• + I I - •• J «<JC- D) 

[9] 

[10] 

[11] 

In this simulation study, at every step g, the item difficulty bg was set 
equal to the current prior mean, which is ~g-l' Thus at every step g the 
value D=O. This considerably simplifies evaluating Equations 8 through 11. 
Although it is an artifice, it was done here in order to 11 purify .. the results, 
whose generality would be restricted if a typical finite item pool were used. 
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Table A-2. Sample means (X) and conditional variances (S2) of test scores 
from three different methods of scoring a simulated 20-item 
Bayesian adaptive test. 

Scoring Method 
Owen•s Maximum Number 

Ba,lesian Likelihood Correct 
e x S2 x sz X S2 

-3.2 -2.197 .203 -2.997 1. 095 5.04 2.418 
-3.0 -2.174 .212 -2.799 .516 5.54 2.028 
-2.8 -2.118 . 168 -2.747 .419 5.72 1.642 
-2.6 -2.057 .118 -2.603 .442 6.30 2.110 
-2.4 -1.887 . 126 -2.352 .404 6.72 2.242 
-2.2 -1.775 . 126 -2.162 .421 7.35 2.428 
-2.0 -1.756 .074 -2.015 .192 7.68 1. 518 
-1.8 -1.590 .071 -1.796 . 197 8.46 1.848 
-1.6 -1.373 .073 -1 . 601 .288 8.64 2.290 
-1.4 -1.263 .067 -1.366 .096 9.31 1. 754 
-1.2 -1.097 .094 -1. 167 . 135 9.79 2.506 
-1.0 - .960 .072 - .996 . 100 10.23 1. 777 
- .8 - .762 .073 - .772 .092 10.65 2.088 
- .6 - . 569 .065 - . 556 .072 11.07 2.005 
- .4 - .386 .060 - .366 .070 11.68 2.198 
- . 2 - . 189 .086 - . 147 .097 11.89 1.678 
0 - .034 .071 .010 .082 12.11 1. 918 

.2 . 211 .089 .278 .096 12.30 1. 910 

.4 .389 .082 .458 .087 12.81 1. 814 

.6 .549 .068 .619 .071 13.27 1. 697 

.8 .729 .085 .816 .092 13.21 2.046 
1.0 .940 .070 1. 031 .079 13.87 1.673 
1.2 1. 141 .086 1.248 .096 14.01 1. 630 
1.4 1.290 .099 1.411 .114 14.15 1. 528 
1.6 1.506 .082 1. 637 .096 14.51 1.090 
1.8 1.705 .087 1.860 . 104 14.68 1.638 
2.0 1 . 88i' .067 2.056 .080 15.32 1. 258 
2.2 2.042 .068 2.224 .086 15.52 1.010 
2.4 2.209 . 080 2.420 . 101 15.88 1. 126 
2.6 2.442 .068 2.687 .090 16.43 1. 065 
2.8 2. 536 .096 2.797 . 120 16.67 1. 341 
3.0 2.784 . 081 3.060 . 108 17.07 .965 

--"---
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Let e7L be defined as the maximum likelihood score (or estimator). This 
test score was calculated after each examinee•s vector of twenty item scores 
was generate~ and was based on the pattern of item scores, and the likelihood 
function 

( I 20 U [ ] 1-U 
L - p u I' u 2' ••• u zo • ) = l!l P, (.) I 1 - PI ( ' ) I 

Newton-Raphson iteration was used to solve for the approximate value of 0 
at which L was maximal. 

The number-correct score for person i was simply the sum of the item 
scores ug: 20 

X;- E u. 
1=1 II 

Unlike the Bayesian and maximum likelihood scores, x. is not strictly an 
estimator of 0i. However, since number correct scor~s are usually used to 
estimate ability, it is not inappropriate to treat x. as an estimator of 0i' Ax -z.. 
in order to study the bias in x .. Therefore let 0· = x .. 

'Z.- 1 1 

Estimation of test score re ressions, and curves. Let the 
symbol X refer generally to any test score or estimate) e. For 
each of the three scoring methods used in this study, the conditional mean 
and variance of the 100 scores x at each of the thirty-two 0 levels were 
recorded. These data are listed by scoring method in Table A-2, and were 
used to generate the plots shown in Figures 19 and 20. 

For each scoring method, the regression of x on 0 was estimated by 
fitting a third-degree polynomial to the thirty-two observed mean scores, 
using a least-squares regression program to calculate the regression co
efficients. The coefficients obtained are listed by scoring method in 
Table A-3; the regression equations were of the form 

A 

X = a + a 0 + a 02 + a 03 
0 l 2 3 

The slope of each regression equation was estimated simply by evaluating 
the first derivative of each, at every 0-point sampled in the interval 
-3 < 0 < +3. 

[12] 

[13] 

[14] 

Calculation of the test score information at each of the sampled 0-points 
was based on Equation 6. Numerical values shown in Table A-4 were derived 
by dividing the square of the regression slope by the smoothed score variance 
estimate at each 0 point in that same interval. 

That is,Ix(0) was estimated for each scoring method by 

~ [ ILOPI ] 2 I ( •> = ~ 
X 17XIB 

[15] 
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Table A-3. Estimated coefficients of the third-degree polynomial equations 
for the regression of test score X on simulated trait level e, 
for three different scoring methods. 

Scoring Method 
Coefficient Owen•s Bayesian Maximum Likelihood Number Correct 

a -.0302 .0217 12.0410 
0 

a .9528 l. 0237 1.7623 
l 

a .0338 .0055 . 1020 
2 

a -.0150 - .0046 .0192 
3 

Variance accounted 
for: .9996 .9997 .9976 

In estimating cr 2 l for Equation 15 the method of 11 moving averages .. was x e 
used to 11 Smooth 11 the sample estimates at each e-point in the interval [-3, +3]. 
The resulting estimates, ~ 2 1 , ~re listed in Table A-4, along with the slope 

x e 
and information value estimates, for each e-point in the interval. Figure 23 
is a plot of the information estimates listed in Table A-4. 
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Table A-4. Slope of the estimated regression of test scores on trait level, 
the smoothed estimated conditional variance ;~le of test scores, 

e 

-3.0 
-2.8 
-2.6 
-2.4 
-2.2 
-2.0 
-1.8 
-1.6 
-1.4 
-1.2 
-1.0 
- .8 
- . 6 
- .4 
- .2 
0 

.2 

.4 

.6 

.8 
1.0 
1.2 
1.4 
1.6 
1.8 
2.0 
2.2 
2.4 
2.6 
2.8 
3.0 

and the estimated information Ix(e) in the test scores, for each 
of three methods of scoring a 20-item Bayesian adaptive test. 

Owen's Ba~es ian 
Scoring Method 

Maximum Likelihooa Number Correct 
Slope A2 I (e) Slope A2 1 ( 0) Slope A2 I ( 0) axle X axle X axle X 

. 341 . 194 .58 .866 .677 1.11 2.894 2.029 4.13 

.407 . 166 1.00 .884 .459 l. 70 2.786 1.927 4.03 

.469 . 137 l. 61 . 901 .422 l. 92 2.683 1.998 3.60 

.528 . 123 2.27 .917 .422 1.99 2.584 2.260 2.95 

.583 .108 3. 15 .932 .339 2.56 2.490 2.063 3.01 

.634 .090 4.47 .946 .270 3.31 2.401 l. 931 2.99 

.682 .073 6.37 .959 .226 4.07 2.316 1.885 2.85 

.726 .070 7.53 .971 .194 4.86 2.236 1.964 2.55 

.767 .078 7.54 .981 . 173 5.56 2.161 2.183 2.14 

.804 .078 8.29 .990 .110 8.91 2.090 2.012 2.17 

.837 .080 8.76 .999 . 109 9.16 2.024 2.124 l. 93 

.867 .070 10.74 1.006 .088 11.50 1.962 1.957 l. 97 

.893 .066 12.08 l. 012 .078 13. 13 1.905 2.097 l. 73 

.916 .070 11.99 1. 017 .080 12.93 1.853 1.960 l. 75 

.935 .072 12.14 1. 021 .083 12.56 1.805 l. 931 1.69 

.950 .082 11.01 1.024 .092 11.40 l. 762 1.835 l. 69 

.962 .081 11.43 1. 025 .088 11.93 1. 724 1.880 1. 58 

.970 .080 11.76 1.025 .085 12.36 1.690 1 .807 1.58 

.974 .078 12.16 1. 025 .083 12.66 1. 661 1.852 1.49 

.975 .074 12.84 1.024 .081 12.95 1.636 1.805 1.48 

.972 .080 11.81 l. 021 .089 11 . 71 l. 616 1.783 1.46 

.966 .085 10.98 1. 017 .096 10.59 1. 601 l. 610 l. 59 

.956 .089 10.27 1. 012 . 102 10.04 1. 590 1. 416 l. 79 

.943 .089 9.99 1. 001 . 105 9.54 1.584 1. 419 1.77 

.925 .079 10.83 .998 .093 10.71 1. 582 1. 329 1.88 

.905 .074 11.07 .990 .090 10.89 1.585 1.302 1. 93 

.880 .072 10.76 .980 .089 10.79 1. 593 1.131 2.24 

.852 .072 10.08 .970 .092 10.23 1. 605 1 .067 2.41 

. 821 .081 8.32 .958 . 104 8.82 1. 622 1.177 2.24 

.785 .082 7.51 .945 . 106 8.42 1. 643 1. 124 2.40 

.746 .082 6.79 .931 . 108 8.03 1. 669 1.153 2.42 
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tiona! test correlated progressively less with ability as item discriminating 
power was increased beyond a=l.O; 2) the conventional test provided increas
ingly poorer equiprecision of measurement as items became more discriminating; 
3) these undesirable characteristics were not characteristic of scores on the 
stradaptive test; 4) the stradaptive test provided higher score-ability 
correlations than the conventional test when item discriminations were high; 
5) the stradaptive test provided more information and better equiprecision of 
measurement than the conventional test when test lengths and item discrimin
ations were the same for the two strategies; 6) the use of valid prior ability 
estimates by stradaptive strategies resulted in.scores which had better 
measurement characteristics than scores derived from a fixed entry point; 
7) a Bayesian scoring technique implemented within the stradaptive testing 
strategy provided scores with good measurement characteristics; and 8) 
further research is necessary to develop improved flexible termination 
criteria for the stradaptive test. 
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A SIMULATION STUDY OF STRADAPTIVE ABILITY TESTING 

Adaptive Testing 

In constructing tests to measure mental abilities, the goal is to extract 
as much information as possible about an individual's ability level from a limited 
set of test items. Until recently, constrained to use paper and pencil adminis
tration techniques, test makers typically built a "peaked" ability test with all 
items of a difficulty such that a person with average ability could answer about 
half of them correctly. This type of test provided the highest level of infor
mation in the middle range of ability (Lord, 1970). Assuming a normal distribution 
of ability, the middle range is where most individuals were concentrated. Consequently, 
a perfectly peaked ability test provided the highest possible average level of 
information from a fixed set of items. 

Unfortunately, for the individual with a high level of ability, a test 
peaked at the average ability level provided little information about his or her 
ability because all the items were too easy. The resulting test score for these 
individuals simply indicated that they were of hfgh ability, but the test was 
not sufficiently sensitive to differentiate within the high ability group. 
Similarly, for individuals of low ability the test was often unable to provide 
meaningful measurement. 

As on-line computer systems became widely available, it became possible to 
adapt a test to an individual, giving him/her items which were neither too diffi
cult nor too easy regardless of his/her ability level. The goal of adaptive, 
or tailored, testing is to administer to the testee the subset of available items 
that will provide the maximum amount of information about his ability level. 
If his ability were known a priori, he would be given a set of items that a 
person of his ability level would answer about half correctly and about half 
incorrectly. Since a testee's ability is not accurately known before testing 
begins, the testing procedure must be designed to adapt to the individual's 
ability level as it is estimated during the course of testing, and thereby 
select the optimal item set for that individual. 

A variety of approximation techniques, or strategies of item selection, 
have been suggested, ranging from simple two-stage techniques to complex 
Bayesian and maximum likelihood techniques (see Weiss, 1974, for a description 
and comparison of adaptive testing strategies). This paper reports on the 
stratified-adaptive or stradaptive (Weiss, 1973) testing strategy. 

The Stradaptive Testing Strategy 

The stradaptive test, as proposed by Weiss (1973), is a computer-based 
analogue of Binet's intelligence testing approach. It is based on an item pool 
composed of a collection of peaked tests, or strata, ordered by difficulty and 
equally spaced along the ability continuum. The best or most discriminating 
items are placed at the beginning of each stratum. 

Using this strategy, an initial stratum assignment is made on the basis of 
some prior information about the testee's ability. Testing begins with the 
first item of this stratum. On the basis of the testee's response to each it~m, 
he is branched either up or down (typically by one stratum) to a more or less 
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difficult item. As in Binet's test, termination occurs when a ceiling stratum 
is reached; thus, the number of items administered to different individuals 
can vary. The ceiling stratum is one in which the testee answers all items 
incorrectly (or only a chance proportion correct if multiple-choice items 
are used). Weiss (1973) suggested, as an operational definition of this ceiling 
level, the least difficult stratum in which a chance proportion (or less) 
of items had been answered correctly after five items from that stratum had 
been administered. As with the Binet test, the stradaptive test also has a 
basal level which is defined as the most difficult stratum in which all items 
administered are answered correctly. 

Scoring of the stradaptive test can result in ten scores which can be used 
to estimate ability level and five scores which reflect response consistency. 
The consistency scores are designed to reflect aspects of the interaction of 
an individual and a given item pool which might reflect the degree of error in 
the ability level scores. Examples of stradaptive response records, and further 
discussion of the logic of this testing strategy can be found in Weiss (1973), 
Vale and Weiss (1975) and Vale (1975). 

Empirical studies of the stradaptive strategy. To date there have been two 
"live testing" or empirical studies of the stradaptive strategy. Vale and Weiss 
(1975) administered two forms of the stradaptive test and one conventional test 
to college students. All tests were administered by cathode ray terminals (CRTs) 
connected to a time-shared computer. The primary goals of this study were 1) 
comparison of the stradaptive test and a conventional test with respect to test
retest stability; 2) comparisons of the ten ability scores with respect to test
retest stability; and 3) investigation of the utility of the stradaptive 
consistency indices in predicting test-retest stabilities. 

In the first part of the study, single administration data on the 
stradaptive test as originally proposed by Weiss (1973) were collected from 476 
subjects and retest data were collected from 170 subjects. Analyses showed that 
meaningful comparisons between the test-retest reliabilities of the stradaptive 
and conventional strategies were precluded by many inequalities_between the two 
tests. These included different test lengths, different proportions of items 
presented both on test and retest, unequal item discriminations, and the unknown 
influence of initial ability estimates on stability. After attempts to 
statistically correct for these inequities, no meaningful difference was found 
between strategies with respect to test-retest stability. 

Intratest comparisons of stradaptive scores were informative, however. The 
ten ability scores grouped themselves into four clusters: 1) maximum performance 
scores,such as the difficulty of the most difficult item correct; 2) scores 
reflecting the difficulties of the next item or stratum the testee would have 
been given had the test continued for one more stage; 3) scores derived from 
the difficulty of the most difficult stratum in which the proportion correct 
was greater than chance responding; and 4) average difficulty scores. The 
average difficulty scores had the highest test-retest stabilities, and the scores 
derived from difficulties of hypothetical next items and strata had the lowest. 

Three of the five consistency scores were evaluated in terms of their utility 
as variables moderating test-retest stability. This was done by subgrouping 
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testees on the basis of initial test consistency scores and comparing the 
test-retest stabilities of the groups. Two of the consistency scores-
the standard deviations of difficulties of all items administered and of 
all items answered correctly--were quite predictive of test-retest stability, 
but the other consistency score was not. 

In the second part of the study, a modification of the original stradaptive 
testing strategy was evaluated. In computerized stradaptive testing, testees 
may respond with a question mark if they do not know the correct answer to 
an item and prefer not to guess. In the original version of the stradaptive 
test, these "omits" were counted as incorrect, both in terms of branching 
decisions and in scoring. To evaluate the impact of not penalizing testees 
for honestly admitting they did not know the answer to an item, a modified 
version of the stradaptive test was studied. In this version, omissions 
were ignored in both scoring and bran~hing; a question mark response 
resulted in the administration of the next item in the stratum. 

This modified stradaptive test was administered to a group of 113 subjects, 
and 79 of them were retested. Results, when compared to those of the 
original version of the stradaptive test, showed substantial reductions in 
the utility of the consistency scores for predicting stability. The clusters 
of ability scores and the ranking of those scores with respect to stability 
were the same as found in the original stradaptive test. Analysis of the 
question mark responses showed that subjects omitted items that were more 
difficult than those which they answered incorrectly. It was concluded, there
fore, that question mark responses in the stradaptive test should be treated 
as incorrect responses, rather than being ignored in branching decisions and 
in scoring. 

Three suggestions were made for future research on the stradaptive test. 
They were 1) monte carlo investigation of the utility of the initial ability 
estimates; 2) monte carlo investigation of the utility of different termina
tion criteria; and 3) development of improved scoring methods. 

The other study of the stradaptive strategy (Waters, 1974, 1975) 
investigated the modified version of the test in which omissions were ignored. 
Tests in this study were also administered by CRTs connected to a time-shared 
computer. The design allowed the calculation of both parallel forms reliability 
and validity coefficients. Validity was operationalized as the correlation 
of scores obtained from the stradaptive test with scores from a conventional 
test composed of similar items taken earlier. Waters' study did not include 
any analyses of the consistency scores. 

The major findings of Waters' study were 1) that the stradaptive strategy 
was able to attain parallel forms reliabilities and validities comparable to a 
conventional test having twice as many items; 2) that the relative quality of 
the scores with respect to reliability and validity was strongly dependent on 
the termination criterion used; and 3) that the average difficulty of all 
items answered correctly was consistently one of the best ability level scores 
in terms of parallel forms reliability and validity. 

Waters' suggestions for future research were that future studies concer
trate on criteria for test termination and on three ability scores--the inter-
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polated stratum difficulty, the average difficulty of all items answered 
correctly, and the average difficulty of all items correct at the most 
difficult stratum with greater than chance responding. 

From the two empirical studies done on the stradaptive testing strategy, 
two definite findings have emerged. First, of the scoring methods used, the 
average difficulty of all items answered correctly has consistently been the 
best with respect to test-retest stability, parallel forms reliability and 
correlation with an external criterion. Second, all scores have higher 
stabilities when omitted items are counted as incorrect responses. In addition, 
the stradaptive strategy was found to yield higher alternate forms reliability 
and validity than the conventional test, in one study, and there were some 
data suggesting that the consistency scores were predictive of retest stability. 

Computer Simulation as a Supplement to Live-Testing Studies 

While empirical studies do yield important findings--indeed the stability 
of scores and the effect of ignoring omitted items could only have been evaluated 
in an empirical study--there are some questions that these studies are ill
equipped to answer. Perhaps the most obvious shortcoming of an empirical study 
is the fact that it takes a considerable amount of time to test a large number 
of real subjects. Furthermore, real subjects require real items, and it is very 
difficult to obtain real items with appropriate characteristics to evaluate 
some questions of interest, such as, which strategy is better--conventional or 
adaptive? In addition, too few live subjects have appropriate abilities for 
evaluating tests at extremely high or low ability levels. 

But the most restrictive shortcoming of live-testing studies is the fact 
that the testee's ability level remains unknown to the psychometrician. This 
fact precludes calculation of various indices of how well the ability estimate 
derived from the test reflects the testee's true ability level. One important 
index of the goodness of a testing procedure, which uses both estimated and true 
ability, is Birnbaum's (1968) information function. The information function 
adequately reflects the adaptive test's goal of equiprecision of measurement; 
equiprecision implies that scores at all ability levels will reflect true ability 
with the same degree of precision. On the other hand, correlation coefficients 
and reliability indices, which are generally available from empirical studies, 
are weighted by the distributional characteristics of the trait within the 
examinee group (Sympson, 1975), and therefore do not provide data from which 
equiprecision of measurement can be determined. 

Given a question which an empirical study is not equipped to investigate, 
there are two alternative research approaches--theoretical studies and monte 
carlo stimulation studies. The theoretical study evaluates a strategy by 
varying parameters of interest on a purely mathematical basis. It is conceptually 
superior to the monte carlo simulation study because it eliminates error. But, 
due to the complexity of some testing strategies (e.g., the stradaptive strategy), 
simplifying assumptions (e.g., perfectly peaked tests or subtests) are necessary 
which limit the generalizability of the theoretical study to the world of real 
data and people. Furthermore, in a strategy like stradaptive, the number of 
calculations necessary in a theoretical study is prohibitive. Like the theoretical 
study, the simulation study is based on a mathematical model rather than live 
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subjects. But rather than calculating exact test characteristics, they are 
estimated via a stochastic process. 

Simulation studies are usually run on computers. The computer first 
simulates a testee (which usually consists of randomly generating an ability 
level) and then it generates a sequence of item responses on the basis of a 
mathematical model of how a real subject with the given ability level would 
respond to that set of items. Thousands of "subjects" are usually run and the 
data are analyzed as real data would be. However, since ability levels are 
known, information curves and other statistics which require both ability 
levels and ability estimates can be calculated. Like live-testing studies and 
unlike theoretical studies, summary statistics on simulation study data are 
subject to random fluctuations. But this is not usually a problem if large· 
numbers of testees are simulated. 

The study reported herein is a simulation study of the stradaptive testing 
strategy. In this study, findings from live-testing studies were re-examined 
using the simulation technique, and some questions not answerable through live
testing studies were investigated. 

METHOD 

Design 

A simulation study is valuable only to the extent that the underlying 
model accurately reflects data from live-testing studies. For this reason, the 
initial phase of this study entailed a simulated replication of the empirical 
study by Vale & Weiss (1975). Exact replication was not possible, however, 
since the empirical study used test-retest stability as an evaluative criterion. 
However, test-retest correlations in a simulation study are, strictly speaking, 
parallel forms reliability coefficients (Betz & Weiss, 1975) and are formally 
related to the correlation between test scores and the "true" (i.e., generating) 
ability. The latter correlation is equivalent to the index of reliability, 
and the square of that correlation is equivalent to a parallel forms reliability 
coefficient. As in the live-testing study, intercorrelations among the scores 
were also calculated. Further analyses not possible in the empirical study, 
such as calculation of information functions, were also done on the original 
version of the stradaptive testing strategy used in the live-testing study 
(here referred to as Variable-Length Stradaptive). 

The major aim of the present study was a comparative analysis of the 
characteristics of stradaptive test scores and conventional test scores under 
varying conditions. The characteristics of greatest interest were 1) inter
correlations among the scores; 2) correlations between generating ability and 
the scores; and 3) information provided about ability by the scores at various 
levels of ability. 

The conditions varied within the stradaptive test were 1) the scoring 
method; 2) the discriminating power of the items; 3) the quality of prior 
information available about ability; and 4) the number of items administered. 
The discriminating power was varied by using one of three hypothetical 
item pools, described below, with item discrimination fixed at a=0.5, a=l.O, 
or a=2.0. For the replication of empirical results using Variable-Length 
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Stradaptive, a fourth pool containing parameters of real items with varying 
discrimination was also used. The quality of prior information was varied by 
providing the strategy with an initial ability estimate either fixed at 
G=O.O, or distributed normally with a mean of zero and a standard deviation 
of 1.0, and correlating .0, .5, or 1.0 with generating ability. The extreme 
correlations were chosen to provide the upper and lower bounds on the effect 
of initial ability estimates and the .5 correlation was chosen as a typical 
value. The fixed test lengths investigated in this study were 10, 20, 40, 
and 60 items. 

In order to allow several levels of all conditions to be completely 
crossed, a simplified version of the stradaptive strategy (referred to as 
Fixed-Length Stradaptive) was adopted. Fixed-Length Stradaptive had a simpler 
administration strategy, used fewer scoring methods, and had a fixed 
termination criterion (thus allowing test length to be manipulated). One further 
analysis, outside of the crossed design, was done on Fixed-Length Stradaptive. 
Three potential termination criteria were evaluated on the basis of how well 
they correlated with error of measurement. This was done to determine whether 
flexible termination of the stradaptive test would be useful in providing 
equiprecise measurement. 

Tests 

Conventional Test 

A conventional test was included for purposes of comparison. Items in this 
test were simply administered in a linear order (i.e., with no branching on the 
basis of responses) and the test was scored by calculating the proportion of 
items answered correctly. 

Variable-Length Stradaptive 

The logic. This test was identical to the test used by Vale & Weiss (1975) 
except for some minor changes in scoring strategies. On the basis of an initial 

A 

ability estimate GI, the "testee" was given the first item in one of the nine 

available strata. The stratum, S, from which the first item was administered was 
A < < 

determined by rounding the functionS= ei/.65 + 5 when 1- S ~ 9, and set to 

the nearest end point when outside that interval. 

If the testee's response to the first item was correct, he was branched 
to C~administered" an item from) the next more difficult stratum. If his 
response was incorrect, he was branched to the next easier stratum. If there 
was not a sufficiently easy or difficult stratum for the required branching, 
(i.e., when an incorrect response was given to an item in the least difficult 
stratum, or a correct response to an item in the most difficult stratum) the 
testee was given another item in the same stratum. Testing continued until a 
termination criterion was reached. The termination criterion used for Variable
Length Stradaptive was the identification of a stratum in which 20% or less 
of the items were answered correctly after at least five items had been 
administered. 
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The scores. Fifteen scores--ten ability scores and five consistency scores-
were evaluated by Vale & Weiss (1975) and are described in detail in that report. 
These scores, which were also examined in this study, were as follows: 

Ability Scores 

Score 1. The difficulty of the most difficult item answered correctly. 

Score 2. The difficulty of the (N+l)th item or the next item that 
would have been administered had testing continued. 

Score 3. The difficulty of the most difficult item answered correctly 
at a stratum less difficult than the ceiling stratum (i.'e., 
the most difficult item in the most difficult stratum having 
a chance proportion or less correct); or, if no real item 
existed, the difficulty of a hypothetical item (i.e., the 
average difficulty of items that would be in the hypothe
tical stratum if it existed) in a hypothetical stratum below 
the lowest available stratum. 

Scores 4, 5, and 6. The average difficulties of all items in the strata 
in which items determining scores 1, 2 and 3 respectively 
are found. 

Score 7. The interpolated stratum difficulty, mathematically defined as: 

where D is the average difficulty of the items in the 
c-1 

(C-l)th stratum, and C is the ceiling stratum. p 
c-1 

is the proportion correct at the (C-l)th stratum and S is 

Dc- De-l if P(c-l) ~ .50 or De-l- Dc_2 if P(c-l) < .50 

Score 8. The average difficulty of all items answered correctly. 

Score 9. The average difficulty of all items answered correctly 
between the ceiling stratum and the basal stratum (i.e., 
the most difficult stratum in which all items administered 
were answered correctly). Defined as (D - D 1)/2 if ceiling c c-and basal strata were adjacent. · 

Score 10. The average difficulty of items answered correctly in the 
(c-l)th stratum, or, the difficulty of the hypothetical 
stratum immediately below the easiest stratum available if 
the testee failed to respond correctly at greater than chance 
rate in any stratum. 

Consistency Scores 

Score 11. The standard deviation of difficulties of all items 
administered. 
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Score 12. The standard deviation of difficulties of all items 
answered correctly. 

Score 13. The standard deviation of difficulties of all items answered 
correctly between the ceiling and basal strata. 

Score 14. The difference in average difficulties of ceiling and 
basal strata. 

Score 15. The number of strata between the ceiling and basal strata. 

Fixed-Length Stradaptive 

The stradaptive testing strategy was an important addition to the 
strategies of adaptive testing because it took a realistic account of the 
practical testing situation--items were structured in an efficient manner, 
available prior information was used, and a flexible termination rule was 
implemented. But some of these practical virtues rendered the strategy very 
difficult to evaluate. In live-testing, the initial ability estimates inflated 
test-criterion correlations somewhat and the flexible termination made construction 
of a comparable conventional test difficult. Thus, for research purposes, 
it was appropriate to develop a simpler v~rsion which would be easier to evaluate. 

Further changes in the strategy were suggested by previous research and 
other considerations. The two major changes involved eliminating some of 
the scoring strategies and ceasing to use the ceiling and basal strata. As was 
discussed earlier, score 8, the average difficulty of all items answered 
correctly, was consistently the best of the original ten ability scores in 
empirical studies. Thus, only that score was used in the analysis of 
Fixed-Length Stradaptive. 

All consistency scores which required finding the ceiling or basal strata 
were also eliminated from this part of the study. Although conceptually simple, 
locating these two strata required some rather complex logic for subjects 
whose ability was at the extreme upper or lower end of the item pool. In these 
cases, the ceiling and/or basal strategies were essentially arbitrarily 
determined. Since the simulation study would result in substantial numbers 
of testees with extreme ability levels, these scores were not used in this 
study to eliminate the effects of such arbitrary decisions. 

The logic. The administration logic of Fixed-Length Stradaptive was 
identical to that of Variable-Length Stradaptive except for the termination 
criterion. A testee was given the first item in one of nine strata chosen on 
the basis of the same function of initial ability estimate used for Variable
Length Stradaptive. Following a correct response he was branched to the next 
more difficult stratum and following an incorrect response was branched to the 
next easier stratum. This process continued until a predetermined number of 
items had been administered (in this study either 10, 20, 40, or 60 items). 
Flexible termination was not used in this version of the stradaptive strategy. 

The scores. Six scores were calculated for Fixed-Length Stradaptive--three 
ability scores and three scores intended to predict errors of measurement. The 
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first score was score 8 from Variable-Length Stradaptive--the average difficulty 
of all items answered correctly. This score was included since it was the best 
of the scores in the stradaptive live-testing studies. 

The second score was the average difficulty of all items administered. 
This was a modification of the Variable-Length Stradaptive's score 8, the average 
difficulty of all items answered correctly, and has been used for scoring other 
types of adaptive strategies (e.g., Lord, 1970; Larkin & Weiss, 1974; Weiss, 
1974). Average difficulty of all items administered was investigated because 
it is less apt to be affected by erratic response records. For example, 
consider the case of a fixed termination rule, such as "stop after 40 items." 
A person might begin the test in the easiest stratum and incorrectly answer the 
first 31 items. That same person might, by chance, answer the last nine it~ms 
correctly thus progressing to the most difficult stratum. That person would 
obtain the same average difficulty correct score as a person who answered 20 items 
correctly in the fifth stratum and 20 items incorrectly in the sixth stratum. 
In these two cases, however, the second testee would have encountered more diffi
cult items, on the average, and answered more of them correctly. 

The third score was Owen's (1969) Bayesian scoring technique. This scoring 
method was included as a mathematically "optimal" score, for comparison to the 
rational scoring methods. Population parameters (i.e., a normal prior ability 
distribution with mean of zero and standard deviation of 1.0) were used to 
initialize the scoring procedure for all subjects, regardless of their entry 
point, and the score was updated after each item response. The FORTRAN IV sub
routine used to calculate this score is included in Appendix A. 

The three error predictor scores were included in this study for evaluation 
as termination criteria to be used for flexible termination. The first two were 
based on the consistency scores investigated by Vale & Weiss (1975). The original 
consistency scores considered only variability of the response record and not its 
length. Length has been explicitly taken into consideration in the error 
predictor scores in a manner analogous to the way that the number of observations 
is taken into consideration in calculation of the standard error of a ~ean. 

Score 4 is the standard deviation of the difficulties of all items answered 
correctly divided by the square root of the number of items answered correctly. 
Score 5 is the standard deviation of the difficulties of all items administered 
divided by the square root of the number of items administered. Score 6 is the 
standard error provided by Owen's (1969) formula (i.e., the square root of the 
Bayesian posterior variance after the last item has been administered). 

Item Pools 

Obtaining item pools for live-testing studies is a long and tedious process 
involving writing the items, administering them, norming them, and selecting 
those most approporiate to the test being constructed. With the relatively 
large item pools required by adaptive testing strategies, it is difficult to 
investigate the effects of varying item parameters because a sufficient number 
of items is generally not available. In simulation studies, however, acquisition 
of item pools is very easy, since once the desired parameters are specified, the 
item pool is available. Item pools used in simulation studies do not contain real 
items with real content but are rather simply a set of parameters of hypothetical 
items. 
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Certain limitations, stemming from the mathematical model on which item 
responses are based, are inherent in simulation studies. Because the items 
lack content, assumptions made by some test models. (such as local independence) 
are explicitly programmed into the response model and the possibility that these 
assumptions may be violated by real subjects is ignored. Because of the simpli
city of the response models used, effects of memory and thus test-retest stability 
cannot be examined. Simulation studies are not meant to be a substitute for 
empirical studies and the simplicity of item pool construction is not without 
its costs. But in a simulation study, a variety of item pool conditions 
can be readily constructed. Consequently, some questions which cannot be 
investigated in live-testing studies, such as the amount of information provided 
by a testing procedure, can be investigated. 

A Real Item Pool 

For the simulated replication of empirical findings with Variable-Length 
Stradaptive, the parameters of the 269 items used for the modified stradaptive 
test by Vale & Weiss (1975) were used. These parameters, as well as summary 
statistics, are included in Appendix Table B-1. Although the item parameters 
used in the present study were those of the modified stradaptive test used in 
the live-testing study, the branching procedures used were those of the original 
version. 

Hypothetical Item Pools 

Although use of parameters obtained from real item pools retains an element 
of reality not possessed by use of purely hypothetical item pools, it is not 
feasible to manipulate the item parameters of interest by this procedure. To 
investigate the effects of item discrimination on test characteristics, three 
stradaptive test item pools with normal ogive discrimination indices (a) of 
.5, 1.0 and 2.0 were generated. Since the effects of variability in item 
discriminations were not investigated in this study, discriminations were held 
constant within each of the three item pools. 

Item difficulty parameters were generated separately for each item pool. 
These parameters were randomly and rectangularly distributed within each of 
nine equally spaced strata. Difficulty parameters for each of these three item 
pools are included in Appendix Tables B-2, B-3 and B-4. 

Also generated were three item pools for the conventional test. These 
pools had constant normal ogive discrimination indices of .5, 1.0 and 2.0 
and were randomly and rectangularly distributed within the same range of diffi
culty as the middle stratum of the stradaptive item pools (i.e., between 
b=-.33 and b=+.33). Difficulty parameters for these pools are included in 
Appendix Table B-5. 

Generation of the Data 

Data in this simulation study were obtained in a way very similar to the 
way data are collected in a live-testing study. A testing strategy program 
chose an item, administered that item, and on the basis of responses to several 
items, calculated a score. The difference between this study and a live-testing 
study was that in an empirical study, each item is administered to an actual 
testee, while in this study items were "administered" to an item response 
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simulator. The simulator then assessed the item parameters and a testee's 
generated ability level and generated a "correct" or "incorrect" response. 

The response simulator used a two-step procedure. First, the probability 
of a correct response given the "testee's" ability was calculated from the 
following equation suggested by Lord (1970): 

where p. (e) 
~ 

ci 

<P[x) 

a. 
~ 

e 
b. 
~ 

-

-

-

[1] 

probability that a testee with ability 8 will correctly 
answer an item, 

probability of a correct answer due to guessing (set to. 
.20 for this study), 

the unit normal distribution integrated from ~ to the 
standard deviate, x, 

- the discriminating power of the item, 

- the ability level of the testee, 
- the difficulty of the item. 

After the probability of a correct response was determined, a random number 
was generated from a rectangular distribution between 0 and 1. If this random 
number was greater than the probability of answering the item correctly, the 
item was considered answered incorrectly; otherwise it was considered correct. 
This procedure is identical to that used by Betz & Weiss (1974), and has been 
used in a variety of other studies in a slightly different form (e.g., Jensema, 
1972; Urry, 1970, 1974). 

Generation of the underlying ability was done in two different ways; this 
is discussed below. The computer and computer programs used in this study 
are described in Appendix C. 

Data Analysis 

Descriptive Statistics 

Means and standard deviations were calculated for all scores of Variable
Length Stradaptive under all four variations of initial ability estimates using 
each of the four item pools. These statistics were, in each condition, computed 
from administration of the test to 1000 hypothetical testees with abilities 
sampled from a normal distribution with mean of zero and standard deviation 
of one. These statistics were computed on Variable-Length Stradaptive primarily 
for comparison with empirical data obtained previously. 

Means and standard deviations were calculated for all scores of Fixed
Length Stradaptive to determine how the new scores were distributed, and to 
assess the effects of varying characteristics of the test. These statistics 
were calculated for the four lengths of 10, 20, 40 and 60 items under all 
conditions of initial ability estimates, but using only item parameters 
of the three hypothetical pools. As with Variable-Length Stradaptive, these 
statistics were computed from administration of the test to 1000 hypothetical 
testees with abilities sampled from a normal distribution with mean of zero and 
standard deviation of 1.0. 
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Correlational Analysis 

Inter-score correlations. Correlations among scores were calculated for 
both Variable-Length Stradaptive and Fixed-Length Stradaptive. These inter
correlations were calculated using the initial ability estimate fixed at 8=0, 
on 15,000 hypothetical testees sampled from a normally distributed population. 

Score-ability correlations. In classical test theory (Gulliksen, 1950), 
the correlation of ability and test score is referred to as the "index of 
reliability". In modern test theory (Lord & Novick, 1968; Urry, 1970) it is 
referred to as "validity". In live-testing research it is estimated by taking 
the square root of an alternate form reliability coefficient. In simulation 
research, it is calculated directly since "ability" is known. Score-ability 
correlations are useful if the researcher is interested in assessing how well 
test scores predict ability for some specified population as a whole. 

These correlations were calculated for all tests under all variations 
of conditions. Within each of the conditions, this correlation was calculated 
on the same sample of 1000 testees used for the descriptive statistics. 

In addition to providing a comparison among scores in the simulation study, 
the squared index of reliability for Variable-Length Stradaptive should be 
comparable to a parallel forms reliability coefficient, such as the one reported 
by Waters (1974, 1975). Because of the effect of memory in a test-retest 
design, it should be somewhat less directly comparable to test-retest stabilities 
such as those reported by Vale & Weiss (1975). 

Information Analyses 

While the correlation between test score and ability is a relevant index 
of how well a score predicts ability for a whole population, it provides little 
information about how a score predicts ability level within different levels of 
that ability. For example, a score-ability correlation for a conventional test 
may be higher than a score-ability correlation for an adaptive test, even though 
the adaptive test provides a higher precision of measurement at the extremes of 
ability, simply because correlations are strongly influenced by the larger 
number of observations in the middle range of a normally distributed population. 
Since adaptive tests distribute their precision throughout the range of ability, 
while precise measurement for peaked conventional tests is concentrated in the 
middle range of ability, a score-ability correlation is a statistic biased in 
favor of the conventional test, and is not an optimal statistic for comparison 
of the two strategies. Thus, evaluation of two testing strategies in terms 
of other criteria, which are less influenced by the distribution of ability 
in the population, is desirable (see Sympson, 1975, for a discussion of 
evaluation criteria). 

Information curves. The information provided by a score about an ability 
at some level of that ability is roughly analogous to the precision of measure
ment at that point, or the ability to discriminate between two arbitrarily close 
ability levels centered on that point (Lord, 1970). The graph of these 
information values plotted against all values of ability is called the infor
mation curve. In this study, as in Betz & Weiss (1974), information curves 
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were constructed by calculating information values from a formula, suggested 
by Birnbaum (1968), at several points along the ability continuum. 

Birnbaum's formula is: 

I X ( 8 ) = [-h- E (X l 8 )]2 
UXIB 

[2] 

where I (G) is the information abollt G provided by score x. 
X 

The numerator of Equation 2 may be viewed as a transforming function, converting 
the score, x, into ability units. It is also the partial derivative of the 
score with respect to ability (G) evaluated at a particular level of ability, 
indicating the relative rate of change of the two variables. The denominator 
is simply the conditional standard deviation of the score, or the dispersion 
of the score, x, evaluated at a fixed level of ability (i.e., imprecision of 
measurement). 

To calculate information values, 1000 response records were generated at 
each of fifteen equally spaced levels of ability ranging from -3.5 through 
0.0 to +3.5. For the middle thirteen points, partial derivatives of the score 
means were calculated with respect to ability at each level of generating 
ability by taking the derivative of the second degree Lagrangian interpolation 
polynomial fitted to three sucessive points. This technique finds the first 
derivative of the second degree polynomial best fitting the point of interest 
and the two adjacent points. Because points on each side of the point of interest 
were needed to estimate the polynomial, the endpoints (i.e., -3.5 and +3.5) were 
not considered in calculating the information values. When the derivatives 
were obtained, they were divided by the standard deviation of the scores 
at the level of ability on which the derivative was centered and then squared 
to yield the information at that point. Connecting the thirteen values of 
information thus calculated yielded an information curve. 

Statistics descriptive of information curves. Graphs are a simple and 
sufficient way to present information curves, but they are difficult to compare 
when many information curves are involved. Thus, for economy of presentation, 
the means and coefficients of variation of information values at the thirteen 
points defining the information curves were computed. 

The mean or average information was computed for each of the information 
curves. Mean information is a statistic that is not disproportionately 
weighted by ability distribution characteristics as is the correlation 
coefficient. The higher the mean information, the more information the score 
provides about ability at all levels of ability, on the average. Higher mean 
information implies better measurement. 

The coefficient of variation was also computed for each information 
curve. This statistic is of interest because its departure from zero means 
that the goal of equiprecision of measurement is not being achieved. This 
index is equal to the standard deviation of the thirteen points of the informa
tion curve divided by their mean and multiplied by 100 (see Guilford, 1950, p. 118, 
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for a discussion of the coefficient of variation). It was chosen over the 
standard deviation because, unlike the standard deviation, it is not affected 
by the absolute magnitude of the information curve. For example, the height of 
the information curve of a conventional test composed of equivalent items is 
directly proportional to the length of the test and therefore, the mean and 
standard deviation of the values of the information curve are similarly 
proportional to length. Double the length of a conventional test and the 
mean and standard deviation of the information curve both double. The co
efficient of variation, being doubled in both the numerator and the denominator 
would remain constant, however. 

The choice of the coefficient of variation as an evaluative criterion 
involved the value judgment that the relative rather than the absolute variation 
was important in evaluating the equiprecision provided by a score on a test. 
The information curve of an ideal test--one with measurement of equal precision 
throughout the ability range--would have a high mean and a coefficient of 
variation equal to zero. 

Termination Criterion Analysis 

One goal in the design of the stradaptive strategy was to identify response 
records in which the test was not unambiguously locating the testee's ability 
level, so that the test could be extended in length to provide better precision 
of measurement for that testee. Thus, it was intended that a flexible 
termination criterion be used so that different individuals could be administered 
different numbers of items. In this study, the three error predictor scores 
of Fixed-Length Stradaptive (scores 4, 5 and 6) were examined as possible candi
dates for the termination criterion. 

To perform these evaluations, 1000 administrations using each of the three 
hypothetical stradaptive item pools were randomly terminated after an average 
of 30 items; the standard deviation of number of items at termination was 6. 
The tests were terminated at various lengths because a termination criterion 
must be effective at all lengths, since a real test might terminate at any of 
several lengths. The error scores were not allowed to function as termination 
criteria in this analysis because an effective termination criterion would hold 
the error of measurement constant. Then, with no variability in error of 
measurement, there could be no correlation between it and test score. 

To provide a criterion of error of measurement to predict, ability scores 
and generating ability were first standardized within each set of 1000 admin
istrations to account for differences in scoring metric. Then the unsigned 
differences between the standardized ability scores and the standardized 
generating ability were calculated. Error predictor scores were then correlated 
with these absolute errors, since it was expected that a useful termination 
criterion would correlate with these errors. It may be noted that this procedure 
is identical to Ghiselli's (1956) procedure for discovery of moderator variables. 
The search is for a variable to correlate with absolute deviations from the line 
of relations. 
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RESULTS 

Analysis of the Conventional Test 

Descriptive Statistics 

The means and standard deviations of the conventional test scores with 
varying test lengths and item discriminations are presented in columns three 
and four of Table 1. The mean proportions correct were all close to a value 
of .60 which was only slightly higher than the value of .588 obtained by 
Vale & Weiss (1975) in their live administration of a 40-item conventional 
test. A slight difference in the opposite direction was expected because 
the test used in the empirical administration had easier items (b=-.368). 

Table 1 

Summary Statistics for the Conventional Test 
as a Function of Item Discrimination and Test Length 

Information 
Correlation Coefficient 

No .. with of 
Discrimination (a) Items Mean S.D. Ability Mean Variation 

0.5 10 .612 .209 .703 .725 42.046 
20 .607 .179 .811 1.448 40.290 
40 .598 .162 .887 2.882 41.232 
60 .600 .158 .917 4.307 39.617 

1.0 10 .616 .267 .851 1. 771 75.451 
20 .592 .250 .908 3.198 88.171 
40 .600 .243 .938 6.444 87.808 
60 .597 .238 .950 9.595 87.978 

2.0 10 .597 .326 .888 3.484 138.147 
20 .592 .317 .906 6.601 139.150 
40 .605 .311 .918 13.630 133.632 
60 .612 .307 .926 19.674 135.361 

This discrepency may have been due to the fact that the items used in the 
live-testing study were normed on relatively small groups of subjects (see 
McBride & Weiss, 1974). Waters' (1974, 1975) conventional tests had a mean 
proportion correct of .665, which was expected because his items were easier 
(b=-.368) and normed on larger subject groups. No trend among the score means 
across varying test lengths and item discrimination was apparent. 

Standard deviations of conventional test scores showed two trends. As 
item discriminating power increased, the standard deviations of the scores 
increased. As test length was increased, standard deviation decreased. 
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Correlational Analyses 

Column five of Table 1 presents the correlations of conventional test scores 
with generating ability. The results show, as expected, that the correlation 
increases as the length of the test is increased. A more complex trend was 
observed with respect to the item discrimination. The score-ability correlation 
increased with increasing item discrimination, and then tapered off. -The 
correlation between score and ability was a joint function of test length and item 
discrimination. For the 10-item test the score-ability correlation increased with 
increases in item discrimination. For the 20-item test, the score-ability 
correlation improved as discriminations were increased from .5 to 1.0, but 
remained about the same as discriminations were increased to 2.0. On 40- and 
60-item tests, score-ability correlations improved when discriminations were 
increased from .5 to 1.0, but were lower for items of 2.0 discrimination. 

The attenuation paradox (Loevinger 1954; Sitgreaves, 1961) is the apparent 
reason for the lower score-ability correlations with higher item discriminations. 
The attenuation paradox refers to the fact that as items get more discriminating, 
they provide more information at a point and less information at abilities dis
tant from that point. The conventional test had items all of similar diffi
culty, and as items became more discriminating, it measured less accurately for 
testees with abilities outside of an increasingly narrow range. 

Information Analyses 

Column six of Table 1 shows the average information provided by the 
conventional test. Average information increased in almost direct proportion 
to test length, a result that was expected from modern test theory (Lord & 
Novick, 1968). It also increased in almost direct proportion to item discriminating 
power. The decrease observed in score-ability correlations as item discriminations 
became high (2.0) was not observed with respect to average information. 

Column seven of Table 1 presents the coefficient of variation, an index of 
equiprecision of measurement. With discriminations held constant, this .index 
remained relatively constant across tests of different length, as it was expected 
to do. It increased considerably, however, with changing item discriminations, 
indicating that the conventional test provides relatively poorer equiprecision 
of measurement as items become more discriminating. The trend involved seemed 
to indicate that the coefficient of variation is directly proportional to the 
item discriminations, doubling when discriminations are doubled. The relation 
was not completely linear, however, as the coefficient of variation with dis
crimination of 2.0 was less than the value of about 170 that would be anticipated 
from a strictly linear relationship. 

Analysis of Variable-Length Stradaptive 

Descriptive Statistics 

Table 2 presents the means of the fifteen Variable-Length Stradaptive test 
scores (scores 1-10 are ability scores, and 11-15 are consistency scores). 
Independent variables are 1) the initial ability estimate, fixed at 0.0 and 
randomly distributed N(O,l) correlating 0.0, .5 and 1.0 with the generating 
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Table 2 
Mean Scores for Variable-Length Stradaptive 

as a Join~ Function of Ability Estimate Validities, 
Item Discriminations (a) 

' and Average Number of Items Administered 
J 

- '"" 
Initial Ability Initial Ability 

Fixed Correlation Fixed Correlation 
Score a Entr 0.0 0.5 1.0 Score a 0.0 0.5 

1 0.5 1. 580 1. 660 1. 600 1 • 4 9 0.5 • 
1.0 1. 200 1· 220 1·170 1.170 1.0 .053 .033 .043 .013 
2.0 ·888 .915 ·880 .802 2.0 -.048 -.037 -.055 -.062 

variable 1. 350 1·430 1·320 1·300 variable .202 .226 • 194 • 173 

2 0.5 .840 • 81 1 .793 ·818 10 0.5 .813 .821 • 81 1 .824 
1.0 • 565 • 542 • 573 .523 1.0 .494 .456 .471 ·451 
2.0 • 27 6 .3UJ .271 • 253 2.0 • 163 .181 .178 .135 

variable • 770 .782 • 761 .782 variable • 665 .699 .655 .643 
-------- ------------- ---------·-

3 0.5 1·020 1. 030 1. 020 1e030 11 0.5 .834 • 87 5 .862 .814 
1.0 .732 • 691 .707 .691 1.0 .743 .785 .742 .725 
2.0 .385 .400 .392 .361 2.0 .673 .713 .672 .625 

variable • 87 5 .908 .869 • 858 variable • 757 .813 .752 .724 

4 0.5 1·490 1. 560 1. 500 1 .450 12 0.5 .787 .827 .815 .760 
1.0 1·130 1·180 1·090 1. 100 1.0 .669 .713 .670 .652 
2.0 .803 .834 .791 .713 2.0 • 575 .607 • 575 • 529 

variable 1. 270 1. 360 1e240 1·230 variable .698 .755 • 693 .663 

5 0.5 ·839 .819 .801 .823 13 0.5 .498 .508 • 522 .499 
1.0 .559 • 541 .569 .515 1.0 .401 .396 .398 .404 
2.0 ·292 ·317 .279 .269 2.0 .268 .272 .275 .271 

variable .793 • 802 .785 .803 variable .405 .424 .414 .417 

6 0.5 .829 .837 .824 .842 14 0.5 2.550 2.590 2.650 2. 580 
1.0 ·522 ·480 ·497 .476 1.0 2.110 2.080 2.080 2.120 
2.0 • 181 .196 ·189 • 1 55 2.0 1. 620 1. 620 1. 630 1.610 

variable .695 • 729 • 685 • 676 variable 2.140 2e190 2. 1 50 2.170 

7 0.5 .887 .887 .878 .900 15 0.5 2.910 2.970 3.050 2.950 
1.0 • 577 • 537 .sse • 534 1.0 2.230 2.180 2.190 2.240 
2.0 ·262 ·273 .269 .236 2.0 le480 1e480 •• 490 1 .460 

variable .7 60 .794 .747 • 7 34 variable 2.280 2.360 2.300 2.320 
- - - . - .- - -- --.- - - - -- - - - - - -- -...... - .•.. -- . --- -- - . -. 

8 0.5 • 1 81 .192 • 1 56 • 167 Test 0.5 54.000 56.100 55.800 55.100 
1.0 -.006 -.027 -·019 -.025 Length 1.0 40.800 39.600 39.700 40.200 
2.0 -.116 -. 131 -.t29 -·126 2.0 28.400 29.400 29.500 27.100 

variable • 126 .127 .108 .114 variable 31.900 32.000 31.200 31.800 
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ability; and 2) three item pools with discriminations fixed at a=.5, 1.0 and 2.0, 
and the real item pool with varying discriminations that was previously used in 
an empirical study of the stradaptive test (Vale & Weiss, 1975). Table 2 shows 
two trends in the means as a function of item parameters and initial ability 
estimates. The means of all fifteen scores became lower as the items became more 
discriminating, and the means of the consistency scores, scores 11 to 15, 
decreased with increasingly valid initial ability estimates. 

The trend in the means of the ten ability scores to decrease as a function 
of item discriminations is at least partly due to the effects of guessing. Implicit 
in the up-one, down-one branching strategy used in the stradaptive test is the 
goal of converging on items of difficulty such that the testee's probability 
of answering correctly is .5. Since all ten Variable-Length Stradaptive ability 
scores are some rough monotonic function of this difficulty, anything that 
affects that difficulty will monotonically affect the ability scores. 

Difficulty in terms of probability of a correct response, discrimination, 
and guessing parameters is obtained by rearranging equation 1: 

[ _1 (P-C)] I b=G - Q l-C a 

1 
where Q [x] is the inverse function of Q[x] yielding the standardized normal 
deviate when given the cumulative proportion. 

The difficulty yielding a probability of being correct of .5, assuming a 
guessing probability of .2, is: 

b=G + . 32 
a 

[3] 

[4] 

in which b is a decreasing function of a. This shows that the optimal difficulty, 
and thus the ability scores, should decrease as a function of discrimination when 
guessing is possible (specifically with a probability of .2). When guessing is 
not possible, equation 3 reduces to: 

b=G [5] 

in which b is not a function of a. Therefore, the ability scores are expected to 
decrease as a function of item discriminations through their relation with this 
"optimal" difficulty level only when guessing is possible. 

In addition, some scores (e.g., the difficulty of the most difficult item 
correct) would be expected to decrease as a function of increasing item discrimination 
even when guessing is not possible due to their joint dependence on the optimal 
difficulty level and variability of the response record. For example, a testee 
with an inconsistent response record (i.e., one which ranges across a large number 
of strata) would be expected to have a more difficult item correct than a testee 
having a more consistent response record and the same average difficulty of 
items, simply because he encountered a few more difficult items (along with, of 
course, a few less difficult items). 
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The consistency scores were expected to decrease as fewer inappropriate items 
were administered in the process of locating the appropriate strata from which to 
administer items (i.e., as the initial ability estimates improved and the entry. 
point became closer to the testee's true ability) and as fewer incorrect branchings 
were made (due to more discriminating items). An observation worthy of note with 
respect to the decrease in mean consistency scores as a function of initial 
ability estimates is that some consistency scores, under some conditions, were not 
lower using valid initial ability estimates than they were using a fixed entry 
point at the middle stratum (e.g., the between ceiling and basal strata 
variability scores, scores 13, 14 or 15) or required a reasonably good initial 
ability estimate before they improved (e.g., the overall variability scores, 11 
and 12). 

Mean scores generated using the real item pool were slightly higher in this 
study than in the empirical study by Vale & Weiss (1975) using nearly the same 
pool on real subjects (e.g., 1.350 vs 1.073 for score 1; .770 vs .560 for score 
2). This may have been due either to inadequacies in the simulation model or 
inaccurate item parameters in the live-testing study. 

Test lengths showed a marked decreasing trend as item discriminations 
improved, but no apparent trend at all with respect to goodness of initial 
ability estimates. The average number of items administered using the real item 
pool varied between 31.2 and 32.0 items; these means were between those obtained 
using the hypothetical pools with discriminations of a=l.O and a=2.0. This was 
not expected because the mean discrimination of the real pool was a=.717. This 
was an underestimate of the discriminations of the items actually administered, 
however, because the most discriminating items were placed first in the pool; 
the corrected average discrimination value in the live-testing study was a=.879. 
It appears that putting a few highly discriminating items at the beginning of 
each stratum may drastically shorten the stradaptive test when the original 
termination criterion is used. The mean length of the identical strategy 
in the live-testing study using a slightly different item pool (i.e., one with 
a few less items) varied between 27.8 and 31.4 items. Thus, the mean lengths 
obtained in this simulation were reasonably close to those obtained with real 
subjects. 

Table 3 shows standard deviations for the 15 scores on Variable-Length 
Stradaptive for combinations of the same independent variables. For both the 
ability level and consistency scores there was no apparent trend with respect 
to initial ability estimates, and only a very slight tendency for the standard 
deviations to decline as item discriminations improved. Score 8, the average 
difficulty of all items answered correctly, was the least variable of the 
ability scores. Scores 11, 12 and 13, the standard deviation consistency 
scores, had low variability both with respect to the ability scores and the 
distance variability scores, 14 and 15. The differences among the standard 
deviations observed in this study were also apparent in the live-testing study, 
although in this study the values were slightly lower. This latter result was 
expected, though, since the live-testing study included sources of error not 
included in a simulation study. 

Correlational Analyses 

Table 4 presents the intercorrelations among the Variable-Length Stradaptive 



Score a 
1 0.5 

1.0 
2.0 

variable 

2 0!5 
1.0 
2.0 

variable 

3 0.5 
1.0 
2.0 

variable 

4 0.5 
1.0 
2.0 

variable 

5 0.5 
1.0 
2.0 

variable 

6 0.5 
1.0 
2.0 

variable 

7 0.5 
1.0 
2.0 

variable 

8 0.5 
1.0 
2.0 

variable 
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Table 3 
Standard Deviations of Variable-Length Stradaptive Scores 

as a Joint Function of Ability Estimate Validities 
and Item Discriminations (a) 

Initial Ability Initial Ability 
Fixed Correlation Fixed Correlation 
Entrr o.o 0.5 1.0 Score a Entrr o:·o 0.5 1.0 
1 • 110 1.100 1e120 1.110 9 0.5 .993 1 .050 1e040 1.060 
1·140 1.080 le140 l .150 1.0 ·982 1.000 le041 1e030 
1 .080 1. 110 1·130 1. 130 2.0 1·108 1.800 1e828 1e810 
1. 240 1.200 1.270 1e270 variable 1e898 1.890 1.100 1 •1 UJ 

1·180 1.228 1·228 l .208 10 0.5 1·230 1.291 1e280 1 .260 
le140 1.140 1 e158 1 • 110 1.0 1el78 1. 160 1e180 1e130 
1·180 1.150 1. 150 1 .158 2.0 1·11 0 1 • 11 0 1·128 1e090 
1· 350 1. 340 le290 1. 320 variable •• 330 1.318 1· 320 1· 290 

-- - ---- -- --- - ·--- --------------- -..-· ... -
1. 260 1. 320 1. 300 1. 290 11 0.5 ·201 .216 .215 .222 
1·190 1.1e0 1e200 1 .1 50 1.0 ·144 .179 • 1 58 e154 
1·130 1.120 1. 140 1.100 2.0 ·143 .170 • 149 • 133 
1. 390 1. 360 1· 370 1. 330 variable ·170 .196 .187 • 181 

1 .060 1.040 1e060 1. 1 30 12 0.5 ·238 .256 .245 .253 
1e100 1. 050 1e090 1 • 110 1.0 ·182 .217 .190 ·184 
1·060 1.870 1 • 11 0 1 • 110 2.0 ·1 89 .212 .192 .167 
1·170 1.140 1· 200 1. 220 variable ·221 ·247 .232 ·215 

1. 160 1 .288 1. 198 1e170 13 0.5 ·315 .313 .316 .316 
1. 128 1.120 1e138 1.100 1.0 ·235 .236 .233 ·231 
1·140 1 • 110 1.100 1.100 2.0 ·186 .184 '193 .172 
•• 320 1.318 1 .260 1e298 variable ·274 .271 .269 .257 

1· 220 1.280 I .210 1.260 14 0.5 1· 280 1. 260 1· 290 1· 300 
1·150 1. 150 1. 1 50 1 • 110 1.0 .920 .918 .905 .913 
1·090 1.090 1e100 1 .060 2.0 • 650 .649 .694 • 598 
1· 330 1.310 1e320 1.290 variable ·987 .973 .970 .927 

1. 180 1. 240 1e210 1. 220 15 0.5 1e960 1.930 1.970 2.000 
1.100 1e100 1·120 1e080 1.0 1. 410 1e400 1.390 1e400 
1. 058 1.050 1.060 1e040 2.0 .996 .991 1.060 .917 
1. 280 1. 270 1e280 1. 260 variable 1· 520 1. 500 1 .490 1 .430 

·888 .918 .944 .992 
·910 .915 .977 1 • 010 
·917 .933 .976 1e010 
• 961 .971 1.030 1.070 



Table 4 
Intercorrelations of Variable-Length Stradaptive Scores. 

Abilit;r Scores Cons~stenc;r Scores 
Score 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

1 I • IIIIIJ0 .S06 .s93 .979 .818 .894 .892 .889 .839 .893 .397 • 544 .423 ·424 o425 

2 ·S06 1.000 • 881 .786 .9S6 .883 o8S3 .83S oS61 .S79 • IlL& ·240 o402 .372 .373 

3 o893 .sst lo000 • 871!1 .890 .996 .991 .906 .921 .997 • 193 .296 • 507 ·497 .499 

4 .979 .786 • 870 I. 000 .795 .875 o875 .877 ·826 • 872 o430 .541 o400 e402 .402 

5 .ate .986 o890 .795 lo000 .892 .S92 .845 .869 .sse • 112 o245 o406 ·379 .379 

6 .894 .883 o996 • 87 5 .892 I • 000 .994 .904 ·920 .997 • 199 o295 • 502 • 505 • 507 

7 .892 le000 .929 o943 
I 

o892 oS83 .991 • 87 5 .994 .990 ·173 .270 .437 o435 o437 N ...... 
1 

8 .889 .838 .906 .877 o845 .904 o929 lo000 ·979 .903 .073 .203 .178 • I 56 • 158 

9 .839 • 861 .921 oS26 .869 .920 .943 .979 lo000 .919 .006 • 122 • 182 • I 52 • 154 

10 oS93 .879 .997 • S72 .see .997 .990 .903 .919 1o000 • 198 .301 • 514 • 50S • 511 

11 .397 ell4 el93 o430 .112 • 199 ·173 .073 .ee6 • 19S I • 000 .920 • 560 • 545 .540 

12 o544 o240 .296 • 541 o245 .295 o27fJ .203 • 122 .301 .920 1 • 000 • 579 o544 • 541 

13 o423 .402 • 507 o400 .406 • 502 ·437 • 178 .IS2 .514 • 560 • 579 I • 000 • 951 o953 

14 e424 .37 2 o497 o402 .379 • 505 o435 • I 56 • 152 • 508 o545 o544 • 951 le000 lo000 

15 e425 .373 .499 o402 .379 • 507 o437 • l 58 o154 • 511 .540 • 541 • 953 loiiJ00 lo0011J 
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scores. The same four clusters of ability scores observed in the live-testing 
study were apparent here. The three item difficulty scores, scores 1, 2 and 3, 
formed three two-variable clusters, each with their respective stratum difficulty 
scores, scores 4, 5 and 6. Additionally, scores 3 and 6, the highest non-chance 
item and stratum scores, formed a tight cluster with scores 7 and 10, the 
interpolated stratum difficulty and average highest non-chance item scores. 
The fourth ability score cluster was composed of scores 8 and 9, the average 
difficulty scores. 

Clustering among the variability scores was obvious and again consistent with 
the live-testing data. Scores 11 and 12, the overall variability scores, formed 
one cluster. Scores 13, 14 and 15, the between ceiling and basal strata consistency 
scores, formed another. 

Table 5 presents the correlations of Variable-Length Stradaptive ability 
scores with the ability that generated the responses. The expected increasing 
trend in correlation with improving initial ability estimates was not observed 
with any regularity across different scores and different parameters although 
the trend was apparent for scores 8 and 9. 

Fixed 

Table 5 
Score-Ability Correlations for Stradaptive, 

as a Joint Function of Item Discriminations (a) 
and Initial Ability Validities 

Initial Ability 
Correlation Fixed 

Initial Ability 
Correlation 

Score a Entrx 0.0 0.5 1.0 Score a Entrx 0.0 0.5 1.0 
1 0.5 ·602 • 620 .644 .642 6 0.5 .654 .705 .667 .674 

1.0 .768 .731 .7811 .773 1.0 .822 .817 .830 .821 
2.0 .798 .e0s .8117 .833 2.0 .893 .886 .881 .899 

variable ·1 63 .7311 • 761 .766 variable .787 .798 .792 .7911 

2 0.5 • 630 • 682 .633 .662 7 0.5 .678 .728 .689 .699 
1.0 ·198 .782 .883 .792 1.0 .847 .845 .854 • 851 
2.0 .sst .832 .ass .862 2.0 .918 .913 .912 .924 

variable • 7 57 .783 .770 .766 variable .810 .816 • 811 .811 

3 0-5 .656 .707 • 669 • 676 8 0.5 .805 .809 .838 .872 
1.0 ·821 • 820 .827 .820 1.0 .918 .894 .918 .938 
2.0 ·894 .887 .879 .899 2.0 • 9 50 .935 .954 .960 

variable .784 .799 .791 .786 variable .887 .873 .892 .914 

4 0.5 • 593 • 685 .630 .632 9 0.5 .791 .815 .807 • 839 
1.0 .7 62 .713 .771 .767 1.0 .918 .912 .924 .932 
2.0 .795 • 797 • 81 1 .834 2.0 .954 .949 .959 .956 

variable .752 .724 .754 • 761 variable .887 .888 .891 .906 

5 0.5 .648 • 693 .648 .674 10 0.5 .652 .705 .666 .677 
1.0 .806 • 791 .809 .800 1.0 .818 .815 .826 .816 
2.0 ·859 .8112 .861 .863 2.0 .891 .884 .877 .899 

variable • 7 70 .791 .777 .772 variable .785 .797 .789 .788 
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A definite increasing trend in score-ability correlation with increasing 
item discrimination was observed, however. This result suggests that there may 
be an inadequacy in the termination criterion as it should vary the length of 
the test to keep constant the accuracy of measurement, and thus the score
ability correlation. 

The parameters from the real item pool provided score~ability correlations 
somewhere between the values provided by the ~ypothetical pools with 
discriminations of .5 and 1.0. This result is consistent with their average 
discrimination value of about .88. 

Scores 8 and 9 consistently had the highest correlation with ability, a 
finding consistent with the fact that these two scores showed the highest 
stability in the live-testing study by Vale & Weiss (1975) and generally 
highest validities and reliabilities in the study by Waters (1974, 1975). 

Comparison with the conventional test. Comparison of the score-ability 
correlations of Variable-Length Stradaptive with those of the conventional 
test (Table 1) is difficult because the flexible termination criterion of 
Variable-Length Stradaptive yields test lengths not directly comparable to those 
of the conventional test. A rough comparison showed the stradaptive strategy as. 
better using items with discriminations of 2.0. Using stradaptive score 8, and 
comparing the fixed entry point administration (the fair comparison since the 
conventional test cannot utilize prior information), the stradaptive test corre
lated .950 with an average of 28.4 items while the conventional test correlated 
only .918 with 40 items and .926 with 60 items. Thus, with highly discriminating 
items, the 28-item stradaptive test correlated higher with ability than did the 
60-item conventional test. 

The conventional test achieved higher score-ability correlations than the 
stradaptive test with less discriminating items. With discriminations of 1.0 
the stradaptive test score 8 correlated only .918 after an average of 40.8 items 
while the conventional test correlated .938 after 40 items. At discriminations 
of .5, stradaptive score 8 correlated .805 with ability after an average of 54 
items and the conventional test correlated .887 after 40 items and .917 after 
60 items. Thus, Variable-Length Stradaptive testing strategy was superior to a 
conventional test, with respect to score ability correlations, only when given 
very discriminating items. 

Information Analyses 

Table 6 presents the average information values provided by Variable-Length 
Stradaptive scores. As with the score ability correlations, an increasing trend 
in information was observed for all scores as item discriminations improved. 
The values of average information provided by the items from the real item pool 
were, as were the correlations, between those for item pools with discriminations 
of .5 and 1.0. The increasing trend observed in the correlations as a function 
of validity of initial ability estimates was somewhat more apparent in the 
average information data than it was in the correlation data (notably for scores 
1, 4, and 9). It also appeared in some conditions of most other scores. Score 
9, the average difficulty of all items answered correctly between the ceiling 
and basal strata, provided the highest average level of information. Score 8, 
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Table 6 
Average Information Provided by 

Variable-Length Stradaptive Scores 
as a Joint Function of Item Discriminations (a) 

and Initial Ability Validities 

Initial Ability Initial Ability 
Fixed Correlation Fixed Correlation 

Score a Entr~ 0.0 0.5 _1.0 Score a Entry 0.0 0.5 1.0 
1 0.5 .55 • 581 • 651 .765 6 0.5 .e00 .757 .800 .815 

1.0 1·172 1. 208 1. 450 1 .748 1.0 1e915 1.786 1.971 1.968 
2.0 1. 823 1. 605 2.174 2.520 2.0 3.713 3.930 4·116 3.682 

variable ·926 • 805 1. 232 1.635 variable 1e683 1. 550 1· 840 1. 939 

2 0.5 • 757 • 7 55 .847 .814 7 0.5 .981 .948 1.000 1 • 011 
1.0 1·439 1. 518 1·419 le718 1.0 2e894 2.675 2.835 2.958 
2.0 2·286 2e988 2. 545 2·454 2.0 7.825 8.398 8.934 7.956 

variable .1 • 302 1 • 251 1. 423 1 e488 variable 2.038 1.866 2.286 2.381 

3 0.5 ·811 • 780 • 800 .826 8 0.5 1. 963 1.749 2.001 2.939 
1.0 1 • 81 1 1. 723 1. 853 t.sss 1.0 4·664 3.397 5e521 7.514 
2.0 3·441 3.703 3.917 3.502 2.0 9.868 6.809 12.391 12.303 

variable 1. 7 51 1. 608 1. 880 1.971 variable 2.782 2·127 3.134 4.066 

4 0.5 ·518 • 507 • 649 .787 9_ 0.5 1.909 1.974 2·221 2.460 
1.0 .954 .858 1e341 1· 787 1.0 5.786 5·541 6.024 6.939 
2.0 1·391 1. 320 1. 658 2.025 2.0 11.864 11 • 593 13.210 13.617 

variable • 875 • 745 1 • 168 1. 583 variable 3.409 3.165 3.976 4.589 

5 0.5 ·819 • 787 .900 .861 10 0.5 .786 .764 .795 
1.0 1. 587 1. 633 1. 556 1.794 1.0 1. 884 1.779 1.918 
2.0 2.604 2.914 2.987 2.797 2.0 3. 584 3.781 4·119 

variable 1 • 385 1·335 1e494 1. 528 variable 1· 704 1. 560 1 .• 863 

the average difficulty of all items answered correctly, which had correlated 
highest with ability, also provided relatively high levels of information. 

.see 
1 .967 
3.573 
1.967 

Table 7 contains coefficients of variation of the information values for 
Variable-Length Stradaptive ability scores. No definite trends with respect to 
either item discriminations or quality of initial ability estimates were apparent, 
although in 31 out of 42 comparisons a fixed entry point provided more equi
precise measurement than did a random invalid one (i.e., r=O.O). 

Comparison with the conventional test. With discriminations of .5 and the 
entry point fixed, stradaptive score 9 provided an average information value of 
1.909 (Table 6) with an average of 54.0 items (Table 2). With 40 items the 
conventional test (Table 1) provided a higher average value of 2.882. When 
discriminations were 1.0, stradaptive score 9 provided 5.786 units of information 
using 40.8 items on the average. This was still below the average value of 6.444 
provided by the conventional test with 40 items. When discriminations were 2.0, 
stradaptive score 9 provided 11.864 units of information with 28.4 items, a value 
between the values of 6.601 and 13.630 provided by the conventional test with 20 
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and 40 items, respectively. When Variable-Length Stradaptive was permitted to 
function as designed, i.e., with a variable entry point, a moderately valid 
initial ability estimate (r=.50) resulted in average information of 13.2 (based 
on an average of 29.5 items) for stradaptive, compared to 13.630 for the 
longer 40-item conventional test, with discriminations of 2.0. 

Table 7 
Coefficients of Variation for Information Values of 

Variable-Length Stradaptive Scores, 
as a Joint Function of Item Discriminations (a) 

and Initial Ability Validities 

Initial Ability Initial Ability 
Fixed Correlations Fixed Correlations 

Score a Entr;y: 0.0 0.5 1.0 Score a Entr;y: 0.0 0.5 1.0 
1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

0.5 34.93 47.36 33.64 21. 10 6 0.5 33.48 34.98 36.05 30.92 
1.0 43.83 59.69 24·17 26.67 1.0 18.80 19.53 34.76 25.21 
2.0 63.69 64.64 49.60 28.23 2.0 23.67 26.34 23.84 20.07 

variable 45.47 55.73 44.76 62.09 variable 64.87 55.82 62.68 67.78 

0.5 35.22 43.99 39.56 63.74 7 0.5 17.93 24.51 38.02 23.29 
1.0 24.59 32.28 33.34 30.87 1.0 31.61 36. 19 26.13 26.77 
2.0 32.82 70.96 17.87 36.72 2.0 79.23 103.99 103.13 79.49 

variable 63.23 62.90 68.47 69.46 variable 61e39 50.92 59.10 65.06 

0.5 30.35 31.88 32.58 29.43 8 0.5 45·27 52.03 45.85 40.82 
1.0 18.85 18.21 3flle92 23.fll5 1.0 se. 56 Sfll.06 52.19 44.36 
2.0 22.36 31.66 34.61 1 s. Sill 2.0 57 ·18 58.62 73.13 4le25 

variable 68.7 0 56.51 65.66 71.52 variable 52.15 69.13 57.24 59.56 

0.5 43.93 65.70 37.97 Sfll.71 9 0.5 36.36 se. 85 52.99 40.8fll 
1.0 61.96 56.98 31 ·18 72.89 1.0 43.37 52.39 46.67 29.81 
2.0 67.98 7 6efll3 41 .74 32.94 2.0 57 efll4 55.19 50.3fll 44.65 

variable 52.10 65.74 51.76 66.21 variable 43.38 39.1 Ill 51 • 41 57.78 

0.5 36.0fll 43.59 39.8fll 58.68 10 0.5 33 • 1 I 33.58 35.2fll 27.89 
1.0 25.3fll 35.49 32.47 29.62 1.0 1 5. fill 16.83 3fll.25 20e9fll 
2.0 34.fll6 35.12 37.fll3 33.35 2.0 25.43 34.55 41.13 20.73 

variable 6fll. 3 5 61.50 66.3fll 69.fll8 variable 69.69 57.81 65.9fll 69.85 

With a fixed entry into the stradaptive test, the most informative score, 
score 9, was more equiprecise than the conventional test score in all comparable 
conditions. With discriminations of 2.0 the conventional test score showed a 
coefficient of variation more than twice as large (see Table 1) as that of Variable
Length Stradaptive's score 9 (Table 7). In fact, given equal item discriminations, 
only two stradaptive scores, scores 4 and 8, were less equiprecise than scores on 
a comparable conventional test and then only for poorly discriminating items. 
In general, as item discriminations increased, the relative equiprecision of 
the stradaptive test became considerably greater than that of the conventional 
test. 
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Table 8 
Mean Scores for Fixed-Length Stradaptive as a 

Joint Function of Item Discriminations (a), Test Length, 
and Validity of Initial Ability Estimates 

Initial Abil.ity lnit;ial Ability 
No. Fixed Correlation No. Fixed Correlation 

a Items Entr~ 0.0 0.5 1.0 a Items Entr~ 0.0 0.5 1.0 
Score 1 Score 4 

0.5 10 ·085 .070 .093 .053 0.5 10 ·284 .306 ·287 ·266 
20 • 186 .193 • 182 .177 20 .240 .258 .241 .230 
40 ·257 ·245 ·255 .261 40 • 192 .197 ·192 ·187 
60 ·282 .272 .283 .283 60 • 163 e169 ·167 el60 

1.0 10 -·072 -.083 -.050 -.041 1.0 10 • 272 ·294 .270 .246 
20 -.003 -.004 .009 .014 20 ·215 .232 ·217 .203 
40 e065 .033 .040 .048 40 • 164 e171 ·164 ·1 57 
60 .058 .044 .056 • 0 56 60 • 136 e140 e136 .133 

2.0 10 -·118 -.130 -·131 -.092 2.0 10 .250 .279 • 251 .219 
20 -.091 -.110 -.105 -.082 20 ·189 .202 .188 • 17 5 
40 -·083 -.082 -.074 -.069· 40 ·138 .144 .137 • 1 31 
60 -·061 -.067 -.058 -.072 60 • 116 • 1 19 • 1 14 • 110 

Score 2 Score 5 
0.5 10 ·369 .374 • 37 5 .325 0.5 10 ·231 .245 .232 .215 

20 ·465 .484 ·461 .440 20 .186 ·197 .186 .179 
40 • 536 • 536 • 535 • 527 40 • 143 e147 .144 ·141 
60 ·559 • 559 .562 • 556 60 • 121 ·125 ·123 ·120 

1.0 10 ·261 .263 .277 .253 1.0 10 .225 ·248 ·222 .205 
20 ·331 .346 .335 .319 20 .170 • 181 ·170 .161 
40 ·387 .370 .364 .358 40 .126 ·130 • 126 • 121 
60 ·378 .377 .378 .369 60 • 104 .106 .104 el02 

2.0 10 ·250 .263 .237 .233 2.0 10 • 211 .233 .212 ·189 
20 ·266 .270 .255 • 251 20 .155 • 166 • 1 55 • 145 
40 ·270 .286 .278 .269 40 • 1 1 2 .117 • 1 1 1 • 1 07 
60 ·290 .295 .294 .270 60 .094 .095 .092 .089 

Score 3 Score 6 
0.5 10 -.001 -.004 .00s -.045 0.5 10 .734 .739 .741 .740 

20 -.008 .001 -.006 -.027 20 • 610 .613 .615 .616 
40 .000 .001 .000 -.003 40 .478 .480 ·481 .482 
60 .004 -.006 -.006 -.00s 60 .407 .409 .409 .410 

1.0 10 -·023 -.027 -.014 -.060 1.0 10 • 518 .530 • 537 • 545 
20 -.005 -.001 -.007 -.028 20 .392 .400 .403 .406 
40 .015 -.001 -.004 -.005 40 .288 .289 .290 .292 
60 .004 -.000 .003 -.011 60 .237 .238 .239 .239 

2.0 10 .012 .003 -.030 -.048 2.0 10 .358 .377 .386 .400 
20 .00s .003 -.019 -.033 20 • 251 .254 .259 ·263 
40 -.008 .004 -.007 -.012 40 .172 • 174 • 17 5 • 176 
60 .002 .007 .007 -.013 60 • 139 .140 • 141 .141 
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Analysis of Fixed-Length Stradaptive 

Descriptive Statistics 

Table 8 presents the means of Fixed-Length Stradaptive scores as a function 
of item discrimination, test length, and initial ability estimate. Table 8 shows 
that, as with Variable-Length Stradaptive, the means of scores 1 and 2, the average 
difficulty scores, tended to decrease as item discriminating power increased. 
Score 3, the Bayesian score, showed no such tendency, however. This was probably 
because the Bayesian score is not directly related to the "optimal" item difficulty 
discussed previously. Means of scores 1 and 2 tended to increase, as the tests 
became longer, at all levels of item discrimination. The Bayesian score, score 
3, showed no trend with respect to test length. Score 2 means increased as the 
validity of initial ability estimates increased, but scores 1 and 3 evidenced 
no such trend. 

The corresponding error predictor scores, scores 4, 5 and 6, decreased both 
as item discriminating power and test length increased. These results were 
consistent with the desired characteristics of a score designed to predict pre
cision of measurement; errors of measurement of test scores should decrease as 
both test length and item discriminating power increase. 

Means of scores 4 and 5 decreased as the validity of 
estimate improved, but score 6 showed a slight increase. 
whether this was because the initial ability estimate has 
on precision of measurement or because the Bayesian error 
predict errors of measurement. 

the initial ability 
It is not clear 
no advantageous effect 
score does not 

Table 9 presents the standard deviations of Fixed~Length Stradaptive's 
scores. The Bayesian ability score, score 3, showed increased variability as 
item discriminations increased, but no trends with respect to item discrimina
tions were apparent for scores 1 or 2. The trend in score 3 may be because the 
Bayesian procedure used implicitly regresses scores toward the mean and this 
regression is less pronounced as items get more discriminating and measurement 
becomes more precise. 

All three ability scores showed increasing variability with increasing test 
length, when a fixed entry point was used. However, for scores 1 and 2, variability 
seemed to be a joint function of number of items, item discriminations, and the 
validity of initial ability estimates. For these scores, with items of low 
discrimination, variability decreased as the number of items increased. Better 
initial ability estimates were associated with decreased variability for the first 
two scores, but for the Bayesian ability score variability increased with increasing 
numbers of items. 

Variability of score 6, the Bayesian error predictor score, increased with 
increasing item discriminations. Scores 4 and 5, the average difficulty error 
predictor scores, showed only slight decreases with improved discriminations. 
All error predictor scores showed decreasing variabilities as test length increased. 
Scores 4 and 5 showed decreasing variability as the initial ability estimates 
improved, but score 6 showed a slight increase. 
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Table 9 
Standard Deviations of Scores for Fixed-Length Stradaptive 

as a Joint Function of Item Discriminations (a) 
and Validity of Initial Ability Estimates 

.. 
Ini tla! Ab ill ty Initial Ability 

No. Fixed Correlation No. Fixed Correlation 
a Items Entr~ 0.0 0.5 1.0 a Items Entr~ 0.0 0.5 1.0 

Score 1 Score 4 
0.5 10 .844 .949 le821 le898 0.5 10 ell I ·144 • 11 5 .193 

20 .878 .914 .995 1 • "58 20 .867 el78 .868 .869 
40 .882 e891 .947 .988 40 .842 ·146 .845 .IIJ44 
60 .894 .882 .899 • 9 !51 60 el32 ·133 .834 .134 

1.0 10 .838 .882 .984 1 oiiJ611J 1.0 10 .195 -134 • IIIJ2 .IIJ84 
20 .893 • 911 .967 leiiJ411 20 .IIJ!56 eiiJ71 ei611J .852 
40 .913 e911J8 • 967 .991 40 .135 eiiJ41 el35 .133 
60 .927 .938 • 951 .977 60 .823 ·126 .825 .IIJ24 

2.0 10 .871 .897 .996 lol41 2.0 10 .895 1. 5311J .1!196 .872 
20 .912 .935 .991 lelliiJ 20 .1!156 eiiJ74 .157 • "53 
40 .944 .942 .979 loiiJ28 40 .1!135 eiiJ41 .135 .IIJ33 
60 .952 .937 .974 .983 60 .IIJ39 eiiJ29 oiiJ24 oiiJ22 

Score 2 Score 5 
0.5 10 e7911J .895 .976 lol61 0.5 10 oiiJ61J oiiJ76 oiiJ66 .e5s 

20 .841 .873 .961 1eiJ21 20 .841 ol48 oiiJ44 .845 
40 .846 o849 .918 .948 40 .IIJ26 .829 ol31 .031 
60 .856 .844 .866 o911 60 ol21 .821 .822 .823 

1.0 10 .793 o8311J .959 1 .ese 1.0 10 • I 5 I ol69 .856 oiiJ49 
20 .869 .87 6 .941 lol21 20 ol32 ol42 oiiJ36 .832 
40 .889 • 883 o94S .968 40 .121 oiiJ24 oi211J .021 
60 .981 .913 .926 .957 60 oiiJI4 .816 oiiJIS .01s 

2.0 10 .824 .851 .966 lel31 2.0 10 .lSI ol74 .0 56 .842 
20 o886 .899 .964 1eiJIJ8 20 .829 .IIJ42 .831 .129 
40 .921 .919 .957 .998 40 .IIJ18 .023 .021 .019 
60 .931 o918 .953 .961 60 .132 .116 .114 .814 

Score 3 Score 6 
0.5 10 • 687 • 682 • 689 .665 0.5 10 .IIJ44 .148 .054 • "59 

20 .791 .796 .795 .792 20 .841 .842 .046 .0 51 
40 .ass o884 .896 .899 40 .829 .831 .832 ol33 
60 .929 .913 .882 .922 60 .824 ol24 .024 ol26 

1.0 10 o833 o824 • 864 .ass 1.0 10 .863 .1179 .890 .186 

20 .918 .917 .923 .937 20 .147 .IIJ53 • 157 .061 

40 .943 .946 .972 .969 40 .829 .IIJ31 .133 .834 

60 • 971 .981 .968 .977 60 .821 .llJ22 .823 .023 

2.0 10 o934 .928 .952 .912 2.0 10 .878 • 1 0 1 • 121 • 149 

20 .949 .973 .966 .961 20 • "51 • "51 .059 .060 

40 .975 .982 .982 1ellJI0 40 .024 .824 ol25 .825 

60 .985 • 978 .995 .985 60 .817 .117 .816 .llJ16 
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Correlational Analyses 

Table 10 shows a matrix of intercorrelations among Fixed-Length Stradaptive 
test scores. As the table shows, the three ability scores correlated very 
highly; the two average difficulty scores, scores 1 and 2, correlated almost 
perfectly (i.e., .999) and the Bayesian score correlated .992 and .993 with 
them. Scores 4 and 5, the error predictor scores corresponding to the 

Table 10 
Intercorrelations Among Fixed-Length Stradaptive Scores 

Ability Scores Error Predictor Scores 
1 2 3 4 5 6 

1 1e000 .999 .992 I -.079 -·169 .450 I 
I 
I 

2 .999 1.000 .993 I -.090 -·173 e446 I 
I 
I 

3 .992 .993 1e000 I -.166 -·246 .407 I 

------------------------~------------------·------I 
4 -.079 -.090 -.166 I 1.000 ·958 .351 I 

I 
I 

5 -·169 -.173 -.246 I .958 1.000 ·327 I 
I 
I 

6 .450 .446 .407 I .351 ·327 1.000 I 

average difficulty scores, correlated highly with each other (.958) but low with 
the Bayesian error predictor score (.351 and .327, respectively). Error 
predictor scores 4 and 5 correlated very slightly and negatively with the three 
ability scores, but score 6, the Bayesian error predictor score, correlated 
moderately with all three ability scores. 

The error predictor scores were designed to be independent of the ability 
scores. The fact that the Bayesian error score correlated with the ability 
scores suggests that it might not be as useful as the others as a measure of 
error. This result may be due to the guessing probability being non-zero in the 
model, which may have affected the Bayesian error score. 

Table 11 shows the correlations of the three Fixed-Length Stradaptive 
ability scores with the generating ability. These correlations increased for 
all scores as the item discriminating power and test length increased. For the 
average difficulty scores, scores 1 and 2, these correlations increased as the 
validity of the initial ability estimate increased. As can be seen, this 
trend diminished as test length increased. No definite trend with respect to 
initial ability estimates was observed in the Bayesian score. This is because 
a constant prior (i.e., population parameters) was given to the Bayesian 
scoring routine while the average difficulty scores implicitly incorporated the 
initial ability estimate information. The capability to explicitly use prior 
information could easily be added to the Bayesian score but this capability is 
not without its disadvantages (e.g., the goodness of the prior must be stated 
explicitly and this will allow a poor prior to bias the score). 
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Table 11 
Score-Ability Correlations 

for Fixed-Length Stradaptive 
as a Joint Function of Item 

Discrimination (a), Test Length, 
and Validity of Initial 

Ability Estimates 

Initial Ability 
No. Fixed Correlation 

a Items Entrx 0.0 0.5 I.O 
Score 1 

0.5 10 • 656 • 568 o719 .831 
20 o767 o721 o797 o8!7 
40 o856 o846 .866 o889 
60 o906 .901 .903 .921 

1.0 10 .813 .719 o847 .901 
20 .905 o873 .905 .924 
40 o940 o937 o952 .958 
60 .965 o962 o966 .968 

2.0 10 .885 o809 .898 .939 
20 o946 o920 o949 .961 
40 • 970 o966 .973 .977 
60 .980 .978 o982 .984 

Score 2 
0.5 10 .649 • 552 .720 .836 

20 .765 .720 .798 .857 
40 o853 o844 o863 o886 
60 .906 .899 o901 o919 

1.0 10 .824 .721 o844 .905 
20 .908 • 877 o906 .925 
40 o943 .939 .953 .958 
60 .965 .961 .966 .968 

2.0 10 .896 .809 .903 .945 
20 .949 .923 o952 .965 
40 .972 .966 o974 .978 
60 o980 o979 o983 .985 

Score 3 
0.5 10 0 689 • 683 • 667 .678 

20 .798 .782 .794 .794 
40 .869 .872 • 869 .871 
60 .920 o912 .907 .917 

1.0 10 .840 .840 .844 .838 
20 .918 .919 o915 .909 
40 .955 o954 .959 .957 
60 .971 .970 .972 .972 

2.0 10 .919 .905 o916 .918 
20 .963 .958 o963 .967 
40 .983 .984 .985 .985 
60 .989 o989 .990 .990 
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Correlations of scores 1 and 2 with generating ability were higher when 
using a fixed entry point than when using a variable entry point with invalid 
prior information. A similar result was observed, in general, for the Bayesian 
score. Score-ability correlations for scores 1 and 2 using a variable entry 
point were, in general, higher than those using a fixed entry point when the 
initial ability estimate correlated .5 with generating ability. When initial 
ability estimates correlated 1.0 with actual ability, score-ability correlations 
for scores 1 and 2 were always higher than with a fixed entry point. But, in 
general, the advantage of prior information diminished as test length increased. 
Score 3, the Bayesian score, usually resulted in higher score-ability correlations 
when a fixed entry point was used than when prior information was available 
regarding a testee's ability level. 

Of the two average difficulty scores, score 2, the average difficulty of 
all items administered, correlated higher with generating ability than did. 
score 1 for tests with items having discriminations of 1.0 or 2.0. Score 1, the 
average difficulty of all items answered correctly, correlated higher with 
ability for tests with items having discriminations of .5. Score 3, the 
Bayesian score, correlated higher with ability than either of the average diffi
culty scores when no prior information was available, regardless of item dis
criminations. In general, score 3 also correlated as high or higher than did 
the average difficulty scores for tests having 40 or 60 items or item discrim
inations of 2.0 even when prior information was available. 

Comparison with the conventional test. The fairest general comparison be
tween Fixed-Length Stradaptive scores and conventional test scores is with no 
prior information, since the conventional test cannot use prior information. 
The best Fixed-Length Stradaptive score for those conditions was the Bayesian 
score. 

Comparing Tables 1 and 11, when discriminations were .5, the conventional 
test correlated higher with ability for all lengths shorter than 60 items. When 
discriminations were 1.0, the stradaptive test correlated higher at all lengths 
greater than 10 items. When discriminations were 2.0, the stradaptive test 
correlated higher with ability than did the conventional test at all of the 
four lengths investigated. For the 10-item tests, the stradaptive score 3 
correlation with ability was .919, while that for the conventional test was .888; 
at 60 items the respective correlations were .989 and .926. 

Although the comparison with the fixed entry point is of most interest in 
a pure research situation, it is also appropriate to compare the usual modes 
of implementing the two testing strategies, i.e., the conventional test without 
prior information and the stradaptive test with a moderately valid prior 
ability esti~ate (i.e., .50). Under these circumstances, score-ability 
correlations were higher for the stradaptive test using all scoring methods with 
highly discriminating items. Using moderately discriminating items, stradaptive 
correlations were higher, in general, for tests longer than ten items. For items 
with low (a=.5) discriminations, the conventional test scores correlated higher 
with ability. 

Information Analysis 

Table 12 presents average heights of information curves for the Fixed-Length 
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Table 12 
Average Information Provided by Revised Stradaptive Scores as a 

Joint Function of Item Discriminations (a), Test Length, 
and Validity of Initial Ability Estimates 

Initial Ability 
No. Fixed Correlation 

a Items Entry 0.0 0.5 1.0 
core 1 

0.5 10 .64!5 .343 .924 1.943 
20 le412 .913 I • 642 2.442 
40 2·823 2·268 2.989 3.708 
60 4e234 3.721 4. 595 5.191 

1.0 10 le864 ·823 2.834 3.998 
20 3.762 2·247 4·122 5.825 
40 8.221 6e849 8.494 18.194 
60 12.835 9.963 12.721 15.262 

2.0 10 4e4611J 1·413 3. 530 8.184 
20 9e3611J 4e5111J 7.833 13.286 
40 211J. 587 11.785 17.836 23.9 58 
60 29.942 18.725 26.411J2 32.924 

Score 2 
0.5 10 .611 .312 .919 2.871 

20 1.368 .982 1e647 2·485 
40 2.779 2o299 2e999 3.701 
60 4o2211J 3.809 4e625 5ei711J 

1.0 10 1. 815 .763 2el39 4e349 
20 3e861 2·319 4e281 6. 211 
40 8.608 6e3511J 8.937 18.808 
60 13.468 18.721 13.611 16.432 

2.0 10 4e447 1·311 3e540 9e459 
20 li1Jei811J 4. 557 8e282 15.414 
40 23.814 12.729 19.574 28.11J61 
60 33.283 211J.727 29.254 37.862 

Score 3 
0.5 10 .789 .748 .833 e847 

20 le721 1. 586 le719 le791 
40 3e345 3.328 3.348 3e474 
60 4.989 5e021 s. 141 5.279 

1.0 10 2e204 I • 951 2.444 2.496 
20 4e565 4· 579 5e155 5e268 
40 18.432 111J.065 111Je994 1lei1J54 
60 16.643 16· 357 16.948 17.059 

2.0 10 s.1e0 4efl91 4.885 s. 702 

20 12.354 lle887 12.271 13·139 
40 29. 1 51 28.698 30.753 33.455 

60 46.748 44.496 48.183 521. 570 
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As was observed with the score-ability correlations, 
increased with item discrimination and test length for all 

Whereas score-ability correlations increased with higher validity of the 
initial ability estimate only for scores 1 and 2, average information showed 
that increasing trend for all three scores. An advantage of the Bayesian score 
with respect to this trend is observed in Table 12. Since, as implemented, the 
Bayesian scoring procedure used a constant prior regardless of the testee's 
entry point, the effects of poor prior information resulting in an inappropriate 
entry point were negligible, whereas the effect on an average difficulty score 
was substantial. As an example, the average information from a 60-item 
stradaptive test provided by score 2 dropped from 33.283 to 20.727 as a fixed 
entry point changed to a random entry point which was uncorrelated with actual 
ability. Under the same conditions, the average information provided by the 
Bayesian score dropped only slightly from 46.748 to 44.496. 

Score 2 generally provided higher levels of information than did score 1 
when item discriminations were 1.0 or 2.0. Although score 1 correlated higher 
with ability than did score 2 when item discriminations were low (a=.5), 
this result did not occur when average information values were compared. As 
with score-ability correlations, the Bayesian score provided the highest level 
of average information of the three scores when no prior information was 
available. Furthermore, it provided the highest level of information when 
initially ability estimates correlated .5 with ability, except for a 10-item 
test with item discriminations of .5. Even when the average difficulty scores 
had prior information correlating 1.0 with ability and the Bayesian score used 
no prior information, the latter scoring method provided a higher level of 
average information when test length was 60 and the items were moderately or 
highly discriminating. 

Table 13 presents the coefficients of variation for the height of the 
information curves of the three Fixed-Length Stradaptive ability scores. One 
trend was apparent in all three scores: equiprecision decreased (and hence the 
coefficient of variation increased) as the items became more discriminating. 
For example, under the fixed entry point condition, score 1 coefficients 
increased from an average of about 34 to an average of about 64 as discriminations 
increased from .5 to 2.0. 

No consistent trends were apparent with respect to test length, although 
equiprecision appeared to improve for all scores as test length increased when 
prior information was either not used (i.e., fixed point entry) or was very 
poor (i.e., correlation 0.0 with ability). Coefficients of variation for scores 
1 and 2 showed a U-shaped quadratic trend with respect to improving initial 
ability estimates. This trend is not easily explained, did not generally 
appear using the Bayesian score (score 3), and may involve a more complex inter
action with test length. For example, the trend was readily apparent for 
score 1 with a length of ten items and discriminations of .5, but flattened out 
somewhat, under the same conditions, for score 2. Coefficients of variation 
for the Bayesian score, instead of showing this trend, showed a monotonic de
creasing trend with increasing goodness of initial ability estimates within 
levels of item discrimination and test length. 
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Table 13 
Coefficients of Variation for Information 

Functions of Fixed-Length Stradaptive Scores 
as a Joint Function of Item Discriminations (a), 

Test Length, and Validity of Initial Ability Estimates 

Initial Ability 
No. Fixed Correlation 

a Items Entry 0.0 0.5 1.0 
Score 1 

0.5 10 4ile218 36.915 25.681 42.712 
20 36.415 32.185 21.876 33.565 
40 31.192 27.389 24.8il8 29.355 
60 29.637 27e2iJ6 27.595 29.68il 

1.0 10 53.558 6il ·132 36.237 32.839 
20 5e.e29 49.366 34.918 37.824 
40 46.274 41·329 35.869 36.683 
60 44.351 39.448 38.758 37.147 

2.0 10 65.532 69.el94 47.545 45.275 
20 62.176 57.474 47 .3e5 56.363 
40 62.566 49.879 46.948 55.433 
60 65.565 47.057 51·949 60.6il3 

Score 2 
0.5 10 32.132 36.367 17.789 42.311 

20 26.793 31.372 16.el64 31.ee8 
40 22.35il 24.290 16.027 25.e36 
60 2i!.el02 22.160 18.417 23.002 

1.0 10 49.193 65.831 28.147 32.209 
20 44.836 53.478 26.eJ24 34.334 
40 37.983 40.565 26.867 3el.773 
60 35.312 37.427 30.882 29.794 

2.0 10 64.505 82.484 45.660 41.149 
20 59. 592 66.010 43.873 52.664 
40 60.093 55.599 41.947 51.329 
60 60.594 51.547 46. I 37 54.7 52 

Score 3 
0.5 10 26.370 26.eJ23 15.656 12.109 

20 22.003 20.847 II • 664 8.255 
40 16.969 17.288 12.651 11.397 
60 14.848 I 5· 880 14.130 I 3 • 4GH 

1.0 10 40.828 42.653 18.994 14.132 
20 33.230 36.038 17.937 10.805 

40 24e8iJ6 25·312 17.257 13.561 
60 21.786 22.618 15.961 II • 990 

2.0 10 54.820 56.473 28.118 26.204 

20 42.800 45.162 27.990 14.572 

40 38.263 38.061 30. 573 17.805 

60 34.114 34.516 27.272 24.948 
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Comparison with the conventional test. Comparing information provided by 
a fixed entry point stradaptive test using the Bayesian score with the information 
provided by a conventional test (Table 1), the stradaptive test always provided 
a higher average level of information. At no combination of test length and item 
discrimination did the information function of the conventional test have a 
higher average value than that of score 3 of the stradaptive test. Stradaptive 
scores 1 and 2 (with fixed entry) also provided higher average levels of 
information than did the conventional test, for all test with item discriminations 
of 1.0 or 2.0. When the stradaptive test utilized valid prior information, its 
average level of information exceeded that of the conventional test across all 
test lengths, levels of discrimination, and scoring methods. 

Equiprecision of measurement provided by the Fixed-Length Stradaptive test 
was superior to the equiprecision provided by the conventional test in the 
vast majority of comparisons. Equiprecision provided by the Fixed-Length Stra
daptive Bayesian score was superior to that of the conventional test score in all 
cases where test lengths and item discriminations were matched. The lowest 
coefficient of variation (i.e., the best equiprecision) generated by the conven
tional test was 39.617, for a 60-item test with items of .5 discrimination. 
The Bayesian score of Fixed-Length Stradaptive provided better equiprecision than 
this in all but six out of 48 conditions; in each case when the conventional test 
was more equiprecise, the stradaptive test was composed of 20 items or fewer. 

Figure 1 

Information Curves for 40-Itea Conventional and 
Stradaptive Tests Using Items with Discriminations of a=0.5 

3.0 

7.0 

G.O 

5.J 

-3.0 -2.5 -2.0 -1.5 -1.0 -.5 

Conventional Test ···•··-
StPadaptive Tests 

0 

!"ixed PriOI·--
rno>' "- iJ(O, 1 l, 1'=1J.O --
mop "- N'O, 1), 1'=1J • .S -
ffl07' 'V !1(0, )), 1'=1.0 _,........_ 

.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 

ABILITY 

2.5 3.0 

9.0 

1.0 

In general, the use of valid prior information within Fixed-Length Stradaptive 
resulted in greater equiprecision of measurement. For score 1, the most equi-
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precise measurement was observed for initial ability correlations of .5. For 
scores 2 and 3, increasingly valid entry point information resulted in more 
equiprecise measurement with items of moderate (a=l.O) and high discriminations 
(a=2.0), and for low discriminating items (a=.S) for score 3. With a few exceptions, 
a fixed entry point was better than an invalid (r=O.O) variable entry point. 

Graphic comparison of information curves. Figures 1, 2 and 3 show graphically 
the effect of different item parameters and different validities of prior information 
on the information curves of the Stradaptive Bayesian score; for comparison 
purposes, these figures also include information curves for conventional test scores. 
Figure 1 shows information curves based on item discriminations of a=.S for a 40-
item conventional test and for 40-item stradaptive tests with different initial 
ability estimate validities. With such low item discriminations, all tests resulted 
in very low and flat information curves. 

2. 

Figure 2 

Information Curves for 40-Item Conventional and 
Stradaptive Tests Using Items with Discriminations of a=l.O 

----

Conventional Test -------
Stradaptive Tests 

Fixed l'Pio1'--. 
l'Pio1'"' N(O,l), r-O.o--
l'Pior"-N(0,1J, r=0.5 a 
Prior"' N(O,lJ, rel.O b 

64.0 

49.0 

ll.O 

25.0 

16.0 

11.0 

1.0 

-3.0 3.0 

ABILITY 

Figure 2 shows the same curves for tests with items having discriminations of 
a=l.O. Several trends are apparent: 1) the conventional test provided better 
measurement than the stradaptive tests in the middle range of the ability range, 
but less precise measurement in the extremes; 2) the stradaptive tests provided 
more equiprecise measurement (i.e., flatter curves) than did the conventional test; 
and 3) the initial ability estimates had an effect primarily at low ability levels. 
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Figure 3 shows the curves for tests using very discriminating items 
(i.e., a=2.0). The information curves were again higher and the three 
observations made for Figure 2 were even more obvious. 

Figure 3 

Information Curves for 40-Item Conventional and 
Stradaptive Tests Using Items with Discriminations of a=2.0 
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The general upward trend in the curves observed in Figures 2 
results from the .20 guessing parameter used in the simulations. 
to note, however, that the maximum values of information achieved 
daptive test at the high ability levels are essentially equal to 
information values achieved by the conventional test. 

Termination Criterion Analysis 

9.0 

9.0 

4.0 

1.0 

3.0 

and 3 
It is interesting 
by the stra-
the highest 

Table 14 shows correlations of the three error predictor scores with absolute 
deviations from the line of relations between standardized ability and ability 
scores. Error scores and ability scores in Table 14 are ordered such that the 
error scores correspond to the ability score on the principal diagonal of the cor
relation matrix. 

The data in Table 14 show that: 1) the correlations increased as the item 
discriminating powers increased; 2) the error scores were not necessarily most 
predictive of the corresponding ability score on the diagonal; and 3) the 
correlations were, in general, quite low. When item discriminations were .5, the 
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correlations were so low as to suggest that no information about prec1s1on of 
measurement is provided by the error scores. The correlations of .205 and .250 
suggest that when item discriminations are 1.0, error scores 4 and 5 might be of 
slight utility in predicting precision of measurement. The Bayesian error score, 
score 6, was slightly correlated with errors of the two average difficulty ability 
scores but essentially unpredictive for errors of the Bayesian ability score, 
score 3. When discriminations were 2.0, error scores 4 and 5 were slightly more 
predictive of errors in their corresponding ability scores than they were when 
discriminations were 1.0. The Bayesian error score was still the least predictive 
of the three. 

Table 14 
Correlations Between Error Predictor Scores and 

Absolute Deviations from the Line of Relations Between 
Ability and Ability Scores, as a Function of Item Discriminations (a) 

---- -- . ····-- --- ---~-----·-· --
Ability Error Scores 

a Score 4 5 6 
- --------- .. . ... ··-··-···---

0.5 1 -.020 -.013 -.052 
2 -.018 -.005 -.045 
3 -.028 -.038 -.004 

1.0 1 .205 .231 .168 
2 .221 .250 .187 
3 .013 .007 .062 

2.0 1 .350 .398 .191 
2 .323 .364 .149 
3 .247 .249 .179 

". ·-·····---------- -~---------~---~--

Using the correlation of error scores with ability score deviations as an 
evaluative criterion, it appears that none of the three criteria investigated are 
very useful for estimating the magnitude of measurement errors. However, a 
different criterion might provide different results. Furthermore, no trait of 
inconsistency or unpredictability was programmed into the response model. The 
analysis, therefore, was sensitive only to imprecision introduced through for
tuitous response instability affecting the psychometric properties of the tests. 
Live testees might be predictably inconsistent and thus demonstrate better validities 
for the error scores. A future study might compare shapes of information curves 
provided by tests terminated under these criteria as well as the original criterion 
suggested by Weiss (1973). The best termination criterion would, in that situation, 
be the one which produced the most equiprecise measurement at all levels of 
ability. Such a study might also investigate models of a trait of inconsistency 
or unpredictability. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Conventional Test 

Two psychometric characteristics of the conventional test are worthy of 
note. First, the score-ability correlation is not a monotonically increasing 
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function of item discriminating power. For conventional tests longer than 20 
items, the score-ability correlation decreased as items became more discriminating 
than a=l.O. The second observation is that equiprecision of measurement with a 
conventional test is a monotonic decreasing function of item discrimination. These 
two observations combined suggest that if sufficiently discriminating items are 
available, the conventional test provides precise measurement for so few people 
that improving the quality of the items does not improve the quality of the 
measurement. 

Variable-Length Stradaptive 

The original form of the stradaptive test showed characteristics in this 
study similar to its characteristics as derived from previous live-testing 
studies. Means and standard deviations of scores obtained using the real item 
pool were slightly different in the simulation data. This was probably due to the 
use of item parameters based on small subject groups in the live-testing study. 
The difference in results may, however, have been a function of the failure of 
aspects of the simulation model to adequately reflect the behavior of real 
testees. 

The length of the Variable-Length Stradaptive test shortened substantially 
as items became more discriminating, but showed no trend with improving initial 
ability estimates. Tests using the real item pool were shorter than would have 
been expected considering the discriminations of the item pool. This supports 
the suggestion that, under Weiss' original ceiling stratum termination criterion, 
test length may be decreased considerably by putting the most discriminating items 
at the beginnings of each of the strata. 

The same clusters of scores observed in live-testing studies were observed 
in the simulation data; and, as in the live-testing data, the average difficulty 
scores, scores 8 and 9, had the highest indices of reliability (i.e., correlations 
with generating ability). No definite trend in score-ability correlations was 
observed as a function of the quality of the initial ability estimates. This 
suggests that variable entry to Variable-Length Stradaptive does not increase its 
capability of reflecting true ability level, on the average. An increasing trend 
in score-ability correlations with increasing item discriminations was noted. 
This suggests that there is a deficiency in the termination criterion since it does 
not keep precision of measurement constant, as it was intended to do. 

Variable-Length Stradaptive vs. Conventional 

Comparing Variable-Length Stradaptive to the conventional test, the best stra
daptive score, score 8, had higher score-ability correlations only when item 
discriminations were higher than a=l.O. The same observation was true for average 
information. Better equiprecision of measurement, on the other hand, was always 
provided by the stradaptive test, with coefficients of variation for information 
functions of the conventional test sometimes being more than twice as large as 
those of the stradaptive test operating under the same conditions. 

The simple question of which of the two testing strategies is better cannot 
be answered without specifying criteria and conditions. The Variable-Length 
Stradaptive testing strategy always provided more equiprecise measurement than 
the conventional test, but provided more average information and higher score
ability correlations only when the items were highly discriminating. 
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Fixed-Length Stradaptive 

Intercorrelations among Fixed-Length Stradaptive scores revealed that 
scores 1 and 2, respectively the average difficulty of items correct and 
administered, were nearly identical, correlating .999. The Bayesian ability 
score also correlated highly with the first two (r=.993 and .992). Error 
predictor scores 4 and 5, the error scores corresponding to ability scores 1 
and 2, correlated highly among themselves, moderately with the Bayesian error 
score, and poorly with the ability scores. The Bayesian error score correlated 
higher with the ability scores than with the other error scores. 

Ability scores 1 and 2, for all practical purposes, performed equally well 
in terms of score-ability correlations, average information, and equiprecision. 
The Bayesian ability score performed better than the first two scores, in terms 
of score-ability correlations and average information, when tests were more 
than 20 items long or when initial ability correlations were less than .5. It 
did not perform as well in other conditions because it was not explicitly 
given prior information when prior information was available and could not use 
it implicitly as could the average difficulty scores. Given an informative 
prior the Bayesian score would probably always be superior to the average diffi
culty scores. An advantage of the B~yesian score when given only a population 
prior is that the effects of poor prior information resulting in an inappropriate 
entry point are negligible whereas the effect on the average difficulty scores 
is great. Although no score was best with respect to average information under 
the conditions studied, the Bayesian ability score always provided more equi
precise measurement than did the average difficulty scores. 

Fixed-Length Stradaptive vs. Conventional 

When compared to the conventional test, the Bayesian score, which was 
generally the best score of Fixed-Length Stradaptive, correlated higher with 
ability than did the conventional test score when tests were long or discrimin
ations were high. For item discriminations of a=.5, the stradaptive test's 
Bayesian score correlated higher with ability than did the conventional test 
score when the test length was 60 items. When item discriminations were 1.0, the 
Bayesian score correlated higher when tests were longer than 10 items. When 
discriminations were 2.0, the Bayesian score correlated higher with ability 
than did the conventional test at all test lengths. The Bayesian score of 
Fixed-Length Stradaptive always provided higher average information and better 
equiprecision than did the conventional test when item discriminations and test 
lengths were equated. 

Termination Criteria 

Error predictor scores investigated in conjunction with Fixed-Length 
Stradaptive appeared to provide little information about errors of measurement, 
although slight correlations with absolute error from the line of relations 
were observed when item discriminations were high. These data do not lend 
support to the idea of using these error scores as termination criteria. How
ever, an alternative approach for future research on termination criteria might 
be to terminate tests on the basis of the various criteria and compare shapes 
of the resulting information curves. The best termination criterion would 
produce the flattest information curve. 
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Conclusions 

The data support the contention that the stradaptive testing strategy 
can produce better measurement than comparable conventional tests in terms of 
amount of information provided, equality of information provided at different 
ability levels, and in some conditions, in terms of correlations of scores with 
ability. These advantages become even greater as item discriminations improve. 
The data further suggest that 1) the Bayesian scoring technique is a very good 
method for scoring the stradaptive test; 2) the use of prior information to 
provide variable entry points into the fixed-length stradaptive test generally 
improves the measurement characteristics of the resulting scores; and 3) further 
research is needed to develop and refine flexible termination criteria for the 
stradaptive testing strategy. 
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APPENDIX A 

A Fortran IV Bayesian Scoring Routine 

SUBROUTINE BSCOR <BTHET~BVAR~DIF~DIS~IRESP> 
C---- CALLING PARAMETERS 
C---- BTHET 1 MEAN OF PRIOR ABILITY DISTRIBUTION 
C---- BVAR I VARIANCE OF PRIOR ABILITY DISTRIBUTION 
C---- DIF 1 B-VALUE OF ITEM 
C---- DIS 1 A-VALUE OF ITEM 
C---~ IRESP 1 RESPONSE -- 1 • CORRECT~ 0 • INCORRECT 
C---- GUESSING PARAMETER SET TO 0.2 HERE 

GUESP•0.2 . 
D•<DIF-BTHET)/SQRT<2·0•<1•0/DIS••2+BVAR>> 
ERFD•2·0•CDFN<D•1·41421>-1•0 
EDSQ•EXP<D**2) 
EDSQI•t.0/EDSQ 
XKINV•0·5•<1.0-ERFD> 
XLINV•GUESP+(J.0-GUESP>•XKINV 
XL•t.0/XLINV 
IF <IRESP .NE• 1> GO TO 10 
S•0.398942•<SQRTCBVA!U/SQRTC t.0+C 1.0/DIS••2>• 

+1e0/BVAR>>•<l•0/XKINV>•EOSQI 
T•t.e-t.772454*D*EDSQ•<l·0-ERFD> 
BTHET•BTHET+Cl.0-GUESP>•XKINV•XL•S 
BVAR•BVAR-ct.0-GUESP>•XKINV•XL•S••2•<T-GUESP•XL> 
RETURN 

10 BTHET•BTHET-0.797885*<BVAR/SQRT<1•0/DIS••2+ 
+BVAR>>•EDSQI•<1.01<1•0+ERFD)) 
PART1•1·128379/(J.0+(1.0/DIS••2>•<1.0/BVAR>> 
PART2•1.0/CEDSQ•<1•0+ERFD))**2 
PART3•0.564190+D*EDSQ•c1.0+ERFD) 
BVAR•BVAR•<1.0-PART1•PART2•PART3) 
RETURN 
END 
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APPENDIX B 

Table B-1 

Item Parameters for the Real Stradaptive Item Pool 

Stratum 1 Stratum 2 Stratum 3 Stratum 4 Stratum 5 Stratum 6 Stratum 7 Stratum 8 Stratum 9 
b a b a b a b a b a b a b a b a b a 

Mean· -=-2~-648 lo290 -1.951 .830 -1.314 • 749 -.666 o617 -.e2e o64J • 695 • 528 lo3!3 o460 2o006 ·482 2o621 o427 
S.D. ol76 o925 o2!2 .398 .202 .263 ·178 o236 ol99 ·220 .206 ol75 ol82 • II S o206 • 133 o273 • 163 
High -2.393 3o000 -1.657 I • 7 56 - I • 0 I 3 !.396 -·343 lo822 o329 I • 306 .977 o980 I. 630 o7J8 2o313 • 851 3oll3 .840 
J.ow -2.980 o406 -2.322 .313 -1.653 .317 -.998 o381 -·319 ·317 .337 o3!0 loiJ04 o3!2 lo649 .339 2o3211J .214 

-2.415 3olll00 -1.989 I • 7 56 -I. 51119 I • 396 -.703 1.822 -·054 lo 306 .728 o9811J lo07J o718 lo893 • 851 2o949 .848 
-2.415 3···· -1.779 1.536 -1·233 lo347 -.734 .917 ol44 lo868 .337 o912 1 .ass o638 2·11133 • 638 2o467 .475 
-2.453 3o000 -2·216 I • 524 -1 • 084 lo230 -· 524 .862 -·132 o983 • 651 .774 lo487 .618 lo928 • 573 2·615 .434 
-2.453 3oiJIJI -1.679 lo460 -lo332 I ol 55 -.683 • 861 ol 51 o967 .788 .71113 1.334 • 601 2·313 • 540 2.857 .425 
-2.716 3o0f!l0 -Jo869 lo427 -lo636 I o081 -. 592 .826 -.882 .908 • 791 • 627 I• 535 • 582 lo788 • SillS 2o3SI .418 
-2.716 3o088 -1.922 1.23111 -1.342 lo820 -.746 .820 ol61 o86S .486 • 561 lol08 • 564 2.045 .493 2.666 .416 
-2.716 3·1110111 -1.880 I • I 37 -I • 89 S .986 -· 567 .766 -·287 o86S .423 • sse I. 395 • 549 lo79f!J • 486 2o328 • 380 
-2.665 lo791J -2ol27 1.897 -1.648 .922 -· 851 0 748 -·254 o862 • 977 .524 lol71 • 518 I. 88111 o446 2· 368 .345 
-2.535 lo587 -2.225 I .071 -1·421 o928 -·473 .711 ·288 .858 .368 • ses 1.298 • 51 s 2o87f!l o434 3. 113 .325 
-2.807 1·482 -I. 672 lofll23 -Jo2f!l7 .905 -.399 o681 ·165 o826 .968 .49111 1.376 • S I I 2ol32 .421 2o51!14 .214 
-2.460 1·289 -1·71111 .986 -1.1!157 .89111 -·91115 .671 -·228 .sae .461 o486 lo440 o487 2o31!17 .41118 
-2.776 1·255 -2.262 .977 -1.341 .886 -.998 • 671 .'381 o776 o457 o483 I. 31117 o441J lo649 .391 
-2.469 1·155 -2·21118 .961 -I. 31118 o87J -· 69111 .665 ol72 o774 • 65111 o48fl I .246 o427 lo8!9 .362 
-2.434 I of!lf!l7 -I • 657 .927 -1.653 ·822 -·813 o66S ol72 o772 .784 o448 lof!l84 o418 2o26S .352 I 

"' -2.865 lof!l07 -2.322 .796 -1.11110 .770 -· 562 .662 .1!175 o756 .708 o443 1.005 o405 2ol79 .339 w 
I 

-2.943 o956 -lo795 .774 -1.554 o768 -. 581 .662 -·285 .75111 .652 ·431 lo263 .387 
-2.833 o943 -1.8811 .623 -1.1!168 • 76111 -·839 • 653 .136 o697 • 61 s ·408 I • I 51 • 383 
-2.737 o933 -1.934 .74111 -1.433 .760 -·739 o647 .240 o664 .976 .377 I .359 • 371 
-2.884 ·912 -2.285 .696-1.485 .748 -.63111 o647 .173 • 637 .829 • 372 1.240 .36111 
-2.538 o879 -lo827 .66111 -1.147 o727 -. 85111 o642 -.184 .627 .747 o372 I. 598 • 349 
-2.554 o788 -lo745 .627 -1.418 o714 -·48111 o638 -.281 • 62111 .920 .369 lo210 • 346 
-2.810 o742 -lo699 • 590 -I. 627 .710 -·404 o637 .246 • 609 .977 o310 lo473 • 341 
-2.499 .685 -2.191 .sse -1.472 .667 -.730 ·627 .000 .607 lo6!3 .341 
-2.817 .672 -1.892 .SIS -1.683 o6S9 -·719 .609 -.281 • 606 I. 630 o322 
-2.S4111 .669 -2.196 • SillS -1.331 .623 -. S2S o602 -.296 • 579 I. 3S7 o312 
-2·498 • 662 -I. 711 .468 -1.037 • S77 -·93S o596 -.248 • 571 
-2· 509 .637 -2.211 .439 -1.174 • 571 -·413 • S88 -.215 • 562 
-2.393 .615 -2.11182 .422 -1.269 .S62 -.680 • 582 .329 • 527 
-2. S78 .S70 -1.804 .418 -1.11174 .sss -.72S • 568 -.233 • S0S 
-2.980 .SS9 -1.825 .417 -1.020 • S38 -·83S • 562 -.319 • 5111 I 
-2.732 .SI9 -2·120 .41117 -1.013 • S24 -.784 • 543 -.878 • se 1 
-2.769 .497 -1.921 .320 -1·307 • S24 -·889 oS33 -. 03 s o474 
-2.67S .476 -1.848 .313 -1.300 • S21 -. 686 • Sll -.171 o468 
-2. SS9 o443 -1.187 • S19 - .9S6 o482 .188 o436 
-2.946 .406 -I. 568 o487 -. S2S o480 -.233 ·434 

-1·265 o441 -· 576 o476 .889 ·428 
-I.S94· .383 -.617 o472 .149 o419 
-1.348 .338 -· 39S o40S .189 o417 
-I .080 .317 -·363 o402 -.086 o410 

-.738 ·400 -. 2S7 o41!J0 
-. 581 .397 .876 • 387 
-. 37 6 ·379 .086 • 371 
-.896 • 338 - o04S • 351 
-.927 o332 -.125 • 317 
-·343 o323 

---~-~----~------------ --- ---·· - -. 673 .301 
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Table B-2 
Difficulties {b), by Stratum, of the Hypothetical Stradaptive 

Item Pool Having Item Discriminations of a =.5 

Stratum 
1 2 J 4 5 6 7 .8_ 9 

-2---;-s-04 -1.781 -1·448 -. 559 • .;n9 .663 lo337 lo898 2o967 
-2· 695 -1.792 -I • 37 3 -.683 .285 .838 l ·252 lo789 2o366 
-2.863 -2.271 -I • l 52 -.835 .249 .617 I .354 2.102 2.941 
-2·497 -1.929 -I • 27 l -.898 -.112 • 513 lo 488 lo864 2o379 
-2.338 -I .907 -1.470 -. 508 o22l .451 I. 582 I • 693 2o637 
-2.377 -I • 7 56 -1·411 -.386 -d23 o444 l. 647 lo788 2· 575 
-2·520 -2.115 -1.329 -.333 -·288 o584 l • l 15 lo929 2o642 
-2.588 -2.029 -1.381 -. 569 .171 .380 lo48l 2 ol46 2.870 
-2.989 -2.306 -1.637 -.393 -.038 .764 lo024 2ofl54 2o872 
-2.7fl9 -2 el6fl -1.428 -.863 .026 o74fll l o403 2ol85 2. 511 
-2.658 -I. 89 5 -1.321 -.773 .227 .739 lo06l lo986 2· 573 
-2.993 -2.234 -1 ol40 -.68fll .020 .603 lol65 I • 821 2o754 
-2.447 -2.307 -1.288 -.886 -.234 .929 I • 640 2o310 2o332 
-2.35fll -1.664 -1.425 -.774 .072 .387 I ol79 2o310 2.845 
-2.607 -2.283 -I • I 27 -.816 -.186 o412 I ol93 2o273 2o735 
-2.372 -I. 87 3 -1.209 -.560 .097 • 512 I • 199 2o229 2o701 
-2·721 -1.909 -1.084 -.646 .291 .948 lo 453 lo791 2o358 
-2.640 -2.277 -1.401 -.791 .014 .726 I • 636 2. 163 2.91118 
-2.369 -1.938 -1.407 -.460 -.207 o944 I • 511 2 ol20 2o457 
-2.735 -2.287 -1.588 -.88121 -. 259 .777 I • 583 2o029 2. 71 I 
-2·472 -1.784 -1.024 -.343 .218 o820 I • 121 1o837 2o948 
-2.91219 -I • 989 -I. 3 57 -.912 - ol46 o415 lo454 lo744 2.698 
-2.611 -2.21211 -I. 51212 -.377 • 164 .995 lo355 2.198 2o409 
-2.742 -2.136 -1.615 -.970 .271 o728 I • 659 lo893 2o784 
-2.369 -1.932 -1.11119 -.647 .207 • 546 lo305 lo779 2o765 
-2.487 -2. 142 -I • 291 -.467 .250 • 795 l. 292 lo722 2o885 
-2.666 -1.730 -1.411 -· 566 .266 • 564 lo384 I • 836 2.591 
-2.393 -2.090 -1.292 -.829 -.292 .365 lo425 1. 819 2o919 
-2.413 -I • 681 -1.337 -.889 • 258 .796 lo344 2o286 2o476 
-2.714 -2.064 -1.206 -.798 -.I 17 • 526 1 • I 51 2o098 2o801 
-2. 531 -1 .867 -1.135 -. 358 • I 00 .991 I • 598 1o705 2.334 
-2.359 -2.148 -1.279 -·458 .033 • 358 I • 542 lo@07 2o447 
-2.603 -1.703 -1.051 -.397 -.289 .898 lo239 2.019 2o7 53 
-2.920 -1.756 -1.099 -.563 .074 .948 lo030 2.202 2.444 
-2.879 -I. 941 -1.333 -.421 .327 .937 l .338 1·81214 2.978 

-2.638 -2.311 -I • 57 5 -.527 -.076 .706 lo349 I. 8 59 2.71118 

-2.940 -1.996 -1.568 -.513 -. 114 .854 I • 649 2.316 2·925 

-2.435 -1.887 -1.632 -.433 • 1 61 .721 1. 590 2.034 2.486 

-2·368 -1.952 -1.345 -.7 57 .285 o401 1·264 2ol33 2 • 51 I 
-2.561 -1 • 909 -1.52121 -.365 .042 .741 1. 507 1o974 2.362 

-2· 7 54 -1.892 -1.570 -.566 • 122 o664 I .256 lo839 2o992 

-2.599 -1.788 -1.485 -.407 .144 .515 I • 51 I 2o264 2o925 

-2.338 -1.901 -1.171 -.695 -.025 .723 1o376 2.022 2·945 

-2.799 -2.281 -1.115 -.643 -.274 .462 lo355 2 • I 51 2o749 

-2.714 -2.061 -1.056 -.556 -·240 .997 1.377 1o928 2.955 

-2.742 -2.129 -1.317 -.486 .025 1.000 I o452 2.221 2o422 

-2.607 -2. 01!1r/J -1.332 -.614 .032 .683 1. 374 lo999 2o681 
Mean 

S.D. d90 .192 • I 71 .186 • 190 .200 • 17 6 .19111 .213 
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Table B-3 
Difficulties (b), by Stratum, of the Hypothetical Stradaptive 

Item Pool Having Item Discriminations of a =1.0 

Stratum 
1 2 3 _ 4_ 5 _6_ 7 _8 _ 9 

-2.653 -I. 696 -1.616 -.742 -.893 .672 lo095 2·294 2o344 
-2.707 -2.032 -I • 08 I -.847 .272 • 558 lo023 lo729 2·837 
-2.39 5 -2.081 -1.424 -.412 -.Ill .824 I. 657 lo790 2o959 
-2·483 -1.896 -1.418 -.807 -.305 .832 lor/J46 1o798 2o764 
-2.478 •J o948 -1.237 -.977 .216 .865 I. 450 2o327 2o72J 
-2.642 -1.787 -1.141 -.783 o246 .787 1 • 414 lo861 2·382 
-2.650 -2.050 -1.468 -.343 .146 .713 I .0 53 2ol48 2o384 
-2.931 -I • 7 87 -1.323 -.691 -.136 .339 lo386 2o171 2o445 
-2.659 -1.802 -1.210 -.437 .256 .954 lo042 2 o172 2o71!JJ 
-2.430 -1.981 -I • 0 56 -·448 -.214 o745 I • 537 2e308 2·367 
-2.925 -1.957 -1.534 -. 504 -.195 .833 I. 336 lo982 2o416 
-2.898 -1.782 -1.414 -.638 -.11170 • 580 I • 127 1. 854 2·901 
-2.526 -1.928 -1.533 -.462 .029 .937 I • 191 1. 829 2·953 
-2.743 -1.945 -1.488 -. 510 .214 .430 lo392 1o729 2o792 
-2.552 -1.800 -1.619 -.896 .186 • 513 1o185 1e963 2·385 
-2.383 -1.882 -1.030 -.648 -. 106 .882 1. 591 2o186 2o792 
-2.7 50 -2.327 -1.546 -.383 • 193 .816 1o237 1. 967 2o8r/J7 
-2.908 -1 • 679 -1.114 -.970 .208 .513 1. 639 2o134 2o986 
-2.869 -2.251 -1.066 -.849 -.031 .423 1.262 2or/J91 2o962 
-2.727 -2.087 -1.492 -.721 -.246 • 578 1o456 1o826 2o787 
-2.659 -2.327 -1 • 2 50 -.869 .090 • 590 1 • 1 79 1o916 2o933 
-2.927 -1.852 -1 • 2 57 -.488 -.231 .994 1 • 618 2 ·183 2e950 
-2.537 -1 • 969 -I • 193 -.361 -.187 .564 1o566 1. 695 2o8r/J5 

r -2.588 -1.727 -1.480 -.856 • 171 .337 1o383 2ol16 2o887 
-2.924 -1.930 -1.31115 -. 581 -.282 .930 1or/J19 1o678 2o662 

I -2.799 -1.795 -1.255 -.403 .217 • 533 1.329 1o876 2·684 
I -2.896 -2.294 -1.34111 -.774 -.280 .935 1o436 2. 116 2o586 !I 
:I -2.639 -2·141 -1.654 -.385 -.175 .828 1o372 1 • 71 5 2·422 
I -2.875 -1.805 -1 .0s0 -.857 -.262 .495 1e415 1·92111 2o662 
1 -2·525 -2.178 -1.109 -.717 ·232 .469 1o431 1. 884 2o857 
I -2.6B7 -1.887 -1 • 508 -.747 -·312 .866 1o533 2·11113 2o974 
:i -2.878 -J.99B -1 • 3 53 -.646 .036 .712 1o423 1o963 2o732 

-2.511 -1.953 -1.146 • o359 • 149 • 625 1olll48 1. 97 5 2o935 
-2.775 -1. 660 -1.478 -.7 58 -·187 .81114 1o265 2·21115 2o800 
-2.338 -2.11186 -1.037 -. 951 -.281 • 358 1o198 2o057 2·629 
-2.635 -1.943 -1.237 -.969 • 143 .659 1. 536 2 o19111 2o476 
-2.504 -1.71112 -1.593 -.427 .293 • 651 1o239 1 • 841 2·810 
-2.877 -2.252 -1.043 -.527 o282 .866 1.492 2 o170 2· 513 
-2· 7 6111 -2.223 -1.247 -.714 -·189 .750 1.089 2·247 2o892 
-2·581 -2.001 -1.307 -.686 • 148 .669 1 • 0 5111 1o726 2o995 
-2.853 -1.724 -1.070 -.390 • 169 • 572 1.326 2. 188 2o958 
-2.833 -1.944 -1.123 -.694 o318 .656 1. 450 1o780 2·665 
-2.533 -2.297 -1.477 -.71ZJ9 -.035 .702 1o21ZJ7 1 o914 2o421 
-2.715 -2 ·164 -1 • 5 63 -.466 .049 .742 1o287 I • 91 I 2·948 
-2·888 -2.017 -1.558 -.918 -·224 .388 1.309 1. 677 2o707 
-2.643 -2.07 6 -1 .060 -.sse -.es~Z~ .844 1 • 1 41ZJ 1. 71Zl3 2o587 

Mean -2.687 -1.970 -1 ·315 -. 650 .001 • 681 1o314 1o974 2o721 

S.D. • 168 • 185 • 194 ol95 o202 .179 ol84 • 1 91 ...2.a4 
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Table B-4 
Difficulties (b), by Stratum, of the Hypothetical 

Stradaptive Item Pool Having Item Discriminations of a =2.0 

Stratum 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

-2.810 -1.760 -1 • 4 69 -·528 - ·129 o421 1. 546 1o999 2o631 
-2.953 -2.154 -1.097 -·630 o137 o747 1. 570 2ol69 2o898 
-2.773 -1.974 -1.092 -·420 -.321 o453 1o248 1o999 2·334 
-2.698 -2.224 -1.425 -.409 o303 .955 1o490 2o314 2o668 
-2.573 -1.744 -1.155 -·526 -.230 .899 1 • 113 1. 808 2·693 
-2.993 -1.739 -1.077 -·780 -.279 o864 1. 530 2·161 2o966 
-2.630 -2.324 -1.078 -.596 -.267 o670 1. 391 2o003 2o450 
-2.916 -1.856 -1 • 4 56 -.821 -.841 .726 1o272 2o189 2· 537 
-2.691 -2.293 -1.604 -.377 -.187 • 687 lo66S 1. 843 2·359 
-2.886 -1.822 -1.325 -.951 -.855 .793 1. 637 2·315 2o885 
-2.507 -2.235 -1.496 - o960 o260 • 531 1o 514 1o905 2· 503 
-2.653 -2.222 -I o426 -.918 -.875 o644 1. 536 lo797 2. 512 
-2.496 -2.067 -I • 496 -.752 .001 o453 1o190 2 o105 2o967 
-2.633 -2.303 -1.181 -.472 o148 • 533 1o2211J 1o871 2·413 
-2.406 -1.706 -1.027 -·843 -.057 o705 1o615 1o703 2o493 
-2.577 -1 • 981 -1.334 -.702 o20S o709 1 • 611 1o796 2o591 
-2.656 -1·737 -1.492 -.981 -.327 .869 1 • "3G!I 1o935 2 • SG!I7 
-2.904 -1 o842 -1.306 -.685 -.33G!I o755 1. 620 2 o149 2o460 
-2.995 -2.G!I77 -1.652 -.914 .099 • 524 1oG!I26 2o058 2o421 
-2.691 -1.802 -1 • 1 80 -.841 ol25 o921 1o498 2 o187 2o775 
-2.502 -1 • 97 1 -1.590 -.392 • 149 • 593 1.184 1o991 2o989 
-2.357 -1.778 -1.038 -.919 -.168 .788 1o496 1. 829 2o948 
-2.936 -2.008 -1.39G!I - • SG!I4 o070 .657 1o085 2·310 2o955 
-2.992 -1 • 686 -1.624 -.666 -.301 • 608 1ol96 2o311 2o393 
-2.704 -2.102 -1 • 1 32 -.998 o1 10 o967 1. 652 2.274 2o403 
-2.334 -2.113 -1.039 -. 5G!I3 -.027 .633 1o519 2o23G!I 2· 535 
-2.897 -2.169 -1.560 -·952 -.144 o434 1.124 1o799 2o757 
-2.812 -2.3G!I3 -1.346 -.848 .242 .443 1. 376 2o166 2.787 
-2.593 -2.127 -1.437 -.786 o215 .649 1o093 2o124 2o760 
-2.835 -2.175 -1.308 -.779 oG!I94 o959 1o019 2o034 2o562 
-2.879 -1.891 -1.5G!I4 -.919 .115 • 525 1 • 141 1~845 2o496 
-2.821 -2.313 -1.0G!I6 -.715 -.225 o424 1.368 1. 752 2o615 
-2.837 -2.G!I48 -1 ol85 -.428 - o196 .981 1o519 2o200 2o719 
-2.519 -1.965 -1.184 -.4G!I5 .194 o427 1o335 1. 899 2o358 
-2.883 -1 • 844 -1 • 221 -.4e4 • 189 • 93G!I 1o138 1o787 2o842 
-2.348 -1.716 -1.265 -.938 • 277 • 551 I • I 71 1o731 2· 547 
-2.7 67 -1 • 864 -1.036 -.594 ol98 o622 1. 589 1o844 2o95flJ 
-2.726 -2.153 -1.329 -.722 • 273 .377 lol27 1. 826 2· 595 
-2.907 -2.026 -1.372 -.747 ofl78 .979 I • 1 14 2o287 2o455 
-2.733 -1.851 -1o461 -. 847 -.232 o826 1.455 2o102 2· 584 
-2.383 -2.246 -1.650 -.613 .fJ76 o912 1o3flJ3 1o714 2o783 
-2.787 -2.G!I68 -1.G!I83 -.391 -.329 .808 1oG!I66 1o815 2o611J0 
-2.952 -1 • 7 69 -1.295 -.609 -.219 .672 1 .069 2o023 2o676 

-2.637 -2.050 -1.596 -·442 .229 • 576 1. 552 2o2flJ4 2o726 

-2.354 -1.852 -1.048 -.485 .e99 • 511 1.332 1o812 2o888 

-2.701 -1.712 -1 • 104 -.750 -.291 .381 1.152 1o866 2.376 

Mean -2.7lflJ -1o99flJ -1.308 -.684 -.flJ12 • 676 1. 337 2o01lJflJ 2o637 

S.D. .192 o196 • 198 ol96 .202 • 183 .208 • 189 ·193 
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Table B-5 
Item Difficulties (b) for Hypothetical Conventional Tests, 

at Three Discrimination Levels 

Discrimination (a) 
0.5 1.0 2.0 

-.052 • UJ0 .27:3 
.021 .070 .041 

-.027 -.246 -.275 
-·163 -.155 .305 
-. 110 -.040 .038 
-.001 -.034 -·261 

• 277 -.025 • 140 
-.236 -.310 -.090 
-.270 -.283 .277 
-.290 .254 -. 254 

• 14 7 -.237 .038 
-.247 .256 ol54 

ol26 .031 -·329 
-.188 .274 .062 

• 245 -.222 .082 
-. 196 .225 -.282 
-·240 .242 • 199 

.307 .026 .028 
-.091 .020 .269 
-.083 .255 -.079 
-. 050 -.311 - o1!9 
-. 127 .!69 .303 
-.200 -.172 -.059 

.092 -.313 • 103 

.037 -.306 .11137 
-.169 .045 .228 
-.082 -.136 -.243 

.328 - • I 59 .265 

.021 .255 .01118 
ol81 .313 - o198 
• 263 • 126 -.282 

-.033 .11157 -.254 
-.099 • 0 54 -.206 

• 263 .312 -.315 
• 174 -.045 -.177 

·327 -.325 -.133 
-.321 -.251 .11153 

• 077 .043 -. 122 
.313 .0 11 .073 
.089 .014 -.033 
.014 .001 ol28 
.282 • 166 -.280 
.018 .294 - ·194 

-.087 -.244 .11146 
.245 • I 50 .016 
.2211! .021 -·128 

-.049 .144 -.316 
-.201 .219 • 11115 
-.287 • 195 -.281 

- • I I I .268 -.328 
.110 .221 -.293 

-.253 .085 ol43 
-.262 • I 38 -. 11114 
-.050 .247 -·217 
-.164 -.136 -.126 
-.243 .012 ol60 

.320 -.022 - oll2 
-.257 -.043 .202 

- • 21 I -.265 ol85 
-.172 .001 • 1 57 

Mean Difficulty -.019 .017 -.033 
S.D. Difficulty • 194 .191 ol93 
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APPENDIX C 

Computer Hardware and Software Used for the Simulations 

The Computer 

The computer used for this research was a Hewlett-Packard 9600E real-time 
computer system, which is based on a 2100S central processer with a memory 
consisting of 32K of 16-bit words. Peripheral equipment available consisted 
of one disk with a capacity of about 5 million ASCII characters, a high. speed 
paper tape reader, a teletype and four cathode ray terminals (CRTs). 

Integer numbers were represented in a single computer word with a maximum 
value of ±32768. Real numbers were represented as two 16-bit words having 
about six significant digits. For long addition where this was not sufficient 
precision, double-precision arithmetic was used providing 13-digit significance 
by using three 16-bit words. 

Approximately half of the total memory was used by the computer operating 
system, but the half remaining proved adequate for all simulation programs used. 
The disk had room to store test scores for 15,000 testees after space was pro
vided for system programs and simulation programs. 

The Program System 

To make efficient use of available computer time, it was necessary to run 
the simulation programs from 5:00 each evening until 8:00 the next morning as 
well as from 5:00 Friday evening until 8:00 Monday morning. Since the simula
tion program could fill its available storage space in an hour or so, it was 
obvious that the data would have to be generated, analyzed, erased, and re
generated. To make this process semi-automatic, so that a programmer would not 
have to be present to start a new program each hour, a program system organized 
as shown in Figure C-1 was constructed. 

Scheduling. The first step in running the simulation system was to write 
a schedule of programs and enter this through the teletype. This schedule was 
then read by the scheduling program which in turn scheduled a certain processing 
program to run. The schedule might have been, for example, as follows: 1) 
generate and score 1000 conventional test response records using item parameter 
file 1 and a normal ability distribution; 2) run a correlation program to cor
relate the generating ability with the test score; 3) print the results; 
4) generate 15,000 test records using a rectangular ability distribution; 5) 
calculate the information values; 6) print the results; and 7) stop. 

The scheduling program would read the first element of the schedule and, 
seeing that it said to generate data, would schedule the data generating 
program 1000 times, etc. After each program finished, control was returned to 
the scheduling program which then scheduled another process or stopped. 

The data generation program. The core of this system was the data gen
eration program. On orders from the scheduling program, it first selected an 
item parameter file to work from and then generated an ability either randomly 
from a normal distribution or at a fixed level as dictated by the schedule. 
If the schedule called for a stradaptive test, an initial ability estimate was 
generated which was either fixed at the mean of the ability distribution (so 
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everyone entered at the middle stratum) or sampled from a normal distribution 
about the mean of the ability distribution with a varying degree of correlation 
with the generating ability. A test protocol was then generated and scored 
with length being controlled either by the standard termination criterion for 
Variable-Length Stradaptive, or a schedule-dictated termination criterion for 
Fixed-Length Stradaptive. The scores from this test were then written on the 
data file and the procedure was repeated until a sufficient number of testees 
had been run. 

Figure C-1 

Schematic Representation of the 
Simulation Program System (Arrows 

Represent Flow of Information) 

Schedule 

Parameter 
File 1 

Parameter 
File 2 

Parameter 
File N 

The data analysis programs. The data analysis programs read from the data 
file generated by the data generation program, calculated appropriate statis
tics, and printed the results on the teletype. Following this, the data file 
was free to be written upon again. All statistical analyses were programmed 
specifically for this research, using common formulas for descriptive statis
tics and correlations, and formulas described in the Data Analysis section for 
informational statistics. 
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